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PREFACE.

IN sending forth tliis little volume, a few words may be deemed

necessary to explain why its author, a Junior Barrister of the

Western Circuit, should venture to inscribe his name upon the title-

page. Does he not fear that his merits such as they are as a

sportsman, will tell to his disadvantage, by inducing an impression

of his ignorance or indifference to the more important pursuits,

whereby alone he must obtain the reputation to which he aspires ?

My answer is, emphatically, in the negative. I am ardently attached

to the learned profession, and delight in the toil and devotion it

demands
;
and if an English public could think the less of a man

for duly mingling the utile with the dulce, his professional friends

have too high an appreciation of such distribution of time between

study and relaxation; and are actuated by sentiments of too noble and

generous a nature, to seek to discover a flaw where none exists.

Only a year and half has yet elapsed since I had the honour of

being enrolled among the juris consulti of the realm
;

and whilst

waiting for briefs, I have devoted by far the larger portion of my
time to the study of the law

;
whilst a small part only, by way of

remunerative recreation, has been turned to literary pursuits. The

result of the latter has been, the production of the present volume.

I have not been guilty of writing a book of fiction, but of facts

gathered from the experiences of early life : and having done so, and

placed them in the hands of the public, I would throw the gauntlet

to the man who asserts that I have done anything derogatory to

myself or my profession,



VI PREFACE.

The old adage, that "All work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy," is as trite as it is true nunc, et semper, et in scecula.

I am borne out in these views by precedent from the Greeks and

Romans, who equalized their time for studying
1 the arts and sciences

which elevate the mind, with manly sports which invigorate the

body.

If I wanted a modern precedent for the purpose of proving' that a

taste for sporting pursuits is entirely consistent with the dignity of a

barrister, I mig'ht allude to the well-known fact, that many of our ablest

lawyers have been among the keenest sportsmen of their time
j
and

at the present day, the Bench and the Bar are adorned with several

such distinguished individuals : not the least in importance among
whom is, our venerable and active Lord Chancellor : who, if report

says truly, is so well skilled in the science of the trigger, that he

occasionally brings down the stag at a distance of two or three

hundred paces. Surely, then, one of his youngest brethren "
in

stuff," who, although he shoots with a larger gun, has not yet

acquired so long a range, may be forgiven for a rare wild-goose

chace in the " daft" days of merry yule.

Influenced by considerations such as these, I fearlessly and undis-

guisedly submit the following pages to the hands of a generous-

minded and discerning public.

London, August 31>
;
1859.
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INTRODUCTION.

" Form'd on the Samian school, or those of Ind,
There are who think these pastimes scarce humane ;

Yet, in my mind (and not relentless I),
His life is pure that wears no fouler stain."

ARMSTRONG.

AMONG the various country sports and recreations of the English

gentleman, there is one which, singularly, has hitherto remained in a

state of neglected and unexplained obscurity, so far as regarded in

a literary point of view
;
whilst every other sport from fox-hunting

down to boxing has formed the subject of a separate treatise,

wherein is practically and theoretically explained and illustrated, the

particular recreation of which it treats.

A volume upon wild-fowling, with its instructive and pleasing

varieties, justly demands a place in our libraries, by the side of works

devoted exclusively to other sporting pursuits, neither more nor less

exciting and amusing.

Colonel Hawker's " Instructions to Young' Sportsmen," first pub-

lished in the year 1824, is almost the only one which treats of the

subject : and that work is well known among practical wild-fowl-

shooters as one which cannot be relied on
; but, on the contrary,

many of that author's views have proved erroneous, and some of his

inventions impracticable.
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Only a very small portion of that work is devoted to wild-fowling",

and that, too, chiefly as regards the ordinary means of wild-fowl

shooting; whilst the more interesting* subjects of the decoy, and

means of capturing wild-fowl alive
;
the flight-pond, and its notable

concomitants; with various other remarkable methods of fowling,

both ancient and modern, occupy no place in his pages. And, as if

conscious of the brevity with which he had treated wild-fowling, the

worthy Colonel remarks, that an octavo volume might be rapidly

filled upon the subject.

Notwithstanding the Colonel's hint, as well as scores of others,

which have been echoed from time to time through every sporting

periodical, and the strange blank which has so long existed, the want

still subsists. One might have supposed that the avidity with which

the sport is followed in some places, would have offered sufficient

inducement for a more extended discussion of the subject.

If we look to foreign countries, we find wild-fowl abounding in

every land
; and, from the beautiful valley of the Bhine, where they are

sometimes seen in countless numbers, to the more distant lakes of

both Americas, where they are far more numerous, the sportsman

may follow up the pursuit to his heart's content
;
and yet, with all

these facts daily before him, the young wild-fowler has long looked,

and looked in vain, for something like an introduction to the sport,

and explanation of the various means of pursuing it.

There are so many different species of wild-fowl, each with its

peculiar habits, and therefore requiring different methods of capture,

that to give a faithful history of the sport, and its varieties, other-

wise than in a volume devoted expressly to the purpose, must

necessarily be abortive and unsatisfactory. The more, therefore, we

consider the energy of English sportsmen at the present day, and

their aspirations to literary fame in the department relating to their

favourite pursuits, the more we feel astonished that no one has yet

taken up the subject of wild-fowling as a distinct branch of sport,

and challenged the wide field of elucidation which lay before him

hitherto only half trodden and half explored.
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The negiect with which the subject has met, creates the greater

astonishment, when we consider what a charming
1

sport it is
;
em-

bracing, as it does, so many distinct branches
;
each requiring some

peculiar skill and ingenuity ; and, indeed, scientific experience ;
the

results of which cannot be made appreciable or intelligible, except in

a special and distinct treatise.

I am quite conscious that the undertaking is a bold one
;
and if I

had not a certain degree of confidence in my own personal expe-

riences in this
;

for years past one of my favourite recreations; also

long since felt the requirements of a work of the kind, I should not

venture to attempt to supply the want. But I am induced, though

reluctantly, to believe that the reason of this interesting sport being

hitherto so overlooked, is because it is, in reality, so little understood :

and in this impression I am borne out by the opinion of Colonel

Hawker, who says that "
many of the greatest field-sportsmen in the

kingdom know no more about wild-fowl shooting than children."

The sportsman will do me the favour to bear in mind, that I do

not profess to give any further ornithological delineations or descrip-

tions of the various species of wild-fowl, than those which may

suggest themselves from personal observation and familiarity with

the habits of the birds
;
and such as are necessary for explaining the

pursuit of wild-fowling $
such being a subject foreign to my pur-

pose, and already abundantly treated of by many distinguished

authorities.

To know something of the ingenious methods of taking wild-fowl,

must be useful to all men
j
and more especially those about to reside

in foreign countries, who should remember that there are wild-fowl

in almost every part of the world
;
and perhaps such men may find it

highly expedient for them to exercise some of the ingenuities and

means of capture which have been employed in this country, with a

success almost beyond credulity.

Wild-fowling, as regards capturing the birds alive, is an art so

strictly founded upon the natural principles of instinct, that, when

begun, it leads the enquirer on with such absorbing interest that he
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soon acquires an art, of which the precepts are so impressive, that,

when once learnt, it is learnt for ever
j
and the most unlettered indi-

vidual, with common perceptions, becomes an adept.

It may be imagined a very tantalizing situation, to be placed in a

land where hundreds of wild-fowl are daily in the habit of thronging

the inland waters, and yet to find oneself so far removed from in-

genuity, as to be unable to capture a bird
;

whilst they might afford

the most abundant and inviting table-luxuries in the country. An
individual in such a position would naturally ask himself, as he gazed

from day to day upon the feathered occupants of the waters,
" How

are the difficulties I see before me to be overcome ? How are these

birds to be taken ?" It is our purpose, in these pages, to explain to

him, not only how and when to pursue them, but how to take them

alive, in large numbers : and, whether on the open waters, savannahs,

or otherwise, to shoot them, both by night and day.

The flight-pond, with the curious and interesting proceedings con-

nected with it, has hitherto, as a subject of literary diversion, remained

in obscurity j
no author having ever attempted an explanation, be-

yond the few unintelligible remarks (evidently theoretical), occupy-

ing but a few lines, in vol. iii. of Daniel's " Rural Sports,"* and which

are so cramped and inaccurate that they tend rather to mislead than

instruct the enquirer yet, strange to say, they appear to have been

copied and recopied by subsequent writers, as their only text upon

the subject.f I therefore claim originality upon this head; and hope,

by the readiest means in my power, to lay before my readers a full

description of the quaint contrivances which have been invented by
our forefathers for capturing a cunning and whimsical species of wild-

fowl, which defied the efforts of the most experienced decoyers ;
but

which fell victims by thousands to another means, as ingenious,

though simple, as the decoy.

* And these appear to have been borrowed from Montague's
"
Ornithology."

f Professor Yarrell, in his book of " British Birds," mentions the flight-pond ;

but he approaches the subject with the same uncertainty, and throws no new light

upon it.
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The subject of " Ancient Methods of Capturing- Wild-fowl" has

been compiled from the oldest and most reliable sources
; and, in

some respects, from authorities of great antiquity, and books of ex-

treme rarity ;
some of which appear to have hitherto escaped the

researches of the most diligent ornithologists and sporting
1

biblio-

graphers.

The latter portion of the work, which is devoted to the subject of

"Wild-fowling in Foreign Countries," is not the result of the

author's individual experience, but has been carefully traced, after

diligent researches in books of travel, history, and philosophy : a

task which, though laborious, has been an agreeable one, because

considerably facilitated through the ready access which the author

has had to the British Museum and other public and private

libraries.

Those who are familiar with the migratory habits of wild-fowl,

and who have travelled in Northern Europe, and seen the myriads of

aquatic birds which inhabit those quarters, and in winter are driven

southward by the severity of frost, will bear me out in the opinion

that there must be wild-fowl annually visiting "our shores, in greater

or less numbers according to the temperature of the season.

An old-fashioned winter will assuredly bring* with it old-fashioned

sport j
in proof of which, we have only to refer as far back as the

season of 1846-7, which is long subsequent to the drainage of the

great Bedford Level j* and we find the wild-fowl shooter enjoying

sport to his heart's content. In that winter, the London market was

so abundantly supplied, that wild-ducks were sold at two shillings

per pair, and snipes at four-pence each : and in Devonshire, snipes

were so numerous as to be sold at one halfpenny each.f During the

same winter, to my own knowledge, wild-ducks were sold in the

provinces, at one shilling and sixpence, and widgeon at one shilling

per pair.

In severe winters, the markets are always crowded with wild-fowl :

* Vide Well's "
History of the Fens :" A. n. 1830.

t Hewitt's "Year Book of the Country."
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and it stands to reason, that when the surfaces of the northern coun-

tries as Lapland, Sweden, Norway, and parts of Russia are

deeply buried in snow, wild-geese, and such fowl as feed inland, are

compelled to migrate to more genial climates
;

and England a

salubrious island situated as she is in the direct track of the

myriads of migratory birds from the hyperborean latitudes, offers the

first, the fairest, and most inviting retreat to those aerial emigrants.

Few but those who have seen them, would believe in the immense

flights of wild-fowl which in severe winters visit our coasts flights

which, when they have alighted, cover acres of water. It is their

numbers by day, and their noise by night, which astonish those who

for the first time experience them. But the sportsman and decoyer

complain of a great decline in the sport, of late years ; though this

is, in a measure, to be accounted for by the succession of mild

winters
;

so that nothing like the success of good old times has at-

tended their pursuits. Nevertheless, in further proof of the assertion

that " the sport is good as ever, in hard winters," we may refer to a

still more subsequent season that of 1854-5, which was the hardest

winter on record since 1846-7
;
and we find the sport in no way in-

ferior to that of former years, when the season has been of about

equal severity, with similar duration of frost.

However, we cannot help looking back with regret on the mischief

done to our sport by the drainage of fens, swamps, and moors. Such

places, in their wild and uncultivated state, were the very nurseries

where hundreds of wild-fowl were annually hatched and reared
;
more

particularly the fens about the eastern coast, which, from the fa-

voured position they stand to the Netherlands, were always the first

resting-place of wild-fowl, after crossing the sea
;
and thus became

the very haunt and refuge of immense flig'hts of aquatic fowl : and

to this day, the few remaining fens which have been undisturbed by

the arm of cultivation, are their best and last strongholds. There are

also still remaining, several private preserves for water-fowl., where

the wild-duck lays her eggs and rears her nestlings in undisturbed

security.
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Wild-fowl have always been more abundant on the eastern coast,

between the mouth of the Thames and the coast of Yorkshire, than

elsewhere in England : a circumstance to be accounted for by the

commanding- position which that part of the coast occupies with the

corresponding' Netherlands. The numbers of wild-fowl and the

amount of sport on the southern coast, can never have been at all in

proportion to those parts of the coast which skirt the Norfolk broads,

Essex marshes, and the fens of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire :

indeed, the extent of sport on the south coast has always been mo-

derate, except in sharp winters.

The subject of the "
Shooting Yacht," with experiences of shooting

under sail, have never been collectively published. The sport

was little understood, and seldom resorted to, in the days of Colonel

HawTker. Punting was then, also, comparatively speaking, in its

infancy, when contrasted with the perfection to which the art has

since attained
;

for when the birds became scarce, the ingenuity of the

punter was taxed to the utmost
;
and a greater perfection in skill has

thus been acquired.

The whole of the subjects entered upon (except as regards ancient

and foreign methods of capturing wild-fowl) are explained from per-

sonal practice ;
and wherever I have borrowed assistance from others,

I have frankly acknowledged it.

It may be proper here to allude to a vulgar error which exists in

some minds, that there is a fishy flavour about all wild-fowl, which

renders them disagreeable as an article of food. Such, I need

scarcely say, is altogether erroneous
;
the only birds which possess

that disagreeable odour in their flesh, being those which subsist on

fish : and for the purpose of catching and holding such, Nature has

gifted them with superior powers, and a beak totally different to that

of other water-fowl. The fishy-flavoured fowl have serrated beaks,

the interior mandibles of which, with their shark-like teeth, are ex-

quisitely formed for holding, with firm grasp, the most slippery of the

finny tribe. These are, for the most part, of the species diver and

merganser ;
and their flesh is not palatable. Those which are so
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much esteemed as table delicacies, do not feed on fish, nor have they

the power to catch them : their food consists of duck's-weed ( lens

palustris^j grasses, and other inland herbage, which can have no

tendency to give them the flavour complained of
;
while the high

prices which wild-fowl, such as teal, widgeon, duck and mallard, sea-

pheasants, brent-geese, pochards, and others, constantly fetch in the

London and country markets, show the esteem in which they are

held as delicious and wholesome luxuries.

It has been my endeavour, throughout these pages, to render

them amusing as well as instructive
; and, with that view, I have

occasionally, but very sparingly, interspersed anecdotes of my own

adventures, and only where I have thought it the readiest and most

agreeable means of amusing the general reader, and at the same time

imparting knowledge to the young sportsman, rather than leaving

him to draw his own inferences from the facts recorded.

With a modest conviction that I shall not be accused of discours-

ing of that with which I am not familiar, I nevertheless regret that

the effort has not been made by one more competent ;
for I feel

certain there is much more which might, and ought to, form part of

a volume devoted exclusively to the subject.

I am also conscious of having exposed myself to merited criticism,

because of the many and glaring imperfections of style, which will

frequently offend the eye of the more accomplished critic and

English sportsman. But I console myself, in the happy because

conscientious conviction, that however rude and inanimate my
style, I have submitted none but personal experiences and well-

authenticated facts. I have also honesty of purpose on my side,

and good intentions towards my readers
;
not perhaps wholly free

from a vain hope, that my humble exertions may supply a vacancy

which has long existed in the sportsman's library.



THE WILD-FOWLER.

CHAPTER I.

FOWLING.

"
Aucupium felix festinaque copia prseda."

BAEG^US, DE AUCUPIO : ANNO 1566.

IN Greek this sport is termed 6pvi9o9f]pa in Latin, aucupium, from

avis, a bird
;
and capio, I take. It signifies the art of decoying,

capturing, or killing birds ferce natures, by means of decoy-ducks,

dogs, guns, rapacious birds, nets, snares, bird-lime, or other artifice
;

and it may be used either upon land or water.*

The Saxon dialogue upon the Art of Fowling is thus expressed :

Q. How do you catch birds ?

A. I catch them many ways : sometimes with nets, sometimes

with nooses, sometimes with bird-lime, sometimes by whistling, some-

times with hawks, sometimes with gins.f

* Markham thus defines the art :
"
Fowling is an art of discerning and under-

standing how to take all manner of fowle ;
and it is to bee applied or used two

severall waies that is to say, either by enchantment or enticement, by winning or

wooing the fowle unto you with pipe, whistle, or call, which either beguileth them
with their own voyce, or amazeth them with the strangenesse of the sound ; or else

by engine, which unawares surpriseth and entangleth them." Hunger's PrevenUon,
or the Art of Fowling ; by Gervase Markham : A.D. 1655.

Blome gives the following definition :
"
Fowling is an art for the taking all

manner of fowl, either by enticement or enchantment ; as calls, intoxicating baits, or
the like ; or else by guns, nets, engines, traps, setting dogs, &c." The Gentleman's
Recreations ; by Richard Blome : A.D. 1686.

Udall, in his " Flowers of Latine Speaking," says : "Auceps, properly a fowler, and
aucupium is foulynge, and, by a metaphore, it is for all maner of wayes, to geat any
thynge by wiles, traynes, or craffce."

Vide also
"
Bargseus, de Aucupio :" a Latin poem on Fowling, published at

Florence in the year ] 566.

f
"
Quo modo decipii aves ? Multis modis decipio aves, aliquando retibus, aliquando

laqueis, aliquando glutino, aliquando sibilo, aliquando accipitre, aliquando decipula."
Cott. M.S.

y
Tib. A 3 ; Pint. p. 60. See also Turner's Hist. Anglo-Sax., vol. iii.
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It is one of the most ancient, as well as the most natural, arts

known to mankind
;
and in every nation has called forth the earliest

cunning of the people. There are frequent allusions to it in the

Scriptures : more particularly in the Old Testament, as to the " snares

of the fowler j" and there can be no doubt but such were used many
centuries before Christ.

As different species of birds have different habits, so the method of

taking them differs, in accordance with such habits. Such portions of

the art as relate to the capture of wild-fowl and fen-birds, are by far

the most attractive, varied, and extensive : and, to those particular

branches, our discourse will be more especially devoted.

It is a pleasant and useful diversion, abounding with varieties as

attractive and instructive as they are exciting and exhilarating.*

There is no branch of the art of fowling possessing so great an

amount of attraction, or requiring such consummate skill, as is ne-

cessary for proficiency in the art of capturing water-fowl
5 and, besides,

there is no one which offers so many examples of instinct.

It appears, however, to have been a sport distasteful (because, pro-

bably, very imperfectly understood) to that earliest of writers upon

sporting-literature Dame Juliana Barnes, alias Berners. That anti-

quated and distinguished sportswoman, draws a very forlorn and

miserable picture of an ancient fowler
; showing him up, in her pecu-

liar style of language, as the very object of pity, disappointment, and

misery ;f but her remarks can only be read as applying to taking
birds with nets, gins, and such like contrivances other portions of

her work being dissertations specially in praise of 'hawking, as a

distinct branch ofthe pursuit ;
and in which she appears to have been

a proficient, and evidently familiar with the art of capturing wild-fowl

with rapacious birds.

Both ancient and modern fowlers agree as to the necessity of

knowing something of the haunts as well as the habits of wild-fowl,

before success can be confidently looked for in any branch of the pursuit.

*
Burton, in his "

Anatomy of Melancholy," speaking of "
Exercise rectified,"

says :

"
Fowling is more troublesome, but all on't as delightsome to some sorts of

men, be it with guns, lime, nets, glades, ginnes, strings, baits, pitfalls, pipes, calls,

stalking-horses, setting dogs, coy-ducks, &c., or otherwise."

f
" The dysporte and game of fowlynge me semyth moost symple, for in the

wynter season the fowler spedyth not but in the most hardest and coldest weder ;

whyche is greuous. For when he wolde goo to his gynnes he maye not for colde.

Many a gynne and many a snare he makyth, yet soryly dooth he fare. At morn

tyde in the dewe he is weete shote vnto hia taylle." The Bolce of St. Albans ; by
Juliana Barnes : A.D. 1496.
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There are certain places in the Fens preferred by wild-fowl to others
;

and the same is to be observed of such fowl as do not venture far inland
;

but, as the subject will be briefly discussed in subsequent pages,

under the different heads applicable to each particular species, we

only speak here in general terms as to their haunts and habits.

The knowledge of this branch of the art possessed by the ancient

fowler, was by no means so superficial as may have been supposed :

it was of the essence of his success to be well informed on this

head.*

The favourite daily resorts of the smaller species of wild-fowl, as

duck, teal, and such-like, are sequestered lakes, ponds, and arms

of the sea. At twilight, in the evening, they change their

quarters to fens, moors, and bog-lands ;
where they find their best

and most abundant food. The wilder and more uncultivated the

country, the more it is frequented by wild-fowl
; provided it be a

moorish or sedgy and fertile soil. During great and heavy rains,

they resort to flooded meadows, delighting to dabble in shallow

water, where easy access can be obtained to the bottom, without

immersing their whole bodies. They are particularly partial to such

swamps and morasses as are intersected with small islands and

mounds. Widgeon prefer saline feeding-grounds, and do not

generally seek their food so far inland as ducks and teal. Brent

geese confine themselves exclusively to the sea by night, and

frequent salt-water rivers and bays during the day. Grey geese

are devotedly attached to fields of green wheat, and extensive moors

and savannas.

From this mere cursory glance at the habits of wild-fowl, the

variety of the diversion will be at once apparent ;
and it will

be perceived that a familiarity with the haunts as well as the habits

of the different species, is of paramount importance to the wild-

fowler.

Wildfowl are by far the most subtle of all birds : it is their very
nature to be so, accustomed as they are at one season of the year to

wild and uninhabited regions, and at another, to the incessant perse-

cution of the fowler. They are also the most attractive objects of the

sportsman's diversion, both physically and gastronomically ;
but

require much skill, patience, and cunning in shooting and capturing.

* Markham observes :
" The first and principalest thing our skilfull Fowler hath

to learne, is the knowledg of the haunts or places of residence where these Fowlc
for the most part abide."
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They are also birds of marked discipline : they fly in rank, and march

in a body ;
and when an enemy (as a hawk or weasel) ventures to dis-

turb their privacy, and an attack upon the intruder is contemplated,

it is always made in troop. Both by night and day they have sen-

tinels on constant duty, to give warning of the enemy's movements
;

and so vigilant are they, and so awake to suspicion, that more than

ordinary perseverance and ingenuity are requisite on the part of the

wild-fowler to ensure success. They are fond of assembling in large

flocks, particularly in cold weather: when dispersed, they appeal-

unsettled, and less capable of taking care of themselves.

Wild-fowl, as a dietary article, were always esteemed luxuries
;

and by the ancient, as well as, the modern Apician, their flesh has

been considered more wholesome, and easier of digestion, than that of

tame fowls. Yet, in former times it would seem, that the distinction

between such fowl as are now classed among dainties, and such as

are mere carrion, was not then observed. Sea-gulls, as well as

several other such unpalatable morsels, were deemed fit articles of

food for the nobleman's table ;* and, by way of further illustration of

the extraordinary bad taste which prevailed in those days, it may
be added some of the most delicious birds that fly, were excluded

from the table when any other sort of wild-fowl could be had.f

The arts and contrivances for taking water-fowl alive, are chiefly

of very ancient origin ;
and some of them are most quaint and

amusing. The authors who have written upon the subject are few in

number, but they have left some highly instructive accounts of their

ingenious arts
; many branches of which have fallen into desuetude,

since the numbers of wild-fowl bred in this country have so consider-

ably decreased, through the extensive drainage of their original breed-

ing haunts.

The age when decoys were prevalent may be appropriately termed

the " middle age
"

of wild-fowling ;
all previous systems of taking

wildfowl by nets, snares, lime-strings, lime-twigs, lime-rods, and

otherwise, sink into insignificance when compared with the peculiar

ingenuities of the decoy, and the subsidiary schemes of the flight-

pond. But after the mischief incurred to decoys by the ubiquitous

system of land-draining, the successes of the decoyer were considera-

* "
Mounethly. Item it is thought good that See-guiles be hade for my Lordes

owne mees and non other so they be good and in season and at jd. a pece or jd. ob.

at the moste." Northumberland Household Book, tem/p. Hen. VIII.

f
" Item it is thought good that noo Teylles [Teal] be bought, bot if so be that

other Wyldefowll cannot be gottyn and to be at jd. a pece." Md.
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bly diminished
;
and at the present day, the most effectual mode of

wild-fowling-, and that in greatest repute, is by means of a gunning-

punt, shooting-yacht, and stanchion gun.
There cannot be a stronger proof the ignorance of the present age,

as regards the original art of wild-fowling, than by reference to the

erroneous terms which are applied to the pursuit by nearly all

modern sportsmen ;
and it is only from the lips of a few " ancient

fowlers," however illiterate, that we hear the correct version of sport-

ing terms applicable to wild-fowling. Thus, modern sportsmen speak
of every large number of wild-fowl as " a flock

"
(a term chiefly

appertaining to sheep), and this whether ducks, geese, widgeon, or

whatever else
;

whereas the term "flock" is totally inaccurate as

applied to any distinct species of wild-fowl, and should only be em-

ployed when speaking indefinitely of wild-fowl, or a mixture of wild-

fowl, not knowing of what species they are. Errors of this sort are

seldom made in respect of other field sports, without at once bringing

down a shower of ridicule by the better-informed sportsman upon the

head of the more ignorant one.

To speak in the present day of a " flock
"

of partridges, instead of

a "
covey," would so offend the ears of the most superficial sports-

man, that he would look upon an individual who made use of such a

term, with profound pity at his ignorance ;
and yet the term "

flock,'
'

as applied to wild-fowl, is equally erroneous, and quite as inexcusable,

when coming from the lips of a sportsman. But in consequence of

the indifference with which the subject of fowling has been treated of

late years, . we find the most learned ornithologists of the day,

throughout their voluminous histories, guilty of these inexcusable

blunders. Writers upon sporting literature, one and all, commit

similar errors
;
and though they apply correct terms to game and

birds of the land, water-fowl are invariably classed by them in

"
flocks."

The ancient terms, as applied to water-fowl when congregatus, are as

under* :

A teme of swannys.
A gaggyllyng of gese.
A teme of dukys, or

A padelynge of dukys.
A sorde of malardys.
A spryng of telys.

* Vide " The Boke of St. Albans."
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A doppyngg of scheldrakys.
A coverte of cootes.

A lierde of corlewis.

A sege of heyronys.
A congregagon of plovers.
A dysseyte of lapwynges.
A herde of cranys.

The modern terms as applied to water-fowl are as follow :

A herd of swans.

A gaggle of geese (when on the water),
A skein of geese (when on wing).
A paddling of ducks (when on the water).
A team of wild-ducks (when flying in the air).

A sord or suit of mallards.

A company of widgeon.
A flight or rush of dunbirds.

A spring of teal.

A dopping of sheldrakes.

A covert of coots.

A herd of curlews.

A sedge of herons.

A wing or congregation of plovers.
A desert of lapwings.
A walk of snipes.
A fling of oxbirds.

A hill of ruffs.

A small number of wild-fowl, as ducks and geese (about thirty or

forty), is termed a "
trip," The same of widgeon, dunbirds, or teal,

is termed a " bunch ;" and a smaller number (from ten to twenty) is

called a "little knob."

Of swans it would be said, a "small herd 5" and sometimes of

geese a "
little gagg'le

"
or a " small skein ;" and so of ducks, a

"short" or "long team."

Let us hope the character of the English sportsman is not so far

degenerated, or the respect he owes to ancient diversions so far for-

gotten, as to permit him any longer to persist in such cramped and

improper slang as to use the inapplicable term "flock" to every, or

any, description of wild-fowl. It should be borne in mind that as we
derive our laws and our purest sciences from the ancients, from the

same source sprang our national sports ;
and the rules, the systems,

and terms, in connection with such, have been handed down to us from

generation to generation, because none other express so faithfully the

meaning intended to be conveyed.



CHAPTER II.

ANCIENT METHODS OF CAPTURING WILD-FOWL,

"
Aucupans omnes rumusculos popular! ratione."

PLAUT., TRUCUL., &c.

IN primitive ag*es, sporting
1

pursuits were followed rather as a

necessary occupation than an occasional recreation. The Greeks

were especially fond of field sports, as is clear from the accounts

transmitted to us by Xenophon. Ulysses instituted such diversions

after the conquest of Troy : they received commendation from Plato,

as the sources of renewed enjoyment to those who suffered either

from domestic calamities or the injuries of war.

At a later age, many of those who were not engaged in agricultural

pursuits, depended upon their skill as hunters and fowlers, for their

daily subsistence. At an early age there were fowlers well skilled in

their art, who caught wild birds in nets and traps, and by various

other devices
; bestowing greatest pains on taking water-fowl, which

were more highly prized for the table than such birds as frequented
districts far removed from the coast. The nets most generally em-

ployed by the Greeks for capturing wild-fowl were similar in many
respects to those of the ancient Egyptians, which will be spoken of

under the head "Egyptian Fowling." The day or clap-net was

spread flat on the ground after the same manner, in rhomboidal form,

the interior network of which represented a square, termed the

/3pox<>,* or strangling part.

The aryumentum was one of the principal nets or machines of the

*
Pollux, v. 4.
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ancient fowler, and was chiefly useful in taking wild-fowl on the surface

of the water.* It was a machine very similar to a French quail-pipe :

that used for water-fowl was not unlike a modern decoy-pipe. The

art of decoy, however, was not then known : the birds were not

decoyed into the argumentum, but driven.

The panthera^ was a kind of purse or drag net, used by ancient

fowlers for taking water-fowl, and was the largest description of net

known for the purpose. Wild-fowl were captured in the panthera on

land, whilst feeding at night in the fens; it was also hung upon poles,

and extended along the banks of rivers, according to the turns of the

current, the fowler, meanwhile, keeping watch over the movements of

the birds. I

The curbaculum was simply a trap employed by the fowlers of old,

for taking birds in the snow.

Ancient fowlers are said to have been gifted with an art of enchant-

ment, whereby birds were enticed into snares, or otherwise became

captives to the fowler's artifices, through attracting their attention,

or amusing them in such a manner as to excite their curiosity ;
and

for this purpose the fowlers used to clothe themselves in feathered

jerkins, 1 1
and dance with particular motions and gestures in the

presence of such birds as they sought to capture.

The methods oftaking wild-fowl with horse-hair nooses and springes

are very ancient. They were used by the Anglo-Saxons both by night

and day, and were employed in the fens as well as by the margins of

lakes, rivers, and pools, the snares being sometimes placed under

water. IF They were also frequently 'planted in plashes, made by

breaking the ice, because of the greater resort of wild-fowl to such

* "
Argumentum : Machina, qua aves in aquis capiuntur." Du Cange.

" De argumentis vero, per quse aves possunt capi super aquam." Charta Childe-

berti Regis pro Monasterio 8. Germani, Parisiensis.

f
" Panthera posita ab aucupe." Ulpicmus.

Panthera is also a term applied by the lower Normans to nets used for taking all

kinds of birds, whether land or waterfowl :
" Normanni inferiores Pantiere vocant rete

quo capiuntur aves maritimae." Martinii.

Panthera is also a word used by Peter de Crescentius (who flourished about

the middle of the 13th century), in his "
Opus Buralium Commodorum sive de

Agricultural'

J
" Andr. Floriac. in Mirac. S. Bened. MSS., lib. iii. : Dum casses retium, quas

vulgo Pantheras vocant, hinc inde porrectis amicibus fluminis alternis protenderet

ripis, et volucrum pervigil excubitor prsestolatur capturam, etc." Du Cange.
" Curbaculum : Instrumentum ad capiendas aves tempore nivium." Petrus de

Crescentius, lib. x., De Agricultura.

||
Fosbroke's "

Encyclopaedia of Antiquities."

([ Blome's " Gent's. Eec,"
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puddles in severe weather, and consequently with the greater pro-

spect of success.* Springes were also made with a running- knot, and

set with sticks freshly cut from a growing
1

elm, or other tree of flexible

substance : they were freely employed for taking snipes and wood-

cocks,f

These ancient devices for taking- wild-fowl by the neck or legs, and

frequently by both, were highly successful
; they were simply by

means of nooses or running knots, made of horse-hair (generally black

or dyed), fastened to stakes, and placed in small openings among

sedges and rushes, or in any such places as the fowler, from his pre-

viously acquired knowledge of their haunts, deemed most favourable

to his pursuits. Two or three of the nooses were secured to each

stake
5
and as many as three or four dozen stakes so fitted, were

occasionally in use at the same time, pricked out in a small space

frequented by wild-fowl. It was a favourite practice of the ancient

wild-fowler to set snares of this description in marshes and plashes

where the water was not above a foot and a-half in depth ;
and by

scattering handfuls of grain, two or three days in succession, about

the spot best adapted to his purpose, the snares were spread with

greater prospect of success.

Archery was anciently a mixed military and sportive exercise, and

was successfully used in fowling. In the sixteenth century, when

shooting with the long bow had become so perfect an art, it was

esteemed above all other contrivances for taking wild-fowl
;
and for

some time after the invention of guns, the long bow was preferred as

the best and most practicable means that could be employed for the

purpose.! A statute was accordingly passed, prohibiting the taking
of wild-fowl in any other manner.

To such perfection had the art arrived in those days, that we find

the same author asserting elsewhere, that shooting with the "
longe

bowe " was declared the "
principal of all other exercises," for he

adds "
And, in myne opinion, none may be compared with shoot-

yng in the longe bowe, and that for sundry vtilities that come thereof,

wherein it incomparably excellethe al other exercyse."

* Vide " The Compleat Sportsman ;" by Giles Jacob : A.D. 1740.

t Vide " Jewell for Gentrie ;" by Jno. Helme : A.D. 1614.

j "I shall hereof more speake in an other place, and retourne nowe to the seconde

vtylitee founde in shotynge in the longe bowe, which is kyllye of deere, wylde fowle,
and other game ;

wherin is bothe profyte and pleasure above any other artyllery."
The ~boke named " The Governour;" by Sir Tlwmas Elyote, Knyght : 1557.

Vide Introduction.
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It is also stated that some of the archers of those days, were

enabled to direct their shafts with such unerring
1

precision, that their

aim was always directed to the h~ad of any large bird, rather than

the fairer mark presented by the body ;
and that wild-fowl so bagged,

were of greater value, and n|ore saleable, because of there being no

wound in the flesh. A circumstance is also recorded of small birds

being placed on the back of a cow, and killed with bow and arrow

without injury to the animal.* Accomplishments of this nature

would seem almost to vie with those of William Tell.

The diversion of falconry as appertaining to the capture of wild-

fowl, is not near so ancient as that of taking them with nets, snares,

and traps. Flavius Blondus, who wrote in the fifteenth century,

negatives the assertion that falconry was a pastime of the ancient

Greeks, and positively affirms that no nation or people were accus-

tomed, previously to the thirteenth century, to catch either land or

water-fowl with any rapacious bird trained for the purpose. And

Rigault is of the same opinion.! Pancirollus and Salmuth also both

concur.

The Roman laws distinctly recognize this method of fowling

" Ne is qui duntaxat iter per fundum meum fecerit, aut avem egerit venatusve

fuerit, sine ullo opere, hoc interdicto teneatur."J

Fowling by means of rapacious birds must have been used in Italy

at a very early age, for it is spoken of both by Martial and Apuleius

as an art generally known and practised in that country.

M lian mentions, that in Thrace hawks used to accompany the

fowlers when they went in quest of birds in the fens. The fowlers

having spread their nets, remained quiet ;
whilst the hawks flew

about, terrifying the birds, and driving them into them.

The same author also states, that the Thracians, when they caught

birds, used to divide them with the hawks, by which means they

rendered them faithful partners in fowling j
and that if they had not

* Carew's Cornwall, p. 73A.

f Vide also Jos. Scaliger, Comment, in Cirin., fol. 344. Also, Preface to Scrip-

tores Rei accipitrarise.

J Digest, lib. xliii. tit. 24, s. 22.

" Eos in Thracia auditione accepi ad hanc rationem cum hominibus per paludes

societatem aucupandi coire : homines expansis retibus quiescere, accipitres autem

supervolantes exterrere aves, ac intra retium ambitum compellero." JElian Hist.

Anim., Ub. ii. cap. 42.
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given them a share of the booty, they would have been deprived of

their assistance.*

This division of the prey between the fowler and his hawks is

also mentioned by Pliny "Rursus captas aucupes dividunt cum

iis."f

The rapacious birds used for the purposes of fowling were termed

paKg by Grecian authors. Pliny terms them "
accipitres"

There are curious assertions in a book ascribed to Aristotle,! that

in Thrace, falcons were so perfectly trained as to answer to their

names, and go direct to the fowler when called; and that they

used to bring to him, of their own accord, whatever prey they had

taken.

The ancient falconer delighted to make wild-fowl his quarry : the

pursuit of such birds was his favourite diversion, as will be seen on

reference to the earliest treatises upon that once princely and popular
recreation.

Falconry is still practised, in some countries, with all the spirit and

enthusiasm of the good old times. In Hungary particularly, hawking-

parties are highly attractive,!! and of frequent occurrence. In that

country, as in England, the heron is the favourite quarry.

The nobility of Mingrelia practise falconry, particularly for the pur-

pose of capturing wildfowl. They pursue the sport on horseback,

and carry a small drum at the pommel of the saddle
;
and by beating

the drum they put up the birds, and then fly their hawks at them. 11

Hawking is said to have been constantly in use in England down

to the year 1725, when shooting flying was introduced, to the great

astonishment of the Dalesmen.**

Some of the early English poets make marked allusion to water-fowl

as the falconer's best quarry :

" No fellow to the flight at brooke, that game is full of glee."ff
" The duck and mallard first, the falconer's only sport."!t

* " Thraces si quas ceperint aves, cum accipitribus partiri, eosque turn ad aucupii
societatem fidos habere

;
sin cum his earum partem, quas ceperint, avium non com-

municaverint, aucupii sociis privari." 2EUan Hist. Anim., lib. ii., cap. 42.

f
1

Pliny, lib. x. cap. viii. s. 23.

j De Mirabilibus Auscultat. cap. 128.

See also
" De Arte Yenandi cum Avibus" a work of extreme scarcity, printed

at Augsburgh, anno 1596, from a MS. belonging to Joachim Camerarius, a phy-
sician at Nuremburg.

||
Rambles in Search of Sport ; by the Hon. F. St. John : A.D. 1853.

*([ Travels in Persia and the East Indies ; by Sir John Chardin : 1643.
** Whitaker's Richmondshire, vol. i., p. 309.

ft Turberville. JJ Drayton.
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Hawks were specially trained for capturing water-fowl, and a species

termed the "
Rammage Lanner" devoted exclusively to such quarry.*

The goshawk, ger-falcon, jerkin, haggard falcon, and tassel-gentle

were also taught to fly at wild-ducks that were found in ponds or

other inland waters. This was esteemed most exciting sport, and the

wild-duck a good prey ;f but the heron was always considered the fal-

coner's noblest quarry. Hawking was also a sport in which the gentler

sex freely indulged j
and no expedition of the kind was deemed com-

plete, unless graced with the presence of a lady-falconer. The

engraving opposite represents that method of falconry, as practised

in the Fens about the fifteenth century. It was usual, on excur-

sions of the kind, to be accompanied by a water-dog, because the

hawk and its prey sometimes both fell in the water
;
and in their

struggles, the wild-fowl, from its greater power when on the surface of

that element, frequently imperilled the safety of the hawk by

plunging and diving. The fowler, meanwhile, watching his bird, in

case of danger would send the dog to the rescue
;
which was so

trained that it never attempted to injure the hawk, but seized the

mallard, or whatever fowl it might be, and brought it to its master.

During the age when falconry and archery were considered the first

and most distinguished pastimes in the land, sportsmen were extremely
tenacious about the preservation of wild-fowl, and more especially after

the passing of the bill against
"
shootynge with hayle shott,"J in refer-

ence to which, an original letter from Sir E. Bedingfield to the Earl of

Bath, written about that time (1548), shows the strong feeling then en-

tertained as to the preservation of wild-fowl as quarry for the falconer.

* Latham's Faulconry, book ii. : A.D. 1658.

f Latham, book ii.

t 2 and 3 Ed. VI., cap. 14.
" My good Lorde, I beseech you to take knowledge to move as you shall think

good for a redresse to be had for such persons as dayly do shoote in hande-gonnes,
and beat at the fowles in ryvers and pyttes, so as ther is no fowle that do remayne
in the countrye ;

a man disposed to have a flight wt. hawkes may seeke tenn myles
ere he fynde one coople of fowls to fly at, wheare in all yeres past there shulde have
been founde in the same places vc. coople of fowls. I have spoken to the clarke of
the peace within Norfolk, who asserteyned me by his book, not to be above the
number of iij persons entered into his booke for to shoote in gonnes, but surelie I

think ther be wt. in this shyre that daylie doth exercyse and practyse shooting at

fowle wt. there gonnes not so few as three score, of which number I cannot heare of

any that may spend of lands being their owne above iiij scr. Ib. by yere. If this be
not reamyded, you wt. all the rest of the nobilitie may put forth your hawkes to

breede and to keepe no more. And thus I beseeche God to have yor. Lordshippe
and my good Lady your wyfie in moche honor. Yors. to comaunde,

" EDMUNDE BEDINGFTELP."
Vide The History and Antiquities of Hengrave ; ~by John Gage, Esq., F.S.A.
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Some of the contrivances of the ancient fowler, previous to the

invention of decoys, strike us at the present day as exceedingly

grotesque and simple ; but, as they are transmitted to us by authors

of reliable authority in those days,* and by them asserted as the best

and most effectual means of taking wild-fowl, we are bound to believe

that some, at least, of these manoeuvres were highly successful.

Nets of various forms and sizes were also freely employed ;
and

those used for taking the largest sort of wild-fowl were made of strong

pack-thread, with large meshes, at least two inches in extent from

"poynt to poynt."
One of the most successful methods of taking wild-fowl was with a

net of the description stated
;
twelve yards in length by eight in

breadth, which was as large as one man could dextrously manage or

overthrow. This net being verged on each side with a stout cord, it

was stretched on poles, and spread flat upon the ground, at least two

hours before twilight, in the most favoured haunts of wild-fowl known
to the snarer. The manner of working the net was, by staking the

two lower ends firmly to the ground, but leaving sufficient play to

admit of its being thrown over without drawing the stakes or un-

hinging the loops or fastenings ;f and a line being connected with the

upper verge, and rove through a hole in another stake, about six yards
in front of one of the lower corners of the net, it was then of sufficient

length to extend to the fowler's hiding-place, which was generally about

twenty or thirty yards from the net a mere temporary screen or

embankment of turf and dried grasses : and, with such arrangements

complete, and having carefully strewn a few handfuls of short grass

over the surface of the net, and placed it so that no obstruction might

prevent its being suddenly thrown over, the fowler was supposed to

await patiently the arrival of the birds. Sometimes a live heron, or

other species of wild-fowl, was secured to a stake, as a "
stale"! for

enticing others
j
and when a satisfactory number of birds had come

within scope of the net, by suddenly drawing the line, the snare was
cast over them, and they were thus taken captive.

" The proceed-

ings," Markham observes,
"
might be continued during twilight of an

*
Gryndall on Fowling : 1596. A Jewell for Gentrie : 1614. Markham .on

Fowling : 1655. Cox's Gentleman's Recreations : 1686. Blome's Gentn.'s Recrea-
tions : 1686. : &c., &c.

f
" So that the nets may rise upon those stakes, to open and shut as upon so

many payre of hinges." A Jewell for Gentrie.

t Call-bird.
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evening, and early in the morning, until the sun had risen half-an-

hour, but not later." This system of fowling was performed with

equal success upon the plover species as upon the larger sort of fowl,

which are in the habit of feeding on and frequenting marshes and fens

by night.

It is somewhat remarkable that so rustic a style should have

been practised after the fowling-piece came into use
;
but it seems

to have been long preferred to the matchlock, notwithstanding
that the fowler, in his hidden position, whilst attending the net, was

within deadly range, with powder and shot, of any birds which came

to his snare.

The method of taking wild-ducks in the Fens, with the clap-net,

is described and illustrated by Peter de Crescentius,* as are also

several other methods of land-fowling.

One of the most singular artifices recorded of the ancient fowler,

is that of employing four hungry ducks as the chief instruments of

his design. Having spread an ordinary clap-net upon the ground,
and scattered a few handfuls of corn within scope of its meshes, two

men are stationed in a place of concealment, at some little distance

from the spot, who hold the check-rope in their hands, in connection

with the net, at command. The four hungry decoy-ducks are then

let out, and permitted to taste the food, when they are immediately
driven away by men with staves. The famishing ducks then fly for

food and refuge to the neighbouring fens, but return in a short time,

accompanied by many followers
; which, alighting with the hungry

decoy-ducks between the folds of the net, and feeding greedily upon
the scattered grain, the fowler is immediately enabled to capture

them. This method of fowling is thus described in Latin, in a work

of great curiosity,! .which bears a well-executed engraving of the

proceeding :

" Arte nova instructos Anates fallax habet Auceps.

Quatuor : bis urgente fame proponitur esca :

Verum ne comedant baculis terrentur : ut inde

Avolitent redeantque Anatum comitante caterva."

A very remarkable method of capturing cranes is also described

and illustrated in the same work. The fowler, having made up a

number of paper hoods in conical shapes, places them in a locality

* Book x., cap. 20.

f Venationes Ferarum, Avium, &c. ; depictaa a Joanne Stradano, editse a Philippo
Gallseo ;

Carmine illustrates a C. Kiliano : no date.
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commonly frequented by such birds, in holes or furrows in the

ground, with the points of the cones downwards : he then baits each

of them with a small fish, which he places inside, at the very point

or bottom of the hood
; and, having bedaubed the interior of the paper

with bird-lime, the traps are ready. The hungry cranes, coming to

their haunts, eagerly thrust their heads into the hoods to seize the

fish, when, the bird-lime sticking to their feathers, and the hoods

covering their eyes, in that hoodwinked dilemma they are unable to

fly, and so become captives to the fowler. The artifice is thus de-

scribed in the Latin text from which, assisted by the illustration, our

description in English has been written :

"
Auceps e chartis confectos arte cucullos

Interius visco Unit : in scrobibus locat : indit

Pisa : venit Grus esuriens : rostrum ingerit : haeret

Charta oculos velans, volucri prohibetque volatum."

This method of taking cranes with conical hoods is mentioned

by Blome as
" a very pleasant way of taking pigeons, rooks, and

crows ;" but, instead of a fish being used as a bait, a few grains of

corn are put at the bottom of the hood. The plan is recommended

to be used in ploughing-time, the hoods being placed in the furrows,

and baited with lob-worms.

There is also another ancient method of fowling to be explained,

which will strike the modern fowler as equally rude in contrivance,

though apparently practised with remarkable success upon the smaller

sort of wildfowl, which for the most part frequent and feed upon the

water at night. The nets employed for this purpose, were simply
what are termed at the present day

"
flue-nets," and such as are used

for taking fresh-water fish in narrow waters. For the purposes

required by the ancient fowler, these nets were two-and-a-half or

three feet in depth, and of lengths in proportion to the width of the

river or extent of the water over which they were employed.
A number of these were thrown across a stream, at various dis-

tances apart, and staked down at each end to the bank, in such a

manner that the lower part, which was weighted for the purpose,

might sink about half-a-foot under water, but not deeper ;
the re-

mainder or upper part of the net standing in a bowline, about

eighteen inches above the surface, and the rods supporting it being

flexible, so that, when any fowl struck against the net, the rods

yielded to the pressure, and gave scope for entanglement. Some of
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these nets were also placed along- the banks of rivers and ponds, and

among rushes and swamps, in the fens or in any other such resorts

of wild-fowl; and it would seem that the fowler, by judiciously

arranging his nets in the manner described, was frequently rewarded

with abundant success.* The time of day for this system of fowling
was evening, the nets being cast just before sunset. The principal

feature in the art was, that of being familiar with the habits and

haunts of the birds
;

so that, when they were searching- for food by
the banks of the water or elsewhere, they became entangled within

the meshes of the net; and, it appears, an experienced fowler would

so place his nets, that every fowl which approached the bank in-

evitably fell captive to his snares.

The nets for taking wild-ducks were sometimes placed entirely

under water, several decoy-ducks being tethered to stakes near by.

In nearly all the artifices used by the ancient fowler, decoy-birds were

freely employed.f

* " And thus without fayle where plenty of Fowle are, you shall take plenty :

and where they are the scarcest, yet you shall have an equall share without much
trouble." Hunger's Prevention.

f
"
They that would employ themselves in taking Ducks and Mallards with nets

&c. shold always have some wild ones reclaimed, and made tame for that purpose ;

for the wild will never accompany themselves with those of the real tame breed."

Blame's Gentn.'s Rec.



CHAPTER III.

ANCIENT METHODS OF CAPTURING WILD-FOWL.

[Continued.'}

" With seeds and birdlime from the desert air,

Eumelus gather'd free, though scanty, fare.

No lordly patron's hand he deign'd to kiss ;

No luxury knew save liberty nor bliss.

Thrice thirty years he lived, and to his heirs

His seeds bequeath'd his birdlime, and his snares."

Translation by MILTON.

THERE was also a method much in vogue, previously to the inven-

tion or discovery of decoys, of taking wild-fowl with lime-strings,*

made of pack-thread or string, knotted in various ways, and be-

smeared with bird-lime
;

these were set in rows about fens, moors,

and other feeding haunts of the birds, an hour or two before morning,

or evening twilight. The plan was to procure a number of small

stakes, about two feet in length, sharpened to a point at the nether

end, and forked at the upper. These were pricked out in rows about

a yard or two apart, some being placed in a slanting direction, and

each stake siding one with another within convenient distances, of

four or five yards, so as to bear up the strings, which were laid

upon the crutches, and placed loosely about eighteen inches above

the ground. The lime-strings were thus drawn from stake to stake

in various directions, and lightly placed between the forks at the top
of the stakes, some rows being higher than others

;
and in this man-

ner the whole space occupied by the stakes was covered with lime-

strings, as if carelessly laid in wave-like coils, or placed in different

directions, the ends being secured to the stakes with slip-knots, so

that upon slight strain, the whole of any string which might be

touched by the bird became instantly loose
;
and sticking to the

feathers, the more it struggled to free itself, so much the more the

string twisted about it : and thus the bird was quickly entangled,
and became an easy prey. In this manner numbers of wild-

*
Hunger's Prevention. Blome's Gents. E/ec.
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fowl of the largest species were taken at night, at the moment

of sweeping over the ground at very low flight, just before alighting.

And it would appear that this method of fowling was particularly

successful in taking plovers, which generally alight on the ground

thickly congregated together.

A similar method was employed for taking wild-fowl with lime-

strings placed over the surface of rivers and ponds frequented by
those birds, and apparently with remarkable success. For this pur-

pose it was necessary to procure a waterproof birdlime wherewith to

dress the strings, which were knotted in a similar manner to those

employed for taking birds on land. The strings so prepared were

placed at an elevation of about two feet from the water,* and arranged
in serpentine coils from stake to stake

5
the stakes being forked

at top, and of similar form to those last described, but of sufficient

length to reach the bottom of the water and obtain a firm fixing

in the mud. Some of the stakes were placed on the bank of the

water, or in any manner so that the lime strings could be drawn

across and about the surface in different directions, resting here and

there on some or other of the stakes, or any boughs or branches of

overhanging trees
;

in such a way that the birds, when in the act of

alighting on the water at night, might strike against the lime-strings

and become therein entangled.

The principal secret of success in this and the preceding device,

was that of placing the lime-strings in shaded places, over the most

assured haunts of the birds
j
and it was only obtained on dark nights

or in good shade, for whenever there was sufficient light for the birds

to see the least sign of the snare spread for them, the fowler had no

chance of making any captives.f And, as wild-fowl in their descent,

just before alighting on the water, diverge from their accustomed

angular figure, and spread themselves more in a broad front line, a

whole flight sometimes came swooping into the fowler's snare all

at once.}

Another ancient mode of fowling was by means of lime-twigs

"
Various, too, the snares he'd spread ;

Along their paths he'd lime-twigs lay,
Or spread the hair-noose in their way"

* Blome.

f
" And be sure to take this caution, not to use these strings in moonshine nights ;

for the shadow of the lines will create a jealousy in the fowl, and so frustrate your
sport." Blome.

J Hunger's Prevention.
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the size and strength of which were in accordance with the size and

strength of the hirds expected to be captured ;
but light, flexible, and

slender, that they might twist and cleave to the feathers. Twigs
taken from the willow tree were best adapted, and most generally

employed, for the purpose. A number of these twigs, or rods, being

placed about the most frequented feeding haunts of wild-fowl just

before twilight of a winter's evening*, and a stale or two made fast to

stakes in a vacant place among the lime-rods, the fowler hid himself

at a convenient distance, where he held a string in his hand in con-

nection with the stales, that he might rouse and cause them to flutter

and "
quack !" so as to attract the attention of flights of fowl that

might be passing over in the air
; which, on alighting among the

lime-twigs, became besmeared about their feet and feathers with

bird-lime, and being unable to release themselves, they were held down,
and prevented flying by the adhesive property of the lime, and so

easily captured ;
for the more they struggled to release themselves

the sooner they became helpless, and unable to fly.

In placing these lime-rods it was necessary to take particular

observation of the furrows and water-rills, where the fowl usually

stalk and paddle for worms, flot-grass, roots, and such like
;
and to

note where several furrows meet in one, or branch off into smaller

divisions, and in such places to set the rods.

The lime-twigs employed for taking wild-fowl on land, were also

frequently applied to the purposes of taking them by water, the twigs

being planted partly above and partly under water, with a few call-

birds among them, secured to stakes in the manner already described.

The whole was a very attractive, and often highly successful method

of fowling, and was employed by day as well as night, particularly

in shallow pools and inland waters the daily haunts of duck, widgeon,

and teal. The services of a good water dog* were considered

essential for the purpose of capturing the birds, which dived with

much avidity, notwithstanding the twigs might be sticking to their

feathers.

It would appear that a considerable amount of skill and experience

was necessary in placing these lime-twigs for fowling by day-light, or

the birds would not alight among them.

* " Neither sliall you in any wise come without your water dogge, for he is a

tnain instrument, and a servant of such use, that without him in this place you sluill

loose halfe your gettings, therefore in anywise be ever sure to have him at your
hcelcs." Mwkham.
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This art was often prosperously performed upon large gaggles of

grey geese : the lime-twigs being of extra size, and the lime of double

strength. A number of these twigs (or rods as they were sometimes

called) were placed in open fields amongst green wheat, on which

some of the species wild goose are particularly fond of feeding. And, it

seems, the fowler had to pay special regard to the colour of the rods :

that they might resemble as nearly as possible the soil on which they
were placed, and so excite as small an amount of suspicion as could be.

But without a thorough knowledge of the most favoured haunts of

the birds, these methods of fowling with lime-twigs could not have

been attended with any proper result. A regard to the season of the

year, and the number of birds about the coast, was also an important

consideration. In some cases success might be obtained by the fowler's

cunning in disturbing the birds ironi other haunts near at hand, when

they would probably fly directly to those where his own snares were

spread.* But it must have been, at all times, a very uncertain and

precarious method.

The appropriation of bird-lime to the purposes of taking wild-fowl

has been known during* many centuries. It is mentioned by Plutarch

as one of the fowler's devices in early days ;
and it was also freely

practised in France and Holland, and on various parts of the con-

tinent, as were also many of the devices alluded to for taking them

with nets.f

The mischievous practice of capturing wild-fowl by aid of poisonous

drugs was formerly considered a fair method of fowling. It is fully

treated on in Blome's " Gentleman's Recreations," where receipts are

given for mixing and making
" the composition and baits for intoxi-

cating of fowl, and yet without tainting or hurting their flesh," the

ingredients for which comprise simply, corn or seed ssteeped in nux

vomica, wine lees, or juice of hemlock. The author of the " Jewel

*
Hunger's Prevention.

f Vide Le parfait Chasseur ; par M. De Selincourt : 1683. Le Traite des Oiseaux

de voiliere
; ou, Le parfait Oisleur. Traduit en partie de 1'Ouvrage Italien d'Olina :

1774. Also, Traite de Toute Sorte de Chasse et de Peche ; contentat, la maniere
de faire, racommoder et teindre toutes sortes de fillets

;
de prendre aux pieges toutes

sortes d'oiseaux et betes a quatre pieds : un Traite de la Volerie and des Oiseaux

qui y servent, &c. : a Amsterdam, 1714 ;
2 tomes. In tome 1 of the copy of this

work, which came into my hands, there is prefixed to one of the fly-leaves a MS. note

to the effect, that an edition of the same work, with the illustrations in wood, upon
the letter-press, had been subsequently pirated under the title

" Amusemens de la

Campagne, ou Nouvelles Buses Innocents qui enseignent la maniere de prendre aux

Pieges toutes sortes d'Oiseaux," &c.
; par le Sieur L. Liger : a Paris, 1753.
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for Gentry" publishes this disreputable art as a great secret, as will

be seen from the extracts below.*

This derogatory system of fowling is also alluded to in the "
Song-

of the Poacher," published in vol. ii.
" Annals of Sporting."

" Or barley, oats, or wheat he'd use,

Steeped in the Indian berry's juice,
Which by the heedless birds devour'd

Makes them fall senseless and o'erpower'd,
At once a rich and easy prey."

Besides the two recipes below, the author of "A Jewell for

Gentrie" puts forth another " excellent way to make a baite to catch

wilde geese, and wild duckes, and all other sorts of fowle." It con-

sists in simply steeping the seeds and roots of "
Belenge" in water,

and, when well soaked, laying it in places the resort of wild-fowl
;

when, if the birds eat it, they are said to "
sleepe as if they were

drunke," and in that state the fowler is enabled to take them without

difficulty. It is added, that if brimstone be mixed with the bait, the

birds "fall downe and die;" but in order to keep them "that they die

not, you must give them to drinke oyle olive, and shortly after they
will revive againe."f

In centuries past, a most destructive and reprehensible system of

fowling was pursued, whereby thousands of wild-duck and teal were

taken during the moulting season
;

" For sure unless in me, no one yet ever saw
The multitudes of fowl in mooting time they draw."J

When, having lost many of their feathers, they were unable to fly, and

their young being only half-grown j
in this helpless condition, old birds

and young, were driven into tunnel-nets and secured. It is one of the

* " A rare secret to catch fowle, as geese, duckes, or birds : Nuxe vomica, other-

wise called in English spring nut : put a pretie deale of that sod in a peake of

barley, or as little as you thinke good, or fetches, or wheat, and being strowed where
wilde geese, or wilde duckes come, and as soone as they eate of this, they will sound,
and you may take them with your hand." A Jewell for Gentrie ; printed for Jno.
Helme : A.D. 1614.

" Another pretie way to make birds drunke that you may take them with your
hand : Take wheat or fetches, or any other seede, and lay the same in steepe in lees

of wine, or in the juice of hemlocke, and strow the same in the place where birds

use to haunt, and if they eat thereof, straightwaies they will be so giddie that you
may take them with your hand." Ibid.

f The restorative properties of "
sallet oyle" with " white wine vinegar" are recom-

mended by Blome to be given to fowl as soon as captured, for the purpose of correct-

ing the ill effects of the poison.

J Drayton.
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most ancient systems on record of taking- water-fowl in very large
numbers. It was a practice extensively resorted to in the fens of Ely,

Norfolk, and Lincolnshire, about Crowland and elsewhere.* Ducks,

teal, widgeon, and other birds of the kind were taken in numbers

which appear almost incredible. The manner in which it was con-

ducted is as follows : Two very long nets, or rather a number of nets

spliced together, were placed in line in the water, so as to form two

sides of a triangle, at the narrow extremity of which were one, two,
or three conoidical nets, resembling decoy-pipe and tunnel nets

;
the

opposite angle of the space encompassed was left entirely open, and

thus a broad expanse of water was enclosed on each side and at the

farther extremity. The sedges and surrounding' haunts of water-fowl

were then beaten by a great concourse of men in boats, who drove the

helpless fowl within the space enclosed, by splashing and dashing
with long poles and staves

;
and so, by degrees, they were driven into

the tunnels and captured. Many birds, which might chance to strike

against the side-nets during operations, became ensnared before reach-

ing the tunnel, and were taken up generally by the person to whom
the net belonged ; and there were usually a combination of owners,

the nets being linked one to another, so as to enclose as large a space
as possible. Latham has recorded an instance in which two thousand

six hundred and forty-six wild-fowl were taken during the short space

of two days, on a mere near Spalding, in Lincolnshire
;
and Willughby

states that at a fowling-party engaged in this pursuit, as many as four

hundred boats used sometimes to meet, and that four thousand mal-

lards have been taken at one driving in Deeping* Fen.f

These proceedings were considered so disreputable and injurious to

the preservation and increase of wild-fowl, as to demand the attention

of the legislature, and led to the passing of that curious, and at the

present day amusing statute, 25 Hen. VIII., cap. 11, intituled "An
Acte ayenst the Destruccyon of Wyldfowle;" wherein, after setting

forth, that before that time there had been plenty of wild-fowl, but that

in consequence of divers persons inhabiting the districts where wild-

fowl breed, having in the summer season,
" at suche tyme as the seid

olde fowle be mowted and not replenysshed with fethers to flye, nor the

yonge fowle fully fetherede perfyctly to flye, have, by certen nettes and

*
Willughby.

f This is one of the principal fens mentioned by Wells, in his History of the

Drainage of the Great Bedford Level ;
it is also referred to by Dugdale, as formerly

ten miles in breadth, and containing twenty-seven thousand acreo.
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other ingyns and polycies, yerely taken greate nomber of the same

fowle, in such wyse that the brode of wyldefoulle is almoste thereby
wasted and consumed; and dayly is lyke more and more to wast and

consume yf remedy be not therefore pvyded."
The statute also provides against taking wild-fowl by such means,

between the "
last day of Maye and the last day of August'

'

in any

year ; thereby putting a summary stop to such destructive pro-

ceedings.

A statute was also passed in Scotland in the reign of James II.,

A.D. 1457, prohibiting the destruction of wild-fowl during the moult-

ing season.* Blome also speaks of this system of fowling, and states

that numbers of wild-fowl were easily taken in the fens, in moulting

time, with the assistance of a water-spaniel, by simply driving them

into narrow creeks where tunnel-nets were previously fixed.

Notwithstanding the statute of 25 Henry VIII., it appears that

in subsequent reigns it was often infringed ;
and though Markham,

who wrote in 1621 and 1655 upon the art of fowling, makes but cur-

sory mention of taking wild-fowl by driving, Willughby, who wrote

in 1678, gives a full description of it. The omission by Markham
was probably intentional, because of the illegality of the proceeding
after the statute of Henry VIII., above cited.

In reference to the wholesale capture of wild-fowl which prevailed

previous to the passing of the statute alluded to, it is worthy of

remark, that many fens and other strongholds of wild-fowl were then

in their wild and natural state
;
no draining pipe had then found its

way beneath the surface, but the whole country of the fens afforded

every requisite protection, and inviting means for the breeding and

rearing of water-fowl. No wonder, then, that their numbers should

have been so great, that as many as three and four thousand should

have been taken at a driving ;
and this, it must be remembered, in

the summer season.f

* " Item anents the keping of birds and wylde fowlys that ganis to eit for the

sustentacione of man as pertriks pluvors wilde duks and sik lik fowlys it is ordanyt
that na man distroy thar nests nor thar eggs nor zit sla wilde fowlys in mooting
tyme quhile thai may not fle."

f
1

Daniel, in his " Rural Sports," also mentions a record of this driving of the

old birds, at Spalding, when unable to fly, and states "That at the duking, on Thurs-

day last, were taken up one hundred and seventy-four dozen of mallards or drakes,

moulting ;
and on Monday forty-six dozen and a-half : in all two thousand six hun-

dred and forty-six mallards."

In "
Fuller's Worthies of England," by Nuttall, it is also stated, in allusion to the

great abundance of wild-fowl taken by the fowlers in this country
" In the month

of August three thousand mallards, with birds of that kind, have been caught at one

draught, so large and strong their nets," vol. ii. p. 263.
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The numbers now bred annually in the English fens are too insig-

nificant to make it worth while resorting to such unsportsmanlike

proceedings as those just described
;
and setting aside the undignified

nature of the pursuit, it is one not very likely to be revived in this

country, the few wild-fowl which now stay and breed with us during

summer, having become of too rare a curiosity to be destroyed when in

a helpless condition by any person aspiring to the character or posi-

tion of an English sportsman.

There can be little doubt but this ancient system of driving wild-

fowl up tunnel-nets when unable to fly, as already described, was

directly, or indirectly a means which suggested the contrivance of

the decoy ;
and which is by far the more laudable pursuit.



CHAPTER IV.

EGYPTIAN FOWLING.

" I scorn th' Egyptian fen which Alexandria shows,
Proud Mareotis, should thy mightiness oppose,
Or Scythia, on whose face the sun doth hardly shine,
Should her Meotis think to match with this of mine."

DRAYTON.

THE history of the Egyptians, with their manners, customs, arts,

sciences, and recreations, is contained in illustrative figures and

monuments rather than in written record
;
and prohably no more faith-

ful source could be resorted to, for the purpose of acquiring a know-

ledge or familiarity with the habits of that people, and more espe-

cially with their remarkable methods of fowling, than by closely look-

ing into those graphical and valuable delineations of art and science,

each one of which is a study in itself. So exquisite are many of these

figurative representations of the art of fowling, that it is one of the

recreations of that ancient people which can be as correctly relied on,

traced, and described as any branch of their pursuits. All classes of

the ancient Egyptians delighted in the sports of the field ;* and in

none have they left more satisfactory record than in this, which was

one of their favourite diversions.

The valley of the Nile, with its extensive and luxuriant resources,

has always been a favourite resort of water-fowl
; affording endless

diversion to the sportsman, and handsome remuneration to those who

pursued the avocation of fowling as a means of livelihood.

The bow and arrow appear to have been the primitive instruments

employed by the ancient Egyptian fowler for the purpose of taking
wild-fowl ;

the arrows chiefly in use for such purpose being armed

* Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, by Sir John Gardner Wil-

kinson, F.R.S., &c., vol. iii. cap. 8.
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with a sharp-edged iron plate, of crescent-like shape.* But it appears

this art was not attended with that success which resulted from the

" throw stick/ 'f the more favourite method of fowling*.

The " throw-stick" was a flat-shaped missile, made of hardened

heavy wood, of from fifteen to twenty-four inches in length hy one-

and-a-half in breadth, and ahout half-an-inch in thickness, the outer-

edge being thin and rather sharp. The upper end of the stick was

slightly curved, the whole being similar in form to the boomerang of

the New Hollander.

An expert fowler was able to throw this weapon a considerable dis-

tance, and with remarkable accuracy ;
and it appears from some of

the plates of Egyptian bird-catching, that the fowler's aim with the

throw-stick was chiefly directed at the neck of the bird
;
and that it

was an art more particularly adapted to taking wild-ducks, geese,

herons, and birds with long necks, rather than others.

The fowler was accompanied on excursions of this kind by two or

more attendants
;
some of whom were children, and all had certain

duties to perform, being placed in relative positions in the fowler's

boat. The water-fowl were either approached under ambuscade of

rushes or papyrus, or the fowler and his assistants placed themselves

in concealed positions, and, by aid of decoy-birds, enticed the fowl to

advance. The duty of the youngest or smallest occupant of the boat,

appears to have been that of attending the decoy-bird, which in every

representative scene of the kind, stands on the prow of the boat
;
the

fowler also holds one or more live decoy-fowl in his left hand
; and,

it would seem, that the object of such proceeding was to entice the

wild-birds to fly near the captives, that the fowler might have the

more favourable opportunity of discharging his missiles, and with

greater certainty of success. These decoy-birds were held up by the

fowler above the level of the reeds or other ambuscades
;
and from

the fluttering position of their wings, it seems reasonable to suppose

that, at certain junctures, the fowler, by squeezing their legs, or some

other manoeuvre, caused them to call out, and so attract the notice of

those the immediate objects of his diversion.

*
Champollion-le-Jeune, Monuments de 1'Egypte, vol. iv., elephant folio. This is a

most costly and elaborate work
;

it occupied ten years in completion. The engrav-
ings are executed in the highest style of perfection, and the entire work printed on

large folio sheets, comprising five volumes. It contains graphical illustrations of the
whole of Rossellini's plates of Egyptian Antiquities.

f Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, vol. iii. cap. 8.
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On the wild-fowl rising- suddenly from the water, or approaching in

their flight within range, the fowler threw his missile with such force

and precision as to break the neck of the "bird aimed at. And it

would appear that an expert fowler was able to discharge three or

more of these missiles, one after another, in rapid succession, and
with unerring effect. To assist him in his dexterous performances,
it was the duty of one of his attendants to hand him other " throw-

sticks" in instantaneous succession, as he discharged them at the

birds.*

Another attendant, who is represented as a young girl, stands close

behind the fowler during his performances, and has her right hand

firmly grasping his waist
; evidently for the purpose of supporting and

steadying him in his critical position as he stands in the boat, and so

preventing any overbalance caused by extraordinary exertion in

throwing the stick
j
and whereby, but for the temporary fulcrum of

the attendant's hand, the fowler might fall overboard. Another

attendant holds his leg, as if for the additional purpose of steadying
his position and preventing his falling over the gunwale of the boat in

which these operations are conducted. The boat itself is also held, as

if by a temporary anchor, by the hand of one of the crew gTasping a

bunch of growing papyrus or lotus.

The fowler is also represented as attended by a cat, in the act of

retrieving the struck birds; but this feline assistant was probably

employed to retrieve those only which fell on land, or among sedges

growing on a soil too rotten to bear the weight of human foot. It

is impossible to imagine that the Egyptians, with all their re-

nowned skill in training animals, could have so taught a cat as to

employ it for retrieving from the water an element always obnoxious

to such animals
; and, as there are no illustrations of the cat swim-

ming in pursuit of the fowler's game, though there are several

showing it retrieving water-fowl from the papyrus and banks of the

water, we are disposed to believe the services of this domestic

attendant were employed exclusively to retrieve on land, and from

such unapproachable places as those already alluded to.

* A revival of this ancient art of fowling is particularly recommended to the
attention of those infatuated with the popular game of " Aunt Sally," as one

requiring similar skill, but far more worthy the notice of English sportsmen, and

claiming far greater title to the character of sport.
Sir J. G. Wilkinson states, in a note to his amusing work, that the Irish frequently

use the " throw-stick" for the purposes of fowling, after the manner of the ancient

Egyptians.
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The punts employed by the ancient Egyptian fowler were con-

structed of the trunk of the papyrus,* and were propelled by a

setting-pole or paddle, with a blade at one end. In a frail little bark

of this nature, he glided noiselessly in pursuit of his diversion, among
the sedges of the Nile

j
where wild-fowl have always been abundant,

though more especially so at the periods of inundation.f

Many of the fowlers' traps and nets which are used in England at

the present day for catching wild birds on land, are very similar

to those employed by the ancient Egyptians ;t more especially the

clap-net, which is nearly identical, though probably the Egyptian net

was the larger ;
as the united strength of several persons appears to

have been necessary for pulling the rope by which the net was

suddenly collapsed.

This was evidently a very successful means by which they cap-

tured wild-geese and ducks, as there are many different representations

of it in the plates : and it seems to have been more particularly em-

ployed for taking these and other water-fowl; for which purpose
it was placed flat on the ground, in the fens or other haunts of such

birds
; and, a long rope being connected with the collapsing appa-

ratus, five or six persons were stationed at the farther extremity of

the rope, whose duty it was to take the end of it in their hands, on a

given signal from the fowler
j|| and, by drawing it suddenly and

sharply, it collapsed, and encompassed any birds which might have

been lured within its circumference.

The spot usually selected for these operations seems to have been

one where a sufficient ambuscade could be had within sight of the

net, behind which the XivoTrrtjg^ placed himself; and from this place

of concealment he watched the arrival of the fowl, and signalled to

his assistants when to get ready, and when to draw the rope and

close the net.

The practice of salting quails, ducks, and small birds, in Egypt,

* Conf. Lucan, iv., 136. Pliny, xiii., 11. Plut. de Isid, s. 18.

f Wilkinson, vol. iii., cap. 8.

J The Egyptian bird-traps were employed for taking land-birds. This work pro-
fesses to treat of water-fowl only.

Vide Champollion, vol. ii., plate CLXXXV.
; vol. iv., plates cccxciv. and

CCCLXXVII. (Us).

||

" Un
homme^

cache dans les tiges de papyrus indique le moment ou Ton doit

tirer la corde passee autour d'un poteau." Chcvm/polUon, vol. iv.

If The fowler performing this part of the operations was so styled by the Greeks,
Vide Julii Polluc. Onomasticon.
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mentioned by Herodotus,* is confirmed by the sculptures, drawings,
and representations ;

in which figures are shown in the act of pluck-

ing-, salting-, and preserving- them in this manner, and depositing

them, when cured, in jars. Champollion gives clear and beautiful

engraving's of the whole process,f

The illustrations also testify, that swans and wild-geese were

hunted and captured by dogs during the moulting* season, when un-

able to fly4 There are two or three other methods of ancient

Egyptian fowling exhibited by the original authorities, the precise

intention of which is only partially explained, in consequence of mu-

tilations to some of the figures.^

* Lib. ii., 77.

f Vol. ii., planche CLXXXV., No. 2 :
"
Preparation des oies pour etre conservees

dans des jarres."

J Vol. ii., planche CLXXI.

See also, post,
" Modern Egyptians."



CHAPTER V.

THE HISTORY OF DECOYS.

" Tow'rds Lincolnsliire our progress laid
;

We through deep Holland's ditches made,

Fowling and fishing in the fen."

DRAYTON.

IT seems quite unaccountable that none but cursory and imperfect
accounts of the decoy should hitherto have issued from the press ;

such, however, is a fact, that no full elucidation of the subject has

ever been published.

It cannot have been that the subject was not sufficiently attractive

to demand the attention of the general reader as well as of the

more careful inquirer ; since, as regards natural history, rustic art,

and ingenuity of contrivance, there are none to equal it
; and, when

it is considered that to this day the chief supplies of wild-fowl to the

London and provincial markets are furnished from decoys, employed
here and in Holland, it is the more singular that so little has been

made known as to the means which are used for taking them.

Decoys have generally been considered of sufficient importance to

be mentioned by topographers ;* but beyond a slight notice of the

existence of such places, no further information has been given re-

garding them : they have also, on several occasions, been the subject

of law--suits.t

Truly, the pursuit of decoying wild-fowl is such, that to insure

success, it must be carried on almost in solitude. The gate of the

decoy grounds is invariably closed against all inquirers, because of the

quietude necessary to be maintained in conducting the operations ;

* Blomefield in his "
History of Norfolk ;" Watson in his "

History of Wisbech ;"

Morant in his "History of Essex;" Palmer in his notes to "Manby's Histor/of
Great Yarmouth."

f Holt's Sep., p. 14. 11 East 574. 2 Camp. 258.
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and this may, in a measure, account for the guarded, unsatisfactory,

and reluctant manner in which the suhject has been approached.

The proceedings within a retired enclosure, where Nature reveals

some of her most admirable works, and animal instinct appears in its

most bewitching- garb, cannot fail to exalt the feelings of man, and

teach an exceedingly amusing and instructive lesson.

It is clear that our continental neighbours were, long ago, thoroughly

awake to the art of taking wild-fowl by decoy 5
which they considered

the most attractive sport in the world.*

And it is evident that decoys were constructed in Holland with

great skill, and employed very successfully ;
for we find it suggested by

a French writer of authority, that large estates belonging to lorjds of

manors, and possessing the conveniences for decoys, should be provided

with such. But it is specially recommended, that fowlers from

the Netherlands should be hired to construct them
;
who should

bring with them trained ducks, which, mixing with wild ones during
the night, would return in the morning to the decoy, and entice

several of their new acquaintances to follow them.f The same author

carefully abstains from enlightening his readers upon the subject ;

but simply states, he shall say nothing upon the construction of the

said decoys, nor of the manner in which the wild ducks are taken,

because, he adds, it is necessary to see the decoys made, and learn

from thence all the tricks that are used for taking as many as may
be desired.]:

An early English writer upon fowling^ is equally guarded in his

remarks upon the decoy ;
and although he states that a long discourse

might be written upon the subject, he simply follows in the steps of

the French writer, by recommending his readers requiring information

upon decoys to inspect those already made.||

* " H se fait en ces mares les plus beaux coups du monde." Le Parfait
Chasseur ; par M. De Selincourt : A.D. 1683.

f
"
Quand un terre est fort seigneuriale, de grand etendue, qu'il j a des etangs,

de grandes prairies, de grand marais, on y doit faire des canardieres, et pour cet effet,

on doit faire venit des gens du pa'is bas pour les construire
; lesquels apportent avec

eux des canards dresses qui se meslent panni tous les autres sauvages toute la nuit,
et le matin ils revieunent a la canardiere et en emmenent avec eux plusieurs sau-

vages." Selincourt.

J
" Je ne dis rien de la construction desdites canardieres, ou de la faQon et maniere

dont ou prend les canards sauvages qui sont amenes par les prives, parce qu'il faut

voit faire^es canardieres et apprendre d'eux toutes les ruses dont ils se servent pour
en prendre tant qu'ils veulent." Ibid.

Blome.

||

" The manner of doing it, and the making of the decoy pond, with the several

apartments belonging to it, requires a long discourse
; nor, indeed, can any par-
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The decoyman, though obstinately private in his avocation, is often

repaid with wholesale success
;
and although not a sound has been

heard to issue from his lonely retreat, save the gasping gurgles of his

dying victims, he summons a pair of horses and a tumbril to take

away the produce of half an hour's ingenious labour.

The invention is the result of rural skill, and may be traced to an

age of antiquity. Blomefield, in his "History of Norfolk,"* claims

precedence in the invention of decoys for Sir William, son of Sir Wil-

liam Wodehouse,f who lived in the reign of King James I. It is,

however, but a bare assertion, and stands unconfirmed by any other

authority ; nevertheless, the high character of that author's writings
is sufficient warrant of their authenticity. In a very important

case,! which was heard before Lord Holt in 1707, it was stated that

decoys had not then been of long standing.

After examining some of the earliest authorities upon the subject of

fowling, we find them awake to various crafts for taking wild-fowl in

large numbers with nets and by other contrivances, some of which have

been already referred to under the head "Ancient Methods of Captur-

ing Wild-fowl ;" and the stat. 25, Henry VIII., cap. 11, is conclusive

as to the fact of wild-fowl being taken by thousands during the moult-

ing season : while from the accounts as to these proceedings, which have

been handed down to us by the authorities before referred to, it seems

that wild-fowl were driven into a remote corner of a large space of

water, and then up a pipe of net-work, and finally into a collapsible

trammel, very similar to that which is employed by decoyers at the

present day. The main feature, therefore, in the invention of decoys,

is the part performed by the dog, which, combined with the services

of the "coy-ducks," as they were anciently called,|| constitutes the

main secret of the art. Thus it differs from the other proceeding,

inasmuch that, instead of driving the fowl, they are enticed into the

decoy pipes. Ray, who wrote in the year 1678, attributes the inven-

ticular rules or directions be given therein, as being variously made, according to the
situation of the place, which must be considered

;
so that such as would make any,

had best inspect some already made, which are frequent in divers parts of this king-

dom, especially in Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, and such -like fenny countries."

Blame's Gentleman's Recreations.
* Vol. v., folio edition.

f The alleged introduction of decoys by Wodehouse is repeated by Mr. Palmer,
in his notes to

"
Manby's History of Great Yarmouth," vol i., p. 287.

J Keeble v. Hickeringall ; and vide post
" The Laws of Decoys."

" An Acte ayenst Destruccyon of Wyld-fowle."

|| Willughby's
"
Ornithology."
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tion of decoys to the Low Dutch
;
but it would seem that the art was

at that period very imperfectly understood, though he speaks of

large numbers of duck, mallard, widgeon, and teal being
1 taken in the

" winter-time" by decoy. The author of the "
Encyclopaedia Metro-

politana," in allusion to the panthera and argumentum, which were

used by the wild-fowler of the thirteenth century, speaks of the

latter, as probably appertaining to a decoy ;
but there is no

authority for such an assertion. The argumentum appears to have

been a pipe or tunnel of net-work, with which the ancient fowler

captured both land and water-fowl, by simply driving them into it
;
but

there is not the smallest trace of evidence to prove that the birds were

decoyed or enticed; on the contrary, all the authorities tend to

show that land and water-fowl were driven into the argumentum.*
The method of forming the original decoy-pipe was by thrusting

flexible rods into the bank, on either side of the channel, and bending
them over so as to form an arch; the upper ends being bound together

in pairs all the way up the pipe, those at the entrance being much the

largest and widest span ;
and so, gradually becoming smaller and

narrower towards the tail end of the pipe. The poles so bent and

fastened were then covered with netting, and thus a cylindrical

passage was formed, after the same manner as a modern decoy, but

in a rougher and less elaborated style. The reed-screens were placed

obliquely, and employed in a manner precisely similar to those in our

present system ;
and at the exit of the pipes, extra reed-fences were

set up for the purpose of screening the fowler and his operations from

the sight of the birds.

In further proof of the imperfect manner in which the art was then

understood, it is not mentioned by the authorities referred to, that the

dog is an indispensable assistant to the decoyer, but merely that
" Some train up a whelp for this sort of fowling,f and teach him to

compass the reed screens, and show himself "behind the birds."

This assertion must be erroneous, because the part which the dog
enacts is in front of the birds : they must be enticed a certain distance

up the pipe before they can be driven. Willughby is evidently

wrong in his notion that " the dog terrifies the birds and drives them

forward ;" yet his subsequent remarks would seem to suggest that he

knew something of the art, for he adds,
" Those behind him he allures

and tolls forward, they following him, to gaze at him, as a new
and strange object/'

* Vide ante, p. 7. f Willughby.

F
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The sources from which the author of that work compiled his dis-

sertation upon the decoy were evidently loose, scanty, and inaccurate.

The whole space devoted to the subject occupies barely one page in

the volume. Nevertheless, from that time (1678) to the present,

there has been no attempt by subsequent writers to explain the errors

of their predecessors.

Bewick's* description of a decoy and method of using
1

it is wild,

theoretical, and erroneous : he speaks of the operations being always
conducted by night I thus proving

1 at once that he knew nothing of

the art, the operations of capturing wild-fowl at the decoy being

always performed by daylight ; and, indeed, there are seldom any
wild-fowl in decoys at night. They generally leave at twilight, and

repair to fens and meadows, where they remain until morning ;
and if

it so happens (as it does sometimes) that a few birds remain all night

in the pond, the decoyer could not see to perform his operations, which

of necessity require broad daylight for being put in practice.

Wilson, in his " American Ornithology," copies all his informa-

tion on decoys from Bewick : consequently, adopts all his errors
;

and he likewise alludes to the operations of the decoyer as being
conducted in the evening.

It is possible, though, it is hoped, not probable, that some persons,

having constructed decoys on their estates, and being unacquainted

with the decoyer's art of capturing wild-fowl, may have adopted the

erroneous instructions of Bewick or Wilson, by attempting to take

the birds by night ;
and have found the attempt so utterly useless

that they have abandoned the pursuit without venturing to differ

from those authorities, or thinking for a moment that daylight must

be the proper time to work a decoy.

The editor of the "
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana" is also wrong in

stating, that " towards evening the decoy-man prepares for working
the pipe and driving the wild-fowl."

Brande, in his "
Dictionary of Science," falls into the same error.

Under the head "
Decoy," he states that the fowl are driven up the

net by the dogs.

Several other writers have followed the text of these authors
;
and

no one has yet ventured to contradict their fallacious theory.

The erroneous assertion that the fowl were driven into the decoy-

pipe has thus become lamentably mischievous, as writers one after

* Bewick's Ornithology.
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another have copied that absurd notion. And what is more astonish-

ing- than all is, that Mr. Wells, in his "
History of the Fens," is

equally guilty with his predecessors of this popular error. He ob-

serves on the art of decoying
1 wild-ducks :*

"
Sometimes, however,

from their extreme shyness and caution, the tame duck does not

succeed in trepanning
1 others : in such cases, the decoyman employs

a small dog, which, by swimming about amongst the rushes and

reeds, and alarming the wild-fowl, drives them up the mouth of the

net" I

It is possible that Mr. Wells may never have been within the

grounds of a decoy ;
but certainly he was not familiar with the art of

decoying wild-fowl, or he would not have asserted that the dog either

" swims about the rushes,"
" alarms the wild-fowl," or " drives them

up the mouth of the net." For, in truth, the dog does neither : he is

not sent into the water at all during the operation ;
instead of

alarming the birds, every possible precaution is taken to avoid such

a proceeding ;
and as to driving the fowl into the pipe, it is never

attempted they must be enticed by the dog, not driven. The only
time of year when they can be driven is when they are moulting,
and unable to fly a season during which decoys are not exercised.

The errors of Wells on this head are all copied by Watson (with-

out acknowledgment), in his "
History of Wisbech/' in reference to

a decoy at Leverington.f

The term "
rising," as applied to a decoy, implies that the wild-

fowl leave it, and go elsewhere
;
and this term has been too frequently

misunderstood by those who imagined the birds were captured by

night, instead of by day ;
and they have supposed that, because wild-

fowl feed at night, they were captured in the decoy at night, and that

the "
rising of the decoy" meant the time to commence operations ?

whereas it implies the very reverse.

But of all the glaring absurdities ever published upon the subject,

none are so simply ridiculous as the article under the head "
Decoy," in

the "
Pantalogia."! The imaginative author of that article starts off

with the false notion that at the rising of the decoy, in the evening, the

sport commences; and gives his readers to understand that a net covers

the entire pond, reed screens and all ! He also says the wild-fowl pass
over the screens, and become completely surrounded by the suspended

*
Wells, p. 447.

t Vide Watson's History of Wisbech, p. 471.

J Pantalogia ; published 1813.
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net ! The deluded author then proceeds to say, that if the wild-fowl

are inactive, the dog receives a signal
" to paddle at a little distance

;

and they are sure to advance, in the hope of catching' and devouring

what they suppose to be small fishes rising to the surface of the

water" ! In conclusion, this misguided writer states, that after the

decoyman shows himself, the wild-fowl follow the trained hirds into

the respective pipes.

From first to last, the whole of the article in the "
Pantalogia" as

to the decoy is unpardonahly erroneous, and tends not only to mislead

the enquirer, but to confuse him as to every principle connected with

the ingenious art of decoy, and brings the discussion to a reductio ad

dbsurdum.

Blome's description of a decoy-pond, with " some directions con-

cerning the same," is free from misrepresentation, though occupying

only two-thirds of a column, or half-a-page.

Pennant* also gives a far more truthful description of the decoy
than many of his predecessors ; though it is a very brief one, the whole

occupying but three pages.

Lubbock's description is equally truthful, and much fuller than

that of any previous writer upon the subject.

The three latter are the only authorities that can be relied on for a

correct notion of the decoy.

Lubbock writes without reference to any standard work on fowl-

ing, but simply puts forth a pleasant little volume on the " Fauna of

Norfolk," with such information regarding decoys as he himself pos-

sessed, combining with his own experience a few suggestions from a

Lincolnshire decoyer.

* Pennant's Natural History.



CHAPTER VI.

THE HISTORY OF DECOYS.

^Continued.']

" Thick as the feather'd flocks in close array,
O'er the wide fields of ocean wing their way ;

When from the rage of winter they repair
To warmer suns and more indulgent air."

PITT.

IT is easy to imagine that in centuries gone by, before the use of

fire-arms became general, the inhabitants of the fen countries endea-

voured to devise a more liberal scheme for capturing some of the

winter visitants of those regions, which assembled in such vast

flights ;
but to take them seemed almost impossible, though it would

appear as if they were sent in such abundance by Providence, to be

food for those who might succeed in capturing them. No wonder,

then, that the ingenuity of man should, even in those days, have dis-

covered a stratagem whereby to lure the eagerly-sought aquatic tribe

within the meshes of a net, and thus to make them an easy prey.*
At the present day decoys are not confined to England alone, but

are employed with much greater success in various parts of the

Netherlands, and other countries where the aquatic species resort.

From the effects of land-draining, which has been carried on to

such an extent of late years, the haunts of wild-fowl have been so

much disturbed, and in many places so entirely destroyed, that the

numbers now taken in England have greatly fallen oif
;
a circum-

stance much to be regretted by English sportsmen. The extensive

fens of Lincolnshire formerly the great wild-fowl preserves of this

country are now drained and cultivated
;
and there is no longer any

resting-place there for the wild-duck and her nestlings. These fens

formerly abounded with decoys. The most skilful decoyers in the

*
Daniel, in his

" Rural Sports," gives an account of an attempt which was made
by the Maldon decoy-owners to stop the punters from shooting in the public river

within a certain distance of their ponds, and quotes the opinion of counsel taken

upon the subject.
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land were the Lincolnshire fenmen, and numbers of poor families

were entirely supported by the returns of those decoys. But it is

not to that county alone that the drainage system has been con-

lined
;

the counties of York, Norfolk, Cambridge, and Somerset

and, indeed, almost every county, more or less, have each in their

turn been encroached upon ;
the haunts they offered the web-

footed species disturbed, and the spade and draining pipe have com-

pletely uprooted the substance, and drawn off the means of subsistence

of the feathered aquatics of those parts, which have been thus driven

to seek shelter in foreign lands. Thousands of wild-fowl of various

species were annually bred in the fens alluded to
; they were there

at all seasons of the year, though very much more numerous during
winter than at any other time.

There is no doubt but the existence of extensive tracts of fen

land was the direct means of keeping wild-fowl together, and encour-

aging them to breed in this country; and after the formation of

drains in the fens, and cultivation of the soil, they were at first captured
in decoys with less difficulty, and in greater numbers, because they were

not scattered over such a wide extent of water, but resorted to smaller

pools, where the decoyer was enabled to practise his artifices upon
them with greater chances of success. A very logical plea as to

land-draining being beneficial to the purpose of decoys is appended in

the note below.*

There is not now a tenth part of the fen and bog-land in this

country that there was formerly, consequently the numbers of wild-fowl

have much decreased. The winter visitants do not stay and breed

with us in such numbers as they used to do
;
but those which halt on

English soil, on the annual emigration of wild-fowl, return to the

north early in spring, and breed in vast numbers on various parts of

distant shores where food and shelter may be had.

Another fatal obstacle to the increase of wild-fowl is, the de-

struction of their nests by taking the eggs a mischievous system

regularly .pursued in the fens during* the laying season, generally by
indolent and disreputable characters.

In former days there were, in various parts of the counties alluded

to, many bogs and morasses which seemed almost impenetrable, and

* " And that decoys are now planted upon many drained levels, whereby greater
numbers of fowls are caught than by any other engines formerly used ; which could

not at all be made there, did the waters, as formerly, overspread the whole county."

Dugdale on Embanking : A.D. 1772.
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offered admirable asylums to the feathered emigrants of the frozen

regions. The great desideratum seemed to be, to secure as large an

extent of inland-water for the purposes of decoy as could possibly be

had
;
and thus we find many decoy-grounds consisting of a preserve

of several hundred acres of land and water. The Watton Decoy, in

Yorkshire, alone, had a range of a thousand acres of land and water.

Decoys have also formed the subject of special and heavy compen-
sation to the proprietors, when destroyed by the drainage of neigh-

bouring lands
;
and we find in several private Acts of Parliament for

permitting the drainage of moors and fens, special provision is made

for compensating the proprietors and occupiers of such decoys as may
be injured by the operations. Decoys were formerly very lucrative

concerns : the quantities of fowl sometimes taken in them by the

Lincolnshire fowler of thirty years ago, would exceed the belief of

any one unacquainted with the operations. Pennant says he was

assured by several Lincolnshire decoymen that they would have been

glad to contract, for years, to deliver their ducks at Boston at ten-

pence the couple. And to the author's own knowledge, wild-fowl

were sometimes so abundant, and such numbers captured, that the

Essex and Norfolk decoyers were glad to sell wild-ducks at Is. per

pair. In former days decoys were generally let to fowlers at annual

rents
;
and such as could not afford to embark in expensive under-

takings, rented small pools, and carefully selected spots in the fens,

where they constructed their own decoys, having merely a nominal

rent to pay for the occupation of the land
;
sometimes not more than

5 per annum, and seldom exceeding 30.

The Norfolk broads appear to be peculiarly adapted as a refuge and

nursery for wild-fowl, situated as they are on the most eastern extremity
of the English coast

; and, until of late years, when these favoured

haunts were destroyed, they literally swarmed with wild-fowl. In

those days the method of estimating their numbers was always ex-

pressed by the supposed extent of acres of water the flight or flights

appeared to cover
;
and no one who has not visited the broads, or

some other such localities, can form any conception of the countless

thousands of wild-fowl which in severe winters might be seen in those

parts. At the present day, however, but few are bred in that once

favoured locality ;
and there are now few decoys kept up for profit,

because of the uncertainty of taking a sufficient number of birds to

pay the heavy expenses attending them. These decoys, so far from

driving wild-fowl from a chosen locality, (as is supposed by some men
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not intimately acquainted with the habits of water-fowl) are the

direct means of encouraging- them to stay and frequent that parti-

cular part of the coast
; and, as a general rule, the more decoys there

are in the neighbourhood, the greater are the numbers of wild-fowl

on and about the coast, marshes, and lakes. Notwithstanding the

great captures which are sometimes made, a decoy is nevertheless a

preserve for wild-fowl
;
and as it is necessarily situated in a very

secluded part, when once a number of water-fowl have discovered it,

they invariably visit it at regular intervals, frequently enticing- swarms

of followers to the same delusive repose; until the fowler, finding the

numbers considerable, proceeds to put in operation his ingenious

contrivances, and often with such success as to take in the course of

one hour several hundred birds. The proceedings are conducted with

so much caution and such profound silence, that were there as many
more birds upon the open water of the decoy as those allured into

the fowler's fatal snare, they would be quite unconscious of the whole-

sale and deliberate slaughter of their companions which may be going
forward in a remote corner of the decoy : the unsuspecting, which

may be revelling in the rich dabblings of the grassy mounds and

shallow bottoms of the pond, are screened from view of the others

by thickly-planted underwood, reeds, and other contrivances.

A succession of mild winters, combined with the facts before

stated as to the drainage of fen-lands, have been the cause of many
decoys being done away with, and others remaining unemployed ;

whilst some have been entirely cleared of the pipes and apparatus :

and the occasional pairs of ducks and small flights of wild-fowl which

alight in the old decoys are now despatched by the shoulder-gun,

and brought to hand by the retriever or water-spaniel. Still there

are yet remaining, and probably always will be, several well-conducted

and carefully-watched decoys in various parts of this country ; though
the author ventures to predict, from the experiences of late years,

there will be only few kept for profit; but rather exclusively, and as a

valuable appurtenant to a gentleman's estate : a preserve for wild-

fowl affording amusement to the proprietor and his friends, and

always remaining an object of interest and curiosity to strangers.

And, certainly, a decoy is a far more agreeable feature in a park than

a rookery ;
in addition to which, the sport attending a decoy extends

over many months, whilst the murderous onslaught upon the rooks

lasts but a few weeks at most. There is much opportunity for the

exercise of skill and pleasing excitement attached to the one, but
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little else than wanton cruelty, danger, and clamour to the

other.

The golden days of the decoy appear to have passed away ;
and we

find that many of those places which were formerly kept up at con-

siderable expense are now merely employed as an agreeable recrea-

tion to the country squire, or some enterprizing clergyman who may
be fortunate enough to have a residence near the sea-coast, with a

decoy-pond attached to the glebe.

Mild winters seldom afford the decoyer an opportunity of taking
wild-fowl in large numbers

;
but in hard winters the chances are in

no way inferior to those of the good old times. The British islands,

from their position on the globe, offer so fair a retreat to the myriads
of wild-fowl, which are annually driven from northern latitudes by
the severity of winter, that there will always be sport for the wild-

fowler more or less in proportion to the strength and duration of the

frost. During the season of 1854-5, which was the sharpest winter

we have had for many years, several large flights were taken in the

English decoys. But no such great profits have been made of late

years as formerly, because of the negligence with which those places

have been attended. A clear profit of from 200 to 500 in a season

used to be but an average return for a complete decoy ;
and many

instances of extraordinary luck are recorded (some traditionally known

to the author) of 600, and even 800, being cleared from a single

decoy in one season.

The author is also acquainted with the aged proprietor of an estate

in Essex, on which there is an excellent decoy-pond, now entirely

neglected and unused
;
but which has in several seasons, some twenty

or thirty years ago, yielded the worthy old squire a clear 800 for

one year's profit ! as can be proved not only by the verbal testimony
of himself, his wife, and others living in the neighbourhood, but also

by a book of receipts and disbursements of that period. And this

is far from being a solitary instance. Mr. Daniel, in his book of
" Rural Sports," says

" In 1795 the Tillingham Decoy, in Essex,
then in the occupation of Mr. Mascall, netted, after every expense,

upwards of 800; and the only birds taken were duck and

mallard."

The same author states that "in 1799 ten thousand head of

widgeon, teal, and wild-ducks were caught in a decoy of the Rev.

Bate Dudley, in Essex."

Pennant mentions, that by an old account of the number of wild-

G
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fowl caught in ten decoys in the neighbourhood of Wainfleet, it

appears that 31,200 were taken in one season.

The Rev. F. 0. Morris, in his "
History of British Birds," says

" I am informed that, at the decoy of Wat-ton only, nearly four hun-

dred ducks have been known to be taken in one day."
It is not many years ago since the fowler might fairly reckon on a

few "
good days

"
even in the mildest winters, and he has been able

to take from 200 to 300 fowl in one day ;
and often several of these

lucky days intervened during every season. And this has been done

repeatedly, within memory of many an emeritus old fowler of

the present day, in Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, Essex, Norfolk, and

Suffolk.

Mr. Wells, who wrote in 1830, speaks of three decoys as then

existing in the vicinity of the Great Bedford Level, namely, one in

Borough Fen, near Thorney, then the property of Sir Culling Smith,
Bart.

;
another in Holme Fen, near Stilton, then the property

of the trustees of the late Captain Wells
;
and a third at Laken-

heath, in the county of Suffolk, the property of William Eagle,

Esq.

The same author also speaks of another decoy which was originally

formed on the borders of the fen at Chatteris ; but adds, that " no

vestige of it now remains, except the wood by which it was sur-

rounded, and which is called e

Coy Wood
'

to this day."
The decoy at Oakley Hall, in Essex, may also be mentioned as one

which was formerly very lucrative, and yielded the late proprietor

many hundreds of pounds' annual profit ;
but is now not attended as

a decoy, so few are the birds which visit that immediate locality in

comparison with the traditions of old times.

There was also a decoy at Beaumont-cum-Moze, Essex, which has

attained an historical notoriety, through being the subject of a law-

suit in the year 1809
; when, at the hearing of the case before Lord

Macdonald, C.B., the plaintiff (proprietor of the decoy) obtained a

verdict, with 40s. damages, against the defendant (a punter) for

wilful disturbance to the decoy, in shooting wild-fowl within two

hundred yards of the plaintiff's pond.*
There are two very attractive decoys at Purdies Hall, Nacton, in

the county of Suffolk, which are kept up at considerable expense, and

* This case is well known among members of the legal profession, as that of
"
Carrington versus Taylor ;" and is reported in 11 East, p. 571, and 2 Camp.,

258. Vide post,
" Laws of Decoys."
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in as perfect order as any in the county. They are now in the occu-

pation of Mr. Hillen.

There is also another in equally perfect condition in the same

neighbourhood, on the estate of George Tomline, Esq., on the banks

of the river Orwell.

In Ireland there are several decoys, though they are supported with

less vigour than formerly, for the same reasons as those suggested by

experiences in England, viz., the system of land-draining and the un-

precedented succession of mild winters with which we have been

visited, and consequent scarcity of birds. The decoys at Lismullen

and Mountainstown, in the county of Meath, and Ballynakill, in Kil-

dare, are fair specimens of Irish decoys.

To attempt giving a description of all the decoys which are known
to the author would occupy far too much space in these pages ;

suffice

it to say, there are more decoys, both in this country and Ireland,

than many would suppose ; and, where expense is no object to the

proprietor, the agreeable and peculiar pleasures attached to the pur-
suits of the decoy are generally of too interesting and attractive a

character to induce country gentlemen to abandon them, or permit
them to fall into ruin

;
for although several mild, and consequently

unfavourable, winters may follow in succession after a hard and

severe one, the latter never fails to compensate the modern decoyer

according to the fashion of olden times.



CHAPTER VII.

THE DECOY -POND.

"
Ergo avidas si forte anates captare libebit,

Atque alias liquidis quascunque paludibus ulvae

Delectant molles, captique in gurgite pisces

Palmipedum genus alitium : torpentia propter

Stagnaque velocesque amnes, deducere fossam

Perge celer tenui refluentem leniter unda."

BARG^EUS DE AUCUPIO.

A DECOY is a place set apart for the enticement, resort, and capture

of wild-fowl :* and is simply a pond or small lake, having* one or more

semi-circular arms, spanned with nets; the situation of the whole being
1

in a retired locality, and surrounded with thickly-planted trees and

underwood,f It is contrived for the purpose of alluring
1 wild-fowl to

resort there, and, by various stratagems, to entice them up these narrow

arms of water : their retreat is then cut off, by the fowler suddenly

making his appearance from behind a place of concealment
;
when the

birds, in their fright, and endeavour to avoid him, rush forward up the

curved arm of water, probably thinking to make their escape at the

other end, but ultimately find themselves enclosed in a tunnel-net.

A decoy is one of the most ornamental acquisitions to a private

landed estate that can well be imagined, and at all times presents

an object of amusement and attraction. When properly managed,
and kept strictly quiet, it makes an admirable nursery for wild-fowl,

and may also materially assist in the preservation of game.
It is also a pleasing and satisfactory resort, in summer, for the

* In legal language it is termed a " vivarium." Vide 2 Coke's Institutes, p. 100
;

and Holt's Rep,, p. 14.

f Lubbock gives the following definition :
" A decoy is a sequestered pool, with

curving ditches, and of depth of sixteen or eighteen inches of water, dug from the

main water, and covered with a net
;
and that the fowl are taken by alluring them

from the main water into these fatal retreats."
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naturalist, where much is to be learned of the habits and instincts of

water-fowl
; though it seems that, through the selfishness of decoy-

owners, naturalists could seldom obtain admittance.* In winter,

though sport cannot always be had elsewhere, there is scarcely a day
but amusement of some kind may be found at the decoy.

It requires much good judgment to plan a decoy-pond so as to in-

sure success in taking wild-fowl in numbers sufficient to answer the

purpose, or repay the expense of outlay and keeping up.

The place chosen for the decoy must necessarily be a secluded

spot, far removed from public highways, footpaths, railroads, canals,

and other interruptions. The "
twang !

"
of the rifle, or the "

bang !

"

of the shot-barrels, must never be heard within its precincts. No
crack of the whip, or huntsman's horn no sound of human voice, of

cart-wheel, or horse's hoof, must reach the lonely spot, particularly

whilst birds are known to be resting or feeding there : silence and

undisturbed tranquillity must predominate and be observed at all times

in the locality of the decoy. The success or failure of the enterprise,

both as regards enticing the birds to alight in the open water, and

the ultimate proceeding of alluring them up the pipe, depends mainly
on the quietude of the whole scene around, and the absence of all in-

terruption to the decoyman and his dog: to accomplish which

effectually, the proprietor must secure possession of surrounding

lands, to such an extent as to be able to command the necessary

calm, and subdue all disturbance and interruption. Wells, in his

History of the Fens,f observes that the decoy
" should be surrounded

by forty or fifty acres of plantation." But this must depend on the

size of the pond and nature of the locality.

The pond itself should be surrounded with trees and copse ;
and

near the water's edge, reeds and sedges should be cultivated and per-

mitted to flourish
;

all which tend to preserve the quietude of the

water, and afford security and shelter to the birds. The decoyman's

cottage should be near, though not within four or five hundred

yards of the pool : it should be well sheltered and hidden by trees

and shrubs
;
and the pathway leading to the pond should be under

the cover of a quickset hedge, or through a sheltered lane.

The fens around should be as carefully kept quiet and unmolested

*
Lubbock, speaking of the privacy of decoys, remarks :

" And here, in fact, the

knowledge of many, even of naturalists, terminates ; for it is not always an easy
task to obtain admission to a decoy."

t P. 447.
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as the decoy itself; and where this can be done, hundreds of wild-

fowl are bred, even at the present day, both in the surrounding

fens, and about the sedges and underwood of the decoy j
and it

should be remembered that these are the very birds on which the

decoyman's hopes chiefly rest : to the tamest of them he looks

for his decoy-ducks, and to the wildest to bring flights of others

into the pond, on returning from their midnight excursions.

In former days, much difference of opinion existed as to the extent

of water best adapted for the purposes of a decoy ; and, it being at

all times pleasing to the eyes of a wild-fowler to see large numbers

of the duck tribe within the precincts of his domain, it was con-

sidered advisable to obtain as wide a surface of water as possible;

and, whilst from forty to fifty acres have frequently been set apart
for the purpose, instances have been known of seventy and

eighty acres of water being entirely so appropriated. But expe-
rience has long shown, that more wild-fowl are taken in small decoys
than in such extensive ones as those alluded to. It is extremely
difficult to induce birds to "

pipe" in a very large decoy, though acres

of the water may be covered with them
;
and whilst at the neigh-

bouring pools, only three or four acres in extent, the fowlers are

probably taking their scores and hundreds daily, perhaps the other

catches none.

These extensive spaces of fresh water, or small lakes, as they may
truly be called, afford splendid preserves, but are ill adapted to the

purposes of decoy ;
a safe retreat for wild-fowl at all times, and

shelter from the gunner and the storm
;
but the birds are not to be

got at so readily, nor the pond worked so handily, as in a small pool.

Thousands of wild-fowl used to frequent these large decoys at all

times of the year, though in far increased numbers during the winter

season, spending the greater part of the day on the water and its

banks, where undisturbed
;
and at twilight or "

flight-time," as it

is termed they leave their daily haunts, to seek for food in marshes

and fens, perhaps many miles distant.

The extent of a decoy-pond should not be more than four acres :

those averaging from two to three acres are best. Many instances

are known of a single acre of water, in the fens, yielding more profit

to the decoyman, during the year, than all others above that size
;

but these have always been in the locality of small lakes, fens, and

pools. It is easy to account for the better success attending small

decoys : the birds may generally be "
worked," if the wild-fowler
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understands his business, and his dog
1 and decoy-ducks are well

trained; the confined extent of the space of water materially assisting-

his operations ;
and if there be several working-pipes placed at

different parts of the pond, so as to suit the chances of the wind,
success will be more frequent. Whereas, on a vast extent of

water, there may be swarms of wild-fowl, but none within hail of

the pipes, or near enough to regard the enticements of the decoy-
ducks or the singular befoolings of the dog.

In a perfect decoy there are generally several pipes, so as to suit

at least every cardinal point ;
and the best and principal pipes tail-

off in an east, north-east, or south-east direction, those being the

quarters from which most sport may be expected, and are also

the winds which bring most wild-fowl to our shores. It must

depend on the wind, as to which pipe the birds will take
; bearing in

mind that they must always be decoyed towards the wind, it being

invariably found a useless task to attempt enticing them to lee-

ward.

In addition to the space actually covered with water, there should

generally be enclosed an average extent of ground, of from fifty to a

hundred yards, all around the pond ;
which ought to be planted with

much discretion, so as to give a quiet aspect to the w^hole, but leaving

a careless-looking opening in the plantation at the course of every

pipe, so as to admit a current of air from whichever quarter the

wind blows. No very large trees, as oaks and elms, should be

planted about the decoy, but those of inferior growth, as the birch,

the willow, alder, and others; beside which, a thick underwood

should cover every vacant space ;
and nearer the banks of the pool

should be borders of reeds and rushes.

In some decoys, the whole pond is enclosed by a reed fence about

four feet in height; the object of which is, to prevent the decoy-ducks

leaving the place. It is best, however, to dispense with so much

fencing; because wild-fowl are shy of entering a space too much
enclosed by artificial means. Besides, the fencing prevents their

becoming familiarized with the growing cover, sedges, and rushes,

in which many of the birds visiting the decoy late in the season

would probably stay and breed.

The banks of the decoy, near the entrances to the pipes, are to be

kept smooth and clean, as basking-places for the fowl
; gradually

sloping- to the water's edge, that they may readily step upon

them, and rest there. When so at rest, they are said to be " banked."
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It is not unusual for wild-fowl to sit several hours of the day
" in

bank/' when they are undisturbed. These are not merely termly

sitting's in banco I

When a new decoy has been made, though in a neighbourhood
where there are many others, and generally a good number of

wild-fowl
;
the proprietor must not be disheartened if he meets with

little or no success in the first year or two, though his neighbours

may take vast numbers during the season. Wild-fowl are by nature

addicted to following their leaders, which are generally old birds,

and very often bred in the locality they most frequent ;
these prefer

going to old quarters, where they have experienced quiet and repose,

to venturing upon a new-made decoy, which always has a degree of

suspicion about it. This, and the uncertainty as to the flight of

birds, are alone sufficient to give courage to the proprietor of the new

decoy, who may fairly hope for success in the following season. If,

during the first two years he takes sufficient to pay the expenses

of attending and working his project, he ought to be well satisfied.

In addition to the screens which are placed along the bank out-

side the pipe, there are generally others about the mouth or entrance,

skirting the resting-places where the birds are encouraged to sit
;
and

other parts of the pond are so fenced or planned that they could not,

if they would, sit upon the bank in any other places but those

where the fowler wishes them.

There should also be a few tufts of grass, small mounds, and tiny

islands in the pond, near the entrances to the pipes. These are

termed " accommodation tufts."

It is desirable that the pond should not be deep, but, on the con-

trary, shallow; and the more abundantly the potamogeiton (pond-

weed) grows at the bottom, the better.

The pond should also be constructed with proper dams and sluices,

so that the depth of water may be regulated, and kept at its con-

sistent level.

Decoys which are kept up regardless of expense, and more as a

recreation than otherwise, should be provided with a small grotto or

watch-house, from which the decoyer may be enabled to make his

observations. It should be placed among the trees, and well hidden,

but in such a position as to command a view of the whole space of

water.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE DECOY-PIPE

HAVING given an outline of the pond and plantation surrounding it,

the most important part of the decoy has now to be described. The

pipe is formed by digging a shallow ditch or arm of water, about

six or eight inches in depth,* leading directly from the main pond
into the plantation or decoy-grounds, to a distance of from sixty to

seventy or eighty yards. It is planned in semi-circular form, with a

rather sharp curve. The object or advantage of the curve is two-fold.

In the first place, it is the twist of the pipe which deceives the birds,

and induces them to imagine they are going out at the other end,

when the decoyman shows himself and cuts off their retreat
;

in the

* Lubbock describes the decoy-pipe as sixteen or eighteen inches in depth, which
is too much. Many fowl would dive and beat a retreat in such a depth of water.
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next place, the curve assists the fowler in performing his operations

without disturbing- the decoy-pond, and in such a manner that his

actions, and those of the deluded birds, may not be seen by others

remaining' on the open water.

The width of the pipe at the mouth is immaterial it varies ac-

cording to circumstances
; but, generally speaking*, is from twenty to

thirty feet, and gradually diminishing to two feet at the upper end,

where it terminates with a tunnel-net, generally upon dry land.

The whole of the pipe is spanned and covered with a light netting,

spread upon semi-circular bars of iron-rod, placed about three or four

feet apart, or at such convenient distances as maybe found necessary;

the ends of the rods being stuck in, or secured to, small wooden posts

driven into the bank on both sides of the pipe, and standing a few inches

above the ground : the posts on the inner-side of the curve are close to

the water
;
whilst those on the outer-side are about two feet from the

brink, in order to leave sufficient space for the dog to perform his

antics. The whole are neatly arranged, and form a light and lofty

arch, about twelve feet above the surface of the water at the main

entrance
;
but tapering with the gradually narrower form of the pipe

to the extreme tail, which is completed with a collapsible tunnel-net,

spread upon small hoops of iron or brass rod the diameter of the

largest, or that nearest the mouth, being about two feet. This net is

of various lengths, from six to ten feet, according to the sort of success

anticipated : it is hung upon the end of the pipe ; which, for the

purpose of receiving it, is fitted with hooks and clasp ;
and the

tail end being drawn out and looped to a small stake, it forms a

graceful continuation and termination of the pipe.

The whole of the iron frame-work of the pipe should be as lightly

constructed as possible, especially at the broadest part. The net-

work must be made of stout twine or small cord. The size of the

meshes, at the extreme entrance of the pipe, should be large enough to

admit the body of a wild-fowl with its wings folded
;

but a few

yards farther up, the size of the mesh should be a little smaller :

beyond the screens, smaller stilL The lower part of the iron frame-

work, on the side next the reed screens, should be left open as far up
the pipe as the curve that is to say, the net, though covering the

top of the arch and opposite side of the pipe, need not reach down to

the ground on the side where the operations are performed; but

should fall gradually lower as it approaches the last working screen,

from which, up to the trammel, it should be close and entire. Wild-
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fowl never attempt to escape by the outlet thus left, but always make

for the opposite side, where the net reaches quite to the ground all the

way along- the pipe, and is perfectly secure. From the curve to the

trammel the net covers everything
1

,
and is simply secured to a row of

small hooks tacked to a narrow boarding, run along the lower part of

the iron frame-work on each side of the upper end of the pipe.

It would appear, from some of the earliest accounts which can be

traced, that at the mouth of the pipe of an old-fashioned decoy a

drop-net was used, after the manner of a portcullis ; so that when

the fowl had been enticed a short distance within the pipe, a net was

suddenly dropped, and the fowl thus, at once, enclosed.* Modern

experience has taught us that no portcullis is necessary ;
and that by

forming the ditch upon a curve, the mouth of the pipe may be left

quite open ; when, on the fowler showing himself at the entrance,

as soon as the birds are decoyed within the pipe, they are deluded

by the curve
; and, instead of beating a retreat, follow up the ditch,

as if assured of finding a means of escape at the other end
;
and

thinking one outlet as good as another.

On the convex side of the curve, extending from the mouth to about

thirty or forty yards along-side the pipe, are a number of screens (in

some places termed "
shootings") rustically constructed, by arranging

layers of green or dried reeds, perpendicularly, in a wooden frame,

made for the purpose. They are each about six feet in height by

eight, ten, and twelve in breadth the two nearest the mouth of the

pipe being from fourteen to twenty feet in breadth, and sometimes

much more, particularly if the entrance to the pipe is very broad.

From twelve to fifteen of the narrowest of these screens have to be

judiciously placed along the bank of the pipe, in oblique positions

(see illustration), each screen standing separately from the other;

the whole, when in their proper positions, forming a perfect zigzag, and

leaving narrow outlets of about two feet between each; which are all

joined at the bottom, with tiny screens or leaping-bars, about eighteen
inches high, for the dog ;

the spaces between the tops of the leaping-

bars and the ground, being filled up with short reeds, so as to complete
the zigzag, and make the whole appear like one piece of fencing.

Through these apertures the fowler shows himself, when advisable,

* " And at the top and entrance must be nets to let down by the man that is to

attend it, when he seeth the ducks all entered in, by which means they become
taken." Blome.
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after having enticed his birds a sufficient distance up the pipe to make
sure of capturing them.

A great deal depends on the proper distribution and adjustment of

the screens, for it is behind them that the decoyman has to perform
his artifices; and there, in silence, and by signs, direct the movements
of his only helpmates the decoy-ducks and dog. In original decoys
it appears there were no reed screens, but simply growing osiers :

the invention of the screens is of more modern date.* In addi-

tion to the screens which are placed in zigzag position on the

outer side of the pipe, there are back-screens of the same height, but

of wider proportions, placed in line, to form a fence outside the zig-

zags, or working-screens; so as to protect the fowler from view

when he has occasion to return to the mouth of the pipe to cut off the

retreat of birds within it. This fencing extends only from the pipe
entrance to the last working screen.

The illustration at the head of this chapter, though of necessity
but a bird's-eye view, represents the decoy-pipe and screens, with the

fowler in active operation of decoy. The dark figure kneeling behind

the outer-screens is the decoyer's assistant, awaiting a signal from the

fowler to rush forward to the entrance of the pipe; when, by showing

himself, the retreat of the fowl is cut off, and they are then driven to

the extreme end, into the tunnel net, and captured.
Such is the decoy-pipe ; up which it is the fowler's art to entice

his birds, and finally drive them into the trammel, from which there is

no escape. There are generally six or eight pipes to a perfectly planned

decoy, each bearing towards a different point of the compass ;
but

the curves must be on the same axis, or they would be left-handed,

and puzzle both dog and decoyer in their operations.

* " The place where these decoy-ducks entice them must not be very broad, and
set on on both sides with osiers." Blome.



CHAPTER IX.

THE DECOY-DUCKS.

" The devil would never have had such numbers, had he not used some as decoys
to ensnare others." Government of the Tongue.

EQUALLY indispensable to assist the fowler in his operations, as

appurtenant to the decoy itself, are the decoy-ducks. Their constant

presence on the pond attracts the attention of wild-fowl which chance

to be flying- high in the air in that direction, and induces them the

more readily to droop their flight, and yield to the enticements

offered
;
the presence of a number of their own tribe being a sufficient

guarantee of the supposed safety of the retreat. And when once a

flight of wild-fowl have tasted the sweets of the decoy, and been

allowed to remain there a few hours without being disturbed, they
are almost certain to return again on the next or another day : this,

then, is their first step on the road to ruin
;

for the next time they

come, if a fitting opportunity offers, the fowler calls his decoy-ducks,

to lure them on another step ;
and they approach catervatim the

mouth of the pipe, where they find abundance of tail-corn drifting on

the surface : and, by such enticements, they are induced to return

daily to the decoy, and to follow the decoy-ducks in their movements,

step by step, until at last they go a step too far, and find themselves

within the fowler's trammel.

It is a mistake to suppose that the decoy-ducks perform any

cunning part ; they only do that which is most natural to them, viz.,

go where food awaits them, and for that reason they obey the call of

the decoyer, and swim up the pipe to which they are invited, the

wild ones following them. Blome erroneously attributes their cap-

ture to the subtilty of the decoy-ducks.*

* " I shall now speak of decoys, by which means great store of ducks and teal are

drawn into a snare, and that by the subtilty of a few of their own kind, which from
the egg are trained up to come to hand for the same purpose." Blome's Gentle-

Recreation.
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The number of decoy-ducks required for a pond in full employment,
is from twenty to fifty, according to the season. If many and large

flights visit the pond, then the more decoy-ducks there are the better,

particularly if the frost is very severe
;
because the large numbers

keep together, and prevent portions of the pond from freezing.

The breed of the decoy-duck (Anas allector) is not altogether of

the wild species, but about three-quarters wild
; or, rather, a cross

between a thorough-bred wild-duck and a half-bred mallard. It is

not absolutely necessary they should be of the peculiar species alluded

to, though such birds are most useful to the decoyer. Decoy-ducks

should, however, be reared within the precincts of the decoy; trained to

respond to the decoyer's whistle, by going directly from any part of the

pond to either of the pipes, at the mouth of which they should receive

their daily food. Wild-ducks which go to decoys are more likely to

follow birds of their own nature, whose habits are more in accordance

with their own, than the common eider-duck. The difference in colour

between the decoy-fowl and the wild ones is immaterial, though
brown-and-white are generally preferred by the fantastic decoyer.

It is sometimes found necessary to pinion some of the decoy-ducks;
but such a proceeding is seldom resorted to. Others, which are en-

tirely of the wild species, hatched and reared near by, are permitted
to range at liberty, and fly to adjacent marshes. These are termed
t(

wandering decoy-ducks," and frequently return to the pond accom-

panied by large numbers of wild ones
;
and it would appear, that in

original decoys none but wandering decoy-ducks were employed ;*

but it would be folly at the present day to rely solely on wandering
ducks.

When there are more widgeon on the coast than ducks, it is not

unusual, after taking some at the decoy, to pinion a few pairs, and

turn them off with the decoy-ducks; when their peculiar whistle

attracts others which may chance to fly over, and induces them to

alight in the pond; but it is not desirable at any time to have

pinioned fowls in the decoy, because wild birds are shy of associating

with them.f

There must always be several pairs of proper decoy-ducks con-

* " These decoy-ducks fly abroad, and light into the company of wild ones ; and

being become acquainted with them by their allurements, do draw them into the

decoy-place, where they become a prey." Blome.

f*

" Of the coy-ducks, some fly forth and bring home with them wild ones to the

pool ; others have the outmost joynt or pinion of their wings cut off, so that they
cannot fly, but abide always in the pool." Willughbifs Ornithology ; by Ray.
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stantly in the pond ;
and they must not be over-fed during the day,

for fear of being
1 too sleepy and lazy to answer the decoyman's

whistle, in case he requires their services. On the other hand, they
must not be too much under-fed, or they would respond too eagerly
to his call, and fail to act the steady part he expects of them.

Their best meal should be given them at dusk in the evening as

soon as the wild-fowl (if any in the decoy) have left for their nightly

perambulations. Wandering decoy-ducks should always be greeted
with food on their return to the pond. Well-trained decoy-ducks,
under proper management, may be brought from one side of the decoy
to the other at any moment, and at a steady swimming pace; which

is the most likely to induce the wild birds to follow them.

The whistle of the decoyman should be soft and low, never harsh

and shrill
;
and so accustomed will the decoy-ducks become to a call

of the kind, that the slightest note will not fail to attract their

attention, and bring them to the pipe at which they are required.

It is highly important that the fowler should always feed the

decoy-ducks himself, that they may become thoroughly familiarized

with his voice
;
and they may also be trained to turn back to the

open water, after going about half way up the pipe with the wild

birds. This, however, is a very easy though immaterial part of the

proceeding; for if once they are driven into the tunnel net, and

huddled together with the captured, they will be shy of going so far

up the pipe another time.

Very noisy decoy-ducks are undesirable, though they should

always respond viva voce to the fowler's whistle
;
which they seldom

fail to do, well knowing that whenever they hear it, and from which-

ever pipe it comes, there is sure to be food awaiting them,

When the weather is frosty, and there is fear of the pond being-

frozen over, corn should be freely scattered upon the surface at night,

about the entrance to the pipe, in order to induce the decoy-ducks to

resort there and keep the water open. Tail corn, hempseed, or any

light grain, is the proper food to use at the decoy.

There are generally a few wild birds which return year after year,

as if by instinct, to the same decoy, but which are too old and

cunning to be taken
;
these are called "

leading-birds," and are a

great acquisition to a decoy, frequently bringing with them large

flights of companions, early in the season, which fall easy victims to

the stratagems of the decoyer.



CHAPTER X.

THE PIPER.

" Tho' gay and winning in my gait,
I'm treacherous as the viper :

Follow me, and, sure as fate,

You'll have to pay the piper."
THE AUTHOR.

A Doa trained to the decoy is called a "
piper," and is the most

effectual instrument used by the fowler in this occupation. Thus we
find that no legitimate sport can be successfully employed in con-

nection with taking wild-birds, and more especially water-fowl, with-

out the aid of one or more of those noble animals which serve mankind

with truer sincerity than any other living- creature on the face

of the earth. It is the very nature of the dog to be faithful to his

master, regardless of all consequences to himself. If he appears

unfaithful, his heart is aching because his endeavours fail to please.

The dog forgives his master any injury, and in return for kindnesses

shown him, will lay down his life for his master's sake. Kindness in

training a dog always succeeds
;
but whipping and cruelty break the

spirit, spoil the animal, and leave him always in fear of the whip,

whereby he performs his part with timidity, consequently less satis-

factorily to himself or his master.

The part a piper has to perform at a decoy is as remarkable as it

is amusing, and has been the subject of much curious speculation.

Without the assistance of a piper, the efforts of the decoyman are

generally unavailing. It is natural enough for those who are strangers

to the art, to imagine that the dog by some means or other drives the

birds within the meshes of the fowler's net
; but, in fact, it is the

very reverse the piper actually entices either by winning ways or

by exciting an antipathy towards himself large numbers of wild-fowl

to follow him up a ditch of water covered over with a net
;
when

their retreat is then cut off by the sudden appearance of the fowler
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or his assistant from behind the screens
;
the dog soon after running

round to his master's heels, wagging- his tail at the successful issue of

his performances, and all the while perfectly understanding* that the

object is to secure the birds ! What instinct ! what sagacity ! what

intelligence !

The breed or pedigree of a piper is not altogether material,

though apparently peculiar to itself. The nearer the dog resembles

a fox, in size, figure, and colour, the better
; and, indeed, a cross be-

tween a fox and a dog is the identical result required. Such animals

make the very best pipers that can be had inheriting as they do, a

share of that cunning so essentially valuable in a good piper. But
in absence of such, it is best that the dog be of a reddish-brown or

red-and-white colour. It must be full of vivacity, very active, and

the more playful the better, but perfectly mute. If the dog barks,

every bird will quit the decoy-pipe, and decline to follow him.

There is a breed of dogs, erroneously said to be mongrels, which

bear such strong resemblance to the fox as almost to deceive any

person who may not be thoroughly familiar with such animals. They
have heads, noses, and ears just like those of a fox

;
and their size

and colour, together with the texture of their hair, are all thoroughly

vulpine. They are, besides, very lively and frolicsome little animals,

and are extremely rare in this country ; though not very uncommon

in France : and they are of far greater value than many would

suppose. A dog of this breed and colour, when carefully trained, is

a treasure to the decoyer, and the very key-stone to his success.

The piper is taught to skip round in front of the screens, under

the directions of the decoyer, who stands behind them, and conveys
all his instructions by signal ;

and very frequently by the movement

of the finger alone. The dog is first put through a small aperture,

or over a leap, at the mouth of the decoy-pipe ;
when he then runs

briskly round in front of the screen, and directly before the birds,

apparently regardless of their presence; but in reality regarding their

captivity above all things. He, seemingly, takes no notice of them

though there be hundreds beyond pricking up his ears and wagging
his tail : then hastening round to his master, who is sure to reward him

for his pains with a small bit of cheese. He is then directed to skip

over the next leap, and run round in front of the next screen
;

after

which he is again rewarded with another piece of cheese, and away he

goes to the next, and the next, and so on
;
the wild-fowl all the while

watching his movements apparently through aversion or curiosity,
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and swimming
1

up the pipe in pursuit of him, whilst the playful

deceiver is thus decoying his victims into the fatal snare. It must not

be supposed that the dog* swims : he never goes into the water,

but simply runs along the narrow bank purposely left between the

screens and the water.* The dog' has also another duty to perform :

when the wild-fowl are reluctant to leave the bank and follow the

enticements of the decoy-ducks, the fowler starts him suddenly upon
the birds from behind a screen; when they scramble into the

water and immediately face the dog with the most inquiring and

braggadocio curiosity ;
but beyond that temporary alarm, nothing

more serious occurs, except that it is a practice which generally

succeeds; the wild-fowl being then induced to follow the rude

intruder's enticements
;
and sometimes in less than five minutes the

whole paddling, which just before appeared so sluggish as they sat

basking on the bank, are decoyed up the pipe.

As soon as the dog has done his part and arrived at the last

working-screen, on a signal from his master, he squats down behind

it
;
not daring to move, except under directions, or till he finds himself

released by the complete capture of the birds.

There are many speculations as to the influence the dog has upon
the birds in enticing them up the pipe. It has been stated by some,

that he is made use of to rouse the lethargic and sleepy habits of the

birds
; by another,f that the wild-fowl not choosing to be interrupted,

advance towards the contemptible little animal, that they may drive

it away. But this can scarcely be the correct notion : there must be

some other strong and almost irresistible attraction, or pugnacious

desire, which induces the birds to follow him up the pipe. Every
one knows, that when a dog suddenly enters a field in which a flock

of sheep are grazing, at first they appear much alarmed at the intru-

sion, and muster in a closely-packed flock, and face the dog, staring

at him with curious and suspicious inquiry ;
but if the dog moves off

or turns away from the flock, they advance towards him, and appear
to watch his movements with intense interest and threatening attitude.

The attraction is still greater with cows and oxen, which not only

watch the dog, but follow him about the meadow, when he has

suddenly intruded upon their privacy. The behaviour of wild-fowl

* " The whelp in compassing the hedges [screens] ought always to keep his tail

directed towards the pool ;
his head towards the pipe." WiUughly's Ornithology s

by Ray,
t Pennant.
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towards the dog
1

, appears very similar to those of sheep and oxen

when suddenly surprised by the appearance of such an animal among
them

;
and whatever may be the secret of the attraction, it is

evidently a curious instinct, which has powerful effect on the feelings

of the feathered tribe
;
or they would not so easily rush on to certain

destruction, in a narrow ditch, covered over with a net
;
and up which,

in the absence of enticement, they would specially avoid proceeding.

After attentive observations of dog and ducks during the operations

of decoy, I am disposed to believe that the birds follow the dog with

a desire and intention to punish him
;
that they have a notion he is a

fox (an animal which instinct teaches them is one of their greatest

enemies) and that they muster in a closely packed company, with a

courage that results from mutual reliance on their numbers
;
and

resolve on attacking him, particularly when he seems such a coward

as to keep showing himself one instant and running away the next.

They are thus constantly inspired with new ardour and greater

aversion, and so rush on in pursuit of the contemptible little animal,

their false courage inducing them to follow him up, regardless of the

snare which is spread over their heads.

It wrould seem also, that curiosity has something to do with leading

the birds on to a pitch that makes them gaze with feelings so strong

on the playful movements of the dog' ;
as he jumps or runs from

behind the screens, now appearing for a few moments and then

vanishing. But whether this be aversion or curiosity, or both, or

some other more powerful instinct, which draws the birds on with

apparently magnetic influence, we must leave to the decision of those

who have made the instinct of birds and animals a branch of their

studies
; merely remarking, that the subject is well worthy of attentive

consideration and diligent inquiry.

The piper should, whilst very young, be trained with much care

and patience to play round and round the screens, under the silent

directions of his master, and to be perfectly mute during these

operations ;
the more active he is in his movements to and fro, behind

and before the screens the better, because the more likely to excite

the curiosity of the wild-fowl. And in training a dog for the decoy,
it will be well to use as little violence or severe chastisement as

possible. It is not by such treatment that the dog is taught, but

by kind and encouraging language, gentle correction, and reward.

Mr. Richardson, in his book on "The Dog," observes :
" In training

your dogs, keep your temper ;
never correct the dog in vengeance for
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your own irritation
; gentleness does far more than violence will ever

effect, and a dog that requires the latter treatment had better be got

rid of, he will ever be a nuisance." We cordially endorse these

views, and recommend them to the particular attention of those

who may be training a dog for the decoy, or indeed for any other

purpose.

When the birds appear sluggish and indifferent to the allurements

of the dog, a red pocket-handkerchief is sometimes tied about his

neck, and he is sent round the same screen several times in succession,

in order to arouse their curiosity by some such means.
;

In the absence of a dog, a ferret is sometimes used with equal suc-

cess, and answers the same purpose ; except that it is not sufficiently

nimble in its movements, and has to be led by a string fastened to its

neck, and passed over the top of the screens. Wild-fowl seem to

entertain the same uncontrollable feelings towards the ferret as

towards the dog, and will swim up the pipe in pursuit of it.



CHAPTER XL

THE ART OF CAPTURING WILD-FOWL BY DECOY.

And as a skilful fowler birds employs,
Which by their well-known voice and treach'rous noise
Allure their fellows, and invite to share

Their fate, entangled in the viscous snare."

Trans, from the Latin of VANIEEE, B. xv.

WE have now arrived at the most interesting part of the proceed-

ings the modus operandi at the decoy. Having given the reader

an outline of the pond, the pipes, the decoy-ducks, and the piper, he

will be better able to understand the manner in which they have to

be employed : but before going minutely into the details, it may
facilitate our description by stating, theoretically, the science of cap-

turing wild-fowl by decoy.

The retired situation of the pond, the quietude of the surrounding

country, the fresh water, and the presence of live fowl upon it, are

sufficient, in this instance, to decoy the aerial travellers to make their

first false step, when they are cordially welcomed with the wooing
notes of the decoy-ducks ; and, in language peculiarly their own,
these pleasant occupants of the pond tell the hungry strangers flat-

tering tales of abundant food, and a safe retreat within that fair

domain.

Soon as the fowler discovers the arrival of the strangers, he takes

careful note of wind and weather
j and, with a basket of tail-corn slung

across his shoulder, proceeds to the weathermost pipe, and scatters

freely a few handfuls of the food upon the surface of the water
;

whistling softly to his decoy-ducks, which never fail to respond to the

call
j
when the strangers, seeing and hearing the others greedily and

undisturbedly feeding upon the floating grain, follow their new com-

panions, and join in the repast. They are then like bosom-friends,

swimming happily together, hither arid thither about the water
j
but
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they part company at twilight, the strangers not venturing- to trust

their precious lives there all night, nor caring to deprive themselves

of their customary evening visit to some near or distant moor.

The next day, the same strangers again appear in the decoy ;
the

attractions and enticements of the previous day having made such a

favourable impression upon them that,

" Like simple youths, when lured by woman's charms,"

they cannot resist the temptation to call again as they pass over in

their morning flight. This time, they follow their pleasant com-

panions readily, and without the least suspicion, to the mouth of the

pipe, where they find more food
;
but some of it is up a suspicious-

looking ditch, which, on glancing at, they doubt, and decline

following their kind enticers farther. Whilst curiously looking

about them, and regarding their benefactors with surprise at the in-

cautious manner in which they proceed up the suspicious ditch, they
are at first slightly startled at the sudden appearance of a new ob-

ject, in the shape of a playful dog, which appears on the bank a

moment, and then vanishes. Again it appears ! when every head and

neck is stretched out, apparently in pleasing amazement. Again and

again the playful animal appears ! Their curiosity knows no bounds ;

the attraction is irresistible. They forget the suspicious appearance
of the ditch

;
their whole attention is fixed upon the infatuating little

creature upon the bank
; and, as if their curiosity must be gratified,

they proceed up the pipe a little way :

" In vain the ditch,

Wide-gaping, threatens death."

They pause, and again the curious little animal appears ; when, just

as they are beginning to feel suspicious of their safety, he again

appears wicked tempter ! and they advance a little farther. His

movements are quicker and quicker. They have nearly discovered

he is simply a little red-and-white animal : their curiosity is well-

nigh gratified : they are just thinking of beating a retreat, when the

fowler appears on the bank, directly in the very path by which they
wish to return. Their alarm is great ;

but there yet seems one chance

of escape : they imagine one route is as good as another, and think

of getting out the other way : they turn the corner, following the

ditch, and, too late, discover that retreat is impossible. Helter-
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skelter, in wi!4 affright, they rush from the presence of the fowler,

up the pipe, and into the tunnel-net, from which they never return !

Such is but a faithful glimpse of the theory of decoy, as viewed

from the watery stage in front of the screens. It will now be our

purpose to enter fully and practically into the performances behind

them.

The proceedings of the decoyer behind the screens are simply

artful, though deeply interesting ;
but few amateurs have ever been

fortunate enough to obtain permission to accompany the fowler

through his stratagems ;
success depending so very much upon the

caution and quiet of his performances. His only companions, during*

operations, are one assistant, a dog, and a few decoy-ducks. With

these, and no others, the decoyman proceeds to put in force his

curious art
;
and he must not be interrupted, nor must the attention

of dog or ducks be diverted from the one object in view. There are

many reasons why he should be as much by himself as possible, when

in the act of enticing the fowl up the pipe more particularly, the

necessity of not exciting the suspicion of the birds
;
which are so very

susceptible of noise, motion, and smell, that the decoyer himself ap-

proaches not an inch nearer than is absolutely necessary, and is

obliged to carry a piece of burning peat or turf in front of him, that

the acute nasal organs of the wild birds may not detect the presence

of a human being so close at hand.

So essential is it for the decoyer to observe all these rules of cau-

tion, that no success can be expected upon the least infringement or

carelessness of operation ; and, whatever the duties of his calling, he

must never venture on the windward side of the birds without a

brand of turf. Sound and motion, as well as effluvia, each travel like

electricity to the eyes, ears, and nostrils of the vigilant species of

wild-fowl
;
and the careless decoyer who presumes to act regardless

of precaution, will have the mortification of seeing every wild-fowl

leave the water on detection of his presence behind the screens :

besides, the more birds there are in the decoy, the more watchful they
are

; consequently, the greater is the caution required.

All the fowler's observations are made by peeping through small

apertures in the reed screens
;

to facilitate which, short pieces of

stick, pointed at one end, are generally stuck in every screen
;
so

that, by gently thrusting one of such pieces between the reeds, a

temporary peep-hole is made, which closes of itself, on withdrawing

the stick.
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The decoyer, on discovering that he has a good number of birds

upon the water
;
and time of day, weather, and other circumstances

being- favourable, proceeds in the following manner to decoy them up
the pipe :

Having provided himself with a piece of lighted turf, and thrown

some soft corn upon the water at the entrance to the pipe, he whistles

his decoy-ducks ; and, as they approach, anxiously peeps to see if the

wild ones follow, which, if all is favourable, they are sure to do. He
then carefully watches their movements, through an aperture of the

wide screen at the entrance to the pipe, and probably finds that, though
the tame birds have come several yards up the pipe after the corn,

the others are unwilling to follow. He therefore directs his dog, by
a wave of the hand, to run round the first working-screen, and jump
over the first little leaping-screen at the mouth of the pipe ;

and

whilst the dog is gone on his errand, which occupies but a few seconds,

the decoyer continues watching the birds, when he probably finds

they make towards the dog, which returns to his master, at the next

screen, where he is directly rewarded with a bit of cheese
j and, by

another signal of the hand, the dog is directed round the next working

screen, and over the next leap ;
the decoyer all the while taking careful

notice of the movements of his intended captives, and studying all their

actions and deportment ;
and as they swim up the pipe faster or slower,

he regulates his own movements and those of the dog, which he conti-

nues sending round screen after screen, in the same manner as the

first, rewarding him each time with the usual mouthful of cheese :

and thus, by such apparently simple performances as those of a little

dog appearing" on the bank of the pipe, a moment here and another

there, skipping over a low fence, and then vanishing, the fowler

succeeds in enticing the birds a sufficient distance to admit of cutting

off their retreat.

When thus far successful, he signals to his assistant, who is quietly

waiting behind a back-screen, near the mouth of the pipe [see illus-

tration, ante, page 49], and who then immediately comes forward;

shows himself between one of the apertures of the working-screens,

and takes off his cap, or gently waves his hand
;
which is all that is

necessary to urge the birds on farther up the pipe.

They are then all hurry-scurry, fright, and alarm
; and, not ven-

turing to turn back, and pass the assistant or the fowler both of

whom now show themselves between the zig-zags of the working-
screens and being unable to fly higher than the top of the arched
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-

netting, the birds follow the course of the pipe, thinking
1

they can

get out at the other end
j
the fowler continuing' to urge them on, by

simply waving
1 his hand as he walks along the bank outside the pipe,

until they reach the fatal tunnel from which there is no escape.

The decoyer then unhooks the tunnel-net
j and, by simply twisting

or making a turn in it, they are all safely secured. He then drags it

to a grass-plat ; and, taking them out one by one, the murderous pro-

ceeding of neck-breaking commences: it being indispensably necessary

that the decoyer and his assistant should be expert in that unenviable

performance, and despatch them with all possible precision.* They
are then tossed, one upon another, into a wooden crate made for the

purpose; one of which should always be placed against the tail of every

pipe; and in this confined space they gasp and struggle many minutes

ere life is extinct
;
the fowler being careful to avoid knocking them

on the head, because they are more marketable when killed in a clean

manner, without bruising their bodies or ruffling their feathers.

* The fowlers of the island of St. Kilda kill a solan goose with great alertness,

by dislocating a certain joint of the neck, very near the head. The lower part of

the neck of the solan goose is much larger than the upper, and adapted to the pur-
pose by which the bird obtains its food

;
so that, in absence of skill, it would be

difficult and tedious to kill them. Vide Macaulay's History of St. Kilda
; also, post,"

Fowling in St. Kilda."
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Wild-fowl (especially teal) sometimes, without any other en-

ticement, follow the decoy-ducks far enough up the pipe to suit the

decoyer's purpose ;
and they need not follow very far a short dis-

tance will often suffice. The instant he finds them within control,

and they appear reluctant to follow farther, he signals to his assistant

to show himself in front of the entrance, and cut off their retreat.

The tame fowl, after swimming ahout half-way up the pipe, return

again, past the decoyer and his assistant, to the open water.

It is only when the enticements of the decoy-ducks are ineffectual

to lead their wild companions on to destruction (and it is not very
often they lure them further than the entrance to the pipe), that the

artifices of the dog are called into requisition ;
and that sprightly

deceiver, it will be seen, is far more alluring than the feathered

seducers : and this, the most curious part of the performance,
seldom fails to succeed, though the seeds and tame ducks may he of

no avail.

There is sometimes great uncertainty attending the decoyer's pro-

ceedings. A suspicion of alarm arises, for which the fowler is quite

unable to account : though there are hundreds of birds upon the

pond, not one can be taken : they seem to defy his efforts, and this

though time of day, weather, and other circumstances are favourable.

Wild-fowl seem particularly quick in detecting the presence of a

stranger behind the screens
;
and when so, not a bird will pipe.

I may mention one instance which occurred at a decoy belonging

to a friend of mine. A visitor was admitted to witness the opera-

tions of taking some wild-ducks, which had been regularly using the

pond during several days. The weather being bitterly cold, he was

wrapped in a seal-skin over-coat, the effluvium from which was sup-

posed to be sufficiently destroyed by carrying in his hand a piece of

burning turf. He kept side by side with the decoyer, who tried his

utmost to entice the ducks up the pipe ;
but no -they ventured as far

as the entrance, and would go no farther. He then left the decoy,

in company with his friend, and insisted on his exchanging the seal-

skin coat for one of the fowler's jackets. Half-an-hour later, the

decoyer again proceeded, with his friend, to make another attempt

upon the ducks, and directly succeeded in taking every bird.

Many other instances of similar tendency might be brought for-

ward, all proving beyond doubt the acuteness of the nasal organs of

the feathered occupants of the water. The fowler should, therefore,

be particularly guarded against strong scents, and never approach a
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decoy-pipe with, such about him. It is usual to keep a dress for the

purpose: gray or light-brown-coloured garments are best adapted

for the decoy.

The decoyer must be cautious, in his operations at the pipe, not to

expose himself to the wild-fowl which may be upon the broad water
;

and to prevent this, the reed-screens are so ingeniously placed that he

can easily avoid doing' so. The birds are supposed to have been en-

ticed far enough up the pipe to ensure their capture, when arrived at

that screen where, owing to the curve in the pipe, nothing can be

seen of their deluded companions by those remaining* in the pool.*

The best time of day for taking wild-fowl at the decoy is about

one or two o'clock
;
and the best weather, cold, with severe frost.

Wild-fowl sometimes alight in decoys on moonlight nights, more

particularly when led there by wandering decoy-ducks.
It is only by broad daylight that the decoyer practises his subtle-

ties : all attempts by moonlight would be fruitless.

The general season for working the decoy is from the end of

October to February.
It must not be supposed that the whole of the birds in the decoy

are taken at once : there are generally several drifts, or separate en-

ticements, before a whole paddling can be secured. As many as five

or six dozen have been taken at a single haul, which is considered a

large number; and as many as an ordinary tunnel-net will hold.

When there are very large numbers of fowl in the pond, the decoyer

keeps at his art during the whole day, gradually thinning the numbers

by a few dozens at every distinct enticement.

In whatever part of the decoy the wild-fowl may be, the fowler

has means of discovering them, by peeping through some or other of

the reed-screens
;
and thus he is able to reckon them up, observe

their movements, and discover whether they are banked or other-

wise : and if there are only a small number present, and it be not late

in the season, the fowler will not disturb them
;
because he may

fairly expect them to return another day, when the chances are

much in favour of their being* accompanied by a more numerous

retinue. Such is often the prestige of the decoyer.

* " The whole art consists in this, that the birds within the pipes may see the

fowler, those in the pool not seeing him. So, those only seeing him, these, not-

withstanding, often enter the pipes ;
and so sometimes, besides those the fowler

drives before him, there are others taken the second or third time." WillugKby's
Ornithology ; by Ray.



CHAPTER XII.

THE ART OF CAPTURING WILD-FOWL BY DECOY.

[Continued.]

"
Aucupari gratiam alicujus assentatiuncula."

PLINY.

THERE are many considerations to be regarded by the fowler before he

proceeds to put in force the means at hand for working
1 the decoy-pipe.

It is not at all times and on every opportunity that it would be judi-

cious to attempt taking- wild-fowl in the decoy, though the water may
be well covered

j
and an unsuccessful attempt may do much injury.

The fowler has to consider first, the species of fowl which have come

to visit the decoy : if they are teal, he will probably try them at

once
;

if ducks, he will take an early opportunity in the course of the

day ;
but before doing

1

so, he will have to decide if the wind be favour-

able and the weather suitable. If the birds appear restless or other-

wise suspicious, which may generally be known by their movements

in the decoy ;
or if they keep in the centre, far away from the shore,

they are supposed to be too wary to be enticed
;
and must be left in

quiet possession of the waters two or three days, until they approach

the bank fearlessly, and associate freely with the decoy-ducks.

He will also have to consider if the season of the year be early,

mid-season, or late. If early, there are generally so many young-

birds among them, that the fowler may resort at once to his

manoeuvres with decoy-ducks and dog' ;
and if he is a good hand at

his business, he will generally succeed with the first flight. During
mid-season he acts cautiously, and only attempts his stratagems

when tolerably sanguine of good success. Later in the season the

fowler's best skill is required, as the birds become exceedingly

vigilant. Large numbers are not then often expected; and the

decoyer has to practise his artifices upon small flights, but always
with extreme caution, whilst the weather continues "

open," as the

term is,
in appliance to cold weather without ice

;
but if the weather
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is very severe, and the decoy-pipe and entrance be kept clear of

ice, there is seldom any difficulty in taking- such fowl as happen to

use the pond. During' open weather the dog is the most useful

means at hand for enticing the birds, but in severe weather the seeds

and decoy-ducks are more serviceable.

If the fowler finds a "
goodly muster" soon after dawn of day

the time at which they generally arrive in the decoy, after feeding on

the marshes all night he proceeds at once to put his plans in opera-

tion; but if the birds are unwilling to pipe, he awaits the more

favourable hours of one and two in the day.
Wild-fowl do not generally spend their whole time on the waters

of the decoy, but bask on the banks of the pond, where they also sit

and sleep with their heads under their wings. It is always easier to

take fresh arrivals of fowl than those which have been in a decoy
several times before, and had a peep of suspicion at the entrance to

either of the pipes : the latter birds are extremely wary.
As a general rule, wild-ducks prefer the leewardmost water of a

decoy ;
but they like swimming with breasts to windward, particularly

in strong winds and rain
;
the reason of which is, that the wind does

not spread their feathers when in that position, but rather assists in

keeping them close. An experienced fowler, with good decoy-ducks
at command, generally succeeds in bringing wild ones across the pool
to the pipe ;

and then, if time of day and other circumstances are

favourable, he is rewarded for his pains by taking the whole paddling,

however large it may be, though not all in one haul, but in many. It

is generally good policy not to be too greedy in capturing every

bird, but rather to spare the last dozen or two; which, on leaving the

decoy at twilight, unconscious of what has become of their comrades,

may very probably act as leaders to other flights on an early occasion,

and return to the decoy with hundreds of companions.

Notwithstanding what has been stated as to attempting to capture

wild-fowl soon after their arrival in the decoy, experience tells us that

if they can be allowed to remain undisturbed the first four or five

days, they become so familiarized with the place, and so much accus-

tomed to the company and habits of the tame-fowl, that the decoyer,

taking advantage of a favourable time of day, and when the wind suits,

may capture them without difficulty ; though not so if he has before

made attempts upon the same birds, and his stratagems have failed.

These experiences may be well worthy the decoyer's consideration
;

but, looking at the risk of a strong westerly wind rising before next
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day, and sweeping them all away (and it must not be forgotten that

it is by changes of wind that the movements of wild-fowl are chiefly

regulated) ;
or their being unexpectedly disturbed at the decoy, and

so frightened as never again to return
;
beside the chance of their

taking a liking to some other decoy, with various other casualties, it

may be fairly questioned whether the fowler should not take a hint

from the old adage,
" No time like the present," and do his best on the

first favourable opportunity, particularly if the flight is large ;
but if

there are only a few, certainly the wiser course will be to wait a few days,

because the few may return some fine morning with large numbers

added to their little band
j
and it is the very nature of wild-fowl to

follow their leaders, whether soaring high in the air, skimming the

surface, or swimming on the water.

Sometimes wild-fowl will be found so suspicious of the security of

their chosen resting-place in the decoy, as to take up their quarters
in close column in the centre of the pool, and there remain during the

greater part of the day. When such is the case, it is useless to

attempt decoying them
; they are best left to themselves, and in a

few days will probably become less wary, and finally an easy prey.

There is no opportunity so favourable for decoying wild-fowl as

during a steady, or even a strong, breeze, blowing directly down the

pipe. They may sometimes be taken in calm weather; but he

must be a skilful decoyer who succeeds on such occasions in taking

any other fowl than teal.

Many decoyers prefer working their pipes with a side wind
;
and

they sometimes do so with better success than directly in the wind's

eye. When a side wind is chosen, the decoyer selects a pipe where

he can conduct his operations from the leewardmost side, which he

may do even more properly than with a current directly down the

pipe. His operations are never performed from the inner circle, but

always on the outer side of the curve of the pipe ;
therefore it would

seem perfectly correct for the fowler to choose a side wind, par-

ticularly when taken into consideration that the pipe is formed nearly

upon a semicircle, and the fowler's position is on the outer side of the

curve. When following the dog up the pipe, wild-fowl always keep
on the opposite side to that on which the screens are placed.

It is possible for the decoyer to take birds without the aid of

manual assistance
;
but not with so much certainty, because of having

to return back unobservedly and silently from the last working-screen
to the mouth of the pipe ; during which, his most valuable moments
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are lost
;
and in all probability the fowl are rapidly swimming back to

the entrance of the pipe, the attractions of the dog- having ceased :

and unless the fowler is very quick, it will be too late to stop them.

The decoyer should always approach his pipes with caution,

especially on making his first round in the morning. It is not very
unusual to find a few volunteers, particularly ducks, which have come

into the pipe of their own accord, and far enough to be secured with-

out any enticements. On a morning after a moonlight night,

wild-ducks are frequently found in the decoy-pipes, and sometimes

fast asleep.

When the birds are "banked" at the mouth of any one of the

pipes, and the wind happens to be favourable for working that pipe

if they fail to move from the bank on being invited by the decoy-

ducks, the fowler need not hesitate to pop the dog suddenly among
them

j
for which purpose there must be a small aperture through the

bottom of each of the long screens at the mouths of the different pipes.

Immediately on an intrusion of this kind by the dog, the birds

scamper off the bank into the water
;
and before they have had time

to be alarmed, the dog has vanished; and on re-appearing just

inside the pipe, the fowl are generally irresistibly enticed to pursue
the intruder. This proceeding is constantly resorted to by decoyers,

and generally with success.

It is always a good stratagem to scatter a little refuse corn or

seeds into the windward pipes when wild-fowl are in the decoy,

whether it be the intention of the fowler to operate that day or not
;

and more especially if the corn can be so directed as to drift directly

towards the birds
; which, after harmlessly feeding upon it on the

open water, will be the more likely to take it eagerly in another place

at another time. The tame birds, however, should always be

signalled towards the pipe into which the seeds are thrown.

In frosty weather the decoy should be kept free of ice
;
and in

very severe weather, when it is no longer possible to keep the ice out

of the pond, the pipes and entrance must be cleared once or twice a-

day ;
and there is then less art in enticing the fowl up the deceitful

stream
;
as they are sure to rest in and about the open water, and will

feed greedily on the grain scattered up the pipe. The performances
of breaking and clearing away the ice must be done before daylight in

the morning ;
and for this purpose iron cranes attached to long staves

will be found very useful. All hammering and other noisy operations

necessary at the decoy must be performed at night, during the
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absence of the birds
;
and the ice-breaking- must be regulated accord-

ing to the wind, so as to keep those pipes open which, regarding- such

circumstances, are most favourable for working
1

. The "
rising-" of

the decoy, as it is termed, takes place at twilight, when the wild-fowl

leave to take their evening flight to the marshes, or places of nightly

resort.

Formerly the decoy season reckoned from the 1st October till

the 1st June: the statute 10 Geo. II., cap. 32, prohibited the

taking of any wild-fowl by "hays tunnels or other nets," earlier

or later, under a penalty of five shillings for every bird
;
but that act

having been repealed, the season is not now subject to any statutory

regulation, custom alone being the guide.

A few ducks and mallards visit decoys about July and August ;

but an experienced fowler does not often attempt taking these, as

they are birds bred in the neighbourhood ;
and should be spared as

leaders to the thousands of strangers which come later in the season.

Long before the customary decoy season commences for taking

ducks, widgeon, and such like, there is generally good practice with

teal; which visit the decoys about the first week in September,
and often afford excellent sport to the fowler, with considerable re-

muneration. They come into the decoy in small broods, and are the

least difficult to take of any of the wild-fowl species. If the decoy-
ducks fail to entice them into the pipe, the dog, if properly trained

and directed, never fails to excite their curiosity, and lure them on to

certain destruction. Teal are as well worth taking as any wild-fowl

that flies
;
and when plump and fat, as they generally are in early

season, there are none of the duck tribe so delicious eating.

There is sometimes a separate pipe for teal at decoys, and not in-

frequently a separate pond ;
and when so, it is always called " the

teal pipe," or " the teal pond." In the same manner there is often a

widgeon pipe, kept exclusively for widgeon.

The Essex decoys are still famous for their supplies of teal. A
few years ago a spring of four hundred visited a small pond at

Mersea, in Essex
;

the greater number of which were taken within a

few hours. Lubbock mentions an instance which occurred at a Nor-

folk decoy, of " two hundred and twenty teal being taken at once."

The first flight of wild-fowl from the Netherlands may be expected
about the beginning of October

; and, if easterly winds prevail, large

flights generally arrive
;

but if there be no easterly wind about this

time, or but little, they come in small numbers only. The prin-
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cipal flight which brings such countless numbers of wild-fowl from

foreign shores and northern latitudes does not generally arrive until

severe weather sets in, with north-east wind
; when, in proportion to

the severity of the season, they come in greater or less numbers and

varieties.

The decoy is exposed to many plunderings and interruptions, which

are sometimes beyond the fowler's control
; though some of the

marauders may be kept at bay. The boldest thief of all is the fox,

and the most mischievous, because he takes the decoy-ducks, it

being seldom that he succeeds in capturing* a wild one : and when

once reynard has discovered a retreat so favourable for his purpose,
he notes the basking-places of the decoy-ducks, and then his cunning
seldom fails him, particularly when sharpened with hunger. When-
ever an intruder of this kind is found to practise his depredations at

the decoy, the most sportsmanlike manner of being rid of the annoy-
ance is, to give notice of his doings to the nearest master of a pack
of hounds.

Otters are also great annoyances to the decoyer. Though the

food of these animals is chiefly fish, they nevertheless so disturb a

decoy, that no success can be expected if there be an otter's lair any-
where on the banks of the waters. The quietude of the place would

seem to mark it as the chosen resort of the otter
;
and should one

find its way within bounds of the decoy, no wild-fowl will settle there

until it is removed. It is not only the plunges of the animal, when
in pursuit of fish, which disturb the fowl, but its stealthy creepings
to and fro along the banks of the pond ;

and the sudden appearance
of its grisly head above water perhaps close upon the entrance to the

pipe. Whenever an otter is found to visit a decoy, it should be

trapped as soon as possible.

Stoats, weasels, beavers, and water-rats are likewise constant an-

noyances

"
Among the sportive tenants of the lake

Wide havoc water-rats and beavers make''*

and at the proper seasons for trapping and killing these vermin, they
should be kept down : with a little trouble and a few years' ex-

perience, the banks and surrounding hedges of the decoy may be

tolerably cleared of such fatal marplots.

* Trans, from Vanioro, hook xv.
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The falcon and moor-buzzard used formerly to be a great nuisance

and constant interruption to the decoyer, though of late years the

species have become so scarce, that very little disturbance now arises

from any rapacious birds. But none of the feathered tribe cause the

wild-fowler so much annoyance as the heron. It is not the stalkings
and walkings of this majestic bird on the banks of the decoy, at which

the wild-fowl take affright, but the unmistakable signal of alarm which

it gives on extending its powerful wing's to leave the scene of suspected

security. This bird is particularly objectionable at the decoy ;
its

senses of hearing', smelling, and seeing at long distances are so ex-

tremely acute, that its ever-watchful nature is almost certain to detect

the presence or approach of man, especially in still weather; and

when the wild-fowl at a decoy are quite unconscious of danger, it

sometimes raises an alarm, and instantly every bird leaves the pond.
There is yet another interruption to which the decoyer is liable,

and which sometimes baffles all his efforts : it is no other than the

presence of a voracious pike

" The pike arrests the fowl with hungry jaws,
And to the bottom of the river draws

;

Nay, as a boy in the smooth current swims,
His teeth he fixes in their tender limbs."*

and who would expect wild-fowl to swim at ease over the head

of such an ugly customer ? As to ducklings, a pike makes but

a mouthful of such delicious morsels. It is by no means un-

usual, particularly at mid-day, for a pike to be lying near the

surface of the water at the very entrance to the decoy-pipe;

and the angler and troller tell us, that it is the nature and habit

of the pike to make use of fleet ditches and rills for the purposes of

spawning and lying in ambush for his prey. No wonder, then,

that the pipe of a decoy should be a favourite haunt of this

savage and greedy monster. If the decoy be kept entirely clear

of pike and jack, it will be the better for the successful issue of the

decoyer's art.

There is one species of the duck tribe which has hitherto baffled all

the efforts of capture of the most practised decoyers. The pochard,
or dun-bird, which is a constant frequenter of decoys, much to the

annoyance of the fowler, is by nature so gifted with cunning, that it

defies his skill, and eludes capture by diving ;
and so passing by the

* Trans, from Vaniere.
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decoyman, regains the open water- But the ingenuity of our fore-

fathers long- since discovered a very successful method of taking- these

artful intruders by means of nets and poles, the ingenious proceeding's

relating to which will be treated on in subsequent chapters.

Coots are also exceedingly cunning ; they may sometimes be en-

ticed a considerable distance up the pipe, and then insist on return-

ing. But when the weather is very severe and there is much ice in

the decoy, coots are compelled to keep in the clear open water at the

mouth of the pipe ; they are then sometimes taken, after a little time

and humouring.

Wild-ducks, teal, and widgeon are the only species caught in

large numbers in decoys ; though many a pair of pintail-ducks,

scoters, and others less gregarious, is sometimes taken with the species

above named. Of late years, however, widgeon appear to have been

very shy of decoys, and keep to the salt-water rivers and oozes, where

they afford the finest sport to the punter of any wild-fowl on the

coast. Brent and other wild-geese never use decoys.

Improvements in decoys appear to keep pace with the times. A
very simple, but excellent, contrivance has recently been intro-

duced at the decoy, which is no other than a miniature telegraph ;

the object of this is to save the time and risk the fowler formerly

used to incur, in having to run back to the mouth of the pipe, or nearly

so, in order to cut off the retreat of the birds after decoying* them

half-way up the channel. The telegraph obviates the necessity of such

a proceeding in the following simple manner: Three or four small posts

are erected, in line, behind the back screens of the decoy, extending
from the mouth of the pipe to the farthest working-screen ;

each of

these posts are pierced at the top, in order to admit of a small rope or

cord being rove from one extremity of the working-screens to the other
j

a line of telegraphic communication is thus kept up between the de-

coyer and his assistant : the latter is stationed at the telegraph-post

near the mouth of the pipe (see illustration, ante p. 49), who simply
takes hold of one end of the cord

;
and as soon as the decoyer has suc-

ceeded in enticing the birds to a satisfactory distance, he takes the other

end of the rope in his hand; when, on a slight pull, his assistant instantly

responds to the signal, and darts from behind the screens to the front,

so as to cut off the retreat of the birds without the necessity of the

decoyer running back, or making any other signal, either by sound or

movement.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE LAW OF DECOYS.

A DECOY is an enterprize of advantage to the proprietor, maintained

at considerable expense, and in the nature of a trade of great profit j

there is therefore the same reason why a person should be repaired in

damages to his decoy, as in any other trade.

Although decoys are not the subject of any special statutory enact-

ment, they are protected at common law. The statute 9th Anne

cap. 25, prohibited the taking of wild-fowl by
"
hayes, tunnels, or

other nets" between the First of July and the First of September,
under a penalty of five shillings for every bird

;
and the subsequent

statute of 10th Geo. II. cap. 32, extended that prohibition to the

intervening time between the First of June and First of October. But

those statutes had reference, more particularly, to a destructive

system, formerly prevalent in this country, of taking wild-fowl by

driving them into nets, during the moulting season. The proceedings
of capturing wild-fowl by decoy, however, fell within the pale of

those enactments
;
and the decoy-season was regulated accordingly.*

Both those statutes are repealed by 1 Wm. IV. cap. 32.

There is a distinction, recognised by law, between an ancient and a

modern decoy. If, by long permission or uninterrupted enjoyment,

a decoy becomes established without interference .by the owners of

adjac&it lands, the occupier is so far protected in the free exercise,

profit, and enjoyment of it, that an action would lie for injury to the

decoy, by firing off a gun very near to it, or making other wilful dis-

turbance, though committed on the offender's own land.

A decoy established during twenty years, without interruption by
the proprietor of adjoining lands, or others, becomes a privileged

place, and the proprietor attains a right to command the accustomed

quietude necessary for the successful operations of his art.

Though a man can have no property in wild-fowl when they are

* Vide ante, p. 72.
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flying abroad, yet he lias when they are in his decoy ;
and he must

not be wilfully disturbed or hindered by other men in his operations.

If a man wilfully or maliciously drives wild-fowl away from, or

prevents their going to a decoy, that is actionable.

In case of a modernly-established decoy, which may not have at-

tained long or uninterrupted quietude of enjoyment ;
it is lawful to

fire off a gun or shoot from one's own land at wild-fowl which may
be apparently going direct to the pond, and at the time very near to

the same. But secus in the case of an old-established decoy.

The remedy is by action on the case, when the injury has been

committed outside the decoy ;
but by action of trespass when com-

mitted within the decoy-grounds.

Decoys have long been considered valuable and remunerative pro-

perty. A very important case, materially affecting them, was

heard before Holt, C. J., in Trinity Term, 5th Anne, when the law

upon the subject was clearly laid down by that learned judg'e, and

has never since been over-ruled. The case alluded to, is Keeble v.

HicTceringall* The defendant was Lord of a Manor and had a

decoy : plaintiff had also made a decoy on his own ground next

adjoining, and only a short distance from the other. The defendant

went with his gun to the head of his neighbour's pond, and, by

shooting several times, frightened away a number of ducks. The

declaration stated that the defendant,
"
maliciously and fraudulently

intending to take away from the plaintiff the benefit and yearly

profit which he made of his said decoy, &c., and that he did with his

gun come to the head of plaintiff's pond, and there did several times

shoot, and thereby frightened away plaintiff's ducks from his decoy.
"

A verdict was obtained for the plaintiff, with 20 damages. After

which, the case was again argued before Chief Justice Holt on motion

for arrest for judgment; when his Lordship refused to disturb the

verdict, being clearly of opinion that cause of action arose and was

well maintained.

In a more recent case Carrington v. Taylor^- which was an

action on the case for disturbing the plaintiff's ancient decoy at

Beaumont-cum-Maze, Essex. It appeared that the defendant in part

earned his living by wild-fowl-shooting ;
and the only proof of dis-

turbance to the decoy was, that being in his boat in an open creek,

he first fired his fowling-piece within about a quarter-of-a-mile

* 11 Mad., 74 and 130 ;
Holt's Rep., 14

;
3 Salk, 9 ; Boiler's N. I\, 79.

t 11 East, 571 ;
2 Camp, 258.
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of the plaintiff's decoy, when two or three hundred wild-fowl came

out. Defendant afterwards approached nearer, and fired again at

wild-fowl on the wing-, at a distance of about two hundred yards and

upwards from the pond, when he killed several widgeon, and imme-

diately on the report of the gun, four or five hundred wild-fowl took

flight from the decoy. Evidence of the antiquity of the decoy, and

plaintiff's rig'ht to the same, having been shewn, Macdonald, C.B.,

held, that an ancient decoy would be protected at law as well as

ancient rights, or the enjoyment of a watercourse; and left the

evidence of wilful disturbance to the jury, who found a verdict for

the plaintiff, with forty shilling's damages.
A motion was afterwards made to set aside the verdict as being

against law and evidence
;

the defendant, it was argued, having a

right to shoot at wild-fowl in an open creek or arm of the sea, where

the tide ebbed and flowed, and not having gone upon the plaintiff's

land or fired into the decoy. The Court, however, refused to grant

a rule, stating that they saw no reason for disturbing the verdict.*

The statutes against larceny and malicious injuries, and for the

protection of game, contain no clause regarding decoys; but the

1st and 2nd Wm. IV. cap. 32 prohibits, under certain restrictions,

the taking of wild-fowls' eggs.

* Vide Dixon's " Law of the Farm," p. 290
; Chitty's

" General Practice of the

Law," vol. i. pp. 89 and 188 j Woolrych's
" Game Laws," &c., &c.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE POCHARD OR DUN-BIRD.

(Fuligula ferina.)

" How silly the wild-duck and widgeon appear,
To be lured in decoy by the pranks of an ape !

But crafty the pochard, which cunningly dives,
And beats under water a certain escape."

THE AUTHOR.

THE pochard or dun-bird is, by nature, one of the most artful wild-

fowl in existence. The flight-pond, with its ponderous apparatus,
was specially invented for the purpose of capturing- these birds : their

cunning being such that they elude the vigilance of the most practised

decoyer. Pochards are fond of visiting decoys, and often frequent
them in large numbers : they may sometimes be enticed a considerable

distance up the pipe in company with widgeon ; but,notwithstanding
such enticement, they are not to be taken in a decoy-pipe. When

danger is apparent, they instantly dive, and return to the open water

by the route they entered, though beneath the surface. Other wild-

fowl in their company may be captured every one of them
;
but not

a single dun-bird. Instances have occurred where an occasional

straggler, with less cunning than his fellows, has been hurried up
the decoy-pipe, en masse, with numbers of widgeon ;

but it is, never-

theless, a rare occurrence to take a pochard in the decoy-pipe.
As a species, the dun-bird is very abundant, the immense flights

which used to visit our coast being of almost incredible extent : and

it was nothing unusual, during favourable seasons, for several acres

of inland water to be literally covered with them, as closely packed
as possible for them to sit.

When suspecting danger, and on a small decoy, it is sometimes a

difficult matter to induce them to take wing; but on large open
waters and tidal rivers they are remarkably wary of the ^presence of

human form. In decoys they will sometimes suffer themselves to be
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driven like sheep from one end of the pond to the other, rather than

take wing- so suspicious are they of the enemy. It is the nature of

dun-birds to seek their food at inland waters; and when once a

favourable feeding-place is discovered, they frequent it as much

by night as by day. They dive with great facility, and feed on the

richest fare of the lake, which is found at the very bottom, and

only to be obtained by the most persevering* diver. The flesh of

the dun-bird is esteemed a great delicacy ;
and when plump and fat

which is invariably the case with inland-fed dun-birds they are quite

equal in flavour to the celebrated American canvas-back duck, which

they closely resemble in the colour of their plumage. The dun-bird,

however, is not so large as the canvas-back.

Another remarkable circumstance connected with the habits of the

dun-bird, as well as others of the Anatida, is, that the whole night
is generally spent in diving for food

; during which operation they are

widely scattered over the surface, more than half the flight being
sometimes under water at the same time. The experienced punter

seldom shoots at dun-birds by night : he knows they are dispersed

over a large space, and that .only very few could be killed at a shot.

The dun-bird may be known at night by its note a feint whistle

slightly resembling the widgeon ;
but a little experience will soon

teach the fowler to distinguish it from widgeon, and, indeed, from all

other wild-fowl.

The best time for obtaining a favourable shot at pochards is at

dawn of day, when they have just completed their midnight labours
;

and, with appetites fully appeased, are mustering in party previous to

taking flight for their daily quarters : they require hard hitting,

their feathers being thick and close. Pochards often stay all night

in the decoy, when they go through the same exertions as just men-

tioned sitting scattered all over the pond, as many at the bottom as

on the top, and never failing to pipe to their companions every

time they rise to the surface. They are generally considered a great

nuisance to the decoyer, unless he has a dun-bird net and other flight-

pond apparatus for taking them. They are also selfish and pugnacious

towards duck and teal, often preventing such birds from going up
the decoy-pipe in obedience to the decoyer's enticements

; particularly

if there be any sunken grains of corn at the mouth of the pipe, in

which case, the dun-birds will usurp possession, and not allow other

fowl to come near, until they have devoured all the spoil at the

bottom of the water. They are, nevertheless, excellent purveyors
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for other wild-fowl during the severest part of winter; when

they are indefatigable in their exertions in diving in deep water and

bringing up to the surface abundant supplies of weeds and other lens

palustris, which, after being slightly picked over by the dun-birds, is

greedily attacked by wild-ducks and widgeon. When actively engaged
in diving for their food, dun-birds generally keep in scattered dop-

pings, within circles of about thirty or forty yards' circumference.

Dun-birds are much in the habit of alighting in decoys at night,

when they are aware of good feeding there, and happen to have been

about the sea-coast during the day. They fly in a much more irre-

gular body than the generality of wild-fowl : no straight or diverged
line marks their course

;
but they proceed through the air in one

closely-packed body, making a loud hissing noise with their short

wings, which they use with very rapid stroke.



CHAPTER XV.

THE FLIGHT-POND.

" Alio loco ut seras ac colas silvam caeduam, alio ubi ancupere."

CAIUS, Dig., lib. xli., tit. I, leg. 3.

IT is very remarkable that the proceeding's and contrivances con-

nected with the flight-pond, should hitherto have been so cursorily

passed over as to excite but little attention from the multifarious

writers upon sporting literature
; yet so it is. The means employed

at the flight-pond are no less ingenious and interesting (though totally

different) than those already described as regards the decoy.

It is also worthy of observation that, notwithstanding the numer-

ous decoys which were formerly used in various parts of Norfolk, and

the abundance of dun-birds, I can find no trace of a flight-pond being

employed in that county ; indeed, they have seldom been met with

in any other county than Essex, which seems always to have been

a favourite locality with that particular species of wild-fowl.

During many years after decoys were invented, no means could be

discovered for taking the large flights of pochards which daily and

constantly frequented the decoys, to the vexation and annoyance of

many an indefatigable fowler
; who, day after day, raked his brain in

vain to discover, by some ingenuity, a means of capturing them. The

fowler saw them come and go to and from the waters of the decoy
with impudent independence ; they seemed to defy his efforts and

ridicule his eagerness to take them. This state of things continued

many years after decoys were employed, with considerable, success

and profit ;
and it is evident that the flight-pond was not known until

long after decoys had been used for taking all other species of wild-

fowl frequenting inland waters.

Throughout my researches I have been unable to trace any other

original allusions to flight-ponds than those few scanty notices re-

ferred to in the introduction
;
from which it must have been impossible
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for any novice to arrive at the faintest idea of the true principles

upon which the flig-ht-pond was constructed
;
much less ofthe fowler's

contrivances for taking
1 the birds.

Besides a very attractive, and formerly well-conducted, flight-

pond at Mersea, in Essex, which I have been in the habit of

visiting
1

, I am also familiarly acquainted with another on the

banks of the Stour, at Brantham, in Suffolk
;
where thousands of

dun-birds have been captured. But, as the Eastern Union line

of railway intrudes within a few yards of the very grounds of

this pond, the chances of decoy in that retired and picturesque

locality are now nearly entirely destroyed. The Brantham pond
was used both for purposes of flight and decoy. It had but

three decoy-pipes east, west, and north
;

the whole of the south

and south-west sides being
1

occupied with the poles and appa-
ratus for taking

1 dun-birds. But not a vestig'e now remains of the

fowler's pipes, poles, nets, and machinery : what was formerly the

dun-bird yard is now a cultivated field
;

and carp, tench, eels, and

moor-fowl are almost the sole occupants of the deep waters of this

once-renowned decoy and fligiit-pond. So favourably situated is this

pond as a receptacle for wild-fowl, that to the present day (notwith-

standing
1 the railroad) a winter never passes but numbers of birds

visit it, more or less, according to the severity or mildness of the

season, in little trips of from two to twenty ;
when they are generally

shot by the venerable and worthy old cottager who inhabits the

decoy-house on the farm.

Before proceeding to explain the cumbrous machinery employed
for taking dun-birds at the flight-pond, it is well worth while to in-

quire into the reasons which must have suggested so successful a

trap. The dun-bird, it is well known, cannot rise suddenly in the air

as a wild-duck
;
but in consequence of its legs being so far back, and

its wings so short, it skims the surface, and proceeds many yards at

an exceedingly low flight ere it can make an ascent
;
and so gradually

rising higher in the air as the distance increases from the spot whence
it first took flight. The formation of the dun-bird is adapted by
nature for diving and holding itself under water, but it is ill-suited

for rising quickly or making a rapid or very lengthened course in

the air. With these facts daily before him, the inventor must have
felt pretty certain of the success of his project when he first reared

the flight poles ;
and thus spread a net which carried certain destruc-

tion to every pochard which chanced to strike against it.
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A flight-pond, as far as regards the pool itself, and the sequestered

spot chosen for its cultivation, is similar to a decoy ;
but requires no

tributary ditches, pipes, or decoy-ducks for the purpose of assisting

its operations. The very design of the flight-pond is to take a species

of wild-fowl by nature too artful to be captured in the decoy ;
for

which purpose the contrivances employed are admirably adapted. A
decoy may be used in part as a flight-pond ;

but it is not always
desirable that the two proceedings should be combined, because one

requires a space clear of trees and obstructions, and the other should

be sheltered. When the pond is used for both purposes it is usual to

have but one or two decoy pipes, the rest of the space being

required for working the dun-bird nets : so that when the fowler has

practised his artifices upon such birds as may be taken in the decoy-

pipe, he then enacts another part upon those which will not pipe ;

and, by means of the flight-net and apparatus, often takes every bird

which may be upon the water. It is very rarely, however, that any
but pochards and their species are taken in the flight-net j

a wild-

duck, widgeon, or teal has sufficient power of wing to soar suddenly

high in the air, and avoid the net spread to capture it.

The spot selected for a flight-pond should be similarly situated to

that of a decoy a quiet and retired locality near the most favourite

haunts of the aquatic tribe, and not far from the sea-coast. The

planting, however, should be rather differently arranged ;
and the

surrounding grounds and banks laid out in the following manner :

The trees and underwood about the flight-pond must be in accord-

ance with the number of posts, poles, and nets to be employed.
In a complete flight-pond, used exclusively for capturing dun-birds,

there must be posts and poles to suit the wind from at least four quar-

ters : which, for the purpose of aiding our explanation, we will sup-

pose to be east, west, north, and south.

It is not necessary that the pond should be an exact square ;
a

circular space answers nearly the same purpose. But let us, for pre-

sent elucidation, imagine a pond seventy or eighty yards square,

which is about the best and most suitable size for a flight-pond. At

each of the four corners as many trees, and as much underwood,

should be planted as can be, so as not to interfere with the fowler's

operations; and the taller the trees, and nearer they stand to

the brink of the pond, the better. With the planting so arranged,

there will be the four sides of the pond clear and open, which is the

intention desired. These open spaces should command an extent
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of grass plat or tolerably level surface of sixty yards' frontage to the

water, by thirty yards' breadth of back-ground. This is termed the

dun-bird yard ; beyond the boundaries of which, the back-ground

may be planted with trees and copse, so as to give the whole place a

quiet appearance.
It is usual to throw up an embankment a few feet above the

level of the water at each frontage, whereby a greater elevation is

given to the posts and poles ;
which in large ponds may be necessary,

in order that the birds may not have too great an extent of space, or

be enabled to obtain so strong a power of flight as to top the net.

The embankment also answers admirably as a screen to the fowler

and his preliminary operations ;
and wherever requisite, reed-screens

must be placed, that no glimpse of the fowler or his movements may
be had by the birds upon the pond.
The arrangement of the dun-bird pond under explanation would

give four frontages; consequently four distinct dun-bird yards, and

four nets, requiring four sets of posts and poles. It will be sufficient

for our purpose to explain the method of planting the posts and ar-

ranging the poles for one of the yards, all the others being planned
in precisely similar manner.

The main posts, or those to which the but-end of each pole is

attached, are twin-posts, and must be of stout and solid substance,

firmly fixed in the ground, and capable of bearing the great strain

which will be put upon them. They must be twelve feet in height,

though planted on the top of the embankment, about ten yards from

the brink of the water, and about fifty yards apart, according to the

space of frontage and length of net. Each of the twin-posts must

also be provided with a cross-bar called the "trammel-bar," by which

the poles are kept in upright position after they have risen perpen-

dicularly. In the back-ground, at the opposite corners of the dun-

bird yard, are placed two fulcrum-posts of less substance, about

fifty feet from the twin-posts, and parallel with them
;

these must be

fifteen feet in height, and made with a crutch at top, wherein to re-

ceive the upper end of the poles when fastened down ready for being
used. Central in distance between these and the twin-posts are

two other fulcrum-posts, one to each pole, which are merely to ease

the others, and receive a share of the weight of the poles when rest-

ing upon them
; they are also provided with a short piece of line and

two iron staples, or a cleet, for the purpose of tying down the poles,

so as to prevent their flying up when not in use.
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Exactly central between the two outer fulcrums, or those farthest

from the water's edge, is another post, called the "
trigger-post/' the

use of which will be explained presently.
Two extra posts are required for the purpose of conducting a line

for steadying the ascent of the poles. These are generally placed in

the plantation, about equidistant from the twin-posts and the outer

fulcrums.

The posts (nine in all), so arranged, are ready for the reception of

the two poles, the but-end of each of which turns upon its axis, at

the top of the twin-posts, where the libration is preserved by a very

simple machinery, consisting of an iron pivot and trammel
; by means

of which, and a box of iron weights, the pole is forced up in the air,

into a perpendicular position. The poles, so weighted and arranged,
are then ready for reception of the net, which is simply laced to

them, commencing at the top, and extending as far down as may be

considered necessary, but never quite down to the lower end of the

poles.

The net is in form a simple parallelogram, and extends from one

pole to the other, covering the whole quadrilateral space between the

posts.

The steadying-ropes and lines being arranged, all is ready for

action. The trigger-post, before mentioned as standing exactly cen-

tral between the two outer fulcrums, is the commanding position, as

that where the fowler places himself; and,just before shooting the net,

every fastening is cast off, except those connected with the poles at

the outer fulcrums, from which a line with a noose is attached, lead-

ing to the trigger-post; when, by suddenly drawing a ring-bolt, the

weight of the boxes on the lower end of the poles forces them up,

carrying the net with them. At the top of each pole a ship's

block, or sheave, is attached, through which a small rope is

rove, in connection with corresponding sheaves in the extra posts

before mentioned, the object of the rope being to steady the ascent of

the poles ; for, if they were permitted to fly up too suddenly, they
would jump off the twin-posts, tearing away the trammels, and

carrying destruction with them wherever they, fell, and probably

placing the lives of the fowler and his assistants in imminent danger.

By means of the lines and sheaves, the poles are drawn down again,
the lines hove taut upon the sheaves, and secured until required for

further service.

The poles are each sixty feet in length ;
twelve inches diameter at
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the base, by three-and-a-half inches at the top. The length de-

pends in some respects on the position in which they stand, and

whether on level ground or an embankment raised above the surface of

the water. The lengths stated are for posts placed upon an embank-

ment about five feet above the level.

The dimensions of the net are fifty yards in length, by eighteen in

depth; or, if one yard less than the space between the poles, it

is found to stand better. The net should be made upon a three-inch

mesh and the finer the twine, the better, so long as it is strong

enough for the work. About the ordinary-sized twine used for

fishermen's peter-nets answers best. A three-quarter-inch rope is

required for the top of the net.

The greatest caution is necessary in adjusting the weights, which

are placed in strong wooden boxes, and swung upon the lower ends

of the poles. If over-weighted, the poles cannot be properly regu-
lated in their ascent

;
and if under-weighted, they will not ascend at

all. The best plan is to try them well, before attempting to use

them for catching fowl: six hundredweight will be about the

quantum for each pole ;
and if the weights are in half-hundredweight

iron pieces, with handles, they will be found very convenient.

A number of small pens are arranged on the embankment, extend-

ing along the whole frontage between the net and the water, in line

with the twin-posts ;
and some of them are placed immediately be-

neath the bottom part of the net. These pens may be formed of

reed screens, about three feet in height, by two and three feet square ;

and, by means of a few projections of wooden spikes at the lower

part, may be stuck in the ground with facility ;
or the pens may be

simply small wooden crates, temporarily arranged in the front line of

the net. They should be of various shapes, placed in different

positions, so as to form triangular or any other enclosures most likely

to keep the birds from getting out.

With four dun-bird yards, upon the same plan as the one ex-

plained, extending along each side the pond, the fowler is pre-

pared to capture dun-birds, whichever direction they take on leaving
the pond ; and, bearing in mind that they generally rise to wind-

ward, he would naturally employ the poles in that quarter. Two
nets will be found sufficient, as they may be unlaced from one set of

poles, and transferred to others.

The fowler never attempts to capture dun-birds on their first

arrival : he has to watch them when they leave, at flight-time, and
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take careful observation of the route they take, that he may know
which poles and net to make use of. They generally leave, night
after night, by the same route.

When the wind is fair for taking the birds, and the nets are fixed

in the right quarter, the fowler waits not for twilight, but proceeds
at any hour of the day to put his plans in operation.

The fulcrums which support the poles and nets, when lashed down,

keep the net well up from the ground, and out of the way of hares,

rabbits, and pheasants, which may inhabit the surrounding locality.

When the nets and poles are not in actual use, the fowler removes

most of the weights from the boxes, or takes them entirely off the

poles, so as to ease the strain, and prevent mischief. By means of

an iron girder and clasp, attached to one or other of the fulcrums,

the poles may be padlocked to the posts, so that they cannot be

trifled with by mischievous persons, during the fowler's absence.



CHAPTER XVI.

METHOD OF CAPTURING DUN-BIRDS AT THE FLIGHT-POND.

" And urge them forth in wild affright,
While Hubert stands, with ready net

Carefully o'er each entrance set,
To intercept them in their flight."

Annals of Sporting, vol. ii.

THE above illustration, though of necessity upon a very small scale,

represents a flight-pond with four flight-nets and four decoy-pipes.
Three of the flight-nets are not in use, but are supposed to be lashed

down
;
the other is in actual operation, being sketched at the moment

of capturing a large flight of pochards, consisting of several hundred.

It will be observed that a few of the leading-birds are permitted to

N
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pass over the top of the net, such being' good policy on the part

of the fowler, whereby he is better enabled to intercept the main

bulk of the flight. The birds remaining on the water at a distance

from the captured are the decoy-fowl. When it is considered that the

illustration is supposed to exhibit a space of nearly fifty acres, allowance

will be made by the reader for the mere bird's-eye view of the spot.

The poles and nets being fixed according to the arrangements
stated in the last chapter, and resting upon their fulcrums

;
the lash-

ings at the middle posts are cast off, and the only remaining ties are

at the trigger-post ;
where the whole machinery of poles and nets are

held down by an iron pin, with a ring at the end, large enough to

receive a man's hand when required, for the purpose of suddenly

drawing it out and releasing the net, in order that it may fly up in

the air, and stop the birds in their attempts to leave the pond.

Besides the two assistants whom the fowler requires to attend the

steadying ropes, he sometimes finds it necessary to employ one or two

others, termed "
flushers," who station themselves on the opposite

side of the pond to that where the fowler is working his nets
;
and on

a signal being given, suddenly show themselves, and thus drive

the dun-birds forward, causing them to take wing, and fly over the

yard where the snare is spread to meet them. The fowler always

requires assistance of this kind when working his nets at any other

time during the day than flight-time, as at that hour they are sure

to leave the pond without being driven
;
and he may sometimes dis-

pense with the assistance of the flushers, though it is not advisable to

do so, for if the birds have the smallest suspicion of anything going
forward at one end of the pond, they will leave it by the other, unless

driven in a contrary direction.

The same practice prevails at the flight-pond as at the decoy, in

reference to the manoauvre of permitting small trips of birds to re-

main for days and even weeks at the pond, without attempting to

capture or molest them in any way 5
the object of delay being, that

the numbers may accumulate to a large flight ; and, indeed, this has

been proved beyond doubt to be the essence ofgood skill : the fowler, by

delaying his performances a few days, is frequently rewarded ten and

twenty-fold, by the small trips returning to the pond with thousands

of followers. Upon occasions of this kind, when so large numbers

are expected to be taken, the fowler summons all the help he can

muster, to be in readiness to assist at the neck-breaking, which fol-

lows immediately after the drop or capture of a number of dun-birds.
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The actual performance of flushing- the birds, and raising the net

to intercept their flight, is as follows :

When the fowler proceeds to put his poles and nets in operation,

and intends trying his skill upon a flight of dun-birds, having en-

gaged a sufficient number of assistants, and looked well to his net

and the machinery connected with it
;
he generally, if an experienced

hand, performs the most critical offices himself; but first he places two

of his best helpmates one at each of the posts in the back ground,

where the falls of the steadying-ropes are conducted, and from which

posts, ropes are fixed, and led through sheaves at the extreme upper

ends of the poles. The fowler then stations himself at the trigger-

post, from which he gives his orders by signal ;
and having a com-

manding view of the water, looks out sharply for the birds on their

being flushed from the pond ; when, as soon as they have all taken

wing, he draws the ring-bolt, and the net being thus set free, it

instantly begins to rise. The duty of the assistants then is to steady

its ascent, and regulate its rise in accordance with the flight of the

birds, and the directions of the fowler
j

slower or faster as it may
happen, so that the net may intercept the flight of every bird which

attempts to leave the pond j causing them to strike heavily against it,

and drop headlong into the small diagonal and triangular enclosures

(or pens, as they are termed), from which dun-birds cannot rise, or

take wing, but are secured as quickly as possible by the fowler and his

assistants, and their necks broken with all due dexterity. The object

of the pens is very clearly apparent, for if there were none such, the

birds would run about the yard and escape j
and if they were per-

mitted to drop upon open ground, they would flutter and scramble

away, and many would take wing before the fowler could reach

them to perform his "Jack Ketch" duty; but when once the

pochards fall within these pens, they cannot get out, though there is

no covering at the top ;
the form of the pochard, with its short wings,

and legs so far abaft, precluding the possibility of its rising from so

confined a space ;
besides which, when the flight is large, they fall

into the pens in such numbers, and are so buried en masse, that

more than half are nearly dead ere they come to the hands of the

break-neck assistants. When a successful fall is made, and the

fowler has summoned his attendants to assist in despatching the

captured birds
;

he who is quickest and most skilful at neck-

breaking is the most useful, and is looked upon as the most

accomplished fowler. It would seem a very simple and easy art,
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though by no means a pleasing one to contemplate, to break the

slender neck of a pochard ;
but it is not at all so simple as may be

imagined, and requires some considerable practice and experience to

perform it skilfully and expeditiously. It is done by wringing the head

round with the thumb and forefingers of the right hand, and then bend-

ing it sharply, meeting the action, with the left hand, by a sudden

jerk; but the two hands must act simultaneously, or the operation will

be performed in a bungling manner.

Every fowler, whether a punter or decoyman, should become

familiar with this apparently cruel proceeding ; else, after taking a

goodly number of birds at the flight or decoy-pond, or making a good
shot at a paddling of wild-ducks, he will find it a difficult matter to

kill them with sufficient expedition, if at the decoy ;
and if in a gun-

ning-punt, he will lose half his winged and wounded birds by wasting
much time in knocking them on the head after capture, instead of

breaking their necks
; every moment being of importance on such

occasions. A wild-duck is hard to kill, even after capture, in inex-

perienced hands; and however derogatory it may seem to the general

reader, for a sportsman to become proficient in so cold-blooded a

proceeding, it is nevertheless necessary that he should understand

the readiest means of finishing his captives with least suffering. A
thoroughly-accomplished fowler can wring the necks of five hundred

wild-fowl effectually in an hour.

It would scarcely be credited by some men, inexperienced, that

there is sometimes very great difficulty in driving a flight of

dun-birds from a decoy-pond : they are often so obstinate as to

persist in remaining there
; and, notwithstanding the hallooing and

clamour of the flushers, they will, if they have the smallest sus-

picion of the fowler's intentions towards them, permit a gun to

be fired near them rather than take wing : and sometimes when

they have used the pond several days in perfect security, and

suddenly find themselves in a great state of apprehension, they
will swim rapidly in a body, round and round the pond, with

such velocity as to cause the water to stir like a whirlpool. It

is no uncommon practice for the flushers whose duty it is, at a

given signal, to put the birds up ;
to get into a small boat, and thus,

by making their appearance at the head of the pond, waving their

hats, or by some such motion, the birds are generally induced to leave

by the apparently open route, where they are cunningly intercepted

by the fowler in the manner before stated. Drawing the bolt at the
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critical juncture, and regulating the rise of the net, requires consi-

derable judgment, and the sole attention of the men who stand by it.

The fowler, especially, must watch most narrowly for the first rising

from the water
; and, in general, it is good skill to allow the first few

leaders to go over the net, and then to strike boldly at the body of

the flight, which always follow, or attempt to follow, in the track of

their leaders
;
but which, if the operations be successfully conducted,

rush headlong against the net, and drop into the pens by hundreds.

(See illustration at page 89.)

To give an idea of the immense flights of dun-birds which used to

be taken in the flight-nets at Mersea and Goldhanger, in Essex
;

the body of birds has there been known to be so great, that

when their flight has been attempted to be intercepted, they have

actually been heavier in a body than the ponderous boxes of weights

placed at the lower ends of the poles ;
and the consequence has been,

that the birds have borne down the net, and partly spoilt the fowler's

drop but this is an extremely rare occurrence, and cannot happen if

the balance-boxes are judiciously weighed.
It is by no means unusual, when the fowler has been a little too

slow in liberating the net, for the birds to strike before it has attained

its proper perpendicular position; and, as the bolt is never drawn

until they have actually risen from the water, it follows, as a

matter of course, that the net would meet them in their flight, and

thus cause them to fall the more suddenly into the pens. Dun-birds

rise so slowly, that this precaution has always been found necessary,
and the bolt is never drawn until the birds have fairly taken wing ;

and when the number has been so great that their weight has for a

moment prevented the net rising to its perpendicular position, the

author's own experience has been, that the birds, notwithstanding, fall

pell-mell into the pens below
;
and he never knew an instance where

the net was pressed down to its extreme bearing's by the weight and

numbers of the flight, though he has good authority for believing

such a case to have actually occurred
5
but then the balance-boxes

were not sufficiently weighted.
At these same decoys (Mersea and Goldhanger) the capture of dun-

birds, on one or two occasions within present memory, has been so

great at a drop, that a waggon and four horses were required to re-

move^thein from the yard ;
and they have fallen in such heaps on strik-

ing the net, that many of those at the bottom of the pens were taken

up dead, apparently crushed or stifled by the pressure of those above.
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To give a further illustration of the countless numbers of dun-birds

which sometimes used to assemble on the Essex flight-ponds ;
it is an

indisputable fact, borne out by the testimony of many witnesses still

living, that the birds have been known to assemble in flights so

numerous as to cover almost every inch of water on the pond ; and,

on such occasions, they sit so closely packed, many with heads

under their wings, apparently so reluctant to leave the fresh-water,

that it has been the easiest thing possible to creep up to the water's

edge and take a pair or two alive in the hand, without disturbing

the remainder of the flight : but this proceeding requires great

caution, or every bird would take alarm and leave the pond.
There is also this peculiarity about dun-birds. When hard pressed,

they invariably appear obstinate, and are difficult to drive in the

direction required ;
but when unsuspecting, and not so pressed, the

fowler will find, that by keeping at a distance and using caution, they

may be driven, either by night or day, as easily and as closely packed
as a flock of sheep. From five to six hundred dun-birds at a "

drop'*

was formerly considered but a moderate capture j
and to break the

neck of every bird in that number, would occupy three experienced

men but twenty minutes.

If the pond is to be used conjointly as a decoy and flight-pond,

the decoy-pipes must be at one end and the dun-bird yard at the

other. The latter must be free from obstructions of trees and under-

wood, so as to leave a clear outlet for the dun-birds when on wing ;

and the remaining part of the surrounding grounds, where the decoy-

pipes are, should be well and thickly-planted ;
so that the only route

by which dun-birds can leave the water shall be by the open space

purposely cleared of trees and obstructions : or the pond may be

provided with four decoy-pipes and four flight-nets, as in the illustra-

tion at page 89. If the pond is circular, then the planting would be

exactly similar in shape to a horse-shoe, the outlet or unplanted space

being used as the dun-bird yard, and laid down with grass turf.



CHAPTER XVII.

WILD-FOWL SHOOTING.

* * * "And oh, the joy!
The passion which lit up his brow, to con

The feats of slight and cunning skill by which
Their haunts were neared."

THE FOWLER : By Delta.

THERE are so many varieties in the sport of wild-fowl shooting, that

it is necessary to arrange them under distinct heads, with the obser-

vations applicable to each particular branch. But, as some of the

remarks may be applied in general terms to every branch, it is the

author's purpose to endeavour to impress upon the young wild-fowler

a few indispensable injunctions ; by attending strictly to which, he

may be the better capable of pursuing the sport successfully, and

may not meet with so many disappointments as he must expect by

disregarding them.

It is an easy matter to walk across a stubble with a double-barrelled

gun on the arm, find a covey of partridges, and bring down a bird

with each barrel
;

still easier is it to spring pheasants from a cover,

and knock them down with unerring precision, the chief secret of

success being, to acquire a habit of holding the gun straight an art

so readily acquired at the present day, that a really bad shot is a

personage seldom to be met with. It is somewhat curious to note

the ideas which prevailed so late as the sixteenth century, in regard
to the fowling-piece ;

and which in those days was quite of secondary
consideration compared with other methods of fowling.*

* Markham observes :

" The next engine to these is the gun or fowling-piece,
which is a generall engine, and may serve for any fowle, great or little, whatsoever;
for it hath no respect at what it striketh, being within the levell. And of the fowl-

ing piece you shall understand that to be the best, which is of the longest barrell, as

five foote and a halfe or sixe foote, and the boare indifferent, as somewhat under
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There is not one word in Markham, under this head, as to shooting
birds as they fly, such being- an art considered at that age next to

an impossibility ; though he gives special instructions as to killing

many birds at a shot rather than "
striving to shoote at a single

fowle."

There can be no difficulty at the present day in finding game in a

well-preserved cover, and still less to flush it within range. And in

a stubble or turnip field, with the services of a well-trained pointer or

setter, the game may be found and approached without difficulty.

But what a contrast to wild-fowl sitting on a large open river, on a

lake, or on the sea ! The sportsman must remember that there is

neither stubble, turnip-tops, cover, or ambush of any kind to screen

the birds from view, or himself from their quick and watchful eye.

He surveys them at a distance, deliberately feeding on the fatness of

the abundant productions of the oozy bed, as if conscious of their

security : or, it may be, he observes a large gaggle of wild-geese sit-

ting far out at sea, and garrulously revelling in their unapproachable

position : the birds by nature taught, that there is no hiding-place

at sea when danger threatens, and their escape must be by flight. It

is therefore asserted, without fear of contradiction, that to approach

wild-fowl at such times, and in such situations, and get within deadly

range, is an art only to be acquired by much experience, labour, and

perseverance ;
but we shall endeavour to show that such is to be

done
;
and that the art, when well understood, as far excels all other

branches of shooting as fox-hunting excels donkey-racing.*

The essence of enjoyment in shooting, consists in searching for,

finding, and approaching the game ; persevering against difficulties,

and struggling with obstacles apparently insurmountable : and not in

walking into closely-stocked covers, banging right and left at phea-

sants, with gun-barrels heated to danger, and having bag and pockets

laden with tame game. Such is not pure sport in the estimation of the

author, but undignified slaughter ;
the poor victims have no chance of

escape, rising as they do within a few yards of the gun : so that the

Harquebush, for these hold the best charges, and carry the farthest level. * * *

As for the shape or mariner of it, 'tis better it be a fire-locke or snaphaunce than a

cocke and tricker, for it is safer and better for carriage, readier for use, and keepes
the powder dryer in all weathers, whereas the blowing of a coale is many times the

losse of the thing aymed at."
* The author of "

Sport and its Pleasures" remarks :

"
It must, indeed, be glori-

ous sport that of wild-fowl shooting to those who have the health and stamina to

endure weather the most severe, fatigue and excitement the most intense." P. 100.
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veriest novice could not fail to do much execution with a double-

barrelled gun and plenty of ammunition. Without discouraging those

who may nevertheless think differently, I must say that I never

could see any real sport in a battue.

The pursuit of wild-fowl shooting
1

is a sport totally distinct from

others
;
and the diversion is altogether so far superior to many other

objects of the sportsman's gun, that it is to be preferred to the best

pheasant and partridge shooting in the land : and it is only treated

with indifference by those who have never thoroughly entered into it

and shared in the varieties of the diversion : let them once do so,

and they will know how to appreciate and enjoy it. As with many
other sports, one successful day would leave such pleasing impressions

upon the minds of those previously unacquainted with the sport, as to

make them esteem, if not prefer it, all the rest of their lives. The

sport of a battue on a game-preserve cannot be put in comparison with

the pursuit of water-fowl shooting : the one offers little or no variety

beyond firing as rapidly as a gun can be loaded, at birds which have

been fed until they have become almost as tame as common poultry ;

whilst the other, from being directed to birds ferm naturae, difficult

of access, and requiring skill and energy to bring to bag, besides

abounding with much incident, must be acknowledged by true-bred

sportsmen to have by far the greater claim to the name of sport.

And I will add, it is no mean accomplishment to be able to approach
wild-fowl by daylight on open waters

;
which is but one o_f the

numerous branches of the sport now under consideration. The pur-

suit of wild-ducks and teal, on moors, fens, and bogs, where there is

ample cover, is another branch affording excessively good sport ;
and

in this, the pleasant uncertainty and sudden surprises add much to

the enjoyment. Then there is coast-shooting (or
" shore gunning,"

as it is not inaptly termed) both by night and day. Flight-shooting

at eve and morning twilight ; punting by daylight, moonlight, and

starlight: under sail, and otherwise. These, and various other

methods of pursuing the captivating sport, have each their claims

to recommendation, and will be treated fully, and separately, in these

pages. Besides which, there are the many different species of wild-

fowl, each requiring special consideration, and forming subjects of

distinct remark, in a work devoted exclusively to the distinguished

sport of wild-fowling.

The English sportsman will find there is no branch in the art of

shooting that requires so much skill, practice, and hardy endurance
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as wild-fowl shooting
1

;
not on account of any difficulty in killing when

once within range, but because of the cunning of the birds, and the wide

open expanse of water, ooze, or moor where they resort. The chief

art is not simply to pull a trigger and bring down, with unerring

aim, a well-fed duck and mallard at a double shot : but one of the

great secrets of success, and chief accomplishment of the art, is to

understand their habits, migrations, and instincts, and know how to

approach them.*

Previously to the invention of gunning-punts, the method of

shooting wild-fowl by night was as follows : One or two men would

proceed down river on the ebb tide, or at low-water, in a small flat-

bottomed boat, creeping stealthily and noiselessly along the stream,

as close to the bank of the ooze as possible, anxiously listening all

the while for the clacking of the birds. As the tide rose, the boat

rose
; and, guided by the sounds aforesaid, the shooters made for

the nearest approach they could obtain, from the leewardmost posi-

tion. The wild-fowl might then be discovered feeding in the puddles,
or on the grassy substances of the ooze, and the fowler would proceed,
without showing himself, to get as near them as practicable, by rowing
or sculling the boat up the nearest rill, the banks of which effectually

screened him from view
;
and with a little ordinary precaution, and by

occasionally raising his head to peep over the bank, he could easily

discover when within range. A stout crutched stick was then stuck

in the mud on the bank of the rill
;
and thus a rest was at once

formed on which to place the barrel of the gun a rather

formidable weapon, carrying from two to four ounces of shot.

A steady and deliberate aim might thus be taken, and a vast

number killed at a single discharge. Thousands of wild-fowl

have been shot in this manner
5
and there are many old punters

still living, who, previous to the invention of punt-guns, ob-

tained, annually, a very comfortable winter's maintenance for

themselves and families, by this apparently rustic system of wild-

fowl shooting.

Immediately after the gun was fired, the fowler or his assistant had

* " If shooting could speake slie would accuse England of unkindnesse and slouth-

fullnesse : of unkindnesse towards her because she being left to a little blind use,
lacks her best maintainer, which is cunning ;

of slouthfulnesse towarde theyr owne
selfe, because they are content with that which aptnesse and use doth graunt them
in shooting, and will seeke for no knowledge as other noble com.rnonwealth.es have
done."

"
Toxophilvs :

" The Schoole or Partitions of Shooting, conta/yned in two

boofces," "black letter ; by Roger Ascham : A.D. 1589.
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to put on splashers* and proceed over the ooze in pursuit of the

wounded, and to gather up the dead birds, the result of his charge.

A winged bird on the ooze generally gives fine chase, and a man
must be careful not to fall, or the consequences may be serious :

not simply a roll in the mud, but a chance as to being able to get

upon the legs again, on so soft and slimy a foundation. The only prac-

ticable method of getting up from a fall on the ooze, is by rolling

over, on the back, so as to draw the arms out of the mud
;
and then

by placing one foot, with the splasher, firmly and flatly on the ooze,

at the same time pressing both hands on the knee of the leg so raised,

and giving a cautious but determined spring, a man may succeed in

bringing himself again to his legs. But it is useless to attempt getting

up by resting the hands on the mud, as one would do on hard ground :

the arms only sink deeper and deeper ;
and if the mud be very rotten,

the fallen individual finds it impossible to rise in that manner
j
and by

kneeling it would be just as difficult. Care should be taken not to

fall
;

for the least that can result from it is, a thorough wetting, and

an unpleasant bedaubing with mud, to say nothing of the risk of not

being able to get up at all
j

as in some oozy beds with which I am

familiar, the mud is so soft and deep, that I believe it impossible
for any man on falling to rise again without assistance.

The stalking-horse was also another means employed by the " an-

cient gunner" for approaching wild-geese on the open moors :

" One underneath his horse, to get a shoot, doth stalk
;

Another over dykes upon his stilts doth walk."f

The system was nothing more than making use of a horse simply
as a screen, by leading or driving it leisurely towards the birds

;

when, if both horse and gunner performed their part judiciously, they

got within range ;
the geese taking no notice of the animal, when

apparently unaccompanied by any human being. It is a well-known

fact, that wild-geese are never intimidated by the presence of horses

and cattle
;
the birds are often seen feeding within a few yards of

the animals, on open moors.

The stalking-horse was sometimes partly covered with a rug or

cloth, extending well down below the hocks
;
the better to protect the

* Thin boards, about 18 inches square, lashed under the soles of the boots, for

the purpose of protecting a man from sinking into the mud when walking on the

ooze. They are also sometimes made in a similar manner to the snow shoes used in

Northern nations.

t Drayton.
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gunner from exposure. But this proceeding of stalking wild-fowl

in the open country, did not often succeed without extraordinary

skill and caution
;
the watchful and suspicious nature of the birds,

often detecting the imposition long before the gunner was able to get

within deadly range.

The inhabitants of foreign countries, for centuries past, have been

accustomed to employ stalking-horses for the purpose of approaching-

wild-fowl. Trained oxen were used by the Spaniards ;* and, to this

day, stalking-horses are in use in some districts, both in England
and on the Continent.

Artificial stalking-horses were sometimes employed, where the

fowler was unable to provide himself with a living one.f These were

sometimes made of canvas, stuffed with straw
; being shaped and

proportioned as nearly as possible in resemblance to a horse, with its

head down, as if grazing on the herbage ;
and light and portable, so

that the fowler could lift and move it with one hand. Artificial cows

are still employed in various parts of France, and sometimes with

remarkable success. J

The stalking-horse, both living and artificial, was constantly em-

ployed by the ancient fowler
;
and whether for approaching wild-fowl

on the open moor, or by the brink of the water.

The artificial figures were painted, and fitted with switch-tails,

so as to resemble, as nearly as might be, the living animal
;
and

they were sometimes made after the form and figure of horned cattle,

deer, or such animals as the fowl were most accustomed to in the

neighbourhood.

Shrubs, bushes, artificial trees, mock-fences, and such-like con-

trivances, were also employed with some sort of success, though
not equal to that of the well-trained live stalking-horse ;

a regard

being had at all times to the figures and forms which were most

common in the particular locality, so as to awaken least suspicion to

the birds. When this latter class of stalking apparatus was em-

* Alonzo d'Espinas.

t Of artificial stalking-horses, Markham remarks :
" Now forasmuch as these

stalking Horses, or Horses to stalke withall, are not ever in readinesse, and at the

best aske a good expence of time to bee brought to their best perfection : as also in

that every poore man or other which taketh delight in this exercise, is either not

master of a Horse, or if he had one, yet wanteth fit meanes to keep him : and yet
neverthelesse this practise of Fowling must or should bee the greatest part of his

maintenance." Hunger's Prevention.

J Vide Aviceptologie Fran9aise ; par C. Kresz Aine : 1854. Tit. la Vache arti-

ficielle.

Vide Avicetologie. Tit. la Hutte ambulante. Blame's Genius Rcc., $fc.
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ployed, it was usual to place them near the haunts of the fowl a long-

time before-hand, or move them hy the g-entlest possible means, else the

device would be detected. And it would appear, that the whole of

the stalking-horse devices were found fitter for excursions in early-

morning- or twilight, than broad daylight, the natural watchfulness of

the birds frequently enabling them to detect the imposition being

practised upon them.

The wild-fowler should not be disheartened at disappointments, nor

should he repine at blank days. It is these which make him relish

the more successful ones
; for, if he were always sure of success, the

excitement and true sportsmanlike feeling would be considerably

diminished. The uncertainty attendant upon the sport enkindles a

desire for success, and induces a man to exert himself the more stre-

nuously.

Some branches of the sport are, truly, rather hazardous to careless

individuals
;
but in all sporting pursuits there is more or less of that

character, much of which may be avoided by skill and caution.

The young sportsman should always take care of himself, his

health and comfort being of more importance than all the birds in

the land
;
and if exposed much to the weather, as of necessity he

will be, in pursuing the sport vigorously, the gTeater precautions are

necessary. Warm clothing and good living are indispensable requi-

sites to the man who goes wild-fowl shooting ; and, above all things,

he should keep his feet and body dry, or at least from the ill effects

of fresh water.

Leather water-boots are to be preferred to India-rubber : the latter,

from not being porous, are cold and uncomfortable
;

if they become

damp inside, they remain so : whereas leather, from its porousness,

absorbs dampness, and becomes dry in a very short time
; and by

having the boots dressed over two or three times a week with neat's-

foot oil and tallow, in about equal proportions, they are rendered im-

pervious to wet, the leather is preserved, and the boots are kept black

and pliable. Worsted gloves are to be preferred to leather, for punt-

ing, because it is impossible sometimes to avoid getting the hands wet

at that pursuit 5 by simply wringing the worsted glove, it may
be directly put on again, and will keep the hand warm, notwithstand-

ing its being slightly damp : but a leather glove shrinks, becomes

cold to the hand, and uncomfortable.

The punter should wear a white flannel jacket similar to those

worn by journeymen-carpenters ;
than which, there is no more com-
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fortable or convenient dress for rowing
1 or punting-. It is short, and

therefore does not drag about the boat, or become damp and

disagreeable, but fits the punter closely, and is warm and convenient

in every way. He may wear as many under-garments as he pleases ;

but the flannel jacket should be outside them all, because it is a

colour which wild-fowl least suspect. He will most likely take with

him a pilot-cloth jacket besides, or an oil-skin, in case of rain, or

having to sit about without exercise
;
and this, being- pulled off and

rolled up when punting at birds, makes a convenient cushion for the

chest, and, indeed, answers both the purposes required. The punter will

find, that working the paddles over the sides of the punt soon chafes

holes through the under part of the jacket-arms ; and, as there is no

means of preventing the chafing, the question arises which is the

best way of meeting- it ? The answer is, by wearing something not

expensive, and which can be easily replaced with a new sleeve-piece.

The flannel jacket is, therefore, just the thing.

Notwithstanding the numerous perils and difficulties attending the

various branches of wild-fowl shooting, they are materially prepon-

derated, on the other side, by the excessive pleasure attached to so

fascinating and varied a sport ; and, although the whole routine of

wild-fowl shooting abounds with uncertainties and disappointments,

it is, nevertheless, intermixed with many agreeably sudden and unex-

pected surprises, in which the indefatigable sportsman delights ;
and

thus have the disappointments of the day previous, been entirely ex-

pelled by the success of the day following.

Can any one imagine a more vexatious occurrence than this ?

After lying one night upwards of an hour on my chest, stretched

upon the floor of my punt, having heard a number of widgeon not

far off; when, as they were so scattered, I found a difficulty in

getting at their company, or finding a sufficient number together to

make it worth while firing the punt-gun, well knowing, by the noise,

that a very large flight was near by. The night was calm, and the

water smooth ;
the air keen and frosty : the movements of the

paddles had, therefore, to be conducted with the greatest caution,

particularly as several stragglers were swimming about within fifteen

yards of my punt, calling and piping to their companions with their

pretty
" Wheoh ! wheoh !

"
when, fancying I had discovered the di-

rection of their position, with all the caution of which I was possessed,

I carefully directed the punt towards them
; but, most unfortunately,

one of my paddles struck against a piece of ice. The slight con-
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cussion made sufficient noise to alarm the whole company, which

instantly rose in the air, directly over my head
;
and I had the

mortification to observe, that it consisted of several hundred birds.

But the sportsman must not vex himself at such occurrences,

whether on the water or on land
;

for a vexed man generally misses

his next shot, through being flurried and over-anxious. He should

remember, that the best and oldest sportsmen meet with the same

crosses. Neither should a young sportsman ever vex himself at

missing an occasional fair shot. The old sportsman does the same

sometimes : he should, therefore, keep himself cool and in good nerve.

The movements of wild-fowl depend very much upon the wind
;

and the sportsman should pay particular attention to its variations.

A strong easterly wind, in the month of October, never fails to bring
with it to this country a goodly sprinkling of wild-fowl from the

Netherlands
;
and it should always be the endeavour of an ardent

fowler, to be prepared for them with punt and gun, on their first

arrival. At no other time will they sit the sportsman so well as after

a long flight across the sea, when they first alight in strange waters,

on the coast and inland lakes and rivers, where they find abundance

of food
;
and lucky is the man who falls in with a flight at such a

time : if he have but a good gun, and be tolerably well skilled in its

use, he may be sure of splendid success. Sometimes, however, the

birds are not in good condition on their first arrival, at a later period

of the season, particularly if the weather is very severe
;
but the

October birds are invariably fat and heavy.



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE WILD-FOWL SHOOTER'S DOG.

" But the poor dog, in life the firmest friend,
The first to welcome, foremost to defend,
Whose honest heart is still his master's own,
Who labours, fights, lives, breathes for him alone."

BYRON.

THE wild-fowl shooter, who practises his sport on the land, requires

the services of a dog
1

specially trained to the pursuit : one that will

"
keep to heel" whenever required that will not chase or "

give

tongue," but obey its master's signs and directions at all times,

whether spoken or merely indicated by a wave of the hand. It

must also possess fine courage, and be ready and willing to dash into

the water after a winged fowl on the coldest days of winter, if

required.

The best-bred dog for the purpose, is the curly-coated retriever.

Newfoundland dogs are used for this sport by many wild-fowl

shooters
; but, generally speaking, they are too large ;

it being often

necessary to take the dog across a river or bay in a boat, when the

wet and dirt they sometimes bring with them, after having been over-

board, or running about dykes and marshes, make it very disagree-

able to the sportsman or other occupants of the boat. The curly-

coated retriever, from the nature of its skin, is far less dirty ; and,

when carefully trained to the sport, is the best breed of dog that can

be had for the purpose.

It is not desirable that the dog should be very large, particularly if

in the locality of muddy savannas
;
because the lighter the weight of

the animal, the quicker and more readily will he be enabled to walk

over the rotten surface in pursuit of winged or wounded birds.

The dog intended to be trained for wild-fowl shooting, should com-

mence a course of instruction when about ten months of age ;
and

the first thing to be taught is to fetch and carry ; and, in imparting
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this instruction, kindness and patience are the best preceptors, and

will be found to do more in the way of bringing- the dog under control

than blows. The spike-collar, recommended by some professed dog-

breakers, should not, on any account, be used : it inflicts unnecessary

torture
j and, as Col. Hutchinson very properly remarks in his excellent

little book on dog-breaking,
"

it is a brutal instrument which none

but the most ignorant or unthinking would employ."
The wild-fowler's retriever must be trained to fetch from the water

in the summer time : it would spoil the animal's courage to attempt

training' it to the pursuit in winter. But, after a course of careful and

judicious instruction, a well-bred and high-couraged dog never refuses

the water, though ever so cold. Retrieving by land may be taught
at any season, with the aid of a stuffed glove at first, and afterwards

a stuffed bird-skin
;
but in no instance should hard substances be

employed in the education of a retriever.

These animals delight in bringing birds in their mouths
;
and every

thing depends on the first lessons they receive in this practice, as to

their ever being of good service to the sportsman. They must be

taught to fetch and deliver the birds at the sportsman's feet
;
and the

more they are practised when young, the more useful and valuable

will they be in after-years. The engraving on the opposite page is

a portrait of the author's favourite dog
"
Sambo," in the act of re-

trieving a mallard.

By keeping the dog strictly to heel when walking along the shore,

or beside dykes and rivulets, it will very soon acquire the art of

watching where the bird falls
j

so as to go, on its master's signal,

straight to the spot.*

It is very useful to teach a dog to retrieve the wounded, before

picking up the dead, wild-fowl. The faithful and valuable creature,

whose portrait is given on the opposite page, used to do this as if by
instinct

;
and it was a rare occurrence indeed, to lose a winged or

wounded bird when " Sambo" was with me.f

* Col. Hutchinson, in his little work on dog-breaking, says :
" A really good

retriever is a scarce and valuable animal. ****** jje should be per-

fectly mute ;
of a patient disposition, though active in the pursuit of birds

;
of so

hardy a constitution as not to mind the severest cold therefore no coddling, while
he is young, near a fire and possess what many are deficient in, viz., a good nose ;

consequently, a cross that will improve his nose, yet not decrease his steadiness, is

the great desideratum in breeding. He should swim, rapidly, for wild-fowl tliat are

only winged will frequently escape from the quickest dog if they have plenty of sea-

room and deep water."

f The same author (Hutchinson) remarks as to this accomplishment in a retriever:
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The wild-fowl shooter's dog must be well-fed, or it cannot stand

the cold and hardy endurance necessarily encountered in the pursuit.

But it is a mistake to keep it in a warm room at night : such nursing

destroys the constitution of a dog exposed to such severe hardships
and risks of weather as wild-fowl shooting incurs. It should have a

dry and clean bed of straw, in an out-house or kennel, the floor of

which must be boarded and raised above the ground : bricked-floors,

or exposure to the cold earth, bring on rheumatic pains in the limbs,

and unfit a dog for work, long before old age would do as much.

When walking over a moor the dog must be perfectly mute : his

services will seldom be needed, except to fetch birds which fall in the

water or on the opposite side of the bank. Wounded wild-fowl, when

on the water, are very trying to the skill and patience of a dog ;
and

it must be a clever animal indeed that is able to capture a winged
Brent goose in a sea-way. Many dogs dive and follow the birds

under water
;
but a Brent goose which has merely had the pinion, or

outer-joint, of its wing shot away, leads a dog a trying chase, as it

rises and falls at every moment on the crest of the heaviest surfs, or

disappears in the trough of the sea.

The services of a dog are not required aboard a shooting yacht ;

on the contrary, such an animal is an unnecessary incumbrance,

always in the way ;
and the work required can generally be better

performed by one of the crew in the yacht's boat, or with the

cripple-net ;
it is, besides, cruel and unfeeling treatment to put a

dog overboard in frosty weather, and then receive it again upon
deck wet and cold with no space for the poor brute to run about

and dry itself : the shooting yacht is no place for dogs.

" This a knowing old dog will often do of his own accord ; but you must not

attempt to teach a young one this useful habit until you are satisfied that there is

no risk of making him blink his birds. You can then call him off when he is swim-

ming towards dead birds, and signal to him to follow those that are fluttering away.
If the water is not too deep, rush in yourself, and set him a good example by actively

pursuing the runaways ;
and until all the cripples that can be recovered are safely

bagged, do not let him lift one of those killed outright. If very intelligent he will

before long perceive the advantage of the system, or at least find it the more

exciting method, and adhere to it without obliging you to continue your aquatic
excursions."



CHAPTER XIX.

THE LANGUAGE OF WILD-FOWL.

" I shall not ask Jean Jacques Kousseau
If birds confabulate or no :

"Pis clear that they were always able

To hold discourse at least, in fable."

COWPER.

A GOOD ear for ornithological sounds is as necessary to the midnight

sportsman, as the natural musical ear is to the most accomplished

harpist. He must be as familiar with the different calls and con-

fabulations of the various species of wild-fowl, as is the fair warbler

alluded to with the most popular airs of the day; and but little

success can be expected, unless he is so gifted.

The language of wild-fowl is instructive and pleasing alike to the

ears of both sportsman and naturalist to the one for the advice it

gives him as to the species, as well as the whereabouts, of their

talkative assemblages ;
and to the other for the opportunity afforded

of contemplating, from lessons of life, the beautiful perfections of

Nature, so exquisitely revealed even in the simple and apparently

unmeaning noises of the feathered tribe
;
but which, in reality, ex-

press to their species the unmistakable language of the heart its

love, hatred, wants, sympathies, doubts, and alarms and all by
sounds so short and feeble, yet too distinct and expressive to be mis-

understood by those for whom intended; though to human ear a

jumble of inexpressive similarities. No alphabet or vocabulary of

words, no grammar or syntactical lessons, form any part of the edu-

cation of the feathered tribes. Nature is their sole instructor
;
and

by Nature they are gifted with a language and power of expression
to which they resort in all their wants, their passions, and their

pains :

" Or in soft cooings tell their amorous tale."

The faintest croak is full of meaning, and instantly obeyed by those
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which hear it. Who has not heard and seen the mother of her

hrood suddenly utter a strange, and to human ear unmeaning, croak ?

when, young- and powerless as her fledglings may he, they instantly

take heed and, each turning one of their tiny eyes up towards the

sky, as directed by their mother, they behold the threatening attitude

of a hovering hawk, which their ever-watchful parent by that single

note had given them to understand, once and for ever, was a dan-

gerous enemy 5 and, though the first and only occasion in their fleeting

lives that they may hear the warning, still it is never forgotten.

The wild-duck, when suspicious as to the security of her brood,

and whilst danger threatens, gives a warning which is instantly

obeyed ;
and every duckling disappears from the surface. Let those

who think and conclude there is no meaning in the language of the

feathered tribe, recall to memory such sharp intelligence in fledglings

but a few days old
;
and wonder more and more how instinct should

so early have taught the young their parent-language.

So the old bird calls her young, encourages, cautions, and consoles

them, all by different notes, as distinct, and even more so, than can

be expressed by multitude of words, in human language.
What is it that teaches the chicken to turn from a wasp or bee

with a shudder of alarm, and note of warning ? The same instinct

which tells the chicken it may itself be stung, induces it to caution

its companions to avoid the threatening pain. What is it that makes

the captive bird, when rudely grasped, utter a shriek of anguish,

too palpable for the veriest child to mistake for any other passion ?

Is it not the same instinct by which all living creatures (of which

mankind is but one) express their feelings when in captivity or pain ?

A chicken may be nursed and fondled by human hand in the pre-

sence of its mother
;
but let it be ill-used, and utter only one note of

pain, the mother rushes instantly to its rescue, in fretful attitude, and

with fierce expression.

Then who can reflect on facts and scenes like these, and say there

is no meaning in the language of birds? Who would not rather

exclaim with Aristophanes :

" One question answer in the fewest words,
What sort of life is it amongst the birds" ?

With what remarkable instinct does the parent-bird of such species

as are hatched on the ground, and run almost as soon as out of the

shell, attempt, by various stratagems, to draw the attention of any
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intruding
1

living creature, likely to trample upon or injure her

young-, to some object apart from the immediate spot where her tiny

brood may be ! But in no fowl are these stratagems so palpable as

in the lapwing- : when the human plunderer is farthest from her

young, she is most clamorous, and endeavours to impress him with

an idea that he is very near them, whilst she is all the while enticing
him away; though, when he actually approaches near those about

whom she seemed so earnest in her fears lest they should be in-

jured, she is silent
;
thus endeavouring, by a careless indifference, to

lead the intruder to suppose he is nowhere near the objects of her

solicitude. The curlew, and some other fen-birds which make their

nests and hatch their young on the ground, perform similar freaks

to those of the lapwing.

Every wild-fowler, from the practised sportsman to the decoy-man's

wring-neck, is more or less familiar with the ordinary notes of the

species duck, widgeon, geese, and such-like. He knows the trumpet-
like noise of a gaggle of wild-geese, resembling at a distance the rich

tone of a pack of foxhounds in full cry ;
the sonorous and saucy

"
Quack! quack !

''
of the wild-duck

j
the soft but attractive " Wheow !

wheow!" of the widgeon; the sharp and wailing whistle of the

plover; the shrill but mournful cry of the curlew
;
the simple "Pee-

wit !

"
of the lapwing ;

and the " Frank !

"
warning of the majestic

heron. With these and many others the wild-fowler becomes so

easily acquainted, that a mistake of species cannot well be made
;

but it is with other signs of their language that the master of the art

has to do, before he can become an adept at evening and midnight

sport ; for, whilst these sounds reveal the species, others less voci-

ferous reveal their actions, their movements, and suspicions.

Pliny says, most birds cry and sing as they fly ; yet some there

are, contrariwise, that in their flight are always silent.* It is as-

serted by ancient writers, and confirmed by subsequent authorities,

that sea-fowl appear to have some presentiment of tempestuous wea-

ther
;
and when they anticipate a gale, they assemble together, and

are very clamorous.f

The fowlers of St. Kilda are so well skilled in the different accents

of the solan goose, or gannet, that they instantly understand, through

* " Sine voce non volant multae aut e contrario semper in volatu silent." Lib.

X., cap. xxxviii., s. 113.

f
"
Tempestatem futuram praecognoscunt, et cum vident earn imminere voci-

ferant atque clamant." GLANTVILLA.
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the different modulations of the voices of those birds, whether they
are actuated by fear or hope ;

and the fowler regulates his movements

accordingly, creeping stealthily over the rocks, and gradually draw-

ing nearer towards them, whilst no alarm-note is given. And it

would appear, that the success of the fowler depends very much upon
his familiarity with their notes. When free from all suspicion, and

unconscious of danger, the note of the solan goose is "Grog ! grog!"
and so long as the fowler hears no other note, he is assured the birds

are not suspecting him ;
but if he hears their watch-word " Birr !

birr !

" he instantly desists, and remains as quiet and motionless as

possible ;
because he knows it is the warning-note of the sentinel,

which, in that one sound, informs all its companions of the suspected

approach of an enemy. Generally, after lying still a few minutes,

the words of assurance,
"
Grog ! grog!

"
are repeated; and then the

fowler resumes his movements.*

The warning given by a sentry wild-fowl, of whatever species,

seems to strike through every ear of the assemblage with electrical

precision, and this though numbering many hundreds; in an instant

heads are up, ears searching, eyes piercing, and all from the

effects of the sentry's single note
; then, if the suspicions are con-

firmed by further noise or movement of the enemy, the whole flight

simultaneously takes wing; and the bungling fowler's chance is

gone.
An experienced decoyer can always tell, by the talk of his fowl,

when they are thinking of leaving the pond for an excursion out to

sea, or to feed on the savannas. Just before twilight, the debate is

opened by wild-ducks, the clamour of the female being loudest and

most incessant; this is continued some ten or twenty minutes, as

if they were arranging a rendezvous at some distant fen
;
and when

all is decided, they quietly leave the decoy, in small and separate

teams of from ten to twenty or more, according to the extent of their

numbers.

The decoyman also knows, by the talk of his tame ducks, when

any fresh arrivals have alighted on the water. From being con-

stantly the unobserved inspector of their privacy, he is familiar with

many of their notes, and needs no second hint to tell him when the

moor-buzzard, their deadly foe, is hovering about the decoy.
So the punter must become acquainted with the language of wild-

* Vide History of St. Kilda
; by Rev. Kenneth Macauley.
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fowl, and be able to know, by the talk of the birds, whether he may
approach them without exciting

1

suspicion, when he is suspected, and

when they have thrown off their alarm. It may require years of

experience to become familiar with these signs and expressions ;
but

when once learnt, the punter reaps his reward in the extra success

which attends his exertions.

The notes of the different species of water- fowl are so clear, yet so

expressive, that the human ear soon becomes familiar with them
j

and it is from the fact of there being nothing artificial in the tone (as

there is in all musical instruments), that the precise sameness of the

note though it be seldom from the same throat as that which

taught the fowler to know it is nevertheless so faithful, that the

sound, when once learnt, was never known to be forgotten or mis-

taken. It is because of this clearness of distinction, that the memory
retains the firmer impression.

An experienced punter would no more mistake the talk of a

widgeon at night, for any other fowl, than a higgler would mistake

the talk of a turkey for a game-cock. Thus he knows, when they

keep up a continuous confabulation, they are not suspecting danger ;

but when heard only at intervals, it is an indication of restlessness

and suspicion. If a warning note be given, and all is silent imme-

diately afterwards, the punter rests on his oars, nor moves a limb

until they open concert again, by which he is assured of their having
thrown off that one suspicion.

Many sportsmen can produce an accurate imitation of the notes of

some of the fen-birds, more particularly of the plover and curlew
;

which a good mimic can turn to useful account, by enticing stray

birds to draw near his call, when he stops their flight with a charge
of shot, fired from some place of concealment.

All water-fowl which seek their food at night, such as ducks,

widgeon, geese, and the like, are very clamorous whilst feeding : it

is their perpetual loquacity which enables them to keep together.



CHAPTER XX.

THE FLIGHT OF WILD-FOWL.

" And now, their route design'd, their leaders chose,
Their tribes adjusted, clean'd their vigorous wings,
And many a circle, many a short essay,
WheeFd round and round, in congregation full

The figur'd flight ascends, and riding high
The aerial billows, mixes with the clouds."

THOMSON.

No less curious in point of interest and instruction to the fowler, are

the volitations of wild-fowl. He should make himself as familiarly

acquainted with these as with their language, that he may be able to

distinguish their species, though at a long distance, soaring high in

the air
;
each having a manner and method of flight peculiar to itself.

"Expandunt alas pendentesque raro intervallo quatiunt, alise cre-

brius, sed et primas dumtaxat pinnas."*

It is not within our province to discuss the "
auguries of birds,"

beyond a few remarks upon the flight of wild-fowl
; though modern

sailors down to the present day, regard those auguries with the same

respect as did the ancient mariners of Greece upwards of two thousand

years ago 5
in reference to which, Aristophanes remarks

"
Upotpei rig cm rwv opviOwv fiavrtvontvyirtpi TV TT\S,

Nwvt fir) TrXei, \up,<jiv t^at' vvvl TrXtt, Ktpd

Though some of the accounts which have reached us as to the

auguries of birds are undoubtedly fabulous, there are many very

truthful signs to be noted from their flight and habits ;f espe-

cially those of sea-fowl, some of which will be referred to in other

parts of these pages ;
more particularly under the head,

" Wild-fowl

Shooting under Sail."

*
Pliny, lib. x., cap. xxxviii., s. 111.

j"

" The sea-gulls are considered as ominous. When they appear in the fields, a

storm from the south-east generally follows ; and when the storm begins to abate,

they fly back to the shore." Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Account of Scotland.
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Water-fowl^ of whatever species, when flying high in the air, always

appear bent on some determined aim or destination, of which they
are careful not to lose sight.

Wild swans fly in strong flight, with their necks straight forward,

and their feet straight backward, as remarked in the " Glantvilla de

Rerum Proprietatibus :" "Volant autem cygni silvestres volatu forti

collis extensis, et pedibus ad posterius applicatis."

Wild-geese are known by the catenarian figure in which they fly

precisely as if linked together, or strung on a line
;
and hence they

are spoken of by the fowler as a " skein" of geese ;
and whether they

raise their flight higher or lower in the air, the same link-like

discipline is observed, though they are often changing their leaders

and altering their figure :
tl Colla inponunt prsecedentibus, fessos

duces ad terga recipiunt."* They always fly in conical order, as if

instinct had taught them that such a form encountered least resistance

on passing* through the air. Pliny compares their manner of flight

to a pointed squadron and the stem of a vessel at sea.f

Ducks also fly in similar form, with heads and necks stretched

straight out in line with their bodies, and may be distinguished from

widgeon by the steadier and greater regularity of their movements

in the air
; and, when within range, the brown of the ducks' feathers

may be distinctly discerned. Ducks, when bent on long flights, do

not all move through the air at the same altitude, but some much

higher than others
;
and large flights generally seem to have a break

in the centre, and present a figure very much resembling the outline

of North and South America, as it appears on the map. When

flying near the surface of land or water they are sometimes in a

confused mass.

Widgeon sometimes fly with much regularity, following so closely

one upon another though not so strictly in figure as ducks and

geese that it is one of the peculiarities by which they may be dis-

tinguished. Their movements on the wing are quicker than ducks, and

the size of their bodies being* smaller, and their necks shorter, it

is not difficult for the wild-fowler to distinguish their species.

Widgeon, when in flight, always keep up their call-note : ducks fly

in silence.

Dun-birds fly very rapidly, with a noisy twitter of the wing and

*
Pliny, lib. x., cap. 23, sec. 63.

t
" Liburnicarum more rostrato impetu feruntur, facilius ita findentes aera quam

si recta fronte impellerent." Ibid.

Q
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may be known by the shortness of their pinions and heavy-looking

bodies
;
and especially by their flying- in a closely-packed lump, and

not in line or figure, as widgeon and duck.

The flight of shovellers is very similar to dun-birds
;
but they

generally fly low in the air, and never in large doppings.

Teal may be known by their small size : their method of flight

very much resembles the widgeon, and, when in large springs,

they fly either in single line or triangularly.

Coots fly in a similar manner to moorhens, but swifter, carrying

their heads straight out, and their legs hanging down
;
the reason of

which is that their wings are placed so near their necks, that the

centre of gravity is not correctly balanced
;
the distinction of flight

between the coot and moorhen being, that the latter carries its

head erect when on wing, the other as stated above.

The heron flies with its long legs thrown straight out in line with

its body, as if they formed part of its tail, and carries its head and

neck the very opposite to that of round-beaked fowl
;

instead of

stretching it out forward, the heron gracefully curves the neck, and

throws its head upon its back when flying through the air, in the

same manner as a stag when charging a fence.

All waders, such as stalk with long shanks, as they fly stretch out

their legs at length beyond their tails.*

The curlew is best known on the wing by its long beak : in flight

it is powerful ;
but the movements of its wings are rapid, and very

much resembling the widgeon.
The snipe is known by its swift and graceful movements in the air,

and the immense power of its stroke of wing, its zigzag dartings, and

the circular route of its flight.

The grey and golden plover fly with a similar stroke of wing to

that of the snipe, but steadier
;
and just before alighting they droop

their wings, with apparently lazy or enfeebled effort. They do not

present that rapid zigzag movement so peculiar to the snipe, though

many of their motions in the air resemble them.

The lapwing may be distinguished in flight by the rounded shape

of its wings, and the steady regularity of the short flapping strokes

which it makes with them
;

also by the black colour of its wings and

the whiteness of its body, by its turnings and tumblings, and by its

well-known note,
"
pee-wit !"

* "
Longipedes porrectis ad caudam cruribus volant." Pliny, lib. xi., cap. 47.
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Oxbirds are known by their beautiful and incomparable appearance
in the air; the grace and closeness of their flings as if the

wings of every bird touched the other, and yet they preserve the

mass entire, darting and rushing about with wonderful rapidity ;

when turning up their wings in the sun they present an appearance
similar to a cloud of silvery whiteness

;
and for which they alone, of

all other birds, are particularly admired.

Everyone is familiar with the hovering motion of the sea-gull,

totally different to that of other sea-fowl ; it seldom appears bent on

any determined aim, but wheels about in the air as if indifferent to

locality, and seldom making a long flight either over sea or land.

A little experience will also teach the wild-fowl-shooter to dis-

tinguish the different species of wild-fowl when swimming on the

water, though at a considerable distance.

Swans and geese are always distinguishable on the water from

other wild-fowl by their size.

Ducks are known from widgeon and many other species by the

length of their necks, and the brown-coloured feathers of the female.

Widgeon look blacker and smaller upon the water.

Coots are known by the regularly-scattered extent of their coverts,

and the wide space of water they occupy ;
shovellers by their move-

ments constantly diving and disappearing from the surface.

Sea-gulls, which look dark by moonlight, and are often mistaken

for wild-fowl by a novice, may be distinguished by their tails

sticking up higher than their heads.

Divers of the merganser and colymbus species swim with their tails

low, and their heads and breasts boldly erect.

Such are among a few of the readiest means by which the different

species of water-fowl may be known when flying in the air or swim-

ming on the water.



CHAPTER XXI.

THE GUNNING-PUNT.

" Behold his punt now ride the restless wave,
A little speck, scarce scanned from off the shore."

T. HUGHES.

A BOAT, for the purpose of carrying- one individual sportsman, with a

punt-gun, ammunition-box, shoulder-gun, and other requisites for

punting, should be just large enough to be safe and serviceable, but

nothing more. The smaller the object is made to appear on the

water, the greater will be the punter's chances of success, the more

convenient it will be to manage, the quicker he can make up to birds,

and the less will be the exertion necessary to propel it.

The size of a wild-fowling punt, however, must be in some

proportion to the size of the gun intended to be used, and also in pro-

portion to the height and weight of the punter himself.

The most useful sized punt-gun for general purposes, is that

carrying about \ Ib. of shot at a charge ; and, as there are more guns
in use on the coast of this size than any others, the recommendation

would seem to be confirmed.

A punt to carry a gun of the description stated, with a man of from

ten to twelve stone weight, must be of the following dimensions :

Length, over all 17 feet.

Breadth, amidships 2 feet 10 inches.

Ditto, ditto, at bottom 2 feet 8 inches.

Depth at bows 4 inches.

Ditto at stern 8 inches.

A boat of this description may be built either with a flat-bottom

or a flat-floor the distinction being, that one is perfectly flat as the
bottom of a box which is termed "flat-bottomed;" the other,

though said to be "
flat-floored," is built more like the bottom of a

skiff, i. e.j clench-built, and the sides do not commence from an angle
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as in a flat-bottomed boat, but are round as a whale-boat
; though it is

a great desideratum to maintain the floor throughout as flat as it con-

sistently can be, with due regard to shape ; and, when ingeniously

constructed, such is by far the best form of punt that can be used.

Col. Hawker condemns all round-bottomed punts, such as are used

at Southampton and Itchen ferry, as on a bad construction
;
and gives

as a reason that they have unsteady bearings.

Now, without disputing the Colonel's assertion as to the South-

ampton and Itchen ferry gunning-punts, it is insisted that the reason

of round-bottomed punts having unsteady bearings is, because they
are too round at the bottom. If they be constructed with a long

flat-floor, as flat as it is possible to make a clench-built punt, it will

be safer, and even steadier, than a flat-bottomed punt.

The punt under consideration should be built with a spring in her

bottom, fore and aft, of from 1J to 2 inches
; or, in other words, the

bottom of the punt, as taken from stem to stern, should form a section

of a circle
;
and this, whether a flat or round-bottom

;
the object of

which is, that in going into very shallow-water, when the bottom of

the boat grazes the mud, it may nevertheless be pushed ahead many
yards further

;
whilst a boat without any spring in her bottom would

be set fast. This is sometimes a great consideration, when punting
to birds on the ooze, as the tide flows towards them, when the success

of a shot may depend on the chance of being able to push the punt
a few yards farther ahead.

The fore-part of the punt, from stem to cross-piece, should be

covered over with a very thin scantling of deal, as lightly as possible,

so as to add no more to the weight forward than absolutely necessary,

because of the heavy gun which has to be placed there.

The cross-piece alluded to, is placed just abaft the scantling, and

marks the balance for tipping the gun.
The covered part of the punt may be finished with a semicircle, if

the punter attaches any regard to appearances ;
and the edge should

then be completed with a neat semicircular piece, rising an inch and

a-half or two inches from the scantling-deck, which affords a sufficient

screen to the punter when making up to birds.

Another cross-piece of light wood should be placed athwart the

gunwale, about 2J or 3 feet from the stem, before the scantling is put
on

;
this is for the purpose of fixing the rest for the outer-end of the

barrel. The rest should be a simple copper screw, with a small semi-

circular crutch in which to receive the barrel. It should be made in
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connection with a female screw, attached to the fore cross-piece ;
and

the male screw should be of sufficient length to raise or lower the

elevation of the gun from one to two inches.

As to the position of the chock, or strong-piece, to which is attached

the necessary apparatus for checking the force of the recoil, it must

depend entirely on the means intended to be employed. If the patent

spiral recoil-spring is used, the interior of the punt must be fitted

accordingly. But if the strain is to be thrown upon the stem-piece,

the builder must take care to fix the same strong enough to receive it.

The fore-parts of gunning-punts are sometimes left quite open, and

without any scantling or fore-deck
; but, when so constructed, they

require to be rather deeper at the bows than the dimensions stated at

page 116.

The gunning-punt may be built entirely of fir, or the upper streaks

which are above water may be of fir, and the lower ones of elm
;

if

all fir, the boat will be so much the lighter and more buoyant. A
gunning-punt should never be built of oak, it is too heavy for the

purpose. Many punters express astonishment that Colonel Hawker

should have recommended such a material : during the latter days
of the colonel's sporting career, however, he appears to have given

preference to elm and fir.

The only objection to clench-built gunning-punts, with round

bottoms, is, that in a breeze, the ripples on the water make a trickling

noise against the planks of the punt as it is propelled forward
;
called

in nautical language, "tell tales;"* that is to say, the noise tells the

helmsman of a breeze springing up.

I once heard an objection raised to clench-built punts ;
the punter

stating that but for the "
tell tales," he could have heard the birds

feeding, and so discovered their whereabouts
;
whereas the noise of

the water rippling against his clench-built punt not only precluded
him from so doing, but frightened the birds, and caused them to

take wing. But I think the statement scarcely feasible, because, by

resting amoment on the paddles, the
"

tell tales''become silent, and they

certainly cannot be heard by birds beyond forty or fifty yards' range.

I have never found the smallest inconvenience myself from the "
tell

tales." A remedy may easily be found, if necessary, by substituting

a carvel for a clench-built punt.

It is desirable that there should be no farther projection of the stem

* This must not be confounded with "
tell-tale," a portable mariner's compass.
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of the punt beyond the muzzle of the gun than is absolutely

necessary and this depends in a great measure on the form and con-

struction of the punt, and may be materially provided against by

continuing the floor as flat and far forward as possible, so that it

may be more buoyant under the heavy weight of metal which

depresses the head of an ordinary punt. The muzzle of the gun
should never extend beyond the stem of the boat.

It is a considerable protection to the bows of a punt to affix a piece

of thin sheet-copper round the stem, and a foot or two along the water-

streaks, when accustomed to move much among shell-ice
;
but it is

well to dispense with it when not required, so as to maintain the bow
as light and buoyant as practicable.

Wooden thowls should be used in all gunning-punts; iron or

copper or fixed rowlocks are one and all objectionable, and more

especially those heavy prominent projections which were attached to

Colonel Hawker's punts, and which used to stick up above the gun-
wales as very conspicuous objects. There is nothing more suitable

or lighter and more convenient than small, round-shaped, wooden

thowls, such as may be shipped and unshipped at pleasure.

The punting tyro should not venture in a narrow or crank punt ;

such is dangerous at all times, more especially under unskilful

management. The broader and flatter the punt at the bottom, so

much the safer will it be, and the less will be the draught of water.

The tyro is recommended to use a flat-bottomed punt at first, as such

is not so liable to get out of trim as a round-bottomed, and thus alter

the range of the gun 5
round-bottomed punts are more apt to

vary, from slight causes of misplacement in the interior, and require

an experienced hand to regulate their bearings, and manage them

under the different changes of position.

A punt may be the more graceful and pleasing to the eye when

sharp and narrow at the bows, but grace and elegance must not be

too much regarded by the boat-builder in this respect ;
because the

weight of the gun-metal is of necessity so heavy, that it cannot be

carried so far forward in the punt as it ought to be, if the boat is

sharp and narrow at the bows.

Particular attention should be paid to the outsides of gunning-

punts ; they must be kept quite clean, and any discolourings or

stains should be removed. The best colour for the exterior of a punt
is dusky white, or a shade of light green may be intermixed with the

white lead : a very little lamp-black stirred into the white paint
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makes a good invisible colour for a punt intended for night-work.
No varnish or shining material should be used in the paint, but the

duller and deader the colour (though snowy white) the better. The

interior of the punt may be a light buff, or straw colour, or any other

which suits the fancy, so long as it be not gay or attractive. But,
after all, a great deal of the good or ill success attending the sport

depends not so much on the punt as the skill of the punter.

The form and build of the gunning-punt differs slightly at almost

every county round the coast.

The Hampshire punts have round sterns, and are short and narrow
;

the usual length being but fourteen feet, and the breadth at gunwales
from two feet six inches to two feet eight inches, according to the

size and strength of the punter. The recoil of the gun in the Hamp-
shire punt is received by a rope breeching, rove through a strong
wooden knee, firmly fixed across the bottom planks of the punt, a

little in advance of the gun's balance
;

and this method is also

adopted in other counties, as the strongest place in the punt on which

to throw the force of the recoil, though it may well be doubted

whether the stem is not the best place through which to reeve the

breechings, and receive the strain.

The Essex gunning-punts have attained considerable notoriety ;

particularly those in the neighbourhood of Maldon, the form of

which is much in favour with those who resort to the pursuit of punt-

ing in winter as a means of subsistence
;
and a very precarious one it

must be in mild winters.

The form of the Maldon gunning*-punt is very similar to a coffin,

and is simply flat-bottomed, with sides nearly upright, formed of two

broad streaks. The usual length is sixteen and a-half to seventeen

feet, and the breadth two feet eight inches to two feet ten inches.

They are very handy for setting to birds, because of the narrowness

of their form enabling the punter to use his arms freely, and, by
means of the paddles, with considerable effect

;
but they are easily

upset, and require very great care on the part of the occupant in all

his movements. They have strong gunwales and cross-piece, and are

the least costly of any gunning-punt that can be built. When
intended for an extra large gun, they are built in proportion longer
and wider as may be required.

In loading the gun whilst afloat in one of these punts, it is usual

to row ashore, or lash the punt alongside a larger vessel.
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Two-Handed Punts.

Two-handed gunning-punts, or those constructed to carry two

persons, are seldom used at the present day. Many years ago, when

the birds were more numerous and less wild than now, two-handed

punts were very general. They have too formidable an appearance
on the water to allow of much success

;
and although manned by two

persons, they make slower progress through the water, and are much
more sluggish to propel than single-handed punts. One man sits or

kneels at the stern, in a most cramped and uncomfortable position,

and sculls with an oar, whilst the other lies down to attend the gun ?'

and if his arms are long enough to reach across the boat (which must

of necessity be much wider than a single-handed punt), he assists

with the paddles in propelling the boat towards the birds.

The advantages of two-handed punts are, that they carry a larger

gun than others
;
sometimes a full-sized stanchion-gun, which throws

from one and a-half to two pounds of shot at a charge, making fearful

destruction among large numbers of wild fowl
;
and when loaded with

mould-shot, they sweep the water from sixty to one hundred and

twenty yards, spreading terrible slaughter among the feathered tribe

all the way.
The gun is generally fitted so as to be t(

tipped" with the facility

of a smaller one
;
and flying shots are often made, just as the birds

rise from the water, the man at the helm turning the boat skilfully

with his oar, in the direction taken by the birds when rising in the air.

There is but little use in these days for two-handed gunning-punts.

B



CHAPTER XXII.

PUNT-GUNS.

" Praise in old time the sage Prometheus won,
Who stole ethereal radiance from the sun ;

But greater he, whose bold invention strove

To emulate the fiery bolts of Jove."

Translation by MILTON.

IMPROVEMENTS have gone to such an extent of late years in guns
of every description, that there is now no difficulty in obtaining a

sound and useful gun for any purpose required. If the fowler wishes

to become acquainted with the arts and contrivances of fitting and

stocking, or even casting and making, a gun, there are many treatises

on the subject, to some or one of which we would refer him. For

the purposes of this work, it will only be necessary to make a few

remarks on what is considered, from experience, to be the most

useful sort of gun j
and the best, the safest, and most convenient

methods of fitting, placing, and elevating it, for the punt ;
and those

also regarding the stanchion-gun, for the shooting-yacht.

And first, of the Punt-gun :

It is a great desideratum to have the punt-gun no heavier than

necessary, because of the inconvenience of shifting and loading a

heavy gun : nevertheless, it must be of sufficient size and substance

to carry three-quarters of a pound of shot, if intended for wild-goose

shooting, or for use on the open coast
j but, if required merely for

duck and widgeon, and for the general purposes of inland sport, a

gun carrying half-a-pound of shot will be found most suitable. The

length of barrel is immaterial : about six feet and a-half is as good
and useful a length for a punt-gun as any, and just as effective as one

of seven feet and upwards.
It is very desirable that the lock of a punt-gun should be safe and

secure, or accidents of the most lamentable nature may occur
;
and
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the punt-gun should never be shifted about, *>r taken to or from the

punt, with a cap on the nipple. It is also indispensably necessary
that the lock should be protected from the weather and ill effects of

salt water, by an oil-skin or painted-canvas coating-, which should be

kept over the lock at all times, except when actually punting- or

setting- to birds.

Elevation of the Punt-gun.

The success or failure of the punter's expeditions depend mainly
on this important consideration

;
for it must be obvious to every one,

that unless the punt-gun lies in a position bearing- accurately upon the

object fired at, the shot will be ineffective. Now it would seem an

easy matter to place a gun, whether heavy or not, in such a position

upon the head of a punt, as to be at all times in a direct line with

the object to be fired at. It is, however, by no means so simple a

task as many would suppose ; and, as it is one particularly demand-

ing- explanation, it will be our purpose to describe minutely the

whole art. And, for this purpose, a knowledge of trigonometry will

be found very useful to*the punter, and enable him the sooner to

acquire the art of rightly adjusting his gun on the head of the punt.

In the first place, the punter must remember that his gun is not

so light and handy a weapon as to be capable of being* moved about

with the facilities of a shoulder-piece ;
and when he is lying flat on

his chest on the floor of the punt, working his way towards a

number of wild-fowl, he cannot then shift his gun, nor can he, in an

ordinary way, alter the elevation, but must fire it from the position

in which it is placed; and which, unless he is an experienced punter,

is more likely to be too high or too low than to be exactly right.

Here are at least two chances to one against its being placed at

proper elevation.

A punt-gun, to be strictly in its proper and most effective

position, should lie so as to bear point-blank upon the object fired

at, eighty yards from the punt; and, if the punt be of proper
form and depth, as already described (p. 116), the strong- or

effective shot will range from sixty to one hundred yards, killing

everything in its track within that distance
; and, when once so

elevated, the punter should be careful to keep the gun always in

that position. The slightest alteration makes material difference
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i. e., if the muzzle of - the gun be raised ever so little, the shot

will strike the water at too great a distance
;
and probably the

effective shot will all strike out of range, whilst only a few loose

and weak grains will hit the object. On the other hand, if the

muzzle be ever so slightly depressed from the ascertained eleva-

tion, the shot will strike nearer the punt, killing only those birds

which are very near, whilst many others, which may be farther

off, but within range, will escape unhurt. And this alteration in

the elevation may arise from a very slight cause either from raising

the muzzle of the gun, or the breech, or, vice versa, from depressing

either; or it may arise from altering the trim of the punt i.
., by

putting heavier weight in the fore or aft part, such as changing the

position of the ammunition-box from its proper place in the stern to

the fore-part of the punt. Moving the position of the body a little

further forward or aft, will also alter the elevation
; or, if the punt

be leaky, the water which gets in will frequently disturb the equili-

brium : and, if the gun be drawn farther inboard, or pushed farther

out, the same consequences must obviously ensue.

It will thus be seen that a very little will so far alter the trim of

the punt, and consequently the elevation of the gun, as to completely

disappoint the punter's expectations when* he shoots. It therefore

becomes highly important to see carefully to the correct bearings of

the gun; for sometimes an unconscious movement may do all the

mischief; and more especially if the punt be a light or small one. A
heavier or lighter one than that for which the gun is elevated will

generally incur the same result
;
and it is too late to discover this

error when making up to birds, because of the difficulty of being able

to find the exact elevation at such a time, and the danger of disturb-

ing them by moving or exposing oneself in the punt. An experienced

punter knows whether his gun is in the right position or not the

moment he lies down and runs his eye along the barrel in line with

the water, which he always does if in a strange punt ;
and generally

on all occasions before going in pursuit of wild-fowl. And if he finds

it not in correct position, he raises or lowers the muzzle until he ob-

tains the proper elevation.

It has been my endeavour to explain the system of elevation, with

the cause and effect, as fully and clearly as I am able, though at the

risk of being considered tedious, because it is of great importance to a

tyro to make himself acquainted with those desiderata before attempt-

ing to use the punt-gun, Much of the difficulty, however, may be
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obviated by means of a small copper crutch or rest for the barrel of

the gun. The crutch should work with a male and female screw, so

as to be capable of being
1 raised or depressed at pleasure ;

and this is

one of the best, the quickest, and most convenient means of adjusting

the elevation of the punt-grin. I have seen inexperienced hands

within fatal range of numbers of wild-fowl, and yet they have fired

without killing a bird, because of the gun not lying at proper eleva-

tion : and I have seen others fire at wild-geese successfully ;
whilst

with the same gun, in the same position, they have fired at widgeon
without a shot touching them. It is because of the gun lying a little

too hig*h. The geese being' larger birds, sit higher on the water, and

receive the shot
;
whilst the widgeon being so much smaller, and

consequently sitting lower on the surface, the strong shot all flies

over their heads.

It is sometimes difficult to convince an ignorant man of the force of

this argument, he being so strongly impressed with the idea that, if

the gun lies in a right position for geese, it does so for widgeon, or

any other bird. Now a gun, when correctly elevated for ordinary

purposes, ought to be in such a position as to kill both geese

and widgeon with equal facility, sitting on the water
;
but before

shooting at swans the muzzle should be slightly elevated : and the

same for waders such as herons and curlews, which stand on the

mud above the ordinary elevation of a punt-gun.
The tyro sportsman is particularly recommended to pay due

attention to the highly important art of elevation. The punt-

gun should be placed a little to the right of the punt, that the

shooter may place his shoulder firmly to the stock on taking aim,

without having to shift his body on one side or the other, or alter

the trim of the punt in any way.

Gun-breechings and Recoil-springs.

And now as to the means of checking the recoil of the punt-gun.
There are several different methods of accomplishing this operation,

the most ancient of which is by means of a strong* iron fulcrum,

fitting into a stout cross-piece of wood, the latter built into the punt
a little forward of the midships. The fulcrum is in the form of a

crutch at the upper part, in which to receive the gun ;
the stem of

the crutch fitting into an iron socket, and there being a cross-bolt

or shifting pin run through the upper ends of the crutch and the
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stock of the gun, it is thus firmly secured : and the stem of the

crutch fitting
1

easily into the socket, the gun may be worked as if on

a pivot. But this old-fashioned plan is the worst of all, and the

most dangerous, it being a gross error to confine the gun so that it

cannot be relieved in recoil. And the danger of tearing the cross-

piece from the punt is great, the jar occasioned by the recoil when

the gun is confined is also very serious
;

besides which, it throws up
the muzzle, and not unfrequently seriously injures the face or shoulder

of the punter. Worse than all, a gun so confined shoots very in-

accurately, and has to be laid at a high elevation, because when fired

at an object in line it always throws the shot below it.

The most simple contrivance of all for relieving the jerk of the re-

coil is by means of rope-breechings ;
and there are two or three

methods of employing them. One is by passing a rope, of propor-

tional size, through the stem of the punt, and securing it on either

side the barrel of the gun by a loop and hitch to an iron cross-bolt,

which is passed through that part of the gun-stock which incases

the outside of the barrel
;

this is as good and simple a plan as any,

the length and elasticity of the breechings easing the recoil without

jarring the punt or straining anything but the rope.

Another plan is that of securing the two ends of the rope to a chock

or cross-piece inside the punt, by simply reeving them through holes in

the chock, and making knots in the ends to prevent their being drawn

back
;
a loop of the rope is thus formed, which falls into a groove cut

in the stock to receive it. For this purpose the rope must be larger

than that used for the gun-breechings last described
;
and the more

elastic the rope the easier will be the jerk of the recoil.

Another method frequently adopted in open punts, or those having
their fore-bows uncovered, is by reeving a rope through a ring firmly

bolted to the stem-piece, and leading it aft on each side the barrel
;

securing it to the cross-bolt by two loops, or by a loop on one side

and a hitch on the other.

Either of these plans are very simple, and are recommended as

safe, serviceable, and inexpensive. But the best plan of all is Colonel

Hawker's invention of a steel spiral recoil-spring ;
to make use of

which it is necessary for a plug to be cast with the gun-barrel, the

recoil-spring and its fittings being separately cast, and on being
secured by shifting bolts, or otherwise, to a strong chock, the barrel

is attached to the recoil apparatus by the iron plug before alluded to
;

when the whole force of the recoil is, by means of the patent apparatus,
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thrown directly upon the spiral spring ;
and the barrel having suffi-

cient play, it works with remarkable facility, no perceptible jerk or

inconvenience being felt on placing the shoulder to the stock of the

gun when firing it. The apparatus being necessarily composed
of iron or gun-metal, it adds slightly to the weight in the fore-part

of the punt ;
but the same apparatus answers equally well for the

shooting-yacht or sailing-punt. The patent spiral recoil-spring and

apparatus, as adapted to the punt and shooting-yacht, though exqui-

sitely simple, is one of Colonel Hawker's best and most useful

inventions.

The punter intending to fit a punt-gun with the spiral recoil-spring

should have the punt built purposely to receive the fittings ;
and the

boat-builder will find the difficulties of his task much simplified if he

has the gun and fittings by his side whilst building the punt.

A small gun may be used in the punt, without any breechings,

provided the shooter has sufficient courage to fire, a thickly-padded

cushion being all that is necessary to place to the shoulder
;
but I

cannot recommend any one to fire a gun loaded with half a pound of

shot and upwards without gun-breechings, wherewith to ease the

recoil : though I have seen it done by placing the but-end just under

the arm, and nipping it close between the arm and ribs, in this manner

allowing the stock to pass beneath the shoulder on the gun recoiling.



CHAPTER XXIII.

MANAGEMENT OF THE PUNT-GUN.

Come, come ! Mr. Gunner !

Prythee, Mr. Gunner,
A little more powder
Your shot doth, require.
Fire ! Gunner, fire ! do, do !"

Suffolk ditty.

EVERY punter must carry an ammunition box, which should be made

to fit in a place assigned to it in the very stern of the punt, whereby
it assists, when containing ammunition, in counterpoising the forepart

of the punt against the weight of the large gun. The interior of the

ammunition box may be fitted according to the punter's fancy, so as

to contain all the necessary requisites of powder, shot of various sizes,

gun-charger, oakum for wadding, extra caps, priming-tunnel, and

whatever else the sportsman may consider essential to his complete

equipment. The box must be perfectly tight, and water-proof; and

the powder should be kept in flasks or canisters. The punt-gun

ought always to be loaded with coarse-grain or battle powder ;
and

for any gun carrying over four ounces at a charge, cannon-powder

the grains of which are about the size of tare-seed, is best. It is a

great mistake to load the punt-gun with fine-grained powder ;
the gun

does not shoot so well with it as with the other : and if laid-by a few

days, it is highly probable the gun will not go off at all; or, if it does,

hang fire. When taken out on salt-water, fine- grain powder is soon

affected, and loses much of its force
;

it is also very liable to stick to

the sides of the barrel when loading, unless deposited at once and

directly in the chamber of the gun. Glazed powder is not desirable
;

on the contrary, the other is to be preferred, because of its greater

purity.

There is no difficulty in loading with the battle powder, for by toss-

ing a charge in at the muzzle, and then raising the barrel slightly,

the powder rolls down to the chamber at once, rattling against
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the inside of the barrel as it descends, and thereby satisfying the

sportsman that it does not stick to the cylinder.

In addition to the ammunition box^which must contain the re-

quisites already enumerated, and any others which from the peculiar

construction of the gun may be found necessary a loading-rod must

form part of the equipment, and must be fitted with a good strong

spiral-worm, for drawing the charge or wiping out the barrel. The

loading-spoon recommended by Colonel Hawker is an unnecessary

appurtenant ;
the gun may be loaded quicker and better without it, as

I hope to show in a manner satisfactory to my readers. The Colonel's

loading-spoon is neither more nor less than a scoop made of tin or

copper, in diameter a trifle smaller than the interior of the barrel.

This spoon is attached to a rod of about the same length as the

loading-rod ;
and a charge of powder being measured and put in the

spoon, it has to be carefully pushed down the barrel and deposited in

the chamber of the gun. But to do this properly the greatest care is

necessary; the mouth of the scoop containing the powder must be kept

uppermost, or partly so
;
and with a very long handle the proceeding

requires more than ordinary caution : besides, when brought to the

muzzle of the gun, unless the breech-end is uppermost, it must be

very difficult, if not impossible, to prevent the powder running out of

the spoon long before reaching the bottom. Of what advantage,

then, is the loading-spoon so strongly recommended by Colonel

Hawker ? Every one accustomed to punting knows how extremely
awkward and dangerous it is to raise the breech-end of a large punt-

gun, when afloat in a cranky boat. By chance the charge might

occasionally be deposited at the bottom of the barrel by means of

the loading-spoon, if the gun were placed in a horizontal position, and

the muzzle tipped up before withdrawing the spoon ;
but it is not

easily done, except when the gun lies in its proper berth for shooting;
in which position it cannot be loaded unless the punt be lying aground,
and the punter gets out to do it. Another disadvantage attends it :

the loading-spoon with its long-rod is very liable to get damp, and

even wet, from lying about in the punt, which would make it

injurious to the powder. Col. Hawker also asserts that by means of

the loading-spoon the shot may be shovelled out of the barrel when it

becomes necessary to draw the charge. Now it is impossible that this

can be done with the facility the Colonel would have his readers

believe
;
because it cannot be done at all unless the gun is laid in a

horizontal position, or with the but-end higher than the muzzle. I have
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always found the simplest plan to be, on drawing the charge, merely

to raise the breach-end of the gun, giving it a tap, when the shot

will directly run down into the charger, the shot bag, or whatever

may be placed to receive it. The object of the loading-spoon appears

to be simply for depositing the powder in the chamber, in a dry and

pure condition, that no particle of it may stick to the sides of the

barrel in its passage down. I maintain that this may be done more

effectually, and in less than half the time required under Colonel

Hawker's plan, by the simple and ordinary means of loading ;
which

I now purpose to explain.

To Load the Punt- Gun.

Cast-off the lashings and gun breechings, and carefully slide the

but-end of the gun to the stern of the punt ; bring the ammunition-

box forward, so as to have it handy; let the muzzle of the gun
be slightly elevated, resting on the cross-piece of the punt, or

on the midships of the gunnel ;
take the loading-rod, and, if at all

wet, wipe it carefully with a bit of oakum
;
then take a small hand-

ful of oakum,and roll it on to the spiral-worm of the loading-rod;

with this, well wipe the interior of the barrel
;
and the gun will

shoot all the better if you take a second piece of oakum and wipe

out the barrel a second time. This done
;
take the charger which

should be made of copper or tin a simple tube of conical form, the

small end fitting easily into the muzzle of the gun, but the base

sufficiently large to prevent more than half the tube entering the

barrel
; carefully measure a charge of cannon powder, pouring it

directly from the canister into the charger ;
toss it immediately into

the barrel; raise the muzzle, and it will all roll rattling down into the

chamber of the gun without the aid of a loading-spoon or any such

useless incumbrances. Then take another handful of oakum clean and

dry roll it firmly into a ball, thrust it into the barrel, and ram it home

on the powder ;
then load with shot in precisely the same manner,

except that the oakum wadding placed over the shot should consist

of only half the quantity of that used for the powder.

Having loaded the barrel with powder and shot, carefully slide

the gun back again into its berth, and secure it to the breechings.

Then, if it goes with copper tubes instead of gun-caps, there is

nothing else to do but merely slip in the tube and all is ready for

action
;
but with a percussion nipple a little more remains to be done.
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The gun being charged with cannon powder, and the nipple care-

fully wiped, some fine grain gunpowder must be drilled into the

nipple, by means of a tiny copper or brass tube, made for the pur-

pose ;
and the nipple being filled and capped, the percussion gun is

completely ready. There is no quicker or better method of loading

the punt-gun, that I ever saw or heard of, than this.

I recommend oakum* for loading, as far preferable to cut or

punched wads, which have lately been introduced, and which I have

often used, but never with the satisfaction which attends oakum

wadding. Wads cut with a punch answer admirably for small guns,

and of course no sportsman would use anything else
; but, be they of

ever so thick a substance, they are not desirable either for punt or

stanchion guns.

The wadding placed over a charge of powder which is to scatter

from J Ib. to 1^ Ib. of shot should be a tough and solid substance,

and the larger the bore the thicker must be the wad. Throughout

my experience I have never seen anything so well suited to the

purpose as a ball of oakum, which, when rammed over the powder,
remains firmer than any punched wad yet invented

;
and I have

always found my guns throw the shot sharper and more compact with

an oakum wad than with anything else. There is another advantage,
in the event of having occasion to draw the charge from the barrel.

The spiral-worm will take firm hold of the oakum wad, because of the

stringy nature of the material
;
and be it ever so firmly embedded in

the barrel, it may be drawn out
;
which is not the case with a punched

wad the latter being often very difficult to draw from large guns,

generally coming out bit by bit, and finally mixing its dusty substance

among the charge.

It may be very desirable to give the young sportsman a caution in

drawing a charge from a punt-gun. The spiral-worm used for the

purpose is generally steel or iron
;
and in screwing it into the powder-

wadding he must be cautious
;
for if the worm goes through the wad

into the powder, and comes in contact with any hard or brittle sub-

stance, it may explode the powder and blow him
instantly into

eternity. Here, again, is another important advantage in the oakum

wadding, which may be drawn out without screwing the worm entirely

through it, though such could not be done with punched wadding.

* Col. Hawker, after all his experience, also found that for waddings for punt-
guns there was nothing like the best picked oakum.
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It is very seldom, however, that the powder wadding
1 has to be

drawn from the punt-gun ;
the most that is required is the shot wad-

ding, which it often becomes necessary to draw for the purpose of

changing the shot for larger or smaller, according to the size of the

birds the punter may happen to meet with. But the young sportsman
is recommended to avoid drawing a charge of powder from the barrel

it being always more practicable to fire it off.

The attitude in which the punter places himself for the purpose of

loading the punt-gun when afloat, must depend on the stability of the

punt and the weight of the gun ; generally speaking, punts are

so cranky that the greatest possible caution is necessary in shifting a

heavy gun backwards and forwards in the punt, or the unintentional

swerve of man or gun to either side may throw both overboard. It

is therefore safest for the punter to keep upon his knees ;
as he may

load his gun and perform every necessary movement in that

attitude. But if the punt be of sufficient stability to allow of his

standing upright, in safety, he may load quicker, and with more

comfort to himself probably, by getting upon his feet. It is usual to

pull ashore or to a mud bank when near-by, for the purpose of loading

large guns with greater facility and safety.

The sportsman must pay due regard to the size of his shot
;

for if

too small it only wounds, and kills nothing dead
;
but if too large,

the pellets fly at random, and not sufficiently compact in form. The

size of shot must therefore be regulated in accordance with the

magnitude of the gun and size of the birds fired at.

After all my experience, I found the best-sized shot for the general

purposes of punting were BB. and AA, But when expressly in pursuit

of wild-geese, with the stanchion gun, I used S.S.G. (15 to the oz.) or

S.S.S.G. (17 to oz.), and for swans L.G. : (of these there are only

5J pellets to the oz.). S.G. there are eleven. For the punt-gun, by

night, I used No. 1, or single B.'s.

If the punt-gun be loaded with shot cartridges, an oakum wadding
should be put over the powder just the same

; though it need not be

quite so large as for loose shot.
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Firing the Punt- Gun.

"
Come, come ! my brave boys !

Though rarely well done
Show them the way
You fire the great gun !"

Suffolk ditty.

The shoulder of the punter should always be placed firmly against

the stock of the punt-gun on firing ;
but the sportsman must be cautious

that his feet do not press horizontally against any part of the punt, or

any unyielding substance, offering resistance to his feet
;
because the

gun, though carefully breeched, will not admit of being too

closely confined, but must be allowed a little space for recoil, and

though it be secured with rope breechings, there is generally

sufficient back-force to push away the prostrate punter j who, with no

resistance against his feet, glides harmlessly back; whilst if his

feet were pressing against the stretcher, or any other fixture, the kick

of the gun would inevitably break his collar-bone, and this, notwith-

standing the gun was secured with stout rope breechings.*

Tipping the Punt- Gun.

By tipping the punt-gun is meant pressing upon the stock or but-

endj and thus elevating the muzzle for the purpose of firing at

wild-fowl on the wing. This proceeding becomes necessary when the

birds are wild, and rise before the punter has succeeded in getting

fairly within range for a sitting shot, but not too far for a flying

shot. Birds may be killed at a greater distance when on the wing
than when sitting on the water with their wings closed. Now, from

the peculiar position of the punter (lying flat on his stomach), it is

obvious that tipping the gun and taking a flying shot is no very

simple taskr but one that requires tact and skill. Young hands

frequently miss these shots, because they do not aim high enough,
or shoot soon enough; and thus the whole charge passes harmlessly
beneath the birds.

* A small gun, loaded with only two drachms of powder, will break a man's
collar-bone if fired straight up in the air from his shoulder the man standing upon
hard ground. Accidents of this kind frequently occur at rook-shooting parties,

through firing from positions directly beneath the birds.
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The punter must be careful of his shoulder in making- flying shots

with a large punt-gun, or he will assuredly do himself a serious

injury ;
and he must also take care that his gun does not fall over-

board from the force of the recoil. It is an awkward position from

which to shoot, with a heavy gun ; though with caution and practice

it may be safely performed. And it is highly important for every

punter to understand it, as many of the best shots are sometimes

made by putting up the birds and tipping the gun.*
It will thus be seen that the punt-gun must be balanced with nice

precision, or it cannot be tipped. But the equilibrium may be

sufficiently maintained without placing the gun in such a ticklish

position that the slightest touch would throw up the muzzle
; indeed,

that would be highly erroneous : it should rest on the cross-piece, so

that a moderate pressure say, of four or five pounds weight will

tip it up, or just so that when the gun flies back in recoil from a

horizontal shot, it may not lose its equilibrium and throw up the

muzzle, contrary to the intention of the punter.

Punt-gun triggers often have a short bit of string attached to

them, that the hand may not be injured by the trigger when the gun
flies backward or forward at the recoil. But, as a general rule, small

punt-guns are fired without the string ; and, when so, it is safest to

put all the fingers before the trigger at the time of pulling it.

Neither punt nor stanchion-gun should have guards over the trigger,

because of the danger attending such, in often bruising, and sometimes

severely lacerating, the hands and fingers when incautiously placed

within the guard on pulling the trigger.

Col. Hawker's Double-barrelled Punt-Gun.

In the late Colonel Hawker's "Instructions to Young Sportsmen"

he speaks of the double-barrelled punt-gun as the most effective and

useful weapon of the kind he ever used. Now, without any dis-

couragement to those who may wish to possess themselves of such a

gun, or desire on my part to impugn the worthy Colonel's veracity,

I may be permitted to say, that after years of active experience in wild-

fowl shooting with punt, stanchion, and other guns, I have no hesitation

* One of the most satisfactory shots I ever made in this manner was at two

pair of black geese, which I had punted to, and when within range found they sat

so awkwardly, that it was impossible to kill more than a pair at a shot
;

so I

frightened them up, tipped my gun, and knocked down all four.
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in comdemning double-barrelled punt-guns as dangerous, inconvenient,

unnecessarily cumbersome, and totally unfit for the ordinary purposes

of punting. These assertions I am ready to back by challenging

any one using a double-barrelled punt-gun of the magnitude and

description of that referred to in Colonel's Hawker's book for a

week, or a season, of ordinary wild-fowl shooting to kill as many
with a single-barrelled stanchion g*un within the same period. One

barrel of Col. Hawker's gun was fitted with flint-and-lock, and the

other with percussion
" a pair of barrels put together so as to fire two

circles, each one partly eclipsed with the other." Either barrel might
be fired separately ;

but the object seems to have been to fire two

pounds of shot with as little recoil and as great effect as might be.

The Colonel adds :

" At the moment that one part of the birds are being killed by the

detonator, the others are just conveniently opening their wings for

the flint barrel, though they have not time to rise
; because I have

here eased the recoil, and got the barrels together so as to do the

business point blank."

Now, I very much question the authority of the Colonel as to

whether the second barrel ever did anything beyond killing the slain,

or firing wide of the mark
; though both triggers might be pulled

apparently simultaneously. The instant the first barrel is fired the

uninjured birds spring from the water, and the second charge passes

beneath them
;

but which, from the cloud of smoke left by the

discharge for a few seconds between the birds and the punt, it is

impossible for the punter to see
;
and he accordingly fires the second

barrel without the possibility of taking aim, or knowing whether they
have risen or not : and this is assuming that the gun still lies in point

blank direction of the birds at the second discharge, which, in nine

cases out of ten, would not be the case; as the jar occasioned by the

discharge of the first barrel of so large a gun almost invariably alters

its position for the second
;
and it is clear that the slightest deviation

of the position of the punt-gun, necessarily alters the range of

the shot.

It can, therefore, be through a miracle only that the second barrel

of a large punt-gun adds to the number of birds slaughtered by the

first, though fired with all possible dispatch after the other.

Could the two barrels be discharged at one and the same instant,

as if both by one trigger, then the double discharge might tell with

double effect
;

but every one knows the imprudence, if not the
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danger, of firing both barrels of a gun, of any description, simulta-

neously.

There is but one way in which the double-barrelled punt-gun

might be used with extra effect, and that is, by firing the first

barrel at the birds whilst sitting on the water
;
and then "

tipping"

the gun, and firing the second at them when on the wing ; but, as

before observed, the smoke from the first discharge would, in nine

cases out of ten, obscure them from view, so that no aim could be

taken : consequently, no certainty would attend the second one.

But there is another obstacle even to this suggestion: a double-

barrelled punt-gun of the magnitude described, would be too heavy
for a man to "

tip," and take a flying shot, whilst prostrate on the

floor of his punt. To be enabled to do it readily, a good deal

of machinery and extra apparatus would be required, adding
more weight to the already uselessly heavy double punt-gun and

fittings.

There is, besides, another very grave objection to the double-

barrelled punt-gun. Experience teaches us that a punt for wild-

fowling purposes should be as light and buoyant as possible ;
no

larger than absolutely necessary; should be of easy draught of

water, and capable of being propelled without over-fatiguing the

punter, in order that he may, when desirable, approach his birds

rapidly, and be enabled to turn or alter the course of the punt
without inconvenience. All this can only be accomplished with

punt and gun of ordinary dimensions. But Colonel Hawker's

double-barrelled punt-gun is, of necessity, a very weighty piece of

artillery, such as would almost sink a single-handed punt ; and in a

boat purposely constructed for two persons, it would be found quite

heavy enough ;
to say nothing of the difficulty of approaching birds

in two-handed punts, and of moving them with sufficient activity to

obtain much success.

Another objection is, the inconvenience of shifting such a gun to

the aft or middle of the punt, for the purpose of reloading a move-

ment necessary in all gunning-punts when the gun has to be loaded

whilst afloat
;
and if, by chance, one barrel only is fired, the pon-

derous piece of artillery has to be shifted aft, the cap removed from

the loaded barrel, and the empty one re-charged, that the prospects

of a double shot may not be thrown away !

Such are among the most serious objections to double-barrelled

punt-guns j
and it is hoped that enough has been said to convince
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any one accustomed to punting*, of the danger and useless encum-

brance of such pieces of wild-fowling artillery.

The Stanchion-gun.

" Hear his proud thunder floating on the tide !

Mark the dread fiat of the death-winged shower !

"

T. HUGHES.

A gun carrying from a pound to a pound-and-a-half of shot at

a charge, must of necessity be a formidable weapon ;
and no one

should attempt fitting one to a shooting-yacht, unless experienced in

the manner of using large guns ;
the necessary appendages for their

safe management, with the requisite equipment for handling, loading,

and firing them, being totally different to those employed for small

guns.

The barrel of a stanchion-gun capable of carrying a charge of

a pound-and-a-half of shot is generally about eight feet in length, the

interior of the barrel being one inch and a half in diameter. A gun
of these proportions is much too large for punting ;

and the only

proper place for using such is aboard a shooting-yacht, where, with a

proper equipment, it may sometimes be employed with immense success

on the large gaggles of wild-geese which annually visit our coast.

Stanchion-guns of this magnitude are of comparatively modern inven-

tion
;
and many improvements have been made in them of late years,

so that they may now be used aboard shooting-yachts with the

facility of a shoulder-piece ; and, with care and attention, may be

kept in as perfect order, and as bright and clean, as the most fasti-

dious sportsman could desire
;
and this, too, though in daily use upon

the salt water.

Neat's-foot oil, or boiled linseed oil (such as is used in paint) is

the best dressing for gun-barrels, when in use on the salt water.

Salad-oil has not sufficient substance to check the tendency to rust,

though it is the proper article for the locks and interior fittings of

all guns.

The patent plug and spiral recoil-spring alluded to under the head
"
Punt-guns," is a valuable and indispensable appendage to the

stanchion-gun, and is one of Colonel Hawker's best contrivances. It

is a great improvement on the cumbrous machinery which was

used previous to that invention, called the "
grasshopper-spring"
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a rude and unsightly construction, made of steel gig-spring's,
and bearing some resemblance in shape to a grasshopper whence
its name but which, since Colonel Hawker's neat and perfect
invention of the spiral recoil-spring, has been cast aside as an ob-

ject of ridicule. I well remember the days when the a
grass-

hopper" was the only method in use for checking the recoil of

the stanchion-gun : it was always in the way of ropes, besides

bruising and cutting the hands and fingers of those who chanced

to handle it.

Method of using the Stanchion-gun on Land.

A stanchion-gun, of any size, may be used on land with the same

facility that it is used on the water, but with far less success
;

for it is seldom that an effective shot can be made with the

stanchion-gun from the open shore, because of the formidable

appearance of the gun-carriage, which is necessary for enabling
the sportsman to fire so large a piece of artillery with personal

safety.

Colonel Hawker invented a stanchion-gun-carriage, for the pur-

pose of approaching wild-fowl in the open country, instead of the old-

fashioned method by means of the stalking-horse j
and recommends

the whole being covered with boughs of trees, or niasked in front

with sheep-skins, and adds :

" The birds will then let you approach
them as well as if you were some harmless quadruped." With de-

ference to such an authority, I boldly affirm that the masked

carriage is thoroughly impracticable, and that wild-fowl cannot be so

approached on open country. The very machine itself, when motion-

less
;

as shown by the copious illustrations of it in the work alluded

to, whether masked or otherwise, would frighten any wild-fowl
5
to say

nothing of such a scare-crow machine being put in motion towards

such vigilant birds as wild-geese, ducks, widgeon, and others which

alight in open countries.

The only practicable use to which the machine can be applied is,

for firing the stanchion-gun from a plantation or place of conceal-

ment on the banks of a lake or pond ;
and for that purpose it is very

well adapted, and may be found useful in a park or on the margin of

extensive ponds frequented by wild-fowl, where a commanding scope

or range of water can be obtained
;
but this is an experiment much to
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be condemned, because it induces wild-fowl to forsake the water,

especially if they are fired at by night.

I should be much disposed to believe, that Col. Hawker's successful

tests of this machine were confined to the shots to which he alludes

having- made with it at leverets, starlings and some other land-

birds, less watchful than wild-fowl. Most sportsmen are familiar

with the anecdote he relates, of a marvellous shot at starlings with

the stanchion-gun, on Lord Rodney's estate, at Alresford. If the

Colonel had ever made a successful shot at wild-fowl, on open

country, by aid of the machine, why not relate the circumstance, in-

stead of the less sportsmanlike proceeding of shooting leverets and

starlings with a stanchion-gun ?

Many of Colonel Hawker's inventions were mere experiments ;

some of them thoroughly impracticable, and such as were never

successfully employed ; but, notwithstanding, they are introduced

in his work on Guns and Shooting, with all the confidence imaginable.



CHAPTER XXIV.

PUNTING BY DAYLIGHT.

"
Wary they gaze our boat in silence glides,
The slow-moved paddles steal along the sides."

ALEXANDER WILSON,

PUNTING is the art of pursuing- wild-fowl in a small boat, termed a

gunning-punt.* One of the rudiments of the art is, that of pro-

pelling the punt ahead by means of a pair of paddles when in deep
water

;
and in shallow, the punt is sometimes pushed ahead with the

assistance of a pole, termed a setting pole ;
in absence of which, an

oar answers the purpose of the latter. The punter, when using either

paddles or setting pole, lies prostrate on the floor of the punt, upon
his chest or stomach

;
and in that position approaches, and shoots the

birds, either as they sit upon the water, or just at the moment of their

taking wing.
A considerable deal of practice is necessary before a man can

become a proficient in this, la creme de la creme of the sport of wild-

fowl shooting. Col. Hawker, speaking of the art of punting, says it

is
"
least understood of any sport in existence :" and certainly at the

time when the Colonel wrote, punting was in its infancy.

When once a man has made himself master of the art, and become

familiarized with the habits of wild-fowl, there is no sport more

winning, or requiring more skill, and creating greater excitement

than punting by daylight.

For moving about the water in pursuit of sport, the punter uses

a short pair of sculls, sitting with his back to the prow, as in all

other rowing boats. But when in the immediate expectation of

finding birds, he turns round and faces the other way; and, by a

back stroke of the sculls, propels the punt with nearly equal facility

*
Vide, page 116. The Gunning-punt.
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to that of the ordinary position for rowing : to do which, the punter

may either sit upon the floor, or, as is the more general method, lie

may keep upon his knees.

Directly the punter discovers any birds, if within reasonable dis-

tance, he lies down at once, unships his oars, and proceeds to approach
them through the assistance of the paddles. If in deep water, he

will confine himself to the use of these alone, for the purpose of

"setting up" to the birds : but in shallow water he generally resorts

to the setting-pole, i. e., a small pole about eight or ten feet in length,

shod at the lower end with an iron ferrule, or a lump of lead, so as to

assist it in sinking to the bottom. If the setting-pole has a forked end,

it will be found useful in pinning down wounded birds by their necks,

when pursuing them on the^ooze. When the punter requires one or both

hands inside the punt, for the purpose of steadying the gun and

pulling trigger, or otherwise, he need not take in the paddles at the

moment, but may leave them hanging over the sides of the boat.

The young punter will find it no easy task to work his punt ahead

in the wind's eye, with a pair of hand-paddles, whilst lying flat upon
his chest. The pursuit will try his arms severely, at first

;
for it is

downright hard work, much more so than rowing ;
on account of the

prostrate position in which the punter has to perform his operations.

It is usual to be provided with an extra jacket, or cushion, on which

to rest the chest or stomach : and such is a great comfort and

assistance to the punter. The extra jacket will often be found very
useful when obliged to sit about in the cold, waiting the flow of tide

;

also in case of snow or rain and such like casualties.

The paddles used for the purpose of punting are about 2| feet in

length by four or five inches in breadth : they are of the form and

substance of oar-blades, rounded at the top for handles, slightly

forked at the bottom, and connected together by a string or small

cord, which is secured through a little hole bored in the top of the

handles : the object of the cord being as a preventive against losing

them when dropped alongside the punt at the time of using the

hand for pulling the trigger.

The engraving opposite, is intended to represent a scene of one

of the author's best shots by daylight. It occurred at about eight
o'clock one morning in the month of January, during a snow-

storm, when the birds appeared particularly tame : the scene is there-

fore termed " the day for ducks." The punter has just fired half-a-

pound of shot among a paddling of wild-ducks, killing twenty-nine
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dead, and wounding twenty-two and upwards, making fifty-one at a

shot the number captured on the occasion.

On pulling
1 the fatal trigger, a cloud of smoke rose before me, through

which I dimly saw hundreds of ducks flying off in line
;

with here

and there a victim mortally wounded, dropping dead from the team
;

whilst the echo of the murderous artillery resounded afar across the

freezing waters. On the smoke clearing off, I beheld, as it were, a

pathway of dead and dying ducks, extending a long distance in line

with the position of my gun. At first sight, this line of slaughter

appeared compact and unbroken
;
but on approaching, to collect the

victims of my charge, one by one there emerged from the dead

and dying, some less severely struck, winged und wounded birds,

which made off as best they could, fluttering and struggling in

the water : and thus the imaginary pathway soon became a broken

and scattered extent of dead, dying, and disabled victims.

The numbers of wild-fowl which may be killed with the punt-gun,

appear to the novice so extravagant as to create in his mind im-

pressions of incredulity; but let him proceed to the scenes of

slaughter in company with those skilled in the sport, during a favour-

able season
;
and conviction will be the best means of removing his

doubts.

Not wishing to make these pages the medium for chronicling my
own successes, I merely mention the numbers killed on the occasion

alluded to, for the purpose of explaining the engraving ;
but shall in

subsequent pages carefully refrain from anything like a record of

the numbers which from time to time it has been my good for-

tune to kill at a shot. Desirous to keep within the bounds of facts,

though occurring under my own immediate observation, I may
assert, in round numbers, that from sixty to one hundred widgeon
have often been stopped by the single discharge of a large punt-gun.
But when these great shots are made, the punter seldom recovers all

his wounded birds : from ten to twenty of those which are slightly

wounded, generally contrive to get so far away from the scene whilst

the punter is gathering those nearest to him, that they entirely elude

his grasp, more especially if there be much floating ice
;

as there

generally is when wild-fowl are numerous, and assemble in such large

flights as to admit of these wonderful shots being made.

It must be borne in mind, that it is only from the punt that so large

numbers, as here enumerated, can be killed at a shot. If the same

gun, loaded in precisely similar manner, were fired at equal distance
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from the deck of a shooting yacht, or any more elevated position, at

the same number of birds, probably less than half the number would

be killed at once
;
and this will be immediately apparent to any one

who will give himself a few moments' reflection. A gun, large or

small, fired point-blank at any object as from the deck of a yacht,

can only throw the shot within a limited space ;
because the course

of the shot must go (allowing for gravitation) in direct line with the

barrel
;
and consequently if a stanchion gun be fired from the yacht

at birds sixty yards off, probably some of the shot kills or wounds

every bird which may be sitting within a circular space of three or

four feet, or even more; and the remainder of the shot are then

buried under water within the same circular space. But, on the

contrary, when the gun is placed on the head of a punt, only a

few inches above the surface of the water, and in line with any

objects which may be sitting on that surface, within a certain dis-

tance, the destruction which follows a discharge from so formidable

a weapon must be very extensive
;

and probably some of the shot

find their way to the flesh of more than one victim.

It requires considerable experience ere a man can adjust a punt-gun
with that accuracy which is necessary to make his shot tell to

the greatest advantage. If the elevation be in the least degTee
too high or too low, though he may kill a good many birds at a

shot, still he does not destroy so many as he might do, if capable of

adjusting the gun upon the head of the punt with that scientific

nicety which is requisite for directing the full force of the charge
in its most effective course.

In illustration of this principle, let any one fire a gun from his

shoulder, whilst standing upright, at twenty pigeons feeding on the

ground, at forty yards' distance, as closely huddled together as may
be

;
then let him try his skill at the same distance, and same number

of pigeons, by firing from a level of a few inches from the ground,
and he will find the shot tell with nearly double effect to that of the

other discharge.

It is a mistake, however, to place the gun too low : for instance, if

the head of the punt were only two or three inches above the surface,

the gun might then be placed at an elevation of only four inches from

the actual level of the water
;
which would not be high enough for

an effective shot
;
and though many birds might be killed at a dis-

charge, nevertheless, in no proportion to the numbers which otherwise

would be, from an elevation two or three inches higher : nearly half
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the strong
1 shot would be thrown under water in the one case, whilst,

in the other, almost every shot in the barrel would be thrown directly
at the objects : that is to say, birds would be killed, sitting upon the

water within line of the shot, from sixty yards to one hundred and

twenty and upwards. A little experience and practice, which are always
the best instructors, will enable the young punter to understand this

a very important secret of success in the art of killing large numbers
of wild-fowl at a shot : and he must remember, that large shot kill

at farther distances than small. But for very long ranges, cartridges are

particularly recommended ;
and they may now be had to fit any punt-

gun. Cartridges are not desirable for night-punting ;
but for day-

light sport, both for stanchion and punt-guns, they are very effective.

It is necessary that a punter should be a good oarsman
;
for if he

is ardent in the pursuit, he will frequently have to row many miles

during the day, and often against wind and tide, which will try his

strength and courage as well as his skill : if not accustomed to small

rowing-boats, he ought not to venture in a gunning-punt.

Strength of arm is indispensable for punting : nothing tries the

muscles of the wrist and arm so severely ;
and the longer the punter's

arms the more useful they will be found for the purpose, and the less

will be the exertion required.

The tyro will find that those punters who pursue the sport as a

precarious means of subsistence are very reluctant to instruct a novice
;

and he may be assured the " old hands" will not impart their best

tactics, though paid ever so liberally. There are many boatmen who

profess to understand the sport, but in reality know next to nothing-

about it
;
and this is the case in every wild-fowling district. Men

who have punts and guns, go out daily without success, though pro-

bably firing away as much, or more, powder and shot as the most

successful : their guns not being properly placed, or their method of

punting being erroneous, is the cause of their ill-success.

Every punter should carry a small shoulder-gun in his boat
;
and

if a double-barrelled one, so much the better : it will be found an

almost indispensable part of the equipment of a gunning-punt ;

not only for the purpose of despatching strong wounded birds,

but in a variety of ways; for instance suppose a pair, or three

birds, are seen swimming on the water at no great distance, and

offering, apparently, a fair chance to the punter, he will scarcely think

it worth while to discharge his punt-gun at any less number than

two or three pair ; although it may be truly said, that the smaller
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the number the better the chance of getting near them. The best

way would seem to be then, on such an occasion, to lie down and

punt in the usual way, getting* as close to them as possible, and

working in their direction with the paddles until they actually take

wing. There is then ample time and opportunity for an active man
to raise himself quickly on his knees, seize the shoulder-gun, and kill

a pair with certainty. I have shot many pairs, and single birds, of

the web-footed species in this manner.

During windy weather, and when the birds are very unsettled and

unapproachable, I have sometimes succeeded, by way of last resource,

by lying down and allowing the punt to drive from windward to

leeward, towards the birds
;
but this cannot be done unless the punt

is furnished with a rudder and yoke lines : the latter must be of

sufficient length to reach the hands of the punter as he lies prostrate

in the boat.

It not unfrequently happens that two or more punters are attracted

to the same spot; especially when a large flight of wild-fowl

is collected in one particular place upon the ooze, and the punters

are awaiting the flow of tide, so that they may be able to get at

them with their punts, just as the water reaches the birds' legs ;

then, as is usual in such cases, the two or three punters proceed in

company, as close as they can; and, according to the rules of punting,
it matters not who was first there, since if there be more birds than can

be killed with one gun at a shot, the others have a right to join in the

attempt, and share the success. On such an event, it is always agreed
between them, before they commence operations, as to who shall give
the signal for firing, which usually consists of two words "

Ready !"

and " Fire !" The moment the first word is uttered, fingers must

be put to the trigger ;
and at the utterance of the second, which

should follow after a moment's pause, triggers must be pulled.

When "
setting" to birds side by side with other punters, care should

be taken to keep the punts as level and regular as possible, in line

with the objects ahead never allowing the punt to swerve from her

course, but constantly pointing
"
right ahead," with the gun bearing

straight upon the birds : the punter is then ready for any emergency
should they take wing, and it become necessary to tip the gun and

take a flying shot.

It is always preferable, by daylight, for a single punter to approach
birds

;
it being very seldom that two or more in company succeed,

unless the weather is very sharp. But at night it is better for punters
u
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to go in company ;
for two important reasons : First, that there is

less danger of accidentally shooting- each other
; and, secondly, the

noise arising- from the report of two or three guns discharged at one

and the same instant disturbs the surrounding waters no more than

one gun ;
but if the punters are scattered in various directions about

the waters, the danger of their shooting each other is much greater,

the banging more frequent, and the birds more restless
j consequently

they spoil each other's sport.

The punter is equally liable to disappointment by day as by

night, especially when the water is rough, so as to cause the boat to

float unsteadily. It is then very difficult to shoot with certainty

from the punt, because the muzzle of the gun must rise and fall with

the waves
; and, as the slightest deviation from the regulated level

position of the gun will entirely alter the range of the shot, it would

seem the height of indiscretion to fire the punt-gun under such cir-

cumstances at birds sitting upon the water
;
the chances being that

the shot will either strike the water before reaching the birds, which

would be the case if the fore-part of the punt fell into a wr

ave, and

vice versa as regards the aft -part, in which case the shot would

fly over the heads of the birds. I have heard of puntsmen approach-

ing within forty or fifty yards' range of large flights of wild-fowl in

rough water, and firing their guns "point-blank at them, without kill-

ing a bird
;
all which is very easy to be understood, and is explicable

by the reasoning offered above.

The only method whereby success can be expected at such times is

to get as close to the birds as possible, but to reserve the charge until

they are fairly on the wing; wrhen a well-directed shot will often do

splendid execution, and kill even more than a discharge at the same

number sitting in smooth water.

The punter should be cautious never to allow an over-eagerness to

lead him into danger, but at all times to regard personal safety as the

first consideration
;
and this is a trial which will frequently be put to

the test in those who pursue the sport energetically. The punter

should never leave his boat a moment without making it fast or cast-

ing out the anchor. Many a young sportsman has lost his life in this

way : eager to get possession of a wounded bird, which may happen
to be within a few inches of his grasp, he steps out of the punt on to

a sand or mud-bank by the water side, and in his anxiety to secure

the prize, neglects to carry out the anchor
;

in the next moment the

punt is adrift, and he is left a hapless mortal on a barren ooze or
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island, far removed from human assistance, where the tide will rush

upon him in a few hours, and his fate will then be inevitably dreadful.

The punter should not only be cautious to anchor his boat in an

available spot, but take care to see that the cable is properly made
fast

;
and when the tide is rising* he must watch his boat, and

be cautious not to wander so far away, or be gone so long that

on returning- the boat cannot be regained. He must be doubly
cautious at night, for then the danger is considerably greater ;

but in

foggy weather worse than at any time. It is strong-ly urged upon
the punter, never, under any circumstances, to go out of sight of his

punt in a fog when away from the mainland. Let him know the

locality ever so well, if once he turns about, after being out of sight
of any landmark, he becomes bewildered and finally lost.

It is a wise precaution to be provided with a pocket-compass when

wild-fowling on open waters, during foggy weather
;
but this is never

a desirable time for punting, because objects look so much larger on

the water during fogs than in clear weather.

The punter may dress himself in any fashion he pleases, though the

colour of his hat and jacket, as a general rule, should be white,

especially in frosty weather, or when there is ice upon the water or

snow on the ground. As to disguising the punt, a practice by no

means uncommon, it answers best in rivers and inland waters. There

are various suggestions ;
but none are better than strewing small

boughs of trees about the punt, or distributing a few tufts of grass

and rushes upon it, or anything of like verdure to that growing in the

locality frequented by the birds. The most complete disguise of the

kind in winter, is drift ice and snow
;
but these, as well as all other

weighty substances placed on the head of a punt, require care in ad-

justment, or they incur dang-er to the punter, by rendering his frail

little craft less steady; and the elevation of the gun is very likely to

be disarranged by the process. When the boat is artfully disguised,

the punter is generally rewarded with success. It is, however, a

practice seldom resorted to, except when the birds have become very

wild, and shown themselves awake to all other stratagems on the part

of the punter.

The sportsman who would be successful at the pursuit of punting*

by daylight, must be very watchful during the seasons when wild -fowl

are expected, for they sometimes arrive suddenly, and leave equally
so. Thousands of birds may be in a particular locality on one day,
arid gone the next. The punter should not put off his excursion till
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the following- day, but go at once, if the weather be suitable.

There are no chances equal to those which may be had on the very

first arrival from distant shores, of large flights of wild-fowl. They
are then, generally, exceedingly tired and hungry ;

and lucky is the

punter who falls in with them at such a time.

The easterly winds of November never fail to bring numbers of

wild-fowl from the Netherlands to our shores
;
and as soon as the

wind abates, and the water becomes sufficiently smooth, the sportsman

should launch his punt, and proceed to their haunts : when, if he under-

stands his business, he may be certain of success. After several days'

strong east wind, during the winter months, with severe frost and

snow, thousands of wild-fowl throng our northern and eastern shores,

and abundance of sport may be had
j
but it is advisable, immediately,

to make use of the opportunity ;
because if the wind changes to the

west, in all probability they will take themselves off, and fly out to sea.

The remark made as to proceeding at once and without delay to

the haunts of wild-fowl on their first arrival, relates more particularly

to public waters, such as are free to anyone. In private lakes or

wild-fowl preserves, it is better to allow the birds to rest undis-

turbed a few days, when they become reconciled to the place ;
and

though they may leave it at the hour of evening flight, they return

again in the morning, sometimes bringing hundreds of followers

with them.

It would be better for the sport in general, if public waters could

be protected in a similar manner, so as to allow the birds to settle
;

but, in the absence of such protection, the first man who advances

upon a newly-arrived flight of wild-fowl has the best chance, and

this whether they be geese, ducks, widgeon, or indeed almost any

description of wild-fowl.

To be successful in wild-fowl shooting, as indeed in all affairs of

life, a man must be an early riser : the best chances of all, with the

punt and gun, are to be met with at dawn of day ;
and the same

observations apply to wild-fowling with the shoulder-gun on marshes

and freshes
; because, as the birds only go to such places at evening,

so they leave them at morning* twilight. Everyone who desires to

follow up the sport effectively, should rise before daylight ; and, if a

punter, should proceed in his punt to the feeding-haunts of the birds,

taking care to place himself as much in the shade as possible. If the

weather be tranquil, and the surface of the water unruffled, the cautious

punter will, long before daybreak, be listening for the garrulous notes
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of the water-fowl the well-known "whe-oh" of the widgeon, the
"
quack" of the mallard, or the clattering cackle of the geese ;

and

when discovered, he will watch the sky for the first dawn of morning,

and as soon as signs of such are to he detected in the horizon, he will

place himself and punt in such a position that the birds may he

betwixt the dawn and the boat
; then, if there be high land in the

rear, and a bright dawn before him, the birds may be seen at a long-

distance on the glittering surface
;
whilst the punt, from being in the

opposite shade, cannot be detected until close upon them. None but

those who have been on the water at such a time, and seen the effect,

can tell the advantages of such a position. When thoroughly under-

stood, this method of punting is wonderfully successful, except on

cloudy mornings, or when the water is too much ruffled by the wind.

The same observations apply to punting by evening twilight. In

frosty weather the western sky often exhibits a luminous appearance
for an hour and upwards after sunset

;
and when so, and there are

wild-fowl on the waters, it aifords golden opportunities to punters.

" For thy dark cloud, with umbered lower,
That hung o'er cliff, and lake, and tower,
Thou gleam'st against the western ray
Ten thousand lines of brighter ray."

I have made as many as four excellent shots, with my punt-gun,

during the short space of one hour, whilst rowing homewards, with

a bright western sky "right a-head."

On looking towards the light, objects may be detected at a long
distance

;
but on looking back, all looks dark and dreary ;

and it would

be difficult to discover in that direction a small object on the water,

unless very close.

From the foregoing remarks, the tyro will see the necessity of

attending to the changes of wind, tide, and weather
;
and also to the

hours of twilight ;
the movements and demeanour of wild fowl depend

so much on these, that he is particularly recommended to observe them.

The art of wild-fowl shooting and punting is but very imperfectly
understood in America, if we may judge from Wilson's description

of the artifices employed on the Delaware, and other rivers in that

country. He speaks of painted wooden ducks being- used as decoys ;

and, it appears, in a very extraordinary manner.*

* " Sometimes eight or ten painted wooden ducks are fixed on a frame in various

swimming postures, and secured to the bow of the gunner's skiff, projecting before
it in such a manner that the weight of the frame sinks the figures to their proper
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A Fall on the Ooze.

Allusion has already been made (page 99) to the occasional neces-

sity of making use of splashers or mud pattens, for the purpose

of walking upon the ooze to collect dead and wounded birds after

firing the punt-gun ;
but I have yet to speak of the dangerous con-

sequences attending a fall on the ooze, and of the difficulty of

again recovering one's footing on a substance so soft and rotten ;*

and in explaining the perils of " ooze ranging," probably I cannot

do better than lay before my readers particulars of an adventure

which occurred some few years ago, when I saved a man from a

horrible death.

On returning home up a river on the eastern coast, in a shooting-

punt, my attention was arrested by distant cries for help, when I

immediately pulled in the direction whence the sound proceeded;

which, as I drew nearer, appealed louder and more imploring. On

approaching the spot by a creek, the first thing I saw was a punt

without its occupant ;
there were gun, pea-jacket, oars, paddles, &c.,

but no splashers, and I therefore concluded the owner was somewhere

upon the ooze
; so, putting on my own splashers, I walked on the ooze

in the direction of the cries, to which I had already cheerily responded

at the very top of my voice; when I soon discovered a man flounder-

ing in the mud, who told me in most touching tones of despair that

he had fallen into a bog, and could not get out, the mud being too

rotten to permit him to get upon his feet. On approaching the spot

nearer, I saw at once his perilous predicament, and assured him help

was at hand
;
but such a scene presented itself to my gaze as I never

before beheld, and from which I could not refrain to laugh. There

lay, in a soft, bumby-like bed of mud, something very like a pig-

depth ;
the skiff is then dressed with sedge or coarse grass in an artful manner as

low as the water's edge, and under cover of this, which appears like a party of ducks

swimming by a small island, the gunner floats down sometimes to the very skirts of

a whole congregated multitude, and pours in a destructive and repeated fire of shot

among them. In winter, when detached pieces of ice are occasionally floating in the

river, some of the gunners on the Delaware paint their whole skiff or canoe white,

and laying themselves flat at the bottom, with their hand over the side, silently

managing a small paddle, direct it imperceptibly into or near a flock, before

the ducks have distinguished it from a floating mass of ice, and generally
do great execution among them." Wilson's American Ornithology, vol. iii., p. 142.

* These perilous gulphs are very common in some parts of France, in which

country they are termed mortes.
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wallowing- in the mire, smothered and bedaubed from head to foot

with black soil. It was a human being-, in the shape of a great fat

man, whose features were entirely obscured by the mud
;
but who

informed me, in reply to my questions, that he had been chasing- a

winged widgeon, and, in stooping to catch it, toppled headlong into

the bog, from which he found it impossible to extricate himself :

the more he struggled to get up, the deeper he sank in the mud.

Before I could render the man any assistance, I found it necessary to

return to one of the punts and fetch the bottom-boards, which I did,

and having carefully placed them on the bog, in front of the luckless

individual, by their aid and that of an oar I assisted him to his legs.

By no other available means could I have got him out, so soft and

rotten was the ooze at that particular spot. Half an hour afterwards

the tide flowed over it
;
and had not the unfortunate man been

timely rescued from his critical position, there is no doubt but he

would have met a watery grave.



CHAPTER XXV.

WILD-FOWLING IN DRIFT-ICE.

# # # #
Yea, eyen the fowl

That through the polar summer-months could see

A beauty in Spitzbergen's naked isles,

Or on the drifted ice-bergB seek a home
Even they had fled, on southern wing, in search

Of less inclement shores."

The Fowler.

THE absence of long-continued and severe frosts, has done much of

late years towards inducing- some wild-fowl shooters to look with

indifference on this good old-fashioned diversion
;
but those who are

well acquainted with the sport, and who have been accustomed to

note the habits and migrations of wild-fowl, predict, that as we may
fairly look to future winters for severer frosts; so we may also

expect to be visited by thousands of those attractive feathered occu-

pants of the waters : and it is foretold by some sportsmen, and with

good reason too, that, in the event of a hard winter, the birds will

flock to our shores in greater numbers than ever
;
on account of the

succession of favourable seasons in the north, for their breeding* and

increasing ;
and also because of the comparatively small numbers which

have been killed of late years by the punters, and the still smaller

numbers which have been captured in decoys.

With such prospects, the modern sportsman need not despair.

England, with her rich and fertile soil, luxuriant meadows, and

abundant vegetative productions, offers irresistible enticements to

the myriads of aerial wanderers from northern latitudes.

During hard winters, and when the frost is so severe that the

navigation of some of the salt-water rivers about our coast is tem-

porarily impeded by ice, wild-fowl are always abundant. The

inland ponds and lakes are frozen, the surface of the earth is thickly
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coated with snow
;
and the only resorts for the web-footed species,

when thus shut out from their haunts, are the estuaries, bays,

and rivers on the coast, where the force of the tide breaks up the ice,

and drives it up and down with every current
; rushing and crushing-

masses, capped with crystallized snow, float about the waters, and

form themselves into solid substances and pyramidal ice-bergs, some

in positions curious and beautiful to behold, with edges upwards,

sloping, or askaunt, and graced with sparkling clusters of transparent

stalactites
;

whilst here and there are little arctic islands, drifting to

and fro, the white-clad surfaces of which are chequered with little

spots of black. These the practised fowler well knows, though at

the distance of a mile and upwards, are the very objects of his pur-

suit. There they sit, huddled together like chickens crowding
beneath their mother's wings ; though often restless, wary, and

apparently difficult of access. But it is not to the ice-bergs alone

that the wild-fowler's attention is drawn on occasions such as these : .

wherever his eyes turn, wild-fowl may be seen, some flying in little

trips, others in large flights, hovering over the frozen element, or

darting off towards the sea on powerful wings, until lost to gaze in

the interminable regions of space.

There is, then, no lack of sport for those who have the courage and

hardihood to expose themselves to such trying severities of weather.

At every dip of the oar-blades, the ice congeals thicker and thicker

upon them; and the oars eventually become so heavy, that it is

necessary every now and then to knock them one against the other,

to throw off the burthen of ice they gather : and this is no overdrawn

picture of wild-fowling in England during severe weather, but the

result of my own personal experiences. It is but a few years ago
since similar severities attended my pursuits on the eastern coast,

when every dash of spray which chanced to fall upon the punt, or

indeed upon any part of my attire, down to the worsted gloves upon

my hands, froze into ice before it could be wiped away.
More than ordinary caution is necessary in the navigation of a

gunning-punt, when proceeding upon this diversion under such cir-

cumstances, and amidst so many surrounding perils. So frail a bark

may at any moment be crushed when moving amongst solid blocks

of ice in a tide-way ;
and it is sometimes the height of imprudence to

venture in a gunning-punt, with such obstructions. Wind, tide, and

time of day have each to be regarded, ere the punter launches his

boat and proceeds among the ice, on his exciting sport. But when
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familiar with the locality and changes of tide, the experienced punter

may venture
;

for then is the time to make marvellous shots, and fill

his boat with wild-fowl in a few hours.

It is only at certain intervals of tide that prudence admits the

punter to launch on the frigid surface
;
and it is necessary to watch

carefully the direction taken by the drift-ice, the largest and heaviest

pieces of which move off with the first rush of the ebb, and drive to

the most leeward part of the waters. When the tide has run off the

ooze, and the current is then confined to the channel, there is less

danger of venturing; but the punter must choose a fitting opportunity,

and shove off as clear of the ice-bergs as he can. The best chance will

probably offer at an hour or so before low water, when the channel is

usually clearer than at any other time. But it is advisable to contrive,

either by land-carriage or otherwise, to get round to windward of the

ice, where there is generally open water
; and, in fact, that is where

.the largest numbers of birds will be found.

The chief danger to be avoided is that of being set fast between

two floating ice-bergs, which would crush a punt as if a mere band-

box. The punter assuredly finds, in severe seasons, that by far the

greater skill is required to keep clear of obstructions, than to kill the

wild-fowl, which often float past him, upon the drifting ice, within

gun-shot ; but, from his perilous position, or the impossibility of reco-

vering the birds after killing them, he is often induced to reserve his

fire for a more fitting opportunity. The punter may often make ex-

cellent shots with his shoulder-gun, when driving down the current

among drift-ice.

It is a very good plan, when the waters are so blockaded, to look

out for a space in a small tributary or bight, which may be clear of

ice
; and, by lying in ambush a short time, there is every probability

of a shot offering, from the numbers of fowl which are constantly

drifting past in the main channel. After shooting, the punter must

not be too eager in attempting to recover his birds, if they are amidst

drift-ice; and it will be useless to attempt getting any but the

dead ones. One by one, the wounded birds will disappear, the

rushing and crushing masses of ice scattering and running com-

pletely over them
;
when those which are killed, afterwards make

food for the crows, which are always eagerly watching, upon the

oozes and ice-bergs, for such prey ;
and the wounded, after hard

struggles and perilous encounters with the ice, at last reach the shore,

to combat with further difficulties, and become the lawful prizes of
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those who are fortunate enough to be first on the spot with a dog
and small g-un, wherewith to salute them with a coup-de-grdce, and

secure them.

The punter should attentively mark the commencement of a thaw

after a long- frost, and proceed at once, on such an occasion, to the open
waters. It is a fine opportunity: the birds then feed upon the soft sub-

stances of the ooze very greedily, and may be approached, under ordi-

nary precautions, almost with certainty. Some of the best shots I have

ever made with the punt-gun have been on the first breath of a

morning-thaw.
The round-bottomed punt described at p. 117 is preferable to the

flat-bottomed for moving amongst drift-ice
; because, by listing the

boat on one side slightly below her bearings, the other side rises to

the ice, and allows it to pass beneath the bottom
; and, if accidentally

hemmed in between two ice-bergs, the round-bottomed punt is far

the less likely of the two to be crushed. The colour of the punt,

during these operations, should be of the same spotless whiteness as

the crystallized masses of drift-ice and snow-clad shores.

In windy weather, the punter should be extremely cautious of

venturing among' drift-ice, more especially on a lee-shore : the punt is

very liable to be stove-in or seriously damaged by the hard sub-

stances driving against it
;
and it is almost impossible to extricate a

punt, under ordinary circumstances, from the iron grasp of drift-ice,

when affected by wind or tide.

Should the punter accidentally find himself beset, and there is no

fear of immediate danger, he must remain quiet a few hours, until

the tide turns, when he may stand a chance of getting out : and it is

his only chance ; for, if the ice be left on the ooze by the receding

tide, he must be left also
;

his position then becomes by no means an

envious one, it being impossible to conjecture upon what sort of a

landing the punt will rest. If across a rill or hollow, such must be

an extremely perilous position both for the punt and its occupant
The punter will find the same, or greater, difficulty in returning

home from an excursion of the kind, as that which he encounters

on setting out
;
and unless he can return up the channel in advance of

the ice, it will be of no use to make the attempt ;
he had better

row ashore in the open water to windward of the ice, and walk home

afoot, though it should be ten miles distant.

To attempt forcing a passage through heavy drift-ice, at night, would

be next to madness : no one at all conscious of the risk would incur it.
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Whilst the punt is employed during such severe frosts, the sides

and hottom are very liable to become corroded with ice. This must

be looked to, and the ice carefully removed, or it will alter the trim

of the punt, and, consequently, the range of the gun. But on no ac-

count should it be knocked off with force : such a proceeding assuredly

makes the punt leaky, as the sportsman will find, to his discomfort,

on the first thaw.

Both the inside and outside of the gunning-punt must be kept

clear of ice and snow
;

or the bearings of the gun will require to

be regulated afresh on every occasion when used.

Gunning-punts should be dragged ashore, and placed under cover,

when not in use, during sharp weather. If exposed to frost and

snow, they soon fall out of trim
;
and this is of more importance than

many would suppose. A punter who is careless about his boat will

frequently have the mortification of finding his gun lying at wrong

range ;
when such is the case, as a natural result, he may as well

stay ashore, for he will kill nothing until the range and level of the

gun are re-adjusted.

The dangers encountered by punters in drift-ice claim special atten-

tion. In my own experience, I never knew of a punter losing his

life in the ice, but I have seen men in most perilous positions, sur-

rounded by inextricable masses. Experienced persons, however, are

extremely cautious not to incur such risks.

I remember once seeing a recklessly-adventurous young punter
in such a position that it was quite a miracle his punt was not

crushed to atoms between the floating masses of ice, and he buried

alive beneath its freezing influence. This man had very indiscreetly

gone out on a windy day far too much so for punting ; when, be-

sides, the drift-ice is rendered doubly dangerous, from the additional

force which the wind gives to its movements. The tide rose rapidly,

and rushed like a torrent up the river, bringing with it acres of

floating ice, which soon surrounded the incautious punter ;
who in a

short time found himself quite beset, and totally unable to extricate

himself from its crushing grasp. During several hours he remained

in that helpless position, standing erect in the punt, and waving

signals of distress to people ashore. The force of the current drove

his boat many miles up the river, and thus assisted in binding it more

firmly than ever in the grasp of the ice. Whilst in this critical posi-

tion, the alarm of his friends ashore, as to his safety, became intense;

and, the tide being then shortly about to ebb, it was feared the con-
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sequences would inevitably prove fatal
;

the wind also continuing-

heavy, it seemed next to an impossibility to release, or render him

any assistance. At length, an admirable scheme was suggested by
a gentleman ashore

;
this was, to fly a kite over the unfortunate

man, and drop him a string, by means of which a rope might be

conveyed to him; in which case, it was hoped, he might then

be dragged ashore in his punt. The suggestion proved quite

practicable, and the plan entirely successful. The adventurous

punter gladly hauled on the kite-string until he caught the rope,

which he made fast to the stern of his punt : he then sat down in

the fore-part, and was thus dragged ashore over the ice, amidst the

general rejoicings of a whole village of spectators.

This same reckless individual was, a few years afterwards, shot

in the leg, whilst incautiously hauling his punt ashore, with the gun

lying on the head, at full-cock. The jar occasioned by dragging it

over some shingle, up the beach, caused the hammer to fall
;
and

the charge blew his right leg almost to atoms. A peasant saw

the melancholy accident
;
but before medical aid could be procured,

or the poor fellow taken to a house, he bled to death.

Facts such as these tend to show, more truthfully than anything I

can urge, how cautious sportsmen should be of themselves and their

weapons, not only when wild-fowling among drift-ice, but indeed at

all times
;
and they teach us that personal safety should always be

the very first and highest consideration.



CHAPTER XXVI.

THE SAILING-PUNT.

" The boat goes tilting on the waves,
The waves go tilting by :

There dips the duck, her back she laves ;

O'er head the sea-gulls fly.

H. G. DANA,

THE advantages of the sailing-punt for the purposes of wild-fowl

shooting are peculiar. If all the punters in any particular locality

used sailing-punts, the wild-fowl would become very shy of them
;

and it would be easier to approach them in a rowing-punt, which is,

to all intents and purposes, the more eligible boat. But as rowing-

punts abound in every wild-fowl locality, and sailing-punts are so few

and far between, it often happens, as I can testify from personal ex-

perience, that more success is obtained by making up to birds under

sail than by paddling towards them. The birds becoming accus-

tomed to persecution from one particular form of craft, do not suspect

a novelty; and thus frequently a march is stolen upon them.

With a light wind and smooth water, the rapidity with which a

properly-rigged sailing-punt skims over the surface is astonishing ;

even whilst the birds are in the act of taking wing, the little craft

runs in many yards nearer upon them
;
and thus a highly effective

shot is often made.

The sailing-punt also obviates a great deal of hard work, and is

altogether a pleasant and satisfactory means of enjoying the sport of

wild-fowling, particularly in mild weather
;
but in severe seasons the

punter will find no great difficulty in making up to wild-fowl by
means of a rowing-punt with paddles.
The young wild-fowler, however, must observe that it is not every

punt which can be sailed
; indeed, a boat of peculiar and specific con-

struction is required for the purpose : for so surely as an inexperi-
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enced hand attempts sailing- an ordinary rowing-punt, such as is used

for wild-fowling, so surely will he drown himself. Of all the forms

of gunning-boats, the punt is the least safe under sail, and the

least manageable. A boat must be built specially for the purpose of

carrying sail
j
and it may be so constructed as to be capable of being

used either as a sailing or rowing punt, so that a strong man,
with long arms, may propel it with paddles nearly as fast as an ordi-

nary rowing-punt. Such is precisely the description of boat I

recommend
;

after trying several different forms, I used it many
years, and found it not only a most comfortable, but serviceable

boat for the purpose ;
and it looked no larger on the water than a

rowing punt.

The sailing-punt used by Colonel Hawker with his double-

barrelled punt-gun, was a two-handed one (i. e., constructed to

carry two persons) ;
and was rigged with a sprit-sail a very incon-

venient and improper rig for a gunning-punt. For what with the

unwieldly proportions of the boat, the ponderous weight of the

Colonel's double-barrelled punt-gun, himself and boatman, the equip-

ment must have been far too heavy for the purpose for which it was

intended. According to the dimensions stated in Colonel Hawker's

book, this punt was twenty-two feet seven inches in length and four

feet nine inches in width
;
the height at bow was but four inches, that

astern ten inches.

But what is most extraordinary of all, this punt was flat-bottomed ;

consequently useless for sailing, unless running directly before the

wind. And any one at all accustomed to punting knows, that a boat

of those dimensions cannot be worked with hand-paddles. There was,

then, only one other available means of making-up to birds in

such a boat, and that by a single oar worked by the man at the stern,

who had to scull the boat ahead. There is no mention of either rud-

der, keel, or lee-boards being used with this singular craft
;
nor do

the engravings show that such formed any part of the equipment.
Years of experience in boat-sailing, punting, and wild-fowl shooting

entitle me to say with confidence, that, although Colonel Hawker
was probably very successful with his single-handed punt, it was

quite impossible he could ever have done much execution among the

wild-fowl with his large two-handed craft and double-barrelled punt-

gun. Such a boat is too wide and heavy to be moved ahead with

paddles ;
and not being fitted with either keel or lee-boards, could

not have been sailed with any precision. Indeed the Colonel acknow-
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ledges that other punts used to pass him,* yet he introduces this

craft to his readers as the model of perfection, and a pattern for the

whole fraternity of punters ; giving" a highly finished illustration of

the unwieldly fabric, which he states cost thirty-five pounds that is,

punt alone ; the gun is quite another item. Let us hope no tyro has

been induced to build a punt from such a model, when with a thirty-

five-shilling punt he may have ten times the sport, and twenty times

the success.

The sailing-punt I recommend is of far more useful form and

construction ;
and I do not hesitate to say it is as great an improve-

ment upon Colonel Hawker's plan as the percussion gun-lock is upon
the flint and pan. It may be used for either purpose of rowing, pad-

dling, or sailing; and with nearly equal facility to an ordinary

rowing punt. But it must be built by a boat-builder who under-

stands his business, or the result may be that the sportsman will

find his craft sluggish and heavy ;
and have the mortification

to be behind-hand when rowing or paddling side by side with other

punters.

The length of the sailing-punt, from stem to stern, should not ex-

ceed eighteen feet (if it be intended both for rowing and paddling)

and the extreme breadth amidships three feet three inches, gradually

tapering from the midship section towards the stern, and finishing

with a perpendicular stern-piece ;
the forepart of the punt should also

taper gradually from the midship section to an upright stem-piece.

The depth forward should be four-and-a-half to five inches, and aft

eight inches. It must be built with a keelson extending about

three inches below the floor at the stern, and gradually lessening to

one inch at the bows, so as to answer the purpose of a keel. This,

and all the floor streaks, should be of elm
;

all the others of red

pine. The form of the floor must be as flat as it is possible to build

a keel-bottomed boat, and as near like that of a whale-boat as can be,

with stem and stern-post alike, sharp at each end. The bow should

be fine at the entrance, though by no means hollow, but maintaining
the full flat floor, as far as consistent, towards the stem, because of

the pressure upon it from the weight of the gun. The sides of the

punt should be carefully formed, rounding gracefully as a whale-

boat
;
and the quarter full and burthensome, though tapering to a

stern of similar form to the stem.

* Vide "
Instructions to Young Sportsmen ;" by Col. Hawker.
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The object of maintaining the floor as flat and long* as possible, is

not only for buoyancy and easy draught of water, but for stability

under sail.

The forepart of the punt should be covered over with a thin, but

water-tight, scantling, very slightly arched, so that rain or spray

may not rest upon it.

The depth of the punt amidships, and up to the cross-piece which

terminates the covered head, should be six inches
;
and about two

inches of the scantling should be placed edgeways across the punt,
abaft the covered head, so as to screen the punter from view when

taking aim at the birds.

Neither water-decks nor wash-streaks are required for the sailing-

punt, because no reasonable man would venture to set sail in so frail

a bark in rough water.

The mast must be a shifting one, in order that it may be readily

shipped and unshipped at pleasure : a small light spar, about the size of

a mop-handle, and from four to five feet in height. The mast-stepping

may be made either through the scantling in front of the screen-piece

or just abaft it, and a little to the left of the punt, so as to be clear of

the balance-rest on which the punt-gun lies. Neither shrouds nor stays

should be fitted to the mast : either would make it dangerous ;

because, should a heavy squall strike the sail, it is better for the

little mast to go by the board, carrying all sail along with it,

than to capsize the boat
;
which would be the result under such cir-

cumstances if the mast were confined. It is advisable, therefore, to

select a slender mast that has not sufficient substance to overturn

the punt. Never mind its bending in a strong breeze
;
the carrying

away of a mast now and then is far less to be regarded than the upset-

ting of a punt. The punt's mast must be fitted at the top with a small

metal sheave for the halliards
j
the latter, after being led through the

sheave-hole, are attached to an iron or copper traveller, that slides

up and down the mast
;
and a thumb-cleet being tacked on to the

lower part of the mast, just above the punt's deck, all is ready for

making fast the halliards whenever the sail is hoisted. The sail

must be of lateen* shape, and made of very light duck or white

calico. It is unnecessary to give the exact dimensions of the sail, as

that must be in suitable proportion to the stability of the punt ; but, as

a general rule, the lateen-yard for spreading the sail may be fifteen

* A small sketch of a sailing-punt, fitted with lateen- sail, may be seen in the

engraving which faces page 141.
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feet for a punt of the size and length described. It would be advisa-

ble for a beginner to set only a small sail at first, and then to increase

it as he becomes accustomed to the boat. The tack of the sail should

be hooked to a small copper ring about two feet in advance of the

mast, on either side, according to the wind
;
or it may be hooked to

the lower part of the mast. The main-sheet should lead through a

thimble or sheave at the stern, and be carried forward to a cleet some-

where amidships, so as to be near at hand when the punter is lying

down in the boat.

The rudder-bands must also be .sufficiently long to enable the

sportsman to steer his craft with the greatest nicety when lying at

full length on the floor of the punt.

A small cushion will be found very convenient, and a great com-

fort to the punter in the sailing as well as the rowing punt ;
or a life-

buoy may be carried instead, which will answer the same purpose,

and perhaps be a more satisfactory comfort to the occupant of tin*

punt.

The form of the sailing-punt described, is graceful in the extreme,

and buoyant as a cork
;
and when unencumbered with gun and other

weighty substances, may be rowed with the ease and rapidity of a

wager-boat. It is intended to carry one person only; as having two

occupants of a punt is a great impediment to success in wild-iou 1

shooting.

The sailing-punt should be painted a dusky-white colour; and the

sail ought always to be kept clean, and of snowy whiteness.

No other ballast will be required than that of the punter Liin>olf

(who is virtually the ballast), the punt-gun, ammunition box, and

other accoutrements ;
all of which must be placed in exact position, so

as to trim the boat to a nicety. The punter need not lie down until he

finds the birds
;
but as soon as found he must instantly stretch himself

flat on the floor, and be cautious not to move a limb above board as

he approaches within range. If the sail is lightly made and fitted,

and fairly proportioned, the punt will be quite safe, in smooth water,

in experienced hands
;
but one sail only should be used, and thai

the lateen before mentioned. The rapidity with which a little

boat of this kind skims along on a reach is astonishing ;
and the

young sportsman will often be agreeably surprised at the easy
and unsuspecting manner in which it may be run up to wild-fowl

in a steady breeze: and if a shot cannot always be obtained

before they take wing, by luffing the punt whilst they are rising, in
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the same manner as with a yacht or sailing-boat, an excellent flying-

shot may frequently be made.

The sailing* punt should not be taken into rough water. Inde-

pendently of the danger, no sport could be had
;
it being impossible to

shoot with any certainty, whilst the punt is rising and pitching to

every wave
;

to say nothing of the danger of its getting filled with

water or swamped. And when an open punt cannot live in a sea-way
without water-deck and. wash-streaks, it is impossible to carry the

gun in its proper berth on the head of the punt ; therefore, how errone-

ous it must be to fit out such a craft with an idea of using the punt-

gun in bad weather ! The sailing-punt can only be used in smooth

water, the few inches it sits above the surface rendering it unsafe

under any other circumstances. When it is desirable to go after

wild-fowl in'water too rough for a punt, the sailing-fcoa* to be herein-

after described will be the proper craft to venture in. It is not the

strength of the wind which produces the danger ;
for if the water be

smooth, and the punt built according to the directions here laid down

(with keelson and long flat floor), sail may be carried fearlessly

in an ordinary, and even a stiff breeze. But the inexperienced are

warned against the peril of carrying sail on a punt in any but smooth

water. The effect of venturing into rough water with a long low craft

whilst pressing her ahead, under sail, would be to drive her bows

under water ;
and the weight of the gun on the head of the punt

must tend to increase the danger 5
to say nothing of the barrel

becoming filled with water
;
and the gun, in consequence, with its

charge, being rendered useless. If the punter moves forward to lower

the sail, his extra weight thrown suddenly upon the bows would, in

such a case, inevitably send the punt under water, head first
; and, in-

dependently of such a glaring indiscretion, it is impossible to prevent

the water from flying over the gunwales in a heavy sea. Therefore,

once more, the wild-fowler is cautioned not to venture into rough

water with the sailing-punt ; for a sportsman's life is of more value

than that of a duck.



CHAPTER XXVII

NIGHT-PUNTING.

" Loud were their clamouring tongues as when
The clanging sea-fowl leave the fen ;

And, with their cries discordant mixed,
Grumbled and yelled the pipes betwixt."

SIR W. SCOTT.

THERE can be no doubt but night is the time for the punter to fill

his boat : then, he may steal upon his victims unseen and unsus-

pected : but it requires much practice to enable a novice to become

proficient in this art. The midnight punter must be familiar with

the different notes, calls, and noises of the aquatic tribe : for by those

sounds, and those alone, he will have to be guided as to the spot to

which his efforts must be directed
;
and when wild-fowl are abundant,

as is always the case in hard winters, he will sometimes find himself so

surrounded with their noises, as to be in absolute doubt which way
to steer.

In all cases, he must direct his movements according to the posi-

tions of light and shade
;
that is to say, he must keep his punt on the

shady side of the moon, and advance towards the birds with the light

shining in his face, when he lies down to use the paddles. By this

means, the birds are brought immediately beneath the light of the

moon, and can be distinctly seen upon the water by the punter ; who,

from his being in the opposite direction, is, with his boat, not visible

to the birds
; or, at any rate, but very indistinctly, so long as he

keeps in the position indicated.

The movements of the punter must also be regulated according to

the wind ;
for it is generally a useless task to attempt running to

leeward upon wild-fowl. A side, or slanting, wind may suit
; though

the best plan is to work directly in the wind's eye j and, if possible,

with a favourable loom at command.
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The clanging
1 noises constantly made by large numbers of wild-fowl,

at night, are very apt to lead a tyro-punter to suppose himself within

shot, and induce him to fire out of range. Experience, however, will

soon remedy this common error.

The punter should always bear in mind that wild-fowl, whether

sleeping or feeding, have sentinels watching ; and, in waking, they

change places :
"
Vigilias ordinant et in vigilando vices mutat."*

So that the slightest detection of noise or movement by an enemy, is

instantly communicated to all the others.

There is no better time for night-punting than clear moonligh

nights, with a gentle breeze
; provided it blows in such a direction as

to enable the punter to face both moon and wind, on "
setting" to

birds.

If there be ever so little moonlight, it will be found of great
assistance to the punter. He can then find his birds the more

readily, on approaching within hearing of their clamours, by bringing
his punt to bear upon the gleam of light thrown across the water by
the moon

;
and if at any time he hears birds on the outer, or wrong,

side of the moon (as he frequently will), he should not be tempted to

set towards them, but must row in a contrary direction, and work

his course so as to bring them into the proper light, between the

punt and moon
;
and this must be done by the punter who hopes for

success, though it may occupy half-an-hour's rowing to accomplish.
It is so utterly useless to attempt setting up to birds in any other

manner, that the punter had better return home, and go to bed. if too

lazy or careless to take the trouble to row the round-about course

necessary for bringing them into bearing with the moonlight.
For this diversion widgeon afford the best sport of all. Wild-

ducks, on the contrary, seek the land, and creep as closely in-shore

as the tide will carry them, so as to render their position almost im-

penetrable to the punter : it then becomes necessary to be guided by
sounds and experience, and to shoot by guess.

There is no better opportunity for killing wild-fowl, whether in large

companies or small, than when on their "last legs," as it is termed

i. e.j when the flowing tide has covered with water every particle
of the ooze, except, perhaps, a small mound, around which they
crowd and cringe, delaying to take wing until fairly lifted from their

legs by the tide. Such are among the most desirable opportunities

* Glautvilla,
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that can be had : the birds are then so closely packed together, that

very large numbers may be killed at a shot.

Any one accustomed to the navigation of large rivers by night,

knows, that during a breeze, the ripple darkens the surface of the

water, where deep, or clear of growing sea-weeds
;
the oozes also

look very black by night ;
but the shallows show a silvery whiteness :

and, as the tide gradually flows over the ooze, and around the legs

of the birds, though in total obscurity until the tide reached them,

they are then visibly exposed as so many live, dark objects, on the

" white water
"

as it is termed by wild-fowl shooters. It then be-

comes the punter's duty to wait, in the deep or dark water, until ho

thinks there is sufficient depth beneath the white surface to enable

him to approach, with his punt, within range of the birds.

This is the perfection of the art of night-punting ; and, so white

does the water show on the black ooze, on first covering it, that birds

may sometimes be distinctly seen within range, though there be no

moon at all : but, in absence of the moon, there must be very bright

starlight ;
and on such nights, none but experienced punters stand the

remotest chance of success. They are first attracted near the spot

by the voices of the birds
; and, after waiting until the tide reveals

the secret of their whereabouts by flowing around them, the fowler

cautiously approaches.

During starlight, when there is no moon, the punter shoots directly

he is able to distinguish the birds : for they cannot be seen, out of

range, on such nights ;
the punter has, therefore, to use great skill

and vigilance in the nightly diversion, under any but a moonlight

sky.

Colonel Hawker speaks of bright starlight as "
best of all" for

punting ;
but my own experience teaches me differently. Stars alone

do not give sufficient light ;
and it is only by the merest chance that

the punter is enabled to make a good shot by such a light. I am,

therefore, disposed to prefer moonlight ;
and the brighter the moon,

in my opinion, the better is the punter's chance, especially with

a gentle breeze sufficient to ripple the deep water.

Another opportunity for night-punting is at the "
ground-ebb"

i. e.j just as the tide is leaving the mud, when the shallow water

looks white in the breeze, whilst the deep is dark. But, as a rule, it

is not a wise plan to go on a punting excursion by night, on an ebb-

tide. There is so much risk of being left on the mud by the receding
waters, that, unless the punter is uncommonly well acquainted with
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the creeks and channels of the locality, he will wish himself at home.

However easy it may be to step out of the punt, and launch it a few

yards over the mud, it is no easy or pleasant task to have to launch

a distance of a hundred yards or more
;
which will sometimes be

found necessary, on the least carelessness or negligence on the part

of the punter.

Another disadvantage attending night-punting on the ground-ebb

is, that the drain of water sets from the ooze, and against the punter,

as he proceeds to work up to birds on the mud
;

whilst it is just the

contrary on the white water of a flood-tide, which helps the punt

along with considerable sway ; when, aided and guided by the paddles,

the punter is quickly upon the birds.

It is sometimes desirable to lie in ambush at night, with punt and

gun ;
and this may happen when ducks are heard to be near, and a

small stream of fresh water is known to flow into the salt water in

that particular locality ;
when by proceeding, with the punt, early in

the evening, to the mouth of the stream, and getting as much in the

loom or shade of the land as possible, and waiting the flow of tide, a

very profitable shot may often be made.

Wild-ducks are particularly fond of these fresh-water rivulets, and

generally contrive to find them out, be they ever so few and far be-

tween. On these occasions, as on almost every other, the midnight-

punter should shoot from the shore
; and, if possible, always avoid

shooting inland.

When it so happens as it will occasionally that, from the cloudy
state of the atmosphere, it becomes difficult to adhere firmly to the

rules as to punting towards the light of the moon, because of the

uncertainty of its rays, occasioned by passing clouds
; or, it may be,

the wind is blowing from an unfavourable quarter ;
the punter should

then, on such occasions, look around him, and choose the best loom or

back-ground he can, wherefromto advance. If therebe a shade from

the land or a tall tree, he should directly make for it, and advance

to the birds from that position ; or, in absence of a piece of shade

from land or tree, a dark cloud will be the best and only remaining
substitute. The punter should bear in mind, never to advance upon
birds from a light into a shady position, because it is invariably use-

less, as they are then enabled to discern the punt long before the

punter is aware of their gaze.

When setting up to birds at night, the punter should carefully attend

to their noises : for he may be sure they do not suspect him, whilst
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they continue " in charm ;" but the instant they are silent, he should

be very guarded, and rest awhile on his paddles, when they will pro-

bably
"
open concert" again : whenever the birds are suddenly silent

as the punter approaches, he may be sure they have detected the

movements of an enemy, and are suspecting his designs.

It is very rarely that wild-fowl move about much at night. When
once settled at their feeding-places, if undisturbed, they generally

remain there till daylight next morning.
On calm nights, the punter, as he approaches them, will frequently

hear most distinctly the clatter of the wild-ducks' bills, whilst busily

feeding and dabbling in the water
;
and this may sometimes be heard

at a distance of eighty yards and upwards. The clatter very much

resembles the sound of water trickling from a slight eminence.

When the noise is very distinctly heard, the sportsman may
generally conclude he is close enough to fire; but it is always
advisable to take other circumstances into consideration, before

pulling trigger.

In a work of this kind, whilst describing the pleasures of any par-

ticular branch of our sport, it is necessary to make special allu-

sion to the perils; the young punter is, therefore, most earnestly

cautioned against the dangers of going out of sight of his punt at

night, whenever it becomes desirable to traverse the ooze in

splashers, in pursuit of winged birds. Unless bright moonlight, it is

better to pick up those only which are killed dead, or so severely

wounded as to be unable to flutter away : the slightly-wounded
birds he had better leave until the tide sets them afloat, so that he

can row after them
;

or he had best abandon them altogether. At

any rate, he should always avoid wandering on the ooze, at night,

far away from the punt, because of the great difficulty of finding the

way back, and the danger of becoming bewildered
;
when the tide

may flow so rapidly round the punt, that it cannot be safely regained ;

and then the consequences to the punter are fearful to contemplate,
as unless help is at hand, his fate must be dreadful.*

* It is but a few years since two unfortunate youths lost their lives in this way,
at Brightlingsea, in Essex. They had anchored their boat by the bank-side of the

ooze, and, having provided themselves with splashers, which they lashed to their

feet in the usual manner, proceeded to their calling that of collecting periwinkles,
when they wandered a long distance from their boat

; and, a fog coming on, they
became quite bewildered : after wading and groping about several hours in most

painful alarm, endeavouring to find their boat, but without success, they cried

in vain for help, which, unfortunately, was not at hand
;

but their heart-
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The punter should remember that time goes fleetly when he is

ardently pursuing winged birds on the ooze : and, in his eagerness to

recover them, he must not risk his personal safety, for the tide

pays no respect to persons, but is sometimes found an ugly cus-

tomer.

Another danger attendant on walking the ooze at night is, the risk of

encountering holes and very rotten places, which abound in some

oozes, and over which it is unsafe to walk even by daylight, though
in splashers : the soil being so soft that it will scarcely bear a duck.

The perils of venturing over such ground have already been treated

on at pages 99 and 150.

It is useless to go on a punting excursion on windy nights ;
if the

moon be ever so bright, the birds cannot be seen until close upon

them, because of the ripples upon the water. The more successful

proceeding on a windy, moonlight, night would be, to go in a small

sailing-boat, with a swivel-gun.

rending cries were heard at a long distance. The feelings of the poor boys can be
better imagined than described, as grim death was constantly before them, and

gradually drawing nearer and nearer, in the hideous form of an ugly tide, rapidly

encircling their bodies, rising higher and higher towards their heads, and finally

swallowing them up, and launching them into eternity. The poor boys were both
drowned before a boat could approach them. A more appalling or more horrible

death can scarcely be imagined.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

NIGHT-PUNTING.

[Continued.']

" The wild-fowl cries upon the sedgy mere ;

I see it not in motion yet I hear
Of splashing wings and trailing feet the sound."

HOWITT'S Yew-book.

NIGHT-PUNTING, when once well learnt, is the most satisfactory of

any branch of the sport ;
when wind, tide, and moon are favourable

to the pursuit, and there are wild-fowl on the waters, the experienced

punter is invariably more or less successful.

There is no time of day or night so suitable for punting- as the

day-break. The punter should proceed to the most favoured haunts

of the birds some little while before-hand
;
and soon as the first day-

dawn appears, he may cautiously move his punt a-head by the back

strokes of his oar, going directly in face of the dawn, when, from the

light thrown upon the water by the opening sky, the punter will the

more readily detect any birds which may be in his track
;
and being

in the shade himself, golden opportunities frequently occur, where-

with to repay the early riser for his exertions.

During severe frost, the midnight punter will find no lack of sport

in salt-water bays and rivers : wild-fowl are compelled to seek their

food in the salt feeding-grounds at such a time
;
and widgeon and

duck, for the most part, stay all night in such places rather than take

their flight inland, where nought but hard ground, ice, and dis-

appointment await them.

The midnight sportsman must be equally watchful with his ears by

night as with his eyes by day; indeed, he will require the best

services of both those organs during moonlight, for it would be a

useless night-excursion to sit with the back in the direction from

which sport is anticipated 5
to say nothing of the inconvenience of
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constantly turning round to see if there be anything a-head. The

motion of both man and boat are too often discovered by the birds

long before the sportsman is aware they are in sight ;
and he could

scarcely expect to find wild-fowl in the aft-track of his boat, although
there may be chances of such both to the right and left. When

proceeding by the side or bank of a river, or along the sea-coast at

night, it is as well to sit in the rowing position, because then the

sportsman's attention is mainly directed to one side or the other, and

not directly a-head, as in the case above presumed, when he is

supposed to be moving up or down an extensive space of water, and

when he should sit or kneel with his face to the prow.
The engraving opposite will convey to the reader a notion of

the science of night-punting, with the manner of approaching wild-

fowl by moonlight. The two punters, it will be observed, are

advancing with the birds in full view
;
whilst the men in their punts

are in the loom, and consequently not seen or suspected by the

hundreds of widgeon which are busily engaged feeding in the white

water on the brink of the ooze. The punters are approaching steadily,

cautiously, and with apparently exquisite precision, and probably

reckoning on the numbers which will fall to their lot. Such are

"anxious moments" to the punter, because, in the event of any unex-

pected noise, as the report of a gun at a distance or other alarm, the

whole company would instantly take flight, and the punters' chance

would then be gone.

<{ Now is the time !

Closer they join, nor will the growing light
Admit of more delay."

It is altogether a useless attempt to punt at wild-fowl on moonlight

nights in any other position than that already explained. The

moon must be "bearing on;" that is, shining either directly or

crossways towards the punter's face when he lies down to paddle
towards them

;
and until he thoroughly understands this most

essential part of the proceedings attending night-punting, he had

better remain at home, for the perils of proceeding in an opposite

direction may be serious.

The danger alluded to, cannot be more truthfully exhibited to the

reader than by narrating to him, one of the most perilous and

providential escapes ever recorded, which will remain indelibly

impressed upon the author's memory as long as he lives; as it

will also, probably, upon the memories of all concerned in it.
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It was a brig-lit, moonlight night, fine and frosty, and as calm and

inviting as any wild-fowler could desire a night such as to be

resisted by no lover of the sport ;
when I ventured, as I was fre-

quently in the habit of doing, down a certain river on the eastern

coast, formerly famous for its numbers of wild-fowl. I had proceeded
about a mile in my punt, with large gun, loaded, capped, and

ready for action, and was watching, listening, and anxiously awaiting
a chance for discharging the contents of the barrel, when I suddenly
encountered two fellow-punters, both of whom were personally known
to me

;
as they appeared to be bound for the same bay as myself,

it was suggested that it would be better for the whole three to keep

together, and shoot in company, sharing the result of good or ill

success, as is usual on such occasions. After reconnoitring in and

about the bay some little time, the familiar note "whe-oh,"
"whe-ow" was distinctly heard, and we proceeded cautiously to

the shade of a grove near by, in which position a loom was ob-

tained, whence we proposed to advance upon the birds. Having
thus carefully taken up our positions, we lay down in the punts, and

commenced setting in the direction of the sound before mentioned
;

when, clouds passing at the time, the moon became partially obscured,

and the light on the water was less bright. Still we cautiously pro-

ceeded, I in the middle punt, and my two companions on either side

me. Nearer and nearer we seemed to be drawing to the sound,

when, suddenly, upon the water about a hundred and fifty yards in

front of us, a dark object was descried, which was supposed to be

a company of widgeon ;
and therefore we gradually drew towards

them : my companions having invested in me the honour of giving
the signal to fire, as we were now within range, they began to

grow impatient to pull trigger ; but, as we approached, I began to

suspect the dark object was not in reality a company of widgeon at

all. One of the men whispered that we ought to fire
;
I replied,

" No
;

don't fire yet. I should like to see the birds separate a little
; they

appear all in a lump; and I am not sure that they are birds at all."

" But I am certain they are, though," replied one of the men :

" don't you hear the noise they are making ?"

A few seconds elapsed, and one of my companions grew more

and more impatient, suggesting that we were getting too close, and

unless we shot directly, they would fly.
I was that instant about to

give the signal,
"
ready !" "fire !" when the moon peeped from behind

the clouds, and suddenly a veil was lifted, as if by some guardian
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angel, which enabled me instantly to distinguish that the object at

which we had been punting, and at which my companions had been so

eager to shoot, was not a company of widgeon, but a man in a punt !

The moment the discovery was made, one of the men rose to his knees

and warned us not to fire, at the same time calling out, "Good

heavens ! man, who are you ? Had the moon remained behind those

clouds but another instant, you would have been blown to atoms !"

We then pulled alongside the strange punt, and found it contained

no other than a young clergyman from a neighbouring village, who

having been disappointed of success in his daylight excursions, had

chosen a moonlight night for his diversion, in the hope of meeting
with better success. The reverend sportsman was unacquainted with

the ordinary regodations of night-punting, consequently was pursuing
the sound of the birds in a wrong direction, by which he exposed

himself to great danger, without the chance of obtaining a shot;

and, in consequence, was probably nearer being blown suddenly
into eternity than ever before in his life. It was, truly, a most

providential escape ;
and though we were all heartily thankful for

having reserved our fire, we severely and unsparingly reprimanded him

for venturing on midnight punting before being instructed in the art.

On hearing of the imminent peril from which he had just emerged, he

appeared to feel sincerely grateful for his providential escape, which

probably formed a subject of deep reflection for him on returning

home, if it did not also give him a useful hint in preparing his sermon

for the approaching Sunday. The danger he actually escaped may be

somewhat imagined by the reader, when informed that three punt-guns,

each carrying half a pound and upwards of shot, primed, capped,

and cocked, had been bearing fully upon him for several minutes,

and latterly at no greater distance than fifty or sixty yards ;
and

which, but for the favoured light of the moon at that perilous instant,

would all have been discharged point blank at him, the consequences

of which are fearful to imagine. We ourselves were exposed to

the risk of his fire had we not discovered him as we did punt-

ing as he was directly in-shore, instead of out-shore
;

it would, on

such a night, have been impossible to have seen a punt under the shade

of the land. As a proof of this, here were three experienced punters

working out-shore, with the moon "
full on," as it is termed, and

yet mistaking a man and punt for a company of widgeon j
but who

would think of finding anyone so rash as to proceed in a way directly

contrary to the rules of night-punting ? This was probably what
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put my companions so completely off their guard, and made them

think the dark object could be nothing* else than a company of wild-

fowl
; consequently they were eager to shoot and secure as many as

they could.*

It is very desirable that punters, on going out in dark nights,

should hold a consultation before embarking, and each decide on the

particular locality he will proceed to; by which means many accidents

might be avoided.

One or two instances have come under my notice, in which night-

puntmen have felt so jealous of a "
gentleman gunner," as they term

him, as to endeavour to frighten him from pursuing his sport at

night, by pretending that he was going in a wrong direction at the

birds, and was in danger of being shot. But such tricks are easily

detected by anyone understanding the pursuit, and the jealous feeling

of those who would gladly persuade him to keep at home at night,

that they may have the better chance of success themselves cannot

always be concealed.

A tyro desirous of learning the mysteries of night-punting should

go out frequently in company with an experienced hand, though it

may be difficult, sometimes, to find one who would undertake to

instruct a novice : the sight and offer of silver are generally irresistible

with native punters, who pursue the sport as a means of maintenance.

When once night-punting is properly understood, there is no fear

of incurring risk on a moonlight night ;
but the oldest and best of

puntmen, amongst others, incur more or less risk of another's fire

on dark and cloudy nights : and if the ardent wild-fowler values

his life and limbs, he will not grope about on dark nights in pursuit

of his sport.

There can be no doubt but night-punting is an extremely hazardous

undertaking to the uninitiated. I remember, many years ago, two

accidents occurring in one season on the same river, and to men living

in the same parish. It was a very severe winter, and there were

abundance of wild-fowl
;
the inviting prospects of sport had induced

several inexperienced individuals to provide themselves with punts
and guns ;

and so long as they confined their operations to the sport

by daylight, all was well, but on venturing upon night-punting with-

out having first been out with those familiar with the sport, two

serious accidents occurred within a few weeks of each other.

* The substance of this anecdote was published by the author in the "
Sporting

Review," vol. xxxv., 1856.
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One man, a shoemaker, who would have done far wiser to have

stuck to his "
last," was groping about on a cloudy night, amidst

a numher of widgeon, whose constant " whe-oh !"
" whe-ow !" so

bewildered him, that he knew not in which direction to pursue them,
until a dark moving object attracted his attention, which he im-

mediately supposed to be the identical company of birds from which

the noise proceeded ;
and not imagining for one moment that it could

be anything else, he levelled his punt-gun, and deliberately pulled

trigger ! At the same instant, the shrieks of a man in the point-

blank direction of his gun, convinced him he had been mistaken in

supposing the dark moving object to have been a knob of widgeon ;

and, on pulling alongside, found his unfortunate victim, an ex-

perienced punter, in great agony, with three shots in his wrist

and arm.

Fortunately the sufferer's punt was of rather thicker material than

the ordinary class of gunning-punts, and the shot had not penetrated

quite through the side-planks. The punter had, the moment before,

been setting up to some widgeon, and it was whilst in the very act, that

the shoemaker fired the luckless shot. Had the sufferer's head or

any part of his body been above the sides of the punt, there is little

doubt but the shot would have proved fatal. Enough mischief had,

however, been done to the arm and wrist to deprive him of its use

during a period extending over many months.

The other accident occurred a few weeks later, under precisely

similar circumstances, except that the two performers were both in-

experienced, and were punting one at the other, muzzle to muzzle,
each supposing the other to be a little knob of wild -fowl. One man

fired, and, luckily, but one grain of shot took effect, though that a

most lamentable and ill-fated one it entered the other's right eye,

and for ever closed it. During several subsequent weeks it was feared

he would die, until a skilful surgeon succeeded in extracting the shot
;

the man's life was saved, but the eye entirely lost.

These are facts which have come under my own immediate observa-

tion
;

let them act as warnings to those who may have a relish for

the infatuating sport of night-punting, not to venture until thoroughly
instructed in the art, and never to shoot until quite certain the object

aimed at is in reality a species of the feathered tribe. Nothing but

experience can make a man an adept at the science of night-punting.



CHAPTER XXIX.

SLEDGING FOR WILD-FOWL.

OF all the contrivances for shooting wild-fowl this is the most un-

sportsmanlike, contemptible, and laborious
;
and yet it is one which

has been long in use by the indefatigable punters of Lymington, in

Hants.

The pursuit is carried on at night; the sledger traversing the

muddy oozes by means of a small light sledge, termed a "
launching-

punt," very similar in construction to a gunning-punt with the stern

sawn off, but lighter and of less proportions. The gun is placed on

the fore part of the launch, in similar position to that ofthe equipment of

a gunning-punt. The sledger pushes the launch ahead, over oozes and

savannas, crawling upon his l^nees, and frequently crouching so low-

as to be quite upon his stomach at full length on the mud
;
in those

creeping postures wriggling himself along and pushing the launch

before him, stirring the mud as he proceeds, and so rendering his

pursuit as filthy as it is detestable. But the severest part of the toil

is that of launching the sledge over sands and hard ground ;
the

softer and wetter the mud, the lighter is the sledger's labour.

It being impossible to distinguish wild-fowl upon the ooze on a

dark night, the launcher's best guiding star is the sound of their

voices
;
so directed, he uses his exertions to discover their where-

abouts : and if they happen to be in a puddle or pan-hole on the

ooze he finds them, because the glittering surface of the water

exposes to view any dark object which may be upon it. If the

sledger succeeds in discovering their retreat and getting within

range, he takes the best aim he can, though always a doubtful one,

and pulls the trigger by means of a string attached to it leading
to the aft part of the launch. Disappointments too frequently
attend the discharge ;

the sledger finding, to his annoyance, that

every bird flies away uninjured. Under any circumstances there can

be no certainty in such shooting, because of the impossibility of keep-

ing a large gun in correct position upon an uneven surface
;

the
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smallest hillock or hollow alters the level of the launch and dis-

arranges the position of the gun : consequently the launcher is just as

likely to fire the whole charge into the mud a few yards in advance

of the sledge, as he is to cover the spot where the birds are feeding
1

;

or, it may be, the shot flies high over their heads. The chances

are two to one against its going to the exact spot intended by the

sledger ;
and in this manner hundreds of charges of ammunition are

expended without the smallest remuneration.

In the absence of pan-holes wherewith to guide the venturous

sledger, the difficulty of discovering the place or position of the birds

is very much increased, it being impossible to see them at night on

dark mud. It then becomes necessary to shoot entirely by guess,

when, considering the uncertainty as to the level of the mud, the chance

of killing must be very remote
;
and the pursuit does much mischief

to the locality in driving the wild-fowl away, and inducing

them, by the most direct and ruinous means possible, to forsake their

haunts.*

The sledger dresses himself in water-boots, with tarpaulin trousers and

jacket; but notwithstanding these, he generally gets wet, and be-

daubed with mud from head to foot. If he encounters a creek in his

travels, he takes his seat in the launch, and rows over it
;
and is

thus sometimes prowling about the mud the whole night long ;

more frequently than otherwise, returning home without having earned

a penny. The proceeding is not only dirty, but laborious in the

extreme
;
and the birds must always be approached from the leeward-

most position.

The sledge or launch is generally painted either of a dark colour

corresponding with the ooze, or it is besmeared with tar, and not

unfrequently with mud, so as to be made invisible at night.

The danger of these men shooting each other on their midnight

excursions, by mistaking a sledger and his launch for wild-fowl, is

greater than that attending punting on the darkest nights, because of

the difficulty in distinguishing a dark- coloured launch on a dark

ooze
; whereas, on the water, the detection is more readily made.

Sledgers are obliged to be extremely cautious and particular in work-

ing their course always in one direction, and that to the windward,
or with the moonlight bearing upon them.

* Colonel Hawker says of this pursuit,
" It had an unfortunate effect on the birds,

by driving them in a great measure from the Lymington shores to Pools har-

bour, and other localities where the mud will not admit of launching."

A A



CHAPTER XXX.

WILD-GOOSE SHOOTING.

" In this late dearth of wit, when Jose and Jack
Were hunger-bit for want of fowl and sack,
His noblenesse found out this happy meanes
To mend their dyet with these wild-goose scenes."

Epigram on Wild-goose Chase.

THE subject of wild-goose shooting has already been partially dis-

cussed in this treatise, under the different heads of punting ;
and it

will also be generally treated under the title,
" Wild-fowl Shooting

under Sail;" but there are many incidents connected with the sport

which require special notice under distinct heads, to which the atten-

tion of the sporting tyro is invited before he ventures on this attrac-

tive branch of our diversion.

In former days wild-goose shooting was held in higher estimation

than the pursuit of any other species of water-fowl, apparently for

the very quaint and logical reasons stated below.*

The BRENT GOOSE (Anser Brenta) is the smallest, most abundant,

and most delicate for the table, of the whole species of wild-geese.

It is more familiarly kn6wn in some districts on the English coast as

the "
black-goose ;" which affords the fairest sport of any of

its tribe. The large gaggles of brent-geese which are sometimes

seen on the east and south-east coasts of this country, are truly aston-

ishing ;
and in France and Ireland they are, in some seasons, very

numerous on various parts of those coasts. They are also abundant

in Hudson's Bay, Greenland, Spitzbergen, and other northern coun-

tries, whither they resort in their migrations :
" Simili anseres quoque

olores ratione commeant sed horum volatus cernitur."f

But notwithstanding that they are generally more numerous on some

" What prayse soeuer is geuen to shooting, the goose may challenge the best

part in it. How well doth she make a man fare at his table : How easely doth she
make a man lye in his bed : How fitte euen as her fethers be only for shooting, so be
her quilles fit only for wryting." Tftoopkilvt : ly /'/.//'' Ai*'-h"n. JiU: letter. 1589.

f Pliny, lib. x. cap. xxiii.
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parts of the eastern coast of England than elsewhere, they are not

partial to the North Sea
;
and are never .seen in such numbers on the

coast north of Essex as on that and more southern parts.

Be the winter mild or severe, there are always some of the species

about the south-eastern coast
;
and in very severe winters they assem-

ble in countless numbers, making* a trumpet-like noise as they fly

through the air, which, when heard at a distance, very much resem-

bles the deep tone of a pack of harriers in full cry.

The Brent-goose differs from the ordinary grey-lag", and several

other of the goose species, as regards its habits, in some important

particulars, inasmuch as it never feeds on fresh-water herbage, nor

flies far inland or alights in fresh-water
;
but its tastes are exclusively

salinous. The Brent-goose never resorts to green fields nor meadows,

though it is occasionally met with in salt-marshes, which are watered

by every tide. The favourite haunts and feeding-grounds of

brent-geese are the muddy flats and green oozes of large

rivers, salt-water lakes, and sheltered bays; to which they re-

sort as soon as the receding tide leaves them a resting-place for

their feet. They generally take their stand on that part of the ooze

which is most open and unapproachable by creeks or rills
;
and there,

if undisturbed, they feed greedily until the next tide fairly lifts them

from their legs ; when, if by daylight, they fly beyond the coast, ex-

cept in very rough weather, at which time they seek for shelter in

the rivers and inland arms of the sea.

Brent-geese are eagerly pursued by the wild-fowl shooter with

yacht and swivel-gun ; they also afford splendid sport to the punter.

They are generally very wary ; though sometimes, and on certain

occasions they are quite the reverse, and may be approached without

difficulty. We allude more especially to their habits just before a

storm or gale,* when instinct seems to warn them to make the best

of their time
;

for on such occasions a whole gaggle may frequently
be surprised by the wild-fowler, who finds half the number with their

heads under their wings. And the same after a gale ; particularly if

it has lasted two or three days without intermission : they then

become so hungry, that when feeding they may be easily approached
under ordinary precautions ;

and after their appetites are appeased

they are so glad of rest, that a still better opportunity generally
awaits the punter.

* " When they do make a gaggling in the air more than usual, or seem to fight,
being over greedy at their meat, expect then cold and winterly weather." Will*-

ford?a Xf'fi'i-Ss Secrets.
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The best means of pursuing- wild-geese, and that which affords the

finest sport, is by the shooting-yacht or sailing-boat, with stanchion-gun.

But as that sport will be fully treated of in subsequent pages under

those heads, it is unnecessary to enter upon them here.

Black geese are well worthy of pursuit, and, in the opinion of most

epicures, are the finest-flavoured wild-fowl that is brought to table.

They have a thick coating of feathers, and require hard-hitting to

bring them down. The winged and wounded offer excellent chances

to young sportsmen with shoulder-guns ;
but a more amusing chase

can be had by pursuing them in a small boat : this is called the

"
cripple chase ;" of which we shall speak presently more at large.

During a strong wind and spring tide they are seldom to be ap-

proached ;
at such times they sit more dispersed about the water, and

in a more sunken form of attitude : they are then more vigilant

than at other times. When the weather is very rough they seek a

refuge within harbour, though always reluctant to do so; taking
care to quit it before nightfall, and to betake themselves to the stormy
sea rather than abide in inland waters at night.

The punter's best chances at Brent-geese are just before sunset
;

then, if they are feeding on the ooze, and it so happens that there is

sufficient water for the punter to get at them, he may, with skill, be

almost sure of a shot : they feed very greedily about that time,

apparently anxious to fill their crops before taking their flig'ht out to

sea. An opportunity of the kind is termed by the local puntmen

taking a shot when the geese are all
"
a-guzzle."

Another very favourable opportunity for obtaining* a shot with the

punt-gun at Brent geese is, just at the ground-ebb, when they are

eagerly seeking their food on the first portion of ooze that may be un-

covered by the receding tide. The punter should make up to them

briskly, but with extreme caution in all his movements, as they are

always watchful, and their suspicions soon aroused.

Wounded black-geese are sometimes difficult to capture, and lead

their pursuers a spirited chase. When wounded they make for the

tideway, or the heaviest sea that is near by j they dive boldly at

first, but eventually become exhausted, and resign themselves to fate

after being closely pursued.*

Pennant says Brent geese
" cannot dive

"
(vide

" Arctic Zoology," vol. ii.

p. 552), an error which I am very much surprised to find made by that author
; but

probably he was more of a naturalist than a sportsman. I would fain say I wish they
could noi dive ; if it were so I should have been spared many a half-hour's trying
cripple chase.
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Brent-geese also afford good sport to the coast or shore-gunner,

especially in thick weather, when they always fly low in the air, and

appear bewildered, sometimes coming close to the land. The sportsman
should conceal himself behind some embankment, temporary or other-

wise
;
and in the absence of such, or a screen of any sort to protect

him from view, he should lie down upon his back on the beach, keep-

ing himself perfectly still
;
when in all probability the whole gaggle

may come within easy range, mistaking his live carcase for a bundle

of sea-weed : he should then rise suddenly to his legs, when they
will immediately turn, and in their haste to avoid the human form,

present him a chance of killing two or three pair at a shot
;
but he

will find some difficulty in recovering* those which are not killed :

for when pursued by a dog, black-geese often dive, and it must be a

clever animal to catch a winged goose in deep water. When the

weather is very windy they fly low, and hover about the coast in

large gaggles, frequently passing within fair shot of the beach-gunner.

They appear to observe strict discipline in their order of flight, some-

times flying in a breast-like line, with all the regularity of a troop of

soldiers in marching order, at other times they fly in angular
lines

;
but there is not generally so much regularity in large gaggles

as small ones. They are known when on the wing, by their black-

looking bodies and white tails.

Latham mentions that wild-geese are sometimes attacked by
falcons

j when, notwithstanding the rapacity and spirit of the bird of

prey, the wild-goose generally comes off victoriously.*

Pliny also alludes to the attack upon large water- fowl by rapa-

cious birds, and states that, after seizing upon their prey, they are

sometimes not able to wield it, but are drawn under water by the

aquatic fowl, and so drowned,f

* " While these hawks here mentioned be remaining with us in the heart of

England, they doe prey upon divers and sundry sorts of fowls, as brants (Brent

geese), wild-geese, &c.
;
but they are, especially the passenger-soar-falcons or the

young hawgards, of great metal and spirit that, for want of understanding their own
harme, doe venture upon such unwealdy prey, who, notwithstanding, will afterwards

learn to know their own error, and, by being brusht and bearen by those shrewd

opponents, will desist, and leave off to meddle with them any more." Latham's

Falconry : A.D. 1658.
* "

Saepe et aquilse ipsse non tolerantes pondus ad prehensum una merguntur."
Lib. x. cap. iii.
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THE GREY-LAO GOOSE.

(Anser palustris).

"
But, for the water-fowl the air's too dry ;

The geese find out there's no grass in the sky,
And say a common's needful for their health."

Translation from ARISTOPHANES.

THIS species is said to be the origin of the tame goose, which, truly,

it very much resembles. The grey-lag is the largest of the wild-

goose species which visits our shores. It is seldom seen in company
with any other than those of its own species though a solitary

grey-lag is only to be met with when wounded.

The grey-lag goose is very strong on the wing ; and, notwith-

standing its heavy body, flies at a rapid rate. When moving about

the coast, up rivers, and in bays, its flight is low
;
but when flying

over land, or on a migratory tour, it flies very high. In severe

winters they visit our shores in large gaggles ;
but if the season

continues very mild, they do not come so far south.

On first arriving in strange waters, they are generally so tame that

there is no difficulty in obtaining access to them with punt and gun ;

but they afterwards become extremely shy, and the utmost skill of the

sportsman in attempting to approach them is sometimes unavailing.

When first driven by a stormy sea to seek shelter inland, they select

some large salt-water river or sheltered bay ;
and when a party of

grey-geese have found temporary security in such waters, they

frequently use it the whole winter season, returning at different

intervals during every day j
if it be an extensive plain of ooze, they

often spend the whole day there
;
and as soon as the customary

hour of evening flight arrives, they soar high in the air arid fly many
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miles inland, in search of green fields and meadows
;
and when once

good feeding-, in a safe retreat, has been discovered, they use it

nightly, if undisturbed.

When on a long flight, they are generally sufficiently high in the

air to be out of the range of an ordinary gun ;
but a good marks-

man may sometimes bring one down with a rifle. Their movements

are very interesting: flying always in catenarian order, as if

linked together, and hanging by the same thread sometimes

in one figure and sometimes in another. The most general one

is wedge-like or angular, with one bird as a "leader: the others

forming in two perfect lines, following just as if fixed on a string.

When changing their course in the air, or their leader, they seem to

endeavour as much as possible to preserve intact the apparent con-

necting link of their party. And thus, wedge-ways, by little and little

they spread broader and broader behind, bearing a great length
besides with them

; by which means also they gather more wind to

bear them up and urge them forward.*

They often alight, just before dusk, in fields of green wheat
;
on

the blades of which they feed greedily, always taking up their

position in the most central part of the field, and seldom within rang'e

of an ordinary shoulder-gun. But they are not always secure in

their rural position on the farmer's fields; indeed, most farmers

in the flat counties are familiar with the habits of grey-geese, and

often contrive, on being honoured with a visit by these birds, to stalk

and kill one or more of the gaggle with a small shoulder-piece.

Cunning sportsmen have sometimes stopped six or eight of these

noble birds at a shot, when a gaggle has been, unsuspectingly busy,

feeding in open fields or meadows.

Whilst feeding in small fields they are generally perfectly mute
;

but when disturbed, their cackling is exceedingly loud and noisy :

their note is a clangulous sort of call, sounding like
" haunk ! hawnc !"

They are also particularly fond of frequenting flooded moors and

large water-meadows; indeed, they spend the greater part of their

time at such places, more especially by night. In such positions it is

very difficult to get at them
;
and it is seldom they are killed in open

countries. But if a place of concealment can be made, or found,

near their haunts, or in the line of their flight on leaving the moor,

* A tergo sensim dilatante se cuneo porrigitur agmen largeque impellent! prse-
betur aurse. Pliny, lib. x., cap. 23. And vide ante, p. 113. " The flight of wild-

fowl."
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the sportsman may be sure of success. They present so large a

mark, that it is very easy to bring them down when within range ;

and their flight, on first taking wing, is but a few feet above the

ground : they have not sufficient power of wing to ascend in any
other manner, but are obliged to proceed over some considerable

space before rising high in the air.

I have sometimes found, after a heavy gale from the east, and

when snow and sleet have accompanied it, that among the thousands

of wild-fowl of numerous varieties which have been driven for

shelter to the inland waters, none of the birds would sit the punter

so well as the grey-geese ;
and though large numbers of duck and

widgeon may have been sitting near them, on the ooze, and taken

alarm before the fowler could approach, the grey-geese have uncon-

cernedly maintained their position and received the charge.

A young grey goose makes a very delicious dish for the table
;

and the old birds are pretty good eating, but not at all to be com-

pared with Brent-geese.

Grey-geese are often to be met with on the sea-coast by daylight ;

when they offer fair chances to the yachter who happens to be equipped

with a swivel-gun. But they always fly to the inland feeding haunts

at or before twilight, where they remain until next morning. In

some seasons they arrive in the western part of Scotland and in the

neighbourhood of the Cromarty Frith as early as August, and visit

the farmers' oat-fields in those parts, when, if not disturbed, they
sometimes remain there the greater part of the day, doing much
mischief to the crop.

According to Ovid, tame-geese, which were probably a species of

the grey-lag, were sometimes kept as house-dogs by the ancient

cottagers.*
* " Unicus anser erat minimse custodia villse."



CHAPTER XXXII.

THE BERNICLE GOOSE.

(Anser Bernida.)

" The Scottish barnacle, if I might choose,
That of a worme doth waxe a winged goose."

HALL'S Virgidemiarwm,

Like your Scotch barnacle now a block,

Instantly a worm, and presently a great goose."
MARSTON.

" The barnacles with them, which wheresoe'er they breed-

On trees, or rotten ships yet to my fens for feed

Continually they come, and chief abode do make,
And very hardly forc'd my plenty to forsake."

DRATTON.

THESE birds were formerly much more numerous on the coast than they
are now; they used to be met with on the plains and savannas of most

of the northern counties bordering on both the eastern and western

coasts of England; and on the western coast of Ireland they were very

abundant. They spend their days at sea, near sandy shores and banks,

and their nights inland, on fens and moors
;
as is the habit with many

other of the wild-goose species.* They visit us in greater or less

numbers, according to the season. Bernicle geese have powerful

means of flight, and keep together in line, in the air, after the

manner of other wild-geese. Different to the grey-lag, they are

* Markham, speaking of the haunts and habits of wild-geese, says,
" The wild

goose and barnacle delight not in water above their sounding, for when they cannot

conveniently come to the bottom to suck upon the ouze, or fatnesse of the water,

they presently depart thence, and seeke more shallow places ; also, these two sorts

of fowle, the wild-goose and barnacle, are infinitely delighted with greene-winter
corne, as the blades of wheate or rye ; and, therefore, they are ever, for the most

part, to be found where any such graine is sowne, especially where the ends of the

lands are much drowned, or have much water standing about them, wherein they
may bath and padell themselves after their feeding. Hunger's Prevention.

B B
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very sociable in their habits, both among their own and other

species.

The sportsman, however, will find them shy, and difficult of access.

The best and most successful means of approaching them is under

sail, when they may, with large shot, be killed at a considerable dis-

tance if fired at on the wing : and it is not very often that a sitting-

shot will be obtained at a gaggle of barnacles.

A ridiculous notion once prevailed, that this bird was not produced
from an egg, but from a shell or crustaceum which grew on wood

long immerged in salt-water, and that the gosling was hatched

from this shell without the warmth of the parent bird's body setting

upon it. This ignorant delusion arose from the circumstance that

these birds are frequently seen at sea swimming near and among

pieces of decayed wood covered with barnacles, containing downy or

fringed spawn of fish, which were fabulously supposed to be goslings.

Another notion was prevalent to the effect that they grew on trees,

and were hatched by the warmth of the sun. In the "
Cosmographe

and description of Albion,'
'

prefixed to the history and chronicles of

Scotland of Hector Boece, the author takes pains to contradict an

assertion as to " claik geis
"

(barnacle geese) growing on trees, and

then proceeds with a lengthened statement, to the effect that he has

sailed through the seas where these birds are bred, and finds, by
"
gret experience," that " the nature of the seis is mair relevant caus

of thair procreationn than ony uthir thing." He then goes on to

state that trees being cast into the sea, in process of time become

worm-eaten,
" and in the small boris and hollis thereof growis small

wormis
;

first thay schaw their heid and feit, and last of all thay
schaw their plumis and wingis ; finaly, quwhen thay ar cumin to the

just mesure and quantite of geis, thay fle in the aire as othir fowlis

dois." We quote from the translation of old Bellenden.

According to ancient tradition, which is asserted to have been

notably proved in the year 1490, in the presence of many people at

the castle of Petslego, a large tree was said to have been brought
by alluvion and flux of the sea to land

;
and on dividing it with a

saw, there appeared
" a multitude of worms thrawing thaim self out

of sindry hollis of this tre. Sum of thaim war rude, as they war hot

new schapin ;
sum had baith heid, feit, and wingis, hot they had na

fedderis
j
sum of thaim war perfit schapin fowlis."

The chronicles alluded to also record the circumstance of other trees
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being" washed ashore, and found to be covered with goslings ;
also of

a ship which had lain four years at anchor, and on being brought to

Leith and examined, all the planks were worm-eaten,
tc and the hollis

thairof full of geis."

The narratives of some other early writers upon the subject of the

barnacle are equally delusive.

In "Gerarde's Herbal, or History of Plants/' written about

the time of Elizabeth, a similar doctrine is attempted to be

upheld.*

The manner in which that author concludes his assertions tend

much to show there were, even in those days, many sceptical of his

doctrine
;
he adds et If any doubt, may it please them to repair

unto me, and I shall satisfie them by the testinionie of good wit-

nesses."

An authority of no less distinction than Hollinshed, says he saw

with his own eyes the feathers of these barnacles hanging out of the

shell at least two inches.

Dr. Wm. Bulleyn, who wrote in the year 1552, alludes to the sub-

ject, but evidently with cautious and reluctant credulity ; he says
"There be also barnacles whiche hath a strange generacion, as

Gesnerus saith, which never laie egges, as the people of the north

partes of Scotlande knoweth, and because it should seme incredible

to many I will geve none occasion to any either to mocke or to

maruell."f

Willughby was less credulous than other ornithologists who wrote

* " There is a small island in Lancashire called ' The Pile of Foulders,' on the

west side of the entrance into Morcambe Bay, about fifteen miles south of Ulver-

ston, where are found the broken pieces of old and bruised ships, also the trunks
and bodies, with the branches of old and rotten trees cast up there likewise ; where-
in is found a certain spume or froth, that in time breedeth unto certain shells, in

shape like those of the muskle, but sharper pointed, and of a whiter colour, wherein
is contained a thing in form like a lace of silke, finely woven, as it were, together ;

one end whereof is fastened into the inside of the shell, even as the fish of oisters

and muskles are ; the other end is made fast unto the belly of a rude masse or lump,
which in time cometh to the shape and form of a bird : when it is perfectly formed,
the shell gapeth open, and the first thing that appeareth is the aforesaid lace or

string ;
next come the legs of the bird hanging out

;
and as it groweth greater, it

openeth the shell by degrees, till at length it is all come forth and hangeth only by
the bill. In. short space after, it cometh to full maturatie, and falleth into the sea,
where it gathereth feathers and groweth to a fowl bigger than a mallard and lesser

than a goose, which the people in Lancashire call by no other name than a tree-

goose ;
which place aforesaid, and all those parts adjoining, do so much abound there-

with, that one of the best is bought for three pence."

t
" The Booke of Simples," fol. Ixxij.
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in that century ;
he makes some strong remarks upon those who had

asserted such fabulous stories respecting the barnacle.*

Another author, who wrote in the following- century, also makes

allusion to the singularly delusive notion, and attributes the solution

of the story to the Dutch.f

Those who may wish to inquire into the natural existence of the

barnacle as a curious species of shell-fish will find an interesting

account of it in an amusing little work called
" The Sea-side Book,"

by W. H. Harvey, M.D., 1857 (fourth edition), wherein the author

states it to belong to the class of animals called Cirrhipoda, which

combine the characters of Crustacea and mollusca.

* " But that all these stories are false and fabulous, I am confidently persuaded.
Neither do there want sufficient arguments to induce the lovers of truth to be of our

opinion, and to convince the gainsayers. For in the whole genus of birds (excepting
the phoenix, whose reputed original is without doubt fabulous) there is not any one

example of equivocal or spontaneous generation.
Those shells in which they affirm these birds to be bred, and to come forth by a

strange metamorphosis, do most certainly contain an a.nimal of their own kind, and
not transmutable into any other thing."

f
" To finish this Treatise of Sea Plants, let me bring this admirable tale of

untruth to your consideration, that whatsoever hath formerly beene related con-

cerning the breeding of those Barnackles, to be from shels growing on trees, &c., is

utterly erroneous, their breeding and hatching being found out by the Dutch and
others in their navigations to the northward, as that third of the Dutch in anno
1536 doth declare." Parkinson's Theatrum Botanicum

t page 1306. London:
1640. Folio.



CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE BEAN GOOSE.
(Anser ferusj.

1 But this I know, that thou art very fine,

Seasoned with sage, with onions and port wine."

SOUTHEY'S Lines to a Goose.

THIS species, termed the " common wild -goose," is generally
abundant in this country in winter

;
but its movements are much in

keeping with the weather. When too severe in the north of England,
these birds proceed towards the south. The habits ofthe bean-goose are

nearly identical with those of the grey-lag : they fly out to sea by day,

and inland by night ; feeding on growing corn, young clover, turnip-

tops, or almost any green cultivated substance. In early spring they

alight in green bean fields, where they feed greedily sometimes

doing considerable injury to the plant. They are also to be met with

occasionally, on moors and green plains ;
but they are at all times

wary, and will tax the sportsman's cunning to get at them. The

clamour of their gabbling and cackling may sometimes be heard

at a long distance. These also fly in wedge-like form and

catenarian figures, when in large gaggles. A small number fly in a

straight line one behind the other. When the wind is high, and

accompanied by snow and sleet, they fly low in the air : the shore-

gunner may then often bring them down by watching on the beach

standing perfectly still. They then sometimes fly so near as to give
him a fine chance of a shot.

THE WHITE-FRONTED OR LAUGHING GOOSE (Anas albifrons),

also termed the "
bar-goose," from the dark-coloured bars across the

breast, is a bird of beautiful plumage, but of inferior value as an

edible one not even so good as the grey-goose. In size it is a little

larger than the Brent, but not so large as the grey-goose. It is a

regular winter visitant to the British Isles, though in numbers more
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or less, according as the winter is severe or mild. They are strong
on the wing-, moving through the air in single and angular line of

flight. They are difficult birds to kill, being generally wild and

unapproachable, and requiring hard hitting to bring them down, so

thickly coated are they with feathers.

The sportsman who would kill them should use large shot, and

reserve his fire until they take wing.

These birds do not proceed so far inland as grey-geese, and seldom

alight in corn fields their favourite resorts being fens, marshes, and

rivers near the sea-coast, where they are often shot by puntmen,

though more frequently by means of a swivel-gun and small sailing

vessel.*

THE PINK-FOOTED GOOSE ( Anser phoenicopus) is a very beautiful

bird, and has been the subject of much discussion of late years among
naturalists and ornithologists.

The sportsman will invariably find these birds so wary, that it is

difficult to get within range : they appear remarkably watchful, and

are awake to every suspicious movement or noise on the part of

human being. The punter's best skill is required, and the sailing

sportsman must use his best cunning to get at them. They are not

very abundant, but in sharp winters there are generally a few killed

on the coast.

* Col. Hawker speaks of these birds as quite unknown to the gunners of the

Hampshire coast till the year 1830 ; and adds, that he has seen none there since.

My own experience of wild-fowling does not carry me back so far as 1830, but so

long as I have felt interested in the sport, I have, every winter, met with some of these
birds on the eastern coast. The inference to be drawn from Col. Hawker's assertion

would therefore seem to be, that it is only in the severest winters they visit the
smith coast.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE SOLAN GOOSE.

(Pelecanus Bassanus.)

" I'm one of those who in Basse Isle,

Where Bear did govern longest while,
Lost all my eggs and goslings too

;

For Bear did make the De'el to do."

The Dream of the Solan Goose.

THIS beautiful bird, though not in very high esteem by the modern

apician, is extremely curious and interesting in its habits
; and,

being familiar to the wild-fowl shooter as a peculiar species of the

wild-goose tribe, we are not disposed to pass it over unnoticed.

Several small islands in the north of Scotland, especially those of

the Hebrides, are favourite resorts of these birds during the breeding

season. The Bass Rock, at the mouth of the Forth, especially, is

notorious as swarming with them.* They range themselves upon
the ledges and helds of the rocks, in irregular ranks

;
and so,

studded from top to bottom, the most inaccessible parts sometimes

appear literally alive with solan geese. This rock, which has been

alluded to by authors of travel as the "
solitary giant of the deep,"

strikes the beholder with an amazement which he never forgets,

as he gazes, for the first time in his life, upon the wild and

stupendous scenef not the structure of human hand, but the work

of Nature, in one of its grandest and most majestic forms.:}:

When seen at a distance, in the air, a casual observer would

* " None of the birds are permanent occupants of the island, but visitors for

purposes of procreation only, staying there for a few weeks, in lodgings as it were,
and until their young ones can take wing along with them." Harvey on the Gene-
ration of Animals : 1651. Vide also " The Bass Eock" and its History j by Pro-
fessor Fleming and others.

t Vide " Eocks and Eivers ;" by John Colquhoun, Esq.
There is the following amusing reference to solan geese in " The Cosmographe
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assuredly mistake a solan goose for a large sea-gull, which it very
much resembles hoth in colour and flight ; but, on a closer view,

the goose may be clearly distinguished from the gull by its

long neck, large head, and black feathers at the points of its

wings.
The solan goose, or "

gannet," as it is also called, is by no means

gregarious, though these birds follow each other in flight, in ap-

parently regular succession, keeping at respectful distance, in order

that one may not interrupt the operations of the other; their means of

subsistence being such as to render their efforts more successful with-

out companionship.
The manner in which the solan goose obtains its food is remark-

able, and, it would appear, very precarious.

The bird is by nature gifted with a large, bright, piercing eye, and

sharp-pointed, strong beak. It flies leisurely over the sea, generally

following the shoals of pilchards and herrings, or such other fish as

swim near the surface or occasionally show themselves above water.

Upon these the gannet keeps a watchful eye, and pounces from its

exalted position in the air with astonishing velocity, sometimes

just like a heavy stone falling from the clouds, and seldom missing
its victim a herring, pilchard, small mullet, sprat, or some such fish.

The gannet darts down perpendicularly as a falling stone, though not

in a headlong position, as a hawk, but so as to strike the water hea-

vily with its breast, at the same instant that it secures the fish be-

tween the vice-like mandibles of its beak :

and Description of Albion," prefixed to the "
History and Chronicles of Scotland"

of Hector Boece :
" In it" [the Bass Rock]

" ar incredible noumer of Soland Geis ;

nocht unlik to thir fowlis, that Pliiieus callis See Ernis
;
and ar sene in na part of

Albion, bot in this crag and Ailsay. At thair first cumin, quhilk is in the spring of

the yeir, thay gadder sa gret noumer of treis and stikkis to big thair nestis, that

the samin micht be sufficient fewell to the keparis of the castell, howbeit thay had
na uthir provision ;

and thocht the keparis tak fra thir fowlis thir stikkis and treis,

yit thay tak litil indingnation thairof, bot bringis haistilie agane als many fra uthir

placis quhair thay fle. Thay nuris thair birdis with maist deligat fische
; for,

thocht thay have ane fische in thair mouth abone the seis, quhair thay fle, yit gif

thay se ane uthir bettir, thay lat the first fal, and doukis, with ane fellon stoure, in

the see, and bringis haistilie up the fische that thay last saw
;
and thoucht this

fische be reft fra hir be the keparis of the castell, scho takkis litill indingnation, bot

fleis incontinent for ane uthir. Thir keparis of the castell forsaid, takis the young
geis fra thaim with litill impediment ;

thus cumis gret proffet yeirlie to the lord of

the said castell." P. xxxvij.

Martyn, in his "Account of the Scottish Western Isles" mentions that the

Steward of St. Kilda found an arrow, besides other strange items, in a Solan goose's
nest : the former doubtless had fallen from her wounded body. Vide Hansard's

Archery, p. 408.
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* * * " Lo ! gannets huge,
And ospreys plunging from their cloudy height
With leaden fall precipitate, the waves

Cleave with dashing breast, and labouring rise,

Talons and beak o'erloaded !
"*

Most people who have been at sea, or lived near the sea-coast, are

familiar with the habits of the gannet, and its dextrous performances

upon surface-fish.

A cruel method of taking these birds is commonly resorted to by
the sea-fishers of the north : it is by fixing

1 a fresh herring" to a piece

of board, which has a small weight underneath, to sink it a little

below the surface of the sea. The gannet, unconscious of the trap,

pounces upon the plank, and, striking at the fish with its usual force,

either thrusts its bill completely through the board, or breaks its neck

or breast-bone
;
thus falling an easy victim to the fishers,f who dress

it for table in the same manner as an ordinary goose ;
and when on

long voyages, and short of fresh meat, an old gannet is eaten by
sailors with very much relish. Young ones used to be sold in Edin-

burgh and other north-country towns at one shilling and eightpence

each, and were esteemed a favourite dish when roasted and served

up as wild-goose. Old gannets partake too much of the flavour of

fish, to be palatable to the modern gourmand.
There is no doubt but that, during the ages of archery, these birds

afforded the ancient toxophilite excellent sport ;
and it appears, arrows

of a peculiar form were used specially for shooting wild-geese, and

other large fowl. I

See also, post,
"
Fowling in St. Kilda," as to capturing- solan geese

in that island.

* Gisborne's Walks in a Forest.

t Macaulay's History of St. Kilda.

J
" For geese or other large birds they (the arrows) should be double-forked,

sharp, and strong, to cut a wing or a neck clean off. The blow from a common shaft

rarely inflicts a wound sufficient to bring down the game at once ; notwithstanding
she be hurt or shot through, she will fly off and die in another place." La Maison

Eustique, Liebault : A.D. 1620.

c c



CHAPTER XXXV.

THE HERON.

" And the slow heron down shall fall,

To feed my fairest fair withal."

COTTON.

IT is a great mistake to imagine that this noble species of water-fowl

has become nearly extinct in this country. It is true there are now but

few heronries in England, compared with what there were many years

ago -,

but there are nevertheless plenty of herons
;
and it would seem

that these birds have given preference to exclusive solitude of late

years, for the purpose of building their nests, hatching and rearing-

their young, rather than to assemble in those ancient heronries which

used to be regarded as objects of considerable attraction.

The days have long passed away since the heron had place in

chivalry; when, among our ancient customs, was one of swearing
an oath upon the dead body of a heron, and whereby many a gallant

knight has, in years long passed, plighted his troth to his "
ladye

faire," as the most solemn and honourable manner of assuring her of

his sincerity.

The heron was formerly esteemed one of the daintiest luxuries

of the dinner-table, and stood at the head of the game course on

every festive occasion.*

According to the prices of wild-fowl assessed by the Mayor of

London, in the time of Edward I., the cost of a heron was sixteen

pence, and of an egret, or dwarf heron, eighteen pence, which are

among the very highest assessed prices of water-fowl in those days.f

* " At principall feestes. Item, it is thought in likewyse that hearonsewys be

bought for my lorde's owne mees, so they be at xijd. a pece." Northumberland
Household Book, temp. Hen. VIII.

"
Cranys and herons schulle be enarmed wyth lardrons of swyne, and rostyd, and

etyn wyth gyngynyr." Ancient Cookery : A.D. 1381.

f Vide " Liber Albus Gildhallae," introd., p. xxxiij.
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By the same authority the price of a mallard was assessed at 3d., a

teal 2d., and so on.

This apicianic preference to the heron was not confined to English
taste alone, hut extended to continental choice as well. They were

so greatly in esteem a century ago, that higher prices were paid for

them than for any other wild-fowl
;
thus maintaining through centuries

the character of choice and preference which had heen awarded them

by the ancient epicure.

The heron was also distinguished as the noblest quarry for the

falconer. The method of capturing herons by the art of falconry,

as practised in former days, was a highly animating diversion.

Ladies not only accompanied the falconers in pursuit of the heron,

but took active part in the recreation, and often excelled them in

skill.*

The time of day generally chosen for the pursuit was noontide,

because at that hour herons were supposed to be well gorged with

fish, and consequently unable to fly so swiftly as at other times
;
and

if pursued in a hungry condition, the hawk seldom succeeded in

striking its quarry. The rapacious bird generally attempts to soar

above its prey, well knowing the difficulty of attacking a heron from

any other than an uppermost position ; and, it appears, the heron is

equally conscious of this advantage, and when overtaken and over-

powered, turns upon its back, and strikes at the enemy with its bill,

sometimes transfixing the hawk at a blow.

" As when a cast of faulcons make their flight
At an herneshaw,t that lies aloft on wing,

The whiles they strike at him with heedlesse might,
The wary fowle his bill doth backward wring.";};

A full-grown heron is capable of inflicting a serious wound with its

beak, which is a very powerful weapon of defence. When the heron

is captured by the hawk, and has reached the ground, it is the custom

with Indian falconers to rush forward to the scene of the struggle,

and plunge the heron's beak into the earth, when, by holding its

legs and wings, a small hawk is enabled to kill it.

Falconry is still a highly popular recreation in many parts of India,

more particularly in the territory of Scinde. It has also long been a

* Strutt's
"
Sports and Pastimes," p. 26.

f Hemeshaw (heronshaw) is a fall-grown heron.

$ Spenser's
" Fairie Queen."

Vide "
Falconry in the Valley of the Indus ;" by Lieut. R. F. Burton : 1852.
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favourite sport amongst the Persians. It was a custom with the

nobility of Mingrelia, when they had taken herons by falconry, to cut

off the scapular feathers of the bird for the purpose of making heron-

tufts for bonnets, and after such disfiguration the birds were set at

liberty.*

The same author relates an interesting anecdote as to a heron-tuft,

set with jewels, being presented by the King Abas, to Luarzab, King
of Georgia, on surrender of the latter, during the Georgian war.
" This is an ensign of royalty," said Abas

;

" and it is my plea-

sure you should always wear it upon your head, that people may
know ye to be king." The author of the anecdote then proceeds to

relate, how Abas afterwards treacherously commanded one of his

guards to rob Luarzab of the tuft, in order that he might have

apparent cause of offence against Luarzab for losing it
;
and under

cloak of that false accusation, pretend to justify his desire to put him

to death.

There is no doubt but herons have a decided antipathy to birds of

prey, and sometimes perform curious antics in the air when pursued by
them

;
but I cannot believe in Mr. Swan,f as to the fatal effect of

those antics upon the hawk.

The statute 19 Hen. VII., cap. 11, prohibited the taking of herons

in this country, except by hawking, or with the long bow, upon pain

of forfeiture of 6s. 8d. for every bird taken contrary to that statute.

It also restrained the taking of young herons out of their nests, on

land belonging to other persons (except with the licence of the owner

of such land), under a penalty of 10s. for every bird so taken.

Herons were thus, many years protected by statute
;
but the game

act of Geo. IV. has repealed all the statutes which specially

prohibited the destruction of these birds, their young and eggs, ex-

cept under certain restrictions.

* Vide " Travels in Persia and the East Indies ;" by Sir Jno. Chardin : 1643.

t The heron or hernsew is a fowl that liveth about waters, and yet she doth so

abhorre raine and tempests, that she seeketh to avoid them by flying on high. She
hath her nest in very loftie trees, and sheweth, as it were, a natural hatred against
the gosse hawk and other kinde of hawks

;
and so likewise doth the hawk seek her

destruction continually. When they fight above in the aire, they labour both

especially for this one thing that the one might ascend and be above the other.

Now, if the hawk getteth the upper place, he overthroweth and vanquisheth the

heron with a marvellous earnest flight ;
but if the heron get above the hawk, then

with his dung he defileth the hawk, and so destroyeth him, for his dung is a poison
to the hawk, rotting and putrifying his feathers." Speculum Mundi, or a Glasse

Representing the Face of the World; by John Swan, M.A., late Student of Trin.

Col., Camb. : 1635 : p. 400.
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The laws affecting decoys* apply with equal force, in some re-

spects, to a heronry j
and a similar distinction would arise between

an old established and a modern one. Serjeant Woolrych remarks,f
" Yet these heronries, if excessive, may be indicted at common law

as a nuisance, by virtue of the maxim, Sic utere tuo ut alienum won

lasdas."

At the present day, however, heronries are not so numerous as

formerly ;
and the few of these interesting resorts which are yet re-

maining in this country are objects far too harmless and attractive,

and too much venerated to become a nuisance, or the subject of an

indictment at common law.

There is something peculiarly majestic and interesting in the heron
;

and it is extremely amusing to watch its lonely habits, as it stands

sometimes, an hour at a time, in apparently motionless position at the

brink of the water, whilst the tide continually washes its silvery feet
;

and unsuspecting little fish and eels swim boldly beneath the shadow

of its graceful form, when they are instantly detected by the keen

eyes of the bird, which strikes with piercing and unerring dart at the

intruders, rarely, if ever, failing to secure the slippery prize.

It is the habit of the heron to place itself at the extreme point of

some promontory washed by every tide, and there to stand, sometimes

until the water fairly reaches its feathers, when it either retreats a few

steps, or flies, or marches to some other spot. But the water must

be clear, or it is no place for the heron. And this is one of the cir-

cumstances which has induced some persons to imagine there are but

few herons in this country at the present day. Wherever the water

has become constantly cloudy, so that the heron is unable to see its

prey through the liquid element, it leaves that locality, and seeks one

better adapted to the manner of obtaining its food. Neither does the

heron like rocky coasts or hard soil, because of the risk it incurs of

injury or pain to its bill on striking it against hard substances, at eels

and other fish which may be near the bottom : it rather prefers

muddy flats and the oozy beds of tidal rivers, in some of which,

on the eastern coast, and more especially the rivers Stour, Orwell,

and Deben, these birds are, to this day, abundantly numerous.

Herons forsake their haunts if fired at by night from beneath trees

on which they build or roost. They are open to any fair challenge

* Vide ante, p. 76.

t Woolrych's
" Game Laws," p. 15.
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by day, but decidedly averse to such murderous midnight attacks.

They are extremely watchful birds, and at all times an annoyance
to the wild-fowler, frequently giving alarm long before any other

birds which may be near them have detected the smallest signs of

suspicion.*

They are also great enemies to the decoyer ;
and sometimes when

he has just commenced his artifices upon a paddling of wild ducks,

some suspicious heron, which may be near the pipe of the decoy,
often causes every bird to leave the water, by stretching its long neck

and giving a sonorous warning "frank !" as it rises from the water's

edge, spreading its huge wings, and alarming every bird within the

pond. And it is the same whether pursuing the sport of wild-fowl

catching at the decoy, or shooting on the open waters and oozes with

punt and gun ;
whenever the warning note of the heron is heard, up

go the heads of all the wild-fowl near about him, and they are thus

made acquainted of the enemy's approach. The lives of many
hundreds of wild-fowl have been saved by this keen detective of the

waters. When standing erect, what with its long legs, long neck,

and tapering body, the heron can see the approach of the enemy at a

considerable distance
;
and when wild-fowl are feeding near this bird,

they always appear to rely on it for a signal in case of danger. The

curlew also frequently enacts a similar part when feeding with other

birds.

When once a heron has found food at any particular place, it is

almost certain to return to it again, and probably nearly every day,
if undisturbed. The quietest way of getting rid of the nuisance at

the decoy is, to bait a large fish-hook with a small live roach or eel,

and place it at the water's edge, near the feeding-place of the heron,

securing the hook by means of a strong line to a stake or branch.

" There o'er the shallow water's bed
His baited hooks at eve he spread.

* # #

And e'en the heron's crested pride

By the frail slender line is ta'en."f

The heron will greedily swallow the bait, and thus become an easy

capture to the decoyman, But the hook must be baited with a live

fish : the heron will not touch a dead one. Giles Jacob also gives

* " The herrons gaif ayne vyild skreech as the kyl hed bene in fyir, guhilk gart
the quhapis [curlews] for fleyitnes [fright] fle far fra hame." The Complaynt of
Scotland : A.D. 1548.

f
" Annals of Sporting."
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directions for taking the heron with a baited fish-hook.* This plan
is far better than shooting it, because of the quietness of the proceed-

ing ;
and although a time for shooting the heron might be chosen

when there are no wild-fowl in the pool, the report of the gun disturbs

the decoy-ducks, and resounds to the marshes in the locality. The

other is, besides, the most effectual, because it is sometimes difficult

to get within gun-shot of a heron, even under cover of decoy-screens

and brushwood
j
and to make the other plan more certain, two or

three hooks might be baited, and placed in different parts on the

banks of the decoy ;
but they must all be watched, so that the decoy-

ducks are not caught instead of the heron.

When herons are restless, and constantly on the wing, moving to

and fro in the locality of their feeding haunts, it presages stormy
weather,f

" The hern by soaring shows tempestuous showers."

The heron offers a fair mark for the rifle-shot, as it stands motionless

on the bank at the brink of the wr

ater, watching for eels or other prey
which may unsuspectingly approach within gaze of its piercing eye.

And the heron does not seem to regard an ordinary-sized rowing-
boat with that suspicion it does a gunning-jaunt ;

therefore if the

sportsman wishes to kill a heron in a sportsmanlike manner, the rifle

and shooting canoe are his proper equipments. And just after

harvest, in August and September, when small fish and tiny eels are

abundant in the salt water rivers and bays where oozes abound,
herons are plentiful ;

and at that season there are numbers of egrittes,

which may be instantly distinguished from the old birds by their

whiter plumage.
When within range of the shot-barrels, they are very simple shots

for the merest tyro, presenting a mark so large as to render it almost

impossible to miss them, except wilfully. They do not require

hard hitting ;
a slight blow will bring them down.

A winged heron requires careful handling : it is a savage bird,

and will attack dog or man, striking very fiercely and sharply with

its strong pointed bill. Let the sportsman beware !

* Vide " The Compleat Sportsman ;" by Giles Jacob : 1740.

f Willsford's" Nature's Secrets."

j Drayton.
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Cranes were also, in former times, highly esteemed as articles of

food,
" The crane, the fesant, the pecocke, and curlewe,
The partriche, plover, bittorn, and heronsewe,
Seasoned so well in licour redolent,
That the hall is full of pleasant smell and scent."*

but are now judged to have forsaken this island, f They were

formerly as common as the heron. |

A most improbable assumption once prevailed, that the crane,

when on duty as the sentry of its herd, held a stone within its talons,

the object of which was supposed to be (according to the reasoning
of Aristotle) that, standing throughout the watch on one leg, if the

sentry crane chanced to fall asleep unintentionally, the stone would

immediately fall from its talons, and rouse the sleepy bird to its

sense of duty.
tf

Vigil lapillum inter pedes tenet, ut si forsitan sur-

repserit somnus, casu lapidis excitetur."

The same thing is asserted by Pliny, who says,
" Excubias habent

nocturnis temporibus lapillum pede sustinentis qui laxatus somno et

decidens indiligentium coarguat."

It is also said, that cranes used to assemble together before migrat-

ing from our coasts
;
and thus, as if a proclamation had been circulated

among the species, fixing a day and hour for the occasion of taking
their departure, they rise high in the air in one entire herd

;
and

having performed a few circumvolutions, dart off in apparently

determined flight. ||
The habits of cranes, in this respect, are similar

to those of wild swans (vide post, Wild Swan Shooting).

*
Barclay's "Egloges :" A.D. 1570.

f Pennant's " British Zoology."

j
" Northumberland Household Book."

Pliny, lib. x., cap. 23.

||
"Abiturse congregantur in loca certa comitataeque sic ut nulla generis sui

relinquatur nisi captiva et serva ceu lege prsedicta die recedeunt." Pliny, Ub. i.,

cap. 23.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

WILD-SWAN SHOOTING.

-"
Majestic swan

Or heavy goose with many a fowl beside

Of lesser size and note, who, when the world
Has sunk to rest, beneath the moonbeam dash

The sparkling tide."

Fowling, a Poem : anno 1808.

THE wild-swan ( Cygnus ferus) is at all'times a bird of considerable

attraction to the wild-fowler. The sport of wild-swan shooting,

however, is so rare, that probably there are few sportsmen who can

boast of having
1 taken part in the diversion. In some localities the

killing of a wild-swan is looked upon as a notable performance ; and,

although no very difficult task to accomplish, it is, nevertheless, con-

sidered a distinguished achievement.

A severe winter seldom passes without our being visited by some

of the wild-swan species from northern latitudes : but they gene-

rally remain off the coast, at sea, until a severe gale compels them

to seek less turbulent quarters. They then fly over-land, and alight

in the largest tidal river in the neighbourhood, or the one that is least

affected by ice
;
and there they remain until the g'ale subsides, and

the sea becomes smoother.

The punter should watch for the first abatement of the gale, and

proceed in his punt, as soon as the weather permits, and endeavour

to get the first shot. They are generally strangers to punts and

punters on first arrival in inland waters, and may be approached
under the most ordinary precautions.

On the arrival of wild swans in a public river, they are such

conspicuous objects, and have so great an attraction, that every
wild-fowler in the neighbourhood is on the qui-vive to shoot them

;

and the midnight punter will often be surprised, on approaching a

D D
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herd of swans, which may have arrived during the fury of a gale

on the previous day, to find that two or three other punters are bent

on the same pursuit.

The engraving opposite is designed by the author in representation

of a scene which occurred, during a hard winter, on the evening

succeeding a heavy gale on the eastern coast, when a herd of wild-

swans sought refuge in the river Stour
;
and were assailed in the

evening under the favourable auspices of a calm and moonlight with

the charges of two punt-guns of heavy calibre. Neither of the

punters was aware of the presence of the other, some large blocks

of ice intervening between them; but, both gunners being within

range, and ready ;
on the discharge of my gun, which killed three

of the birds as they sat upon the water, the other punter had

ample time for tipping his gun, and by a flying shot, he killed one

and winged another.

Wild-swans soon learn to shun the presence of a punter ;
and

generally, after being once or twice fired at, they become the wildest

and most wary birds upon the waters.

There is a distinction between the tame-swan and the hooper, or

wild-swan, with which most wild-fowlers are familiar; for, though
difficult to be distinguished at a distance, when near enough to allow

the colour of the head to be seen, there can be no mistake. The skin,

or soft substance above the upper mandible, is black in the tame swan,

but bright-yellow in the wild one.

The hooper may also be known from the tame swan, at a distance,

by its note
;
the wild bird making a sort of hooping noise, which,

after hearing it once, the fowler is not likely to forget. They are

termed "the peaceful monarchs of the lake," from the contrast they
bear with the mute swan ( Cygnus olor), which attacks all other

fresh birds that venture within reach of its neck.

The young hoopers, like other cygnets, are fawn-coloured, and do

not attain that beautiful white plumage until two years of age ;
till

that time they are classed as cygnets. The skin, or soft substance,

before alluded to, is not so bright in colour in the cygnets as in

swans. The wild cygnet exhibits a pale flesh-colour in the place of the

bright yellow ;
and the tame swan has, besides, a protuberance just

above the upper mandible.

It is only in the hardest winters that wild-swans visit our coasts

and inland waters
;
and then there are frequently many tame swans

among them, which, having found themselves frozen out of the lakes
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or ornamental waters where they were reared, take wing-, soaring

high in the air, and make direct for the sea-coast
; when, should

they chance to alight in the neighbourhood of punts and guns, they
are almost certain to fall victims to the first gunner who goes in pur-
suit

;
and who, regardless of swan-marks, swan-herdsmen, and swan-

laws, is only too proud to secure a specimen of the " monarch of the

waters."

Many fabulous assertions have been set up by ancient writers as to

the musical notes said to be uttered by a dying swan
;
and such were

once alluded to by Sir Edward Coke, in giving judgment upon a

swan case.* But this sweet singing of the swan, when dying, has

been repeatedly contradicted, as will be seeo by the references

below,f

The hoopers, or wild-swans, afford fine amusement, and try the

punter's skill as much as any of the wild-fowl species. They are

generally very wild and difficult of approach ; but, with cunning and

patience, combined with a little ingenuity, a fair shot may some-

times be made. The punter should always bear in mind that these

birds have not the power to rise suddenly into the air, but flap

along the water, beating the surface with their immense wings, some

twenty or thirty yards, before they are able to suspend their pon-
derous bodies above the level of the punter's gun.
When punting to wild-swans, the sportsman should reserve his

best strength till they take alarm, and seem to be preparing to fly ;

when at that instant, by putting on a bold spurt with his paddles,

a few good strokes will take him several yards nearer. It is

always better to reserve the fire at swans until they commence their

efforts to take wing : there is then abundant time to pull trigger or

take aim whilst they are getting up.

If the swans be very wild and unapproachable, a successful shot

may sometimes be made by adopting the well-known manoeuvre of

placing- a few pieces of ice and snow upon the head of the punt, by

way of disguise ; but, as this alters the trim, and consequently the

* Vide 7 Co. Rep., p. 18.

f
" Olorum morte narratur fiebilis cantus, falso ut arbitror aliquot experiinentis."

PLINY.
" De cygni vero cantu suavissimo quern cum mendaciorum parente Grecia jactare

ausus es, ad Luciani Tribunal, apud quern aliquid novi dicas, statuo te." SCA-
LIGER.

" Cantandi studiosos esse jam communi sermone pervulgatum est. Ego, vero

fortasse neque alius." ^
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relative position of the gun, the punter must be careful to regulate

the range accordingly, or put corresponding weight in the stern of

the punt.

After considerable experience in the art of punting, I have found that

the best and most successful means of shooting swans, by daylight,

is by aid of the sailing-punt 5
so as to approach them under sail, on a

slanting wind, taking care to luff up quickly into the eye of the

wind the moment they attempt to rise, and reserving fire until the

instant of their crossing the bows.

The novice would be surprised, as well as amused, at the cracking

and snapping noise made by a herd of swans, on rising from the

water, on a calm day. It sounds precisely as if every bone in the

wings of the whole herd were being snapped asunder, and quite as

loud. The noise is produced by the huge wings striking the water,

as they flap along, in their efforts to rise in the air. It is not to

be heard when the swans are suspended in the air, but only at the

time of taking wing : therefore, there is no doubt but that it proceeds

from the cause asserted. The snappings and crackings are heard

much more distinctly on a calm day than during windy weather.

The velocity with which swans fly down-wind is very great ;
but

their progress to windward is slow. In calm weather, they pursue a

steady course of flight, sometimes ranging in the angular form de-

scribed as that pursued by wild-geese ;
but swans always fly very

close together, and never in a scattered line.

It very often happens, during severe frosts, that swans, in flying

over-land, present remarkably fair shots, and may often be killed

with small shoulder-guns. I have seen many a swan brought down

with a charge of one ounce and a half of No. 4 shot.

Whenever an opportunity of the kind offers, and a swan, or herd

of swans, is seen to be approaching, in line with the sportsman, who
has but a small gun, he should remain squat as a mouse until the

birds are fairly over his head
j
he should then suddenly rise up, and,

just as they are flying from him, send the charge after them
;

his

mark should be either the head of one of the birds, or the wing.
A sportsman never shoots at swans nor, indeed, at any other wild-

fowl when flying towards him, but always reserves his fire until

they have passed j
because the shot will find its way to the flesh of

the bird, when fired behind it
;
but it will seldom do so when fired at

a bird with its breast facing the sportsman.
When swans are driven to our shores by the severity of wintei-j
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and find food and shelter in any lake or secluded locality, where the

tide ebbs and flows, they generally keep to it until late in the spring- ;

dividing
1

their time, apparently, between visits to the sea, the moors,

and the lakes, spending more of their leisure at the lakes than else-

where. But, from the incessant attempts of punters to approach

them, they become so vigilant, that they often take wing, as soon as

approached within the distance of two or three hundred yards.

I remember a herd of wild-swans taking up their quarters, during
a very severe winter, in an extensive salt-water pool, into which

every tide ebbed and flowed. The pool was a branch of a large river,

bounded on all sides by private property; and the swans about

thirty in all were not permitted to be disturbed, but were fed and

enticed by the Squire to resort there, and take up a permanent
abode. They remained so long after the frost had gone, and the

spring had far advanced, that the Squire congratulated himself on

the valuable acquisition to his estate of an easily-acquired swannery.
One fine morning, however, in the month of April, the whole herd of

swans were observed to soar high in the air, making a beautiful

circular evolution above the lake where they had so many weeks

enjoyed the good Squire's protection from molestation, and fed gree-

dily upon his bounty. They continued hovering around in the manner

described for a few minutes, as if taking a last fond look
;
and then,

as if thanking the Squire for his hospitality, sniffed the air, and

dashed off, with noble flight, in that direction indicated by the com-

pass as due north.

The Squire's vexation and disappointment can be better imagined
than described : suffice it to say, he never afterwards fed or fostered

wild-swans.

Wild-swans which have been driven from their northern quarters

by hard weather, return in herds about the month of April or May.

They are sometimes exposed to much persecution, in northern coun-

tries, during the time of their being unable to fly. They lose their

feathers in August, and for a few weeks are quite without the power
of flight : in this helpless condition, they are often pursued by the

natives ashore, and by sailors in boats, who fairly run them down,

chasing them to and fro until they are quite exhausted, and thus

become captives.

In Kamtschatka, wild-swans are so common, both in winter and

summer, that at every entertainment, given by the poorest person,

the table is graced with one or more of these noble fowls.
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The Kamtschadales take them, in winter, with gins and nooses,

and by various other devices which they employ, in such rivers as do

not freeze
;
and in the season when swans are moulting-, they hunt

them with dogs, and kill them with clubs.*

In Iceland, also, these birds are objects of chase when unable to

fly. The natives then pursue them with dog's and active horses,

capable of passing nimbly over the boggy soil and marshes where they
resort

;
and they run so swiftly, that a fast horse is required to over-

take them. The greater numbers are caug-ht in the chase by the dogs,

which are taught to seize them by the neck
;

this causes them to

lose their balance, when they become an easy prey.f

The flesh of the wild-swan is highly esteemed by the Icelanders

(especially that of the young birds), insomuch so that, summer or

winter, no entertainment is deemed complete without a swan, J

Professor Yarrell gives some amusing- particulars respecting the

feeding of young swans of the year for the table, as now practised in

the city of Norwich : by which it appears, that the Town-clerk sends

a note from the Town-hall to the public swan-herdsman, members of

the Corporation, and others who have swans and swan-rights ;
and

" on the second Monday in August, the cygTiets are collected in a

small stew or pond, the number annually varying irom fifty to

seventy, many of them belonging to private individuals. They begin
to feed immediately, being provided with as much barley as they can

eat, and are usually ready for killing early in November. They vary
in weight, some reaching to twenty-eight pounds. If kept beyond

November, they begin to fall off, losing
1 both flesh and fat

;
and the

meat becomes darker in colour and stronger in flavour." A printed

copy of the following lines is usually sent with each bird :

To ROAST A SWAN.

" Take three pounds of beef, beat fine in a mortar :

Put it into the swan that is, when you've caught her.

Some pepper, salt, mace, some nutmeg, an onion,
Will heighten the flavour, in Gourmand's opinion.
Then tie it up tight with a small piece of tape,
That the gravy and other things may not escape.
A meal paste, rather stiff, should be laid on the breast,

And some wliited-brown paper should cover the rest.

Fifteen minutes, at least, ere the Swan you take down,
Pull the paste off the bird, that the breast may get brown."

*
History of Kamtsckatka ; by Jas. Grieve : 176-1.

t Vide Daniel's Rural Sports, vol. iii. J U>i<l.

Vide YarrelPs British Birds, vol. hi., p. 225.
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THE GRAVY.

" To a gravy of beef, good and strong, I opine
You'll be right if you add half-a-pint of port-wine ;

Pour this through the Swan yes, quite through the belly ;

Then serve the whole up with some hot currant-jelly.
" N.B. The swan must not be skinned."

There is an ancient privilege granted by the Crown, of allowing
certain individuals and public companies the right of keeping and

breeding swans on public waters. In allowing such a privilege, the

Crown always insists on some particular mark being specified and

used, by which the birds are marked and known.

The swan-mark (cigninota) is either sT>me letter, initials, chevron,

annulet, crescent, or device, or more frequently some crest or arms

having- reference to that used by the party to whom the grant is

made.* The swan-marks are cut on the upper mandible of the

swan, by means of a small, sharp instrument used for the purpose ;

and, in some instances, a hot brand is used instead.

The officer anciently employed by the King as swan-herdsman was

called magister deductus cignorum.

The Dyers' and Vintners' Companies of the City of London have

long enjoyed the privilege granted them by the Crown, of keeping,

breeding, and preserving swans on the Thames
;

at any part of the

river between London and Windsor, and some miles beyond the

latter place : a privilege they still keep up ;
and they also continue

the ancient custom of proceeding up the river, on a swan-voyage,
with their friends and visitors, accompanied by the royal swan-herds-

man, their own swan-herdsman, and assistants, on the first Monday
of August in every year. They embark at Lambeth, in one or more

large boats
;
the object of their voyage being, to catch and mark all

the cygnets, the property of their respective companies, which have

been reared during the season
;
and they also renew any marks, in

old birds, which may have become partially obliterated.

There are now about 700 swans on the Thames, some of which be-

long to the Queen, some to the Dyers' Company, and others to the

Vintners'.

* There is a very elaborate account, in the 3rd vol. of Professor Yarrell's British

Birds (3rd edition), as to swan-marking, swanneries, and swan-herds, to which the

reader is particularly referred for further information on this subject. And see also
" The Loseley Manuscripts ;" by A. J. Kempe, Esq. : London, 1835, 8vo.
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SWAN LAWS.

THROUGH centuries past, there have been laws for the preservation

of swans from the hands ef the spoiler, most of which are still in

force
;

so that it becomes necessary, in the event of swans becoming;
the subjects of litigation, to refer back to a very remote period, not

only of the statute-book, but also to the law of prescription, and some

very early judicial decisions.

An important case, affecting swans and swanneries, was decided in

the 34th of Elizabeth, which is well known as " The Queen versus

Lady Joan Young and Thos. Saunger." It is also known as " The

Swan case,"* and otherwise as " The case of the Abbotsbury Swans."

The result of the litigation in that case, settled the law of swans upon
a basis which has never been disturbed : it placed the rights and

ownerships, with laws affecting them, in so clear a light, that the

case has ever since been a leading authority upon the subject.

A swan is a royal fowl, as whales and sturgeons are royal fish
;
and

all those, the property whereof is not otherwise definable, when

within the British dominions belong to the Queen by virtue of her

prerogative.!

All white swans, not marked, having gained their natural liberty,

and swimming in an open and common river, may be seized for the

Queen's use, by virtue of her prerogative.

A person may prescribe to have a game of swans within his manor;
and he may prescribe that his swans may swim within the manor of

another person : but a prescription to have all wild-swans, which are

ferce natures, and not marked, building their nests, breeding and

frequenting within a particular creek, is not good.

Cygnets belong equally to the owner of the cock and the owner of

the hen, and must be divided betwixt them. This was decided in a

* Vide vol. 4 Co. Eep., p. 82, part 7 p 16 a.

t Stamf. Prerog., 37 b. Plowd., 315.
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very old case Lord Strange versus Sir John Charlton* which is

referred to by Sir Matthew Arundel in his judgment on " The Swan

case."

A custom for the owner of land, on which cygnets are hatched, to

have the third is good, and was adjudged reasonable
; because, if

swans go upon a stranger's land he may chase them out
;
but if he

suffers them to hatch there, it is a reasonable custom that he should

have a third for the sufferance.f

When swans are lawfully taken into the possession of a private

person, he may be said to have a property in them
;
but if they be

at liberty, they belong to the Queen by royal prerogative.!

He who hath a lawful swan-mark, and hafch swans lawfully

marked, swimming in open and common rivers, they belong to him

ratione privilegii.^

The swan-mark cannot be legally impressed without grant or pre-

scription. And there is this distinction : one who has a right to the

swan-mark may grant it over, or transfer it, by deed.

A subject may have a property in white swans which are not

marked, as some persons may have unmarked swans in their private

waters
;
and if they escape, and go to an open or common river, he

may take them again, and bring them back that is, if he do so

before they have gained their natural liberty :
" Si autem animalia

fera facta fuerint mansueta, et ex consuetudine eunt et redeunt,

volant et revolant (ut sunt servi, cigni, pavones, et columbse, et

hujusmodi), eousque nostra intelligantur quamdiu habuerint animum

revertendi."||

No other fowl than a swan can be an estray.lT

All wild-swans (unmarked) which may be in any open waters,

either public or private, belong to the Queen, as royal fowls, except

where there is a prescription to the contrary j
and there are several

instances on record in which grants have been given by the Crown,
of all swans within a certain district, or for a certain number of

years. For instance, in Rot. Parliament, 30 Ed. III., part 2, No.

20, the King granted to C. W. all wild swans unmarked, between

Oxford and London, for seven years. In eodem Rot., an. 16 R.

II., p. 1, No. 39, a similar grant of wild swans unmarked, in the

County of Cambridge, was made to B. Bereford, Knt. In

* Year Book, 2 Kichd. III., p. 15. f lUd, Strange v. Charlton.

J Woolrych's Game Laws. Chitty's Game Laws.

(I Bracton, lib. n., cap. i., fol. 9. ^[4 Co. Inst., p. 280.

E E
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eodem Rot., an. 1 H. IV., p. 6, No. 14, a grant was made to J.

Fenn, to survey and keep all wild swans unmarked, ita quod de pro-

ficuo respondeat ad Scaccarium. By which it appears, the Queen

may make grants of wild swans unmarked in any particular district,*

though it is a privilege which has not been exercised through many

years.

According to old tradition, as well as the authority of Sir Edward

Coke, it was formerly the law that he who stole a swan, lawfully

marked, in an open and common river, the same swan, or another,

was hung in a house by the beak
;
and he who stole it, in recompense

thereof, was obliged
to give the owner so much wheat as would com-

pletely cover the bird, by putting and turning the corn over the head

of the swan until it was entirely hidden in the wheat.f

It is felony to take swans which are lawfully marked, though they
be at large. I And it is the same as to unmarked swans, if they are

domesticated or kept in water near a dwelling-house, or on a manor

or other private property.

A recent case of swan-stealing was tried before Mr. Baron Chan-

nell, at the Spring Assizes of the present year (1859), at Reading. A
prisoner named Lovejoy was convicted of stealing a swan, the pro-

perty of the Wardens and Commonalty of the Mystery of Dyers.
The charter of the Company, granted in the reign of Queen Anne,
was put in evidence, to prove the title of the Dyer's Company, as

alleged in the indictment
;
and the swan-marker proved the mark of

the Company. The learned Judge held, upon the authority of Lord

Hale, that a swan, though at large, and a bird ferce natures, was,
under certain circumstances, the subject of larceny, as in the present
case marked and pinioned.

Formerly, the punishment for stealing swan's eggs from the nest

was imprisonment for a year and a day, with a fine at the will of the

King.||

As the law now stands, persons not having the right of killing

game upon any land, nor having permission from the person entitled

to such right, are prohibited by statute from taking or destroying
the nests or eggs of swans, under a penalty not exceeding five

shillings for every egg.1I

*
Reg. v. Lady Young, 7 Rep., 18. f 7 Co. Rep., 17.

J Dalt, c. 156. Vide Kale's Pleas of the Crown, vol. i., p. 511 .

||
11 Hen. VII., cap. xvii. f 1 and 2 Wm. IV., cap. xxxii., s. 24.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

WILD-FOWL SHOOTING UNDER SAIL.

* * * " With fiery burst,
The unexpected death invades the flock ;

Tumbling they lie, and beat the flashing waves,
Whilst those remoter from the fatal range
Of the swift shot, mount up on vig'rous wing,
And wake the sleeping echoes as they fly."

Fowling, a Poem, Book v.

THIS is supposed by the uninitiated to be so cold a sport that none

but those who have lion-like constitutions can endure it. A man
who enters spiritedly upon any branch of the sport of wild-fowl

shooting- must, truly, be robust and strong- in health and limb, but to

enable him to partake of the pleasures of the diversion under sail, he

will not require that muscular strength which is necessary for punt-

ing and many other branches of the pursuit. His constitution, how-

ever, will be well tried in the shooting-yacht, and still more so in the

open sailing-boat, if he exposes himself to severities of weather, which

he must do if he expects to be successful. There is, however, one

essential to the true enjoyment of wild-fowl shooting under sail,

which is, that the sportsman must be a good sailor, or in all proba-

bility the motion of the yacht, in a sea-way, will entirely mar the

pleasure ;
and he who follows up the sport effectively will assuredly

be exposed to rough weather on some occasions; winter cruising being
far different to summer yachting, and the chances of encountering
bad weather at least two to one on the winter season against summer.

The sea-going sportsman must, therefore, be always provided for

storms and gales.

In the opinion of all indolent sportsmen there is no branch of the

pursuit so agreeable as this
; and, indeed, it may sometimes be in-

dulged in with little exertion and very much pleasure. It is one

which need not be pursued alone : the sportsman may invite to ac-

company him friends and amateurs, who, if they be well behaved and

obedient to his injunctions when approaching birds, will be no
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hindrance to success
;
and the cripple-chase, which immediately sue

ceeds an effectual shot, generally affords half an hour's amusement,

with plenty of sport for two or three shoulder-guns ;
this is fre-

quently excessive good fun for the yachtsman's friends and com-

pagnons de voyage.

The best position for using a swivel-gun aboard a yacht is, in the

fore-part of the vessel
;
but in small yachts and such as are used for

other purposes than wild-fowling, the gun is generally fitted to a

chock, placed on the top of the yacht's cuddy j
the sportsman then

stands below, just outside the gangway ;
and in that position, by aid

of the swivel and recoil apparatus, he is enabled to shoot on the wind-

ward side of the sails, or indeed on either side, if the main-tack of

the sail be triced up ;
it is usual, however, to shoot only on the wind-

ward side, particularly when the gun is placed abaft the mast.

The advantages of being able to work the gun in front of the mast

are very many. In the first place the sportsman stands in a foremost

position,
and is several yards nearer the birds than when abaft the

mast
j
he can shoot with equal facility from either bow, and very

much quicker than in the other position, because he has not to guard

against so many o'bstacles, as ropes and rigging, which are frequently

in the way on taking aim or firing from the aft-cabin gang-way. In

the next place it is seldom necessary for any of the crew to go in

front of the gun, when fitted for use over the bows of the yacht ;

whilst in the other position there is constantly some one or other of

the crew obliged to go forward in advance of the gun, to attend to

sails and ropes.

When the swivel-gun is fitted to the yacht with recoil-spring and

other indispensable appendages, it may be employed with the facility

and certainty of a small shoulder-piece : a very little practice will

soon make the newest tyro familiar with its action, and enable him

to kill with tolerable success. The most difficult art he has to learn

is, to judge of distances : small objects on the open sea are so

deceptive to the eye, that a good deal of practice is necessary before

any one can correctly judge of gun-shot range on the open water. It

is laughable to see a novice at the sport, squandering away powder
and shot by banging at wild geese three hundred, four hundred, and

even five hundred yards distant
;
and then wondering how it is he

does not kill, attributing the fault to the gun, which he perhaps con-

demns as of " no good."

The stanchion-gun may be quickly and handily loaded aboard the

shooting-yacht, and generally without unshipping it, or casting off
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any of the tackle. It is of much importance that the gun should be

carefully wiped out with a bit of oakum before reloading. Instruc-

tions for loading the punt-gun, which apply equally to the stanchion-

gun, have already been given under the head,
"
Management of the

Punt-gun" (vide ante, page 130).

It is usual to take a gunning-punt with the yacht, when venturing
to sea on a shooting excursion : it can be hauled on deck in rough

weather, and during calms it is often found useful to the sportsman
for going in pursuit of wild-fowl in shallow water and sheltered bays;
where it would not be prudent, and is sometimes impossible, to ven-

ture with the yacht. Opportunities of this kind are of daily occurrence

during severe weather.

Mild winters are unfavourable alike for this branch of the sport

as others
j for, besides the scarcity, the birds are generally more

wary in mild weather than in severe, consequently the sportsman
must not expect much sport with his swivel-gun, unless the winter

sets in, in good old-fashioned earnest.

The pursuit of wild-fowl shooting under sail, with yacht and swivel-

gun, is chiefly directed to the gaggles of Brent geese, which frequent

various parts of the coast in winter
;
but with sailing-boat and swivel-

gun the pursuit is generally confined to extensive inland waters,

where small birds, as duck and widgeon, form the chief objects of

the diversion; and the sailing-sportsman should make himself as

familiar as possible with the habits of such birds under the various

changes of wind and weather, which always, more or less, regulate

their movements.

" As now the season conies, the fowler marks

Sagacious every change, and feeds his hopes
With signs predictive."

In fine weather wild-fowl are generally watchful, sprightly, and

difficult of access
;

in cloudy and threatening weather they are either

drowsy and reluctant to rise from the water, or so busily and greedily

at feed, that they regard the sportsman's movements with far less

concern and suspicion than during bright and open weather. On

sunny days, immediately succeeding rough weather, storms, or a

gale, wild-fowl are resting and sleeping during the day, and will sit

to the sportsman with remarkable indifference. In very windy
weather they are generally unsettled and difficult of approach ;

but in

a moderate breeze the sportsman will often be able to come at them

in smooth water, while he will find it no easy task in a heavy sea.
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Whenever there are many wild-fowl on the coast, and the sports-

man has been cruising about among their haunts at sea several hours,

without observing- any or but few on the wing, he may rely on it

they are resting ;
and such is generally a faithful foreboding of the

near approach of bad weather : instinct seems to warn the feathered

occupants of the waters to obtain all the repose they can, previous to

being tossed and driven to and fro in restless confusion during an

impending gale. On such occasions the sportsman should make the

best of his time, and obtain as many shots as he can
;
and then, with-

out delay, seek a safe harbour for himself, his vessel, and crew.

During thick weather, when there is only little wind, with snow

and sleet, sea-game may generally be bagged with good success
;

the birds are tamer in their habits, and do not fly so far on being
disturbed as they do in clear fine weather. But the most golden

opportunities are those of a few hours immediately preceding a gale,

and also those immediately succeeding it; on both which occasions the

sea-going sportsman will invariably find that, with ordinary pre-

cautions, access may be obtained to the wildest gaggles which frequent
the coast.

Wild-geese and ducks prefer muddy flats and shallows, tide-

ways, the margin of sea-banks, and surface floatage. Pochards,

shovellers, and such like, when at sea, frequent sandy bottoms and

deeper places than those of other fowl. A thorough knowledge of

the coast or inland waters, or wherever else the sport may be engaged

in, is of paramount importance to the sailor-sportsman ;
either he or

one at least of his crew must be familiar with the locality.

Much of the success depends on the skill of the skipper or helms-

man
;

it is, therefore, very desirable that the sportsman should en-

gage the services of an efficient captain, one familiar with the arts

and manoauvres of the sport. The yacht should always be well in

hand, and the skipper's whole undivided attention must be directed

to the pursuit. He should lay his course at the birds with a free

wind, so as to be enabled to fetch them on a "full and by," and thus

have scope to make a powerful sweep in the luff, and so " head" the

birds.

As the deadly range is being gained upon wild-fowl, the sportsman
should take care to have his gun in readiness

;
and he must avoid

looking back at the helmsman to give instructions of any kind, more

especially that of waving the hand, which would immediately put up

every bird. Having given his directions long before approaching
within range, the sportsman must rely entirely on the helmsman for
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his chances of obtaining" a shot
; and, regardless of the actions of any

of those behind him, he should keep his attention fixed mainly upon
the birds pursued.

A well-trained crew will require no caution; as the yacht ap-

proaches the birds, they keep their heads below the bulwarks, and

avoid moving
1 limb or feature.

On putting up a flight of wild-fowl at sea, the route they take

should be narrowly watched, their alight carefully noted, their species

made out, and other things considered, previous to pursuing them.

A powerful telescope is an indispensable requisite aboard a shooting

yacht, and indeed for almost every branch of the sport as connected

with boating.

When a gaggle of black geese is discovered at sea, it should first

be considered by the helmsman whether he can fetch to windward of

them or not
;
for it is invariably found useless to attempt getting

within range by running directly to leeward. The skipper should

bear-away, or make two or three tacks in a contrary direction, until

he finds he can fairly fetch them
; then, by reaching* along at full

sail, keep the yacht on such a tack that the birds may be under the

lee-bow. The sails of the vessel hide the deck and its occupants from

view, so that nothing can be seen stirring the yacht all the while

gaining rapidly and coming quickly upon them : the moment

they rise, the helm should be put down to luff the yacht into the

eye of the wind, for they are almost certain to rise to windward, and

cross the bows of the yacht. Then is the critical moment (if within

range) to pull trigg'er, when

" Some lifeless fall, others, with flutt'ring wing
Attempt, in vain, to rise again in air."

By neglecting to put the helm down at the moment of the birds'

rising from the water, they will be found to be too far to windward

or, rather, abreast of the weather shrouds before the sportsman
could shoot

;
and then, of course, it is too late. The swivel-gun

should not be fired abaft the shrouds : independently of the diffi-

culty of taking aim in a broadside position, there is danger of

shooting away the yacht's rigging, besides other obstacles rendering
such a proceeding imprudent. Almost everything depends on the

helmsman, aboard the shooting yacht : he must be constantly on the

qui vive, and quick and skilful in luffing up in such a manner as to

cross the flight of the birds (see engraving opposite). Wild-fowl are
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unconscious of the speed of a sailing-vessel, and are completely
deceived by the rapidity with which it gains upon them after they
have taken alarm and are preparing to fly away.

Immediately after discharging the stanchion-gun at wild-geese or

other fowl, their line of flight should be long and carefully watched;

many birds which are mortally wounded, sometimes fly a long

distance, as a mile and upwards, before dropping dead :* these are

called "
droppers." It is, therefore, usual for one at least of the crew

to watch the skein as long as it can be seen, observe the direction of

their flight ; and, on alighting, mark, by aid of the compass, a buoy,
or some land-mark, the spot where they go down

;
so as to be enabled

to follow in their track, pick up the droppers, and endeavour to obtain

another shot.

It is an excellent plan, in moderate weather, to work both punt
and yacht at the same birds

;
or rather, to send a man round with

punt and gun to make the best shot he can, the yachtsman mean-

while watching from a further distance the punter's movements and

those of the fowl
; having judiciously placed the yacht on the

track which the wild-fowl would naturally take on rising, the sailing-

sportsman may generally obtain a shot directly after the punter has

fired. A person accustomed to note the route generally taken by

wild-geese, and the manner in which they rise, will find no great

difficulty in thus intercepting their flight, and adding considerably to

the numbers killed by the punter.

There are some days when the fowler may be sailing about from

morning till night amongst plenty of wild-fowl, and not meet with a

single shot : every sailing' sportsman can vouch for this, though but

few can account for it. The day may appear most favourable; indeed,

the identical occasion when one might hope and expect to bag a good
number

;
and the sportsman often finds, to his disappointment, quite

the contrary ;
the birds being thoroughly fidgetty and unapproach-

able. Another time he may put to sea under less favourable auspices,

and make from six to twelve excellent shots : but twelve shots, it

should be observed, is an unusual number for one day's sport with

the stanchion-gun : six may be fairly reckoned as a good day's sport.

I have heard of sixteen being made, but probably more than half

were random shots, and the result of such sport has generally been

*
Captain T. Williamson says,

" If one be wounded, it always separates from the

flock, and generally changes its course. I have known a goose to fly nearly four

miles before it has dropped." Oriental Field Sports, A.D. 1807.
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inferior to that of other sportsmen who expended their ammunition

with more discretion and less recklessness.

The sailing- sportsman must not be disappointed at " blank days/'

which he will encounter quite as often in this as in land-sports. Every
wild-fowl shooter is exposed to similar disappointments, whether he

pursues his diversion by land or water. But whenever the sea-game
are found tame and accessible, it is strictly sportsmanlike to follow

them up throughout the day, and scatter the mould-shot among them

as freely as possible ;
and this, though abundant success may have

been the result of the first few shots
;

and more than sufficient

numbers have been bagged to supply the wants of the fowler and his

friends. Experience teaches, that the fewer and more select we
make our shots, the more effective they are, and the more satisfactory

the results
;

it should, nevertheless, be borne in mind that wild-fowl,

contrary to game, are mere birds of passage, and though here to-day

they may be gone to-morrow
;
therefore the old proverb may be well

applied
"
Delay not 'till to-morrow what may be done to-day."

A wild-goose chase is seldom effective, but when so, the sportsman
should make the most of it; and such considerations should influence

fvery one who pursues the sport of wild-goose shooting- with

gtanchion-gun at sea.

F F



CHAPTER XXXIX.

THE WILD-FOWLER IN A GALE.

" With palaver and nonsense I'm not to be paid off j

I'm adrift, let it blow then great guns :

A gale, a fresh breeze, or the old ge'man's head off

I takes life rough and smooth as it runs."

DIBDEN.

IT is from no desire to make myself the hero of success and perilous

adventure that I am about to relate a stirring scene which happened
to fall to my lot a few years ago ;

but because it is my firm convic-

tion that there is not a better or livelier means of conveying to my
readers a clear notion of this branch of the sport, with the spirit, en-

joyment, (and more especially the dangers) which sometimes attend

wild-fowling adventures at sea, than by a faithful narrative of indi-

vidual experiences on trying occasions.

The wind had been blowing lightly from the south-east, snow and

sleet were falling with most dismal threatening, when I embarked at

eight o'clock one morning, in the month of February, aboard a small

shooting yacht of twelve tons admeasurement. A sporting friend

accompanied me, in addition to my crew, which consisted of one man
and one boy ! I firmly believe my friend wished himself ashore

(though he pretended otherwise) before he had been aboard the

yacht five minutes, so cold, wet, and dreary was the weather. As the

day advanced, the wind moderately increased, the snow and sleet

ceased to fall, and my friend became more cheerful
;
but the sky still

looked threatening very threatening all around : it was freezing,

but not severely. The breeze was just the thing for the yacht, which

glided noiselessly, but rapidly, through the water, as a shooting-

yacht should do, and without dashing the spray about or making
much disturbance at her bows.

After making four or five very successful shots at Brent geese,
much to the delight and amusement of my friend, who was a
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stranger to the sport, I observed the sky wore a fiercer aspect, and

therefore deemed it prudent to abandon the pursuit, and make sail

for a safe harbour
; when, soon after putting about, a very inviting-

shot at some widgeon which lay in our course, tempted me to

uncover the stanchion-gun once more, draw the large shot from the

barrel, and substitute smaller. This done, I gave my friend the

chances of the shot; and the birds really seemed so tame that we
did as we liked with them, and put them up within beautiful range.

My friend knocked down exactly a baker's dozen, every one of which

we secured without difficulty.

The excitement of the scene had drawn attention from the gale,

now rapidly bearing down upon us. I cast an eye to wind-

ward, and on seeing the white scud driving fiercely across the sea ,

and close upon us, I instantly gave directions to " Take in the jib>

and set the spit-fire ! Haul down a pair of reefs in the mainsail, and

make all snug !" But before these orders could be obeyed, such a

squall came upon us as made our little vessel

" To shudder and pause like a frighted steed,
Then leap her cable's length."

It was the first blast of the gale which a few hours previously had

been predicted, from a familiar acquaintance with the habits of the

fowl which had been so unusually tame and easy of access through-
out the whole morning ;

and it now raged in right good earnest.

We were about ten miles from the nearest harbour, and the wind lay
"
right on end." With such a prospect before us, and the sea in-

creasing every minute, no time could be lost in preparing for a rough

passage. A third reef was taken in the mainsail, the foresail close-

reefed, the deck cleared, stanchion-gun taken into the cabin, hatch-

ways firmly secured, and every precaution taken for guarding against

accidents, and preparing- to meet the roughest weather. The sea

now began to run tremendously high, as harder and harder blew

the gale. The wind was bitterly keen
;

but cold was unheeded

whilst the excitement lasted. We had a safe and sound little vessel

to navigate, and nothing but good seamanship was required to manage
her. But it was desperate work, as she pitched and plunged in the

tumbling waves, dashing along and tlirowing clouds of spray over

the whole deck, wetting everything and everybody aboard. So

heavy was the gale, and so rough the sea, that it became each man's

business to hold on as he best could
;
and from my critical position
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at the helm, I took the precaution to pass a lashing round my waist
;

a very necessary one it proved indeed, as a few minutes later a big wave

soused me from head to foot, and, but for the lashing, would inevita-

bly have carried me over the taffrail. We were four long hours

working our course to windward, which, in fine weather, had often

been performed in less than half that time
; consequently it was get-

ting dusk before we weathered our point at the entrance to the har-

bour. Every rope had remained true to its berth during the whole

struggle with wind and waves, although the severest strain had been

put upon them ;
and so far fortunately, for had any of our principal ropes

been unequal to the strain, and given way, I could not have answered

for the consequences in such a gale and heavy sea. Several large

vessels were observed running for shelter in the harbour
;
and whilst

rounding the point, a fine schooner, with loss of foretopmast, passed

us, as she was also making for a place of refuge. Her crew gave us

a hearty cheer, which was warmly responded to with our small united

efforts. One reef was now shaken out of our mainsail, and we ran

to leeward through the harbour at a rapid rate
;

it was quite

dark before we came to anchor, after as dangerous a pitch-and-tumble
cruise in a winter's gale at sea as I ever experienced : as to my
friend, who had been lashed to the bulwarks in the waist of the

yacht, he seemed more dead than alive
; and, notwithstanding the

pleasure the sport afforded him in the morning, about which he had

been quite in ecstacy, he now thought far less of its attractions after

a taste of its disagreeables. Thus terminated a very trying adven-

ture, after as good a day's sport with the stanchion-gun as I have

ever had the pleasure to enjoy.

<c Well may we pause to-day ! may Fortune smile

As loudly on each fowler's gen'rous toils

As she has done on ours !"

The narrative above recorded is but a true picture of what the

wild-fowler must sometimes expect if he follows up, energetically, the

pursuit of wild-fowl shooting at sea.



CHAPTER XL.

THE SHOOTING-YACHT.

-" Aye ! at set of sun :

The breeze will freshen when the day is done.

My corslet cloak one hour, and we are gone !

"

BYBON.

THE shooting-yacht is, comparatively speaking
1

,
a modern invention

connected with the captivating
1 diversion of wild-fowling-. It affords

a pleasant means of pursuing' the sport, though by far the most

costly. The pleasures connected with it are healthy and invigorating
to those whose constitution enables them to bear the cold without

inconvenience. And cold enough it is sometimes. I have found my-
self engaged heart and soul in the sport, when every dash of spray

congealed into ice before it could be wiped from the deck with the

mop. But that is the best time of all for pursuing the sport of wild-

fowl shooting, because the weather is then so severe that it makes

the birds tamer, and affords the sailing sportsman splendid amuse-

ment.

During the time Colonel Hawker wrote, the shooting-yacht was

little used, but a large open sailing-boat, bearing no proportion, and

claiming no place beside the splendid specimens of yachting architec-

ture lately brought out for the purpose.

Many yachters, at the present day, who take their pleasure-cruises

in summer, dismantle their yachts of the sunny-sky canvas as soon

as the season is over, and substitute smaller sails, of stouter material
;

fit a chock, swivel, and recoiling apparatus on the bows of the yacht;
and thus convert their summer cruiser into a winter sporting vessel.

Others, whose yachts are too large for the purpose, keep a smaller,

which takes up the moorings of the larger as soon as the summer-

cruising censes.
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But the complete shooting-yacht is a great comfort, more especially to

indolent sportsmen ; and, as such vessels are not to be met with every

day, it is purposed to give a description of one of modern construc-

tion, with its fittings and equipment.
In the first place, it should be borne in mind that the shooting-

yacht must be adapted to sea-going purposes, because it is only
at sea that the sport of wild-goose shooting can be thoroughly

appreciated.

The vessel itself should be from fifteen to twenty tons burthen

O.M. a fast-sailing, but stiff" and burthensome vessel under canvas.

It must be of easy draught of water, that the wild-fowler may be

enabled to pursue his sport in shallows, and close to the shore
;
such

being favourite places of resort with the aquatic species.

The yacht must be yawl-rigged, if the gun is to be worked from

the* cabin-hatchway, abaft the mast
;
but it may be cutter-rigged, if

the gun be worked over the bows of the vessel
;
which latter method

is the proper one.

The cabins of a perfect shooting-yacht are in the reverse positions

to those of an ordinary pleasure-vessel ;
the sailors' cabin being stern-

most, the state-cabin occupying all the fore-part of the craft, and the

sleeping-cabins the centre. There is also an open well, or fore-

hatchway, in which the sportsman stands and manages the gun,

which works on a pivot fitted directly in the centre of the fore-deck,

between the bows, so that it can be used over either side of the

vessel
;
and there should always be plenty of room abaft the gun, for

the sportsman to move round and about it. The recoil-spring and

apparatus, with swivel, should be so fitted that he may take aim and

fire with equal effect from a broadside as across the bows of the

vessel.

The skylights, hatchways, and other above-deck protuberances,

should be constructed with all the neatness of a racing-yacht, no-

thing rising above the level of the bulwarks
;
and even they should

be no higher than absolutely necessary, that the vessel may show no

more of her hull, and present as small an appearance above-water, as

consistently may be.

The bottom of the yacht should be cased with copper or other

metal, which should be of extra thickness at the bows, that it may
not be damaged by coming* in contact with ice, which most shooting-

yachts are liable to encounter at some time or other during severe

seasons.
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There are conveniences on the decks of such a vessel as the one

under explanation, for carrying two gunning-punts in such a manner

that they are not seen above the level of the bulwarks
j everything being

snugly arranged, and with especial regard to the comfort of the wild-

fowler, his friends, and crew.

The cost of a yacht of the description here attempted, would be

from 300 to 500, according to material, workmanship, fittings,

and other circumstances.

Three men will be sufficient to navigate a vessel of the kind
;
or

two, and a good useful lad, if the yachtsman himself occasionally

lends a hand
;
and which he would only be required to do now-and-

then for instance, if caught in a heavy gale, and having suddenly

to reef sails. On such occasions no shooting could be done
;
and the

gun should be well coated with tarpaulin, or placed below, in. the

cabin. If a very heavy sea comes on, the fore-hatchways must be

put on and secured
;

in which case, access may be obtained to the

cabin from the aft-hatchway, and then through either of the sleeping-

cabins. So desperate a gale as to require all these precautions to be

carried out, would probably not occur more than once or twice in

several years, with ordinary prudence ; but, having more than once

been in perilous predicaments myself, I have felt it worth while to

give the caution.

The only other occasion when the yachtsman might be called on to

take the helm or assist in tacking the vessel, would be when one or

two of his crew have manned the punts, or the yacht's gig (if she

carries one), to go in quest of the wounded birds, just after firing the

large gun. At such a time, it is usual for the yacht to be laid-to
j

or, if wind and weather be favourable, the cripples are pursued with

the yacht, despatched with the shoulder-gun, and picked up by means

of a cripple-net, which is very similar to an angler's landing-net,

attached to a long staff. The cripple-net forms part of the necessary

equipment of a shooting-yacht, and is also an indispensable requisite

to the shooting-&oa hereinafter described.

The comforts aboard a yacht of this kind, are beyond what many
would suppose. Provisions may be taken for a week or fortnight's

cruise, for a yachtsman and one or two friends
;
the cabins may be

kept as warm as required ;
and the sportsmen need not expose them-

selves to the weather any more than they wish
; though the most

ardent will spend most of their time on deck, or in the well or fore-
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hatchway. They will also take care to be on the look-out for their

sport at dawn of day ;
when there is no wind, they will take to

their punts and guns, go in quest of sport, and return to the yacht at

pleasure.

Men who make wild-fowl shooting their business, in the season,

proceed to sea in parties of three or four, in a small vessel of from

ten to twenty tons, taking each a punt and gun with which to pursue
their calling, and making simply a temporary habitation of the

vessel. These men frequently endure great hardships, and remain

at sea several days at a time. They seldom put off in their punts by

daylight, but watch the birds at morning and evening twilight, when

they mark their whereabouts, and steal upon them as soon as it is

dark, often making a profitable return.

The wild-fowlers on the English coast are, for the most part, a

hardy, independent class. They are usually employed during
summer as fishers or dredgers ;

and when winter sets in, some of

them pursue the more precarious calling of wild-fowl shooting, as a

means of maintenance.

As there is generally a good deal of gunpowder aboard a shooting-

yacht, by way of caution, every one should be made acquainted with

the place where it is deposited, directly he sets foot on deck. It must

be kept dry, and should be in canisters
;
but it is advisable that

the powder-locker and ammunition-box should not be too near the

cabin-fire : an accident, whereby it ignited, would inevitably blow

the yacht to atoms. It is fearful to contemplate the result of a

misfortune of the kind
;
whilst the smallest indiscretion one un-

guarded moment may cause it.

Every one aboard should be extremely cautious in using pipes and

cigars, and never lay them down carelessly. If in haste at any time,

the best way is to throw them overboard at once, though only half-

smoked, because it is during hasty and excited moments that

accidents generally occur.

It is usual to keep the guns loaded aboard the yacht, both punt-

guns and others
;
but neither should be laid by or taken into the

cabin until the caps are removed, and a piece of tow or oakum placed
over the nipples. No one aboard should ever be allowed to stand

or sit before the muzzle of a loaded gun ;
and whenever fire-arms

are used in small open boats, the greater caution is necessary, unless

the muzzles are held pointing upwards, and the but-ends resting on
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the floor of the boat. Small boats are more liable than large ones to

sudden movements, as rolling and pitching : and a slight jerk will

sometimes cause a gun to explode.

No sudden surprise should induce a man to forget that he holds

in his hand the most dangerous and deadly of weapons, and that the

slightest thoughtlessness may cause a fatal accident, which would em-

bitter with sorrow the remainder of his days, and probably plunge his

dearest relatives in the deepest grief; all of whom perhaps, the

moment before, were gay and cheerful, because their lives were

unclouded by regret, but bright with the fairest sunshine of happi-

ness. I can picture to myself no sharper sting of remorse, than to

have hurried a fellow-creature into eternity through incaution.

An engraving of a modern shooting-yacht, under the most useful

form of rig, may be seen at page 215.

o o



CHAPTER XLI.

THE SHOOTING-BOAT.

#*#*** But a far nobler spoil

Awaits him on the river ;
where the rocks

Aiding the roaring stream, it keeps at bay
The eager frost, and many a broken pool,
Half liquid and half solid, forms

;
the haunt

Of all the kindred tribes that love to cleave

With glossy breast and paddling feet the flood."

Fowling, a Poem, book v.

THERE is a highly agreeable and satisfactory means of pursuing the

sport of wild-fowl shooting under sail, which is but one stage less in

importance to that afforded by the shooting-yacht. It is that usually

adopted in large rivers and shallow bays, where the shooting-yacht is

precluded from proceeding because of drawing too much water.

Thus the shooting-yacht and stanchion-gun are used for sea-going

purposes, and the open sailing-boat, with gun of smaller or equal

proportions, for inland waters and shallows.

A boat for this purpose should be about twenty feet in length by
seven feet beam

;
a shallow craft, with powerful bearings.

Stability is a great desideratum in a boat required for this diversion.

It is not desirable that the boat should list on her side too much when

under sail, as it interferes with the management of the stanchion-gun.
A narrow deck-way of ten or twelve inches should be formed on

each side of the boat, which should have no bulwarks
;
but the deck-

way should be upon a level with the gunwales. The fore and aft

part of the boat may also be partly covered in by a flush-deck, but

in other respects it should be entirely open.
A boat of this description will require several hundred weights

of iron ballast, which must be deposited with careful discretion

beneath the platform.
The stanchion-gun should be fitted with chock and necessary re-
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coiling
1

apparatus upon the flush-deck, at the bows
;
and must be

placed so as to swing clear of the forestay, that a shot may be fired

from either bow.

The best form of rig*
for this boat is the "

sloop rig
1

/
'

by which the

fore-stay, instead of being- made fast to the stem, stands farther out

to the extreme end of the standing bowsprit; thus giving more

room for the sportsman to work the stanchion-gun clear of ropes, and

enabling him to place it in a more advantageous position.

A pair of sweeps* should form part of the equipment, so as to

guard against calms
;
a cripple -net for the purpose of picking up dead

and wounded birds should also be carried. It is desirable that a

small punt should accompany the boat, to assist in recovering the

strongest of the cripples.

An engraving of the most modern form and rig of a shooting-boat,

under sail, may be seen on reference to the Frontispiece.

The shooting-boat affords the wild-fowler a very pleasant and ex-

citing means of pursuing the sport, more especially to him who can

endure the cold without inconvenience
;

to those who cannot, we

recommend the shooting-yacht, where there is a cabin and fire to re-

sort to as frequently as the shivering amateur may desire.

The method of approaching birds with the shooting-boat is iden-

tical with that of the shooting-yacht already explained under the head
" Wild-fowl Shooting under Sail j" the same motionless silence must

be observed, and the same skill is required on the part of the helms-

man in luffing the instant the birds rise from the water : thus giving

the sportsman who always stands at the prow of a shooting-boat

the best possible chance of a shot.

The sportsman will require one man only besides himself, to manage
a boat of this description, provided he occasionally assists in hauling

on a rope, taking in a sail, and such-like light duties
;

and he may
be accompanied by two or three friends, who may provide themselves

with small shoulder guns, for the purpose of despatching winged
birds in a cripple-chase.

The pursuit may be followed in a boat of this kind on moonlight

nights, if desirable
;
but it will be found far pleasanter by daylight.

Open boats used for wild-fowl shooting should be furnished with two

or more strips of oil-cloth, each about six feet in length, by two in

breadth, one edge of which should be tacked lengthways on each side

* Long two-handed oars.
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of the boat directly under the gunwales amidships, inside, in such a

manner as to hang down, and form, at all times, a protection from wet

to the shoulder-guns, which, when not in actual use, should be

placed beneath it. A covering of this kind should be tacked on

the sides of all shooting-boats, whether used for rowing, punting, or

sailing.

Probably no better form of boat could be invented for traversing

the shallow waters of inland bays and rivers, the resort of wild-

fowl, than the American centre-board. Such a craft would carry

the stanchion-gun well. The keel might be lowered at pleasure,

or when beating up the channel of a river, or in deep water
j
whilst

the shallow form of the boat would enable the sportsman to go
over almost any ooze or sand-bank with facility, where there might
be a depth of one or two feet of water. There are several shooting-

vessels constructed upon this principle j
those in which I have sailed

appear to answer remarkably well.



CHAPTER XLIL

THE WILD-FOWL CANOE.

'Tis now the fowler mans his little bark,

Equipped with gun, and dog of sturdiest strain,

Prepared to weather the relentless blast

To deal destruction 'mid the feathered train."

T. HUGHES.

THIS is a small boat about twelve feet in length by three and a-half

in breadth, and about fifteen inches deep in the fore-part by ten inches

in the aft. It is clench-built in a similar manner to a skiff, and with

a keelson ; but as flat in the floor as it is possible to make it, because

of the occasional necessity of going- into shallow water. The canoe

is intended to carry two persons and a dog j
it is used for the purpose

of going up creeks and under the banks of oozes at low water
;

also

when the tide is sufficiently hig'h to bring the top rim of the bows of

the canoe upon a level with the surface of the ooze, when the sports-

man may sometimes make a very prolific shot.

He must be provided with a large fowling-piece of proportions too

heavy for lifting to the shoulder or firing in an ordinary way, but of

such weight and dimensions as to require a rest on which to place

the barrel when taking* aim. A gun of this description generally
carries about four ounces of shot at a charge, and should be loaded

with No. 1 or single B's. When the sportsman has discovered wild-

fowl feeding on the savannas, he places himself on his knees in the

forepart of the canoe, rests the barrel of the gun on the bow of the

boat, and in that position remains as motionless as possible, whilst

his companion cautiously sculls the canoe, with one oar, towards the

birds : a sculling rowlock is purposely fitted to the centre of the stern

piece, through wrhich the oar is thrust
;
and the bows of the boat

being higher than the stern, the movements of both men are con-

cealed from view, and effective shots are sometimes made, particu-

larly on moonlight nights.
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When not actually approaching- wild-fowl, one person sits facing
the prow, to look out for sport and give directions to the other, who
rows the boat with a pair of sculls, up creeks and rills, or wherever

there may be a prospect of sport ;
and notwithstanding that it is an

old-fashioned method of wild-fowl shooting-, very good sport may
sometimes be had with a boat of this description ; particularly during

sharp weather, when wild-fowl are generally more abundant. A dog
is sometimes carried in the wild-fowl canoe, for the purpose of fetch-

ing the birds after a successful shot has been fired
;
but it is not

always necessary that a dog should accompany the sportsman, the

better plan being, to carry a pair of splashers, which the sportsman
or his boatman can put on, and go upon the ooze in pursuit of dead

and wounded birds
;

this is the more usual course, and certainly

the more humane, for it must be at a risk of serious constitutional in-

jury to a dog to get very wet in sharp weather, and then be com-

pelled to remain a long time in that miserable condition, without exer-

cise, in a small open boat
;

to say nothing of the annoyance which

must be incurred to the occupants of the canoe, by having a wet dog
at their feet during the rest of the day.
The wild-fowl canoe will also be found useful for curlew shooting,

as described under that head (vide post) ;
also for plovers, oxbirds,

sandpipers, and other frequenters of marshy lands intersected with

tidal waters. Three persons may be occasionally accommodated in

the canoe, one of whom may carry as large a shoulder-gun as he can

manage, whilst another attends the great gun ;
the whole duty of the

other must be to attend the canoe. It is a pleasant means of enjoy-

ing a day's wild-fowl shooting, and often highly satisfactory to all

parties, particularly those who do not venture on the more " crack

performances
"

of punting, with its difficulties, dangers, and labori-

ous exertions. The canoe is an excellent school for a youth who

takes his first lessons in the famous sport of wild-fowl shooting ;

and if an experienced hand accompanies him, attends to the boat

properly, and knows how to manage it, the young sportsman may
soon learn sufficient of the habits of wild-fowl, the method of ap-

proaching them, and management of a boat, to enable him to try his

hand at punting.
The boats used at Poole and various other places on the south

coast, for this purpose, are upon a wrong form of construction. In

the first place they have straight flat bottoms, consequently trou-

blesome to manage in windy weather, -and very difficult to scull
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with one oar
5 they are besides sharp at both ends, which is a gross

error, because of the difficulty of sculling such a boat with any

certainty by means of one oar
; though it might be pushed ahead in

shallow water with a long- pole weighted at the lower end. But, as

the canoe is more frequently employed in creeks and narrow channels,

among islands and marshes, it is more desirable to have a boat such

as may be sculled ahead steadily and surely, in a straight line with

the birds, which the round-bottomed canoe, with keelson, enables the

fowler to perform with ease and certainty ; yet cannot be done with

the Poole canoe.*

Another disadvantage in the Poole canoe in being flat-bottomed is,

the difficulty of launching when lying ashore, or accidentally getting

aground on a sand bank
;

it appears to stick to the soil with the per-

tinacity of a flat-fish, and requires two or more hands to move it.

The round-bottomed canoe, on the contrary, may be launched by one

person ;
and though it has an inch or two of keelson projecting below

the bottom, it draws so little extra water that it may generally be

taken over the same shallows as a flat-bottomed boat. It also rows

lighter, and is safer in rough water.

The wild-fowl canoe is seldom sailed, its form and the purpose to

which it is employed rendering such a proceeding impracticable.

* Colonel Hawker recommends the Poole canoe, as well adapted for the purpose ;

but he had probably never seen the superior form of wild-fowl canoes used at some
other places on the eastern coast, or he would have acknowledged the inferiority of

the former.



CHAPTER XLIII.

THE CRIPPLE CHASE,

* * "
Sportsmen, be merciful in death,

Nor ever let your prey breathe out its life

In ling'ring agonies."

Fowling^ a Poem, Book i.

THE cripple-chase consists in pursuing- winged and wounded wild-

fowl, which, though unable to fly, contrive to elude their pursuers a

long time, by diving, dodging, and swimming. It would appear a

wanton pursuit to chase disabled birds for the object of sport ; but, as

one-third at least of those which are stopped by a discharge from the

punt-gun are only wounded, it becomes a matter of necessity, if

the wild-fowler wishes to secure them, that he should pursue them

by the best means that he can : a web-footed water-fowl, when

only slightly wounded, is not so easily captured as many would

suppose.

Directly the cripples find themselves pursued, they make for the

deepest water at hand
;
and then, as an invariable rule, work their

course to windward, swimming off as fast as they can
j thus, by in-

cessant diving and dodging, struggling to the last, they frequently
evade their pursuers some fifteen or twenty minutes; and only

resign themselves to fate when sheer exhaustion compels them.

The cripple wild-duck shows great spirit and tenacity : much more

so than the mallard, which may be captured with far less difficulty.

The method of pursuing a cripple wild-fowl, is by rowing after it

as fast as possible, following it up as closely as can be, striking it

across the neck with the edge of one of the oar blades, and thus, by
blows and activity, tiring it out, so that it has no longer strength to
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dive, when the pursuer seizes it by the neck and takes it into his

boat. He then immediately goes after another
;
and so on, one at a

time, fairly wearing them out.

The cripple chase affords fine fun for young sailors and cabin-boys,

who sometimes enjoy it above any other sport ;
and when it arises

from a shot fired by a sportsman from his shooting yacht, he generally

sends his two youngest hands (two boys, if such are aboard) in the

yacht's dingay, or a punt, to capture the wounded birds
; so, whilst

it affords the boys infinite delight to chase the cripples, the yachts-

man himself finds equal amusement in watching their proceedings

from the yacht's deck.
" Here it is!" and "There it is!" are echoed simultaneously as

the bird suddenly rises again to the surface, after diving beneath

the boat
; when, after a long chase of many minutes' close pursuit,

its powers of diving gradually become weaker, and the exits from

the surface are of shorter duration
; until, at last, the poor victim,

powerless from exhaustion, is secured.

A strong cripple sometimes leads its pursuers half-an-hour's chase

before it can be taken
; particularly in rough water.

The punter always goes in pursuit of his cripples before re-loading;

and if he has a small double-barrelled shoulder-piece with him, as

every punter ought to have, he can, if he chooses, make short work

of the cripple chase, and spare those helpless creatures the pain of

wanton torture.

A good deal depends on the skill of the oarsman as to the time it

takes to capture wounded birds. If two novices are put into a boat,

they can no more capture a strong cripple-duck than they can fly ;

but it is, nevertheless, laughable to look on at their attempts : every

now and then one or other "catches a crab,"* and his heels fly up in

the air, to the great amusement of those looking on. At another

time, just as one stretches out his hand over the gunwale of the boat

to grasp the bird, it shuts the door upon him, by instantly dis-

appearing beneath the surface, and remaining under water a minute

or more; then when it again appears, to their astonishment it is

some fifty or sixty yards off; thus, again and again they make

their useless attempts, until they tire themselves, and are obliged to

abandon the chase to more skilful oarsmen.

* So called in nautical language ;
i. e., topples head over heels in the boat, in

consequence of missing a stroke with the oar.

II H
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The frontispiece will explain the proceedings at a cripple chase

after
firing-

1\ Ibs. shot, from the stanchion-gun aboard the sailing-

boat, at a team of wild-ducks. The cripples are being pursued by
three amateurs in a rowing*-boat : whilst the sailing-boat is also

engaged in the same pursuit, a herd of wild-swans are observed

passing over the yacht, and the stanchion-gun not being re-loaded,

the wild-fowler takes a pop at them with a shoulder-piece, bringing
down a fine full-grown cygnet.

All web-footed birds, when first wounded, swim into deep water
;

then, if they are not pursued (as is often the case at night), they
soon afterwards make for the lee-shore, the smarting pain of their

wounds being irritated by the salt-water : and instinct seems to tell

them that the pain can only be alleviated by rest ashore. Waders,
such as curlews, plovers, and the like, always avoid deep water when

wounded, and make direct for the land.

I have often been surprised at the wonderful dexterity displayed

by wounded wild-fowl, and the extraordinary manner in which they
evade their pursuers, by contriving to keep under water

; particularly

shovellers, duck, and widgeon. The mallard is not so expert at

manoeuvring as the duck, which, when only winged or slightly

wounded so as to be unable to fly, often puzzles the oldest gunners.
If the water is calm and the surface smooth, by following up the

wounded duck quickly and closely, when it dives, it may generally
be captured after a few minutes' chase

;
but if there is a ripple upon

the surface, the chances are fifty to one that it will escape, more

especially if by the side of an ooze-bank, on which weeds grow under

water : there will the wounded duck hide, holding itself under

water a considerable time, then rising to the surface a moment to

breathe and mark the course taken by its pursuers, showing nothing
but its head above water, down it goes again, gradually creeping
farther and farther from the punter, who frequently gropes about in

wild astonishment, and is at last obliged to abandon the pursuit.*

I always find it a very good plan in shallow water, to stir the bottom

with one of the punt oars, near the spot where the bird was last seen

* The late Lord Chancellor Erskine, it would seem, was very familiar with the
difficulties of the cripple chase. He once humorously remarked in the House of

Lords, in allusion to the frequent minorities of the Ministerial party, in the year
1810 : "It reminds me strongly of shooting wild-fowl in a large lake

; for, though
you are fortunate enough to knock them down, it is extremely difficult to get them
out." Vide PcwZ. Deb., 1810.
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to dive
;

thus I have frequently brought wounded birds to the

surface and captured them, after they had been hiding- many minutes

in the sea-weeds under water. Novices at the sport are always much
vexed and annoyed at being unable to secure wounded birds which

have fallen to their shot.

Wild fowl having- simply their wings broken, swim with their

bodies deeply buried in the water. These are the strongest cripples

of all, and give the boldest chase.

The cripple-net which is of similar form to an angler's landing-

net, but larger, and is provided with a longer staff may always be

employed in the pursuit of badly-wounded birds ; which, on feebly

attempting to escape by diving, may be captured by the fowler with

the cripple-net : he must use a little skill in aiming the net below

the surface, just at the moment the bird dives. A little practice will

enable the fowler to use the cripple-net with considerable advantage.
It is at all times desirable to capture cripple wild-fowl without firing

at them, because of the advantage of securing them without filling

their flesh with shot.

In the sharp winters of years gone by, wild-fowl were so abundant

that the punter never used to think of taking much trouble about

the cripple chase, but used merely to collect those only which were

killed outright, or so severely wounded as to be unable to flutter away
or make any but feeble attempts at diving'. The cripples were per-

mitted to hobble ashore, where they became the lawful prize of those

who were fortunate enough to secure them.

The duck hunt, so popular at regattas, originated from the scene of

a wild-fowling cripple chase.



CHAPTER XLIV.

WILD-DUCK SHOOTING.

" Down close ! the wild-ducks come, and darting down,
Throw up on every side the troubled wave :

Then gaily swim around with idle play.
With breath restrain'd, and palpitating heart,
I view their movements ."

Fowling, a Poem, Book v.

THE wild-duck (Anas boschasj is more eagerly pursued than any
other species of wild-fowl : the decoyer, the punter, the shore-gunner,

and the sailor-sportsman, one and all, are its constant persecutors. It

is not, therefore, to be wondered at that wild-ducks, as well as others

of the species wild-fowl, are the most timid birds of the feathered

creation : their customary resorts by daylight being on the loneliest

open waters, they are less familiar with the human form than land

birds, and consequently more susceptible to alarm and more awake

to suspicion.

Wild-duck shooting requires the strictest silence, watchfulness, and

precaution, together with the services of a dog specially trained to

the pursuit.*

The wild-duck being common throughout every country in the

universe, all sportsmen are more or less acquainted with its habits,

and every one with its flavour as a table luxury, though it can-

not now be purchased at so cheap a rate as in centuries past, when

a good mallard might be had for twopence.f

The flesh of the wild-duck is, indisputably, far superior to that of

* " This particular kind of sport requires more silence and prudent precaution than

any other
;
of which the dog should, by unremitting perseverance, be made as per-

fectly sensible as his master." The Sportsman's Cabinet, or Delineations of Dogs ;

by
" A Veteran Sportsman" 2 vols., quarto. 1803.

f
" Item : It is thought good that mallardes be boght onely for my Lordes own

mees, so they be good, and boght for ijd. a pece." Northum. Ho. H. Book, temp,
Hen. VIII.
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the tame-duck
;

it is more delicate, juicy, and of finer flavour than

the domestic-fowl. The author of "
Sport and its Pleasures,

Physical and Gastronomical," quaintly remarks :
" Wild-duck

shooting is a first-rate sport, and wild-duck eating a most agreeable

undertaking."
It is the nature of wild-ducks to feed at night and rest during the

day, preferring the quietest retreats at all times : and, from secluded

spots where they may be unobservedly watched, they are often found

in attitudes which might form very interesting studies both to the

naturalist and the artist. Among many other of their peculiar and

favourite postures when revelling in unsuspecting security, some may
be seen with one of their legs comfortably thrust into the feathers of

the side, or tucked under the wing, as if to warm their slender toes
5

whilst others poke their heads beneath their wings, and a few act the

part of sentries during the repose of their companions. In such in-

teresting attitudes it would seem very relentless to disturb them, and

far worse to take their innocent lives : but the sportsman is said to be

cruel, hard-hearted, and eager, and has no room in his conscience for

tender considerations about innocent birds. In reply to such

aspersions we would say, in the language of the unknown author of

the spirited poem on Fowling

# # * # And ye, who proudly boast

Of feelings delicate, and most refined,
Ye male or female sensibiUtists,
Who shrink and shudder at the fowler's sport,
Yet from your doors unpitied, unreliev'd

Turn the poor vet'ran, whose best blood has stream'd

For your security so ill deserv'd,
Blush and be silent : blush again with shame
When you reflect upon the cruel cates

Your tables often yield, with which the Muse
Will not pollute her strain."

One author, whose writings appear to be borrowed almost entirely

from others, and who therefore cannot be quoted as an authority, has

ventured to allude to the sport of wild-duck shooting, as a diversion

so insignificant, and fraught with so much danger to the constitution,

that he asserts such as a reason for not giving instructions re-

garding it.* But, considering that these are merely the assertions

* The ill-informed author thus alludes to the sport :
" On first beginning to

write the present volume i^ was certainly my intention not to mention the subject of

wild-duck shooting ;
as it appears to be a diversion by no means calculated to

promote health, since these fowls are chiefly to be found in marshes and other wet

places." Thomas's Shooter's Guide: A.D. 1814.
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and language of a plagiary, and evidently of one who knew no-

thing- of the sport, it is only justice to treat such erroneous

impressions with merited indifference, more especially when we
find the whole space devoted to wild-fowl shooting, by the author

of the " Shooter's Guide," occupies but one page (small octavo) of

letter-press.

Another author, equally ignorant of the subject upon which he

treats, makes the following simple allusion to two of the species

of wild-fowl which afford sportsmen, annually, endless diversion :

"
Widgeon and teal are found in the marshes. The former is nearly

as large as a duck, the latter much smaller; both resemble the

duck in form and manners." And that is every word said about

them ! Whilst as much, or more, is known by every schoolboy,

though he may never have been beyond the sound of Bow
Church-bells : and yet the work from which the latter extract is

taken, bears the specious title
" Needham's Complete Sportsman:

1'

A.D. 1809.

The time of the departure of wild-ducks from the north, is about

the middle of October, and continues during a part of the following

month
;
when the immense teams of ducks which migrate during

that season, passing across the sea and over land, are most attractive

and remarkable.

They are supposed to start on their extensive and distant migrations

at the customary hour of evening flight (sunset), and to continue their

aerial course throughout the greater part of the night, and sometimes

during the next day. In the same manner they return in spring to

their old quarters.

The habits of wild-ducks indicate a preference for lee shores. They
feed no farther from the land than necessary, so that they can reach

the bottom with their bills without sinking their bodies, frequently

turning themselves up endways in the same manner as tame-ducks,

when the water is a little too deep to enable them to reach the bottom

in a sitting posture; their tails only, thus sticking up above the

surface, whilst they are busy with their heads and necks dabbling in

the mud or weeds at the bottom.

In spring, when wild-ducks are seen in pairs, they sometimes dive

for their food after the manner of dun-birds and shovellers
;
but their

exits from the surface are of much shorter duration than those of the

other species alluded to. As it is only at that season of the year
that wild-ducks ever feed by diving, it may be inferred that the
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objects of their deeper research are water insects, which are always
abundant at that particular season.

It is by no means unusual in the early part of winter to find large

paddlings of mallards unaccompanied by ducks. It would seem to

be very ungallant on the part of the male birds to leave their com-

panions behind them on the voyage of migration, but so it is the

mallards leave the north earlier than the ducks, which generally
remain with their young until the severity of the frost compels them

to proceed to a more southern climate.

Wild-ducks are generally very wary by daylight, particularly after

having been once shot at. When pursued by the punter they swim

fastly away, sitting in a sunken position, with breasts and bodies deep
in the water, and with necks well-doubled and heads down close upon
their breasts : in running water they always sit with their breasts to

the stream. Any wild-fowl shooter, of tolerable experience, can dis-

tinguish wild-ducks from widgeon or other wild-fowl, whether on the

wing or swimming on the water
5
and this too at a considerable

distance. A few moments before taking wing they lift their heads,

and rise buoyantly upon the surface
; they then turn round, head to

wind, presenting a broad-side to the punter; and, unless stopped by
his shot, they instantly rise from the water. The critical moment for

pulling trigger is just as they emerge from their sunken attitude, and

before they turn round head to windward, if possible. Many sportsmen
make it a rule to wait for the other opportunity before pulling trigger,

and say the birds present, at that instant, the fairest mark for a shot :

it may be they do so, but it is nevertheless decidedly wrong to

wait for the broad-side chance, unless the punter intends to fire at

them on the wing ;
in which case he is perfectly correct to wait until

the last moment, so as to get as near them as possible.

Although the objects appear larger on the water when their broad-

sides are presented to the punter, it is an indisputable fact that a less

number can be killed when in that position than when swimming

directly away, with their tails towards the gun. This fact I have

proved by experience, over and over again; but I know several

punters who always wait for the broadside chance.

The key-stone to success in wild-fowl shooting is the art of being
a correct judge of distance. Some punters reckon their range by the

space of water between the birds and the punt ;
others never shoot

until they can distinctly discern the eye of one or more of the birds
;

others wait until they can clearly distinguish the colour of the fea-
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thers all which must he uncertain guides : and, as some days are

more cloudy than others, it would appear, that the sportsman is often

mistaken and misled by such means.

The only certain and really correct method of judging as to when

within range, whilst lying flat on the floor of a punt, is from the

bearing of the muzzle of the gun upon the object ahead. Let the

gun be once laid in proper range upon the fore-part of the punt ;
and

experience will show that, as soon as the muzzle is found to cover

the object, the trigger may be pulled with certain success. The punter

should not wait for the broadside-chance, nor for the colour of the

feathers, as either of these may be too late
;
he should endeavour to

get within range whilst the birds are swimming from him : such is

the punter's most deadly chance.

Wild-duck shooting at night is often attended with considerable

uncertainty, even though the punter may be within fifty yards' range

of the birds. Wild-ducks are fond of feeding close in-shore, among
weeds and grasses ; totally different to widgeon, which feed on the

green weed they tear up by its roots, and on other soft substances

of the ooze, and the floating refuse of the tide. I have spent

many an hour on a cold winter's night within forty and fifty yards

of wild-ducks, without being able to discover their exact where-

abouts
5
the only guide being the "

quack !

"
of the mallards : feeling

fully convinced that

" Unwearied patience, persevering toil,

Alone can crown the fowler's eager hopes,
Whate'er the season or whate'er the sport."

I have often shot entirely by guess, without seeing a bird, and

killed two or three pair ;
and I have as frequently shot by guess,

without killing a single bird, but with the mortification of seeing

forty or fifty rise from the grass within a few feet of the spot where I

had supposed them to be feeding.

If wild-fowl detect the least suspicious noise or movement of the

enemy, whilst they are feeding at night, a death-like stillness in-

stantly prevails ; when, if they discover no object near them, in a few

moments they resume their dabblings. I have sometimes found it

answer my purpose to endeavour to find them by making a slight noise,

which causes them to stretch their necks, rear their heads, and look

around. This manoeuvre, however, requires more than ordinary pre-

caution, or it will operate in the very reverse manner to that

intended.
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A keen wind and hard frost, with deep snow, are peculiarly favour-

able for wild-duck shooting-, and, indeed, for wild-fowl shooting

generally ; though too much wind may interfere with the operations

of the punter.

As a general rule, where the wild-duck finds food and quiet in-

land, it invariably returns. It is, therefore, a frequently-successful

means of obtaining a shot, by watching during the day for stray

feathers and such-like signs, at the water-side
;
and then, by lying

in ambush near the spot, about flight-time, they will, in all proba-

bility, offer a fine opportunity to the sportsman ; who, if there be

several birds, can take his time, and wait before pulling trigger

until he gets them well together, or in line.

If the sportsman finds they do not return on the first night of his

lying in ambush, after discovering their feathers at some particular

spdt, he should not be disheartened, but lie-by another night or two,

as variation of wind or weather may have affected their movements,
and induced them to seek temporary change of feeding-ground ;

but

the animus revertendi to the old spot remains, and, sooner or later,

the persevering sportsman will be rewarded for his pains.

Whoever is thoroughly familiar with the sport of wild-

duck shooting, and has persevered in the pursuit, always prefers

it aboje that of shooting land-birds of any description. The flight

of a wild-mallard, as it suddenly rises from the moor, present-

ing a fair shot to the unequipped sportsman, has many a time, in my
hearing, as probably also in that of many others, brought out the

expression,
" If I had but a gun !

"
as the beautiful bird swept

through the air within a few yards of the sportsman's form.

There are more difficulties and dangers to contend with in wild-

duck shooting than in any other branch of wild-fowling.

Wild-ducks are fond of resorting by night to large tidal rivers,

when they feed so close in-shore, that the punter who goes in pursuit

of them, incurs great risk of being shot by men who prowl about the

shore at night, in search of any sort of water-fowl they can find.

These men are called "
shore-gunners." Many a time have I been

disappointed of a shot, after lying a long time on the floor of my
punt, endeavouring to find the whereabouts of a party of noisy ducks

and mallards
; and, when just in the act of pulling trigger, I have been

startled by the sudden report of a gun from the shore, the shot of

which have sometimes come far too near my head to be pleasant ;

then, directly afterwards, a dog bounds into the water, and, one

i i
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turbed by the presence of the boat in their place of retreat, and, in

great fright at the apparently-threatening danger, make their very
first attempt to fly ;

when a charge of shot is sent at them, and their

untimely flight is stopped. They generally make such a sorry

attempt at flying, and present so fair a mark to the wanton shooter,

that it would seem impossible to miss them. A dog is generally

taken in the boat, in company with the idle adventurers, that a

wounded bird may not escape in a bed of rushes, or evade its pur-

suers by diving or hiding.

The time of year for this pursuit is August. Flappers take wing
about the first and second weeks of that month.

In France, this diversion is termed "
halbran-shooting" a

" halbran" signifying a half-grown duck and, as practised in that

country, it is even more derogatory than flapper-shooting in Eng-
land. The halbran-shooter first contrives to kill the parent-birds.

He then places a tame decoy-duck on the water, securing it by the

leg to a stake thrust into the mud, within range of gun-shot. He
then hides behind a tree or in other ambuscade, and watches an

opportunity, which the halbrans soon afford him, by unsuspectingly

approaching the decoy- bird, the incessant noise of which entices them

to the spot. Every halbran in the pond may thus be killed in a very

short time.



CHAPTER XLV.

WIDGEON SHOOTING.

" The wandering flocks, expelled from northern shores,
In varied forms pursue their trackless way,
Courting the genial aspect of the south,
Whilst iron Winter holds his despot sway."

T. HUGHES.

THE widg'eon (Anas Penelope] offers the fairest sport to the wild-

fowl shooter of any bird that flies, but more to the punter than he

who confines himself to land sports : in winter, whether by night
or day, widgeon may be found in large companies in quiet bays,

rivers, and arms of the sea. The natural habits of the widgeon
are not wild

; indeed, no bird of the duck species is easier to

tame : but when subject to frequent persecution by the sportsman,

they acquire a watchful habit, and sometimes become the most diffi-

cult of all wild-fowl to approach successfully with punt and gun.
Their favourite haunts are on the extensive oozes, grassy creeks, and

muddy savannas of tidal bays and rivers
;
where every tide waters

and refreshes those plains, and forces the vegetation of a green sea-

weed, causing it to grow luxuriantly on the putrescent, but rich, soil.

On the very roots of that weed the widgeon feeds, and fattens. These

birds are highly esteemed for the table, as one of the most delicious

of wild-fowl
;
and always find a ready demand and sale in the market.

In former days they were considered only second to wild-duck, as

appears by the prices paid for them.*

Widgeon are migratory as well as gTegarious, and are generally

very numerous about the coast in sharp weather, often remaining, at

different intervals, the whole season in one particular locality where

there chances to be abundance of food
j and, when so settled, all the

* "
Item, wegions for my lorde at principal] feestes, and no other tyme, and at

7d. ob. the pece, except my lorde's commandment be otherwyse." Northwnb. Ho.
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turbed by the presence of the boat in their place of retreat, and, in

great fright at the apparently-threatening danger, make their very
first attempt to fly ;

when a charge of shot is sent at them, and their

untimely flight is stopped. They generally make such a sorry

attempt at flying, and present so fair a mark to the wanton shooter,

that it would seem impossible to miss them. A dog is generally
taken in the boat, in company with the idle adventurers, that a

wounded bird may not escape in a bed of rushes, or evade its pur-
suers by diving or hiding.

The time of year for this pursuit is August. Flappers take wing
about the first and second weeks of that month.

In France, this diversion is termed "
halbran-shooting" a

" halbran" signifying a half-grown duck and, as practised in that

country, it is even more derogatory than flapper-shooting in Eng-
land. The halbran-shooter first contrives to kill the parent-birds.

He then places a tame decoy-duck on the water, securing it by the

leg to a stake thrust into the mud, within range of gun-shot. He
then hides behind a tree or in other ambuscade, and watches an

opportunity, which the halbrans soon afford him, by unsuspectingly

approaching the decoy- bird, the incessant noise of which entices them

to the spot. Every halbran in the pond may thus be killed in a very
short time.
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WIDGEON SHOOTING.

" The wandering flocks, expelled from northern shores,
In varied forms pursue their trackless way,
Courting the genial aspect of the south,
Whilst iron Winter holds his despot sway."

T. HUGHES.

THE widgeon (Anas Penelope} offers the fairest sport to the wild-

fowl shooter of any bird that flies, but more to the punter than he

who confines himself to land sports : in winter, whether by night
or day, widgeon may be found in large companies in quiet bays,

rivers, and arms of the sea. The natural habits of the widgeon
are not wild

j indeed, no bird of the duck species is easier to

tame : but when subject to frequent persecution by the sportsman,

they acquire a watchful habit, and sometimes become the most diffi-

cult of all wild-fowl to approach successfully with punt and gun.
Their favourite haunts are on the extensive oozes, grassy creeks, and

muddy savannas of tidal bays and rivers
;
where every tide waters

and refreshes those plains, and forces the vegetation of a green sea-

weed, causing it to grow luxuriantly on the putrescent, but rich, soil.

On the very roots of that weed the widgeon feeds, and fattens. These

birds are highly esteemed for the table, as one of the most delicious

of wild-fowl
;
and always find a ready demand and sale in the market.

In former days they were considered only second to wild-duck, as

appears by the prices paid for them.*

Widgeon are migratory as well as gTegarious, and are generally

very numerous about the coast in sharp weather, often remaining, at

different intervals, the whole season in one particular locality where

there chances to be abundance of food
j and, when so settled, all the

* "
Item, wegions for my lorde at principal! feestes, and no other tyme, and at

7d. ob. the pece, except my lorde's commandment be othenvyse." Northwub. Ho.
Book.
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persecution of the punters, both by night and day, will not induce

them to leave it; though they thus become remarkably wary, and

difficult of access. A company of widgeon sometimes consists of

several thousand birds, which, when flying in the air, resemble a large

dark cloud
;
and when they have alighted on the surface, the com-

pany is often so extensive as to cover many acres of water

" Their numbers being so great, the waters covering quite,

That, rais'd, the spacious air is darkened with their flight."*

They become exceedingly watchful after frequent attempts on the

part of the fowler to approach them
;
but they are sometimes a little

off their guard, and the indefatigable sportsman who may have

made many unsuccessful attempts will, sooner or later, be rewarded

for his pains with a highly remunerative shot, such as will amply

compensate him for his perseverance. When, through a continuation

of coarse weather, such as during many days precludes the sportsman
from following his pursuits, a few calm days succeed or intervene,

then is a glorious opportunity for the punter, who, with his best skill,

may generally succeed with the previously unapproachable widgeon.

They form the chief diversion for the punter at night, and afford him

the fairest opportunity by day. The sportsman may also have fine

sport with them under sail, either with shooting-yacht or sailing-boat.

The sailing-punt is in like manner an excellent means by which to

approach them by day. Many thousands of these beautiful little ducks

generally arrive at various parts of the coast early in October
;
and if

easterly winds prevail during the latter part of September, they come
at that time. The male birds arrive first

;
and in early spring, when

wild-fowl leave our shores for their northern migrations, the cocks are

the first to go by themselves, the hens following a few weeks later.

Widgeon are considerably more abundant on the eastern coast than

elsewhere, though they frequent the southern coast in great numbers.

The sportsman who pursues them by night, with punt and gun,
will be guided to their whereabouts entirely by their notes an in-

teresting call, or whistle, sounding like the nondescript words
"Wheow!" or " Wheoh !" which, when once familiar to the ear,
cannot be mistaken, no other wild-fowl making a similar noise.

In foggy weather widgeon are always more silent than at any other
time. In cold weather they sit very close together, and assemble in

*
Drayton.
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large companies. The widgeon is a bird which will not be driven,

but takes to its wings on the first alarm, rising directly high in

the air.

The sportsman who would be successful at the sport of widgeon-

shooting must make himself familiar with the natural habits of the

birds. He should leave them to themselves in undisturbed seclusion

a few days, occasionally moving near them, with punt and gun, but

without offering to disturb them; by such-like coaxings he will

often be rewarded for his cunning. And after long, unsuccessful per-

secution with a rowing-punt, he will frequently find an excursion in

the sailing-punt, by way of change, an effectual means of getting at

them
;
when he may run upon them, at an unguarded moment, in his

frail little bark, with all the ease and precision he could possibly

desire.

Much more upon the subject of widgeon-shooting will be found

under the heads relating to punts, punting, and wild-fowl shooting in

its various branches.



CHAPTER XLVI.

THE PINTAIL DUCK.

(Anas acuta.J

"
Quick flashing thunders roar along the flood,

And three lie prostrate, vomiting their blood !

The fourth aloft on whistling pinions soar'd
;

One fatal glance the fiery thunders pour'd,
Prone drops the bird amid the dashing waves,
And the clear stream his glossy plumage laves."

ALEXANDER WILSON.

THE pintail-duck is one of the most beautiful and interesting of the

duck species. It is sometimes called the sea-pheasant, on account

of its long-pointed tail. It is eagerly sought by the wild-fowler,

because of its choice delicacy for the table, it being considered by
most epicures as the most delicious duck that swims

;
and its price

in the London market would seem to bear out the assertion, it being
seldom to be had at less than seven shillings and sixpence per pair,

and larger prices are frequently paid.

The pintail is of somewhat singular habits. It is seldom seen in

any but small numbers
;
more frequently in pairs or parties of

four or five. It is by no means unusual to find them along with a

company of widgeon, or among a team or paddling of the ordinary

species of wild-duck. The pintail seeks shallow waters for its food
;

and, generally speaking, is much tamer when on the water than

many other wild-fowl
;
but when on wing the flight of the pintail is

very rapid. It swims with graceful and interesting movements,

frequently bowing its head and sometimes skimming the surface with

its beak, carrying its tail high, with breast low and deeply-embedded
in the water.

The pintail is an annual visitant to this country, but never in very
numerous flights.

Whenever the punter chances to find pintails by themselves, if he
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is cautious, he may invariably get within range. Unless they have

been much persecuted they are generally careless of danger, and are

easily approachable. They are always considered by the wild-fowler

as a great prize.

In all my experience I never remember an instance in which,

having found any of the pintail species on the water in my punting

excursions, I was unable to get within range. On one occasion

during a heavy storm of snow and sleet, and when, notwithstanding
all my precautions in keeping the lock covered, my punt-gun missed

fire* at a pair of pintails, they actually permitted me to re-cap my
gun twice, and snap it down unsuccessfully, without taking alarm.

The powder had become damp from the sleet having penetrated
the nipple, and I thus lost a splendid shot

; besides, as if to add to my
vexation, I had no shoulder-gun with me at the time, though I

scarcely ever went without one. They made no attempt to fly

until after the report of the second gun-cap, when they rose from

the water within fifty yards of the muzzle of the gun.

When in company with the common wild-duck, or with widgeon,

they are not so tame, but appear to follow the movements of the

party. I have often observed, when pursuing a company of widgeon,
that the birds nearest me, or rather the rearmost of the alarmists,

were pintails, and consequently the most likely to be killed, being the

first to feel the effects of the shot.

A wounded pintail seldom dives
;
but if near the ooze, will swim

towards it with all possible despatch; and having gained it, will

make a great effort to escape by running : a performance for which

it is much better adapted than the generality of the waddling species.

The haunts of the pintail are the grassy borders of fresh-water

lakes, rivers, and ponds. It is rarely met with on the open coast.

*
Waterproof gun-caps had not then been invented.

K K
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TEAL SHOOTING.

" And near to them you see the lesser dibbling teal

In bunches, with the first that fly from mere to mere,
As they above the rest were lords of earth and air."

DRAYTON.

THERE is no bird of the duck tribe more beautiful in plumage than

the teal (Anas crecca) ; and, what cannot be said in general of

fine plumaged birds, its flesh is of surpassing excellence.* Teal

always meet with a ready sale in the market
; and, small as they

are, from 5s. to 10s. per pair are often paid for them in seasons

of scarcity. They afford sport to the fowler in almost every form :

at the decoy, in the gunning-punt, under sail, and in the canoe. And
to the land sportsman, with dog and gun, there is no better sport than

teal-shooting in the neighbourhood of fens, dykes, and fresh-water

streams.

They are the tamest, and apparently the silliest, wild-fowl we

have : they are generally to be met with early in the season in small
"
springs

"
of six or eight, apparently broods

;
and lucky is the

punter who falls in with them : he may almost invariably kill every

bird, for they always sit nicely packed together ;
and if any of the

party escape the first shot, they *alight again at no great distance,

when by marking and following them up, the punter may generally

obtain a second shot, and bag the whole spring.

There is but one caution to be given to the punter, when fortunate

enough to meet with so great a prize as a spring of teal
;
which is, that

as they are easily approachable with ordinary precaution, he need not

fire a random shot
;
but as soon as fairly within range, pull the trig-

ger without hesitation, because they do not, like duck and widgeon,
turn head to wind before rising, but spring from the water without

any such warning the instant they take alarm.

" This bird, for the delicate taste of its flesh, and the wholesome nourishment it

affords the body, doth deservedly challenge the first place among those of its kind."

Willuyliby.
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In very dry weather, and also during long" and hard frosts, teal

leave their accustomed haunts and retire to rapid streams and small

inland currents, upon winch the frost has but little effect.

To the wildfowler who pursues his sport ashore among- fens

and dykes teal sometimes affords excellent amusement
;

and here,

again, the sportsman never need fire a random shot, for if the bird

rises out of range it is almost certain to go down again at no great

distance. He should mark the spot as carefully as he can, since they
sometimes pitch, or pretend to do so, and rise again, skimming along
over the stream some fifty o/'a hundred yards farther.

A slight blow will kill a teal
; they generally offer a fair shot

when they rise from a brook or dyke ;
if the sportman happens to

miss his shot, it is ten to one but the bird will pitch again close by,

unless it be early in the morning, when, on being disturbed, they
often fly directly away.
The teal feeds chiefly in fens and fresh-water pools and streams,

which it seems to prefer at all times to salt-water. No other wild-

fowl scatter themselves so far inland as teal. They sometimes assem-

ble in great numbers on decoys, but I have never seen more than

fifty in a spring on open waters near the sea-coast. They are the

earliest visitors to the decoy of any wild-fowl
;
and there are none

which afford the decoyman so much satisfaction for his pains in practis-

ing his mysterious art upon them, nor which remunerate him so well.

It is sometimes the practice of the fowler to delay his performances
a few days, when there are only a small spring of teal

;
this delay

frequently proves highly judicious, for when undisturbed they assem-

ble at decoys in great numbers. Instances have occurred at several

of the Essex decoys where from two hundred to four hundred teal

have been taken in one day.

The Garganey.

The garganey, or summer teal, is a bird of elegant proportions, a

little larger than the other species, has a longer neck, smaller bones,

and lighter coloured plumage.
The flesh of the garganey is quite equal to that of the common

teal, and is considered by the gourmet to be superior. It is seldom

found in this country during severe weather
;
but in the spring of the

year a few of the garganey are generally found about the time wild-

fowl migrate to other countries. Early in the winter season, and par-

ticularly if the weather continues mild, the garganey may occasionally
be met with

;
but even in the mildest seasons they are scarce.



CHAPTER XLVJII.

COOT SHOOTING.

The coot her jet wing loved to lave,

Rock'd on the bosom of the sleepless wave."

ROGERS' Pleasures of Memory.

THIS remarkable bird (Fulica atra) offers splendid sport to the

fowler, sometimes taxing- his skill, his patience, and his cunning to

the utmost. They are more abundant at some places on the

coast than any other species of water-fowl. In some localities they

assemble in such large coverts as would appear almost incredible

to those who have not seen them. To a certain extent they are

migratory ;
but many remain in this country throughout the year.

Their numbers increase tenfold in winter
;
and they always seem to

prefer the southern parts of England to all other districts. But

the coot has, indeed, many peculiarities.

" The coot, bald, else clean-black, that whiteness it doth bear

Upon the forehead star'd, the water hen doth wear,

Upon her little tail, in one small feather set."*

Besides being very local in their habits, and making favourite resorts

of some particular waters, they are scarcely ever to be seen in neigh-

bouring waters, which may be within a few miles of their chosen

haunts, though offering equal advantages as regards food and

nesting. The river Stour, which ebbs and flows between the counties

of Essex and Suffolk, and runs many miles inland, watering some of

the fairest pastures of a luxuriant valley, the beauties of which have

been so faithfully portrayed by the late talented artist Constable,

was formerly a very favourite resort of coots
;

so much, and exclu-

sively so, that the town of Manningtree, which stands on the south

bank of the river, but possesses little traditionary attraction in other

*
Drayton's "

Pol.y-olbion,'' song xrv.
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respects (save witchcraft), became notorious as the famous resort of

coots
;
and it was proverbial, when speaking of any one from that

little town, to hear the significant appellation of a "Manning-
tree coot

"
applied to him. Before the invention of punt-guns,

these birds were so numerous on that river,* that the gunners never

thought of shooting at small numbers, but only at very large coverts
;

and then not unless there was a chance of killing from a dozen to a

score and upwards at one shot
; which, with the guns at that time in

use, was considered pretty good sport.

Coots are much tamer sometimes than at others, more especially

when not suspecting an enemy ;
and often the veriest bumpkin who

ranged the shore with a shoulder-gun found no difficulty in shooting
a pair or two of coots.

At the time of which we are now speaking, the ordinary 're-

tail price of a pair of coots in that neighbourhood was sixpence j

and the venders sometimes found great difficulty in disposing of

them even at that rate. The wild-fowl shooter who pursued the

sport as a means of maintenance, never thought of shooting at coots

if other fowl were near, or if there was the smallest chance of killing

anything more saleable.

But, notwithstanding that the coots were formerly thought of so

little value in the vicinity of the Stour, in some other localities they
were as eagerly sought as any other wild-fowl

;
for with some men

the coot is esteemed as superior to wild-duck. Although I cannot

say I agree with those who hold that opinion, I do consider the

coot, when dressed d la Soyer, a very wholesome and delicious

bird.

The best manner of divesting the coot of the thick down in which

it is encased, and which so tries the patience of the cook, is

to put the bird, after it has been plucked, into scalding water;

then, by taking some powdered resin in the hand, and rubbing the

skin of the coot, the down may be easily removed, leaving the skin

as clean and delicate as that of a wild-duck. The stubbornness of

the down on the body of the coot has induced some cooks to resort

to the foolish plan of flaying the bird, a process which spoils it for

cooking.

Among the signs and marvels of the age of superstition, the move-

* The author of " British Field Sports" says he " has actually beheld upon the

Manningtree river, in Essex, a shoal of coots reaching two miles in length, as thick

as they could well swim, and halt'-a-mile over."
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ments of the coot were anciently regarded as suggestive of certain

changes in the weather
;

for instance, it was considered a sure sign of

a strong tempest at sea when coots flew shrieking to the shore.*

It is also stated by an ancient authority,! that coots are fond of

pecking at the foam of the sea
;
and that by sprinkling it in places

where they used to hunt these birds, they were the more easily

captured.

Another peculiarity of the coot is, that when flying in large coverts

they are generally closely huddled together, but when on the water

they sit widely scattered, and apparently in some sort of order, as

they are for the most part nearly equi-distant.

When feeding or roosting on the ooze they are not so scattered ;

they run at a great pace ;
and a winged coot will outrun any man in

splashers on the ooze.

It is considered a very good omen when a covert of coots have

taken to any particular locality, as other birds always follow them :

they are attractive to all kinds of wild-fowl, and therefore valuable's

decoy-birds on ponds and inland waters.

It is very remarkable that duck, widgeon, and some other
k
fowl

appear to seek the company of coots
;
and there can be no doubt

but one reason is as Col. Hawker expresses it, that they are such

good sentries to give alarm by day when the other fowl generally sleep.

Coots swim rapidly from the punter when suspicious of his in-

tention : he must therefore put on his best strength if he expects to

get within range : they are very cunning, and often rely much more

on the power of their legs than their wings. I have often found,

when punting to coots, that after swimming rapidly from the sus-

pected punt, if there was a mud-bank near at hand, rather than take

wing, they would creep upon the bank and run across the ooze at

such a rate as to be out of range in a very short time
;
and when

pursued they are so artful that they swim across creeks, and so en-

deavour to cut off the pursuit, being always reluctant to fly :

wounded coots do the same
;
but a wounded duck or widgeon always

makes for the water, depending entirely on its diving powers for

hopes of escape. A winged coot, however, will elude its pursuers

effectually by cunningly making for the bank, which if once gained

the fowler has little chance of capturing it.

* " Nam in pelago gravissima tempestatem futuram esse certissimum est, quando
merguli fugiunt ad litus cum clamore." Glantvilla de Rerutn Proprietatibus.

f Aristotle, Hist. Anim, book ix. cap. 35.
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A wounded coot will also make a last effort to escape, when in the

hands of the fowler, by scratching
1 his hands, and burying its sharp

talons in his flesh. The young- fowler will do well to be cautious

in handling- live coots : no water-fowl is more tenacious of life, nor

more vigilant and cunning in its habits.

I have found the best means of approaching a covert of coots is

by a sailing-punt : they require hard hitting, and the sportsman must

not expect to recover many unless he kills them. If there be any

way of eluding his grasp, a wounded coot will assuredly embrace it.

As soon as possible after firing the punt-gun, and before attempting
to pick up a bird, the sportsman should seize his double-barrelled

shoulder-gun, and give the coup de grace to two of the strongest of

his wounded victims just as they are making off.

It is easy to distinguish coots from other wild-fowl when on the

water, though at a considerable distance, from the different position

in which they sit to most other wild-fowl. The coot carries its head

low, and thrown forward in a poking attitude, with tail sticking high
above its body ; and, as before observed, they sit scattered widely
over a large space of water rather than in close compact, as other birds.

They have a great enemy in the moor buzzard or marsh-harrier
;
but

when attacked or threatened by that carnivorous enemy, they exhibit

admirable discipline, and, just as if taught and trained to military tac-

tics in an instant, on a given signal from the sentinel on duty, they
close up the ranks, and huddle together, forming a solid mass which

would seem to defy the daring of the most ferocious hawk. When so

ranged in a dense body, the buzzard seldom ventures to attack
;

if

he does, or continues hovering' about them, they swim rapidly round

and round in a circle, fluttering their pinions, dashing and flapping
1

the water with their wings, and throwing up clouds of spray, by which

means they dazzle the sight of their enemy, and altogether present

so threatening an aspect, that the buzzard decamps and watches his

more favourable opportunity of pouncing upon one of a small party
of stragglers ;

off which, if his attack be successful, he makes a

hearty meal the raw flesh of the coot being one of his most delicious

morsels.

Pliny speaks of these scufflings between the hawk and water-fowl

as a very amusing sport to behold. "
Spectanda dimicatio, ave ad

perfugia litorum tendente, maxume si condensa harundo sit.*

*
Pliny, lib. x. cap 3.
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Coots prefer fresh-water, and never forsake a chosen haunt until

fairly frozen out, when they take to their salt-water retreats.

Their habits, in some respects, are the very reverse of other wild-

fowl : for instance, coots feed by day and roost at night their

accustomed places of repose being among reeds, rushes, or

sedges by the water-side, or on some secluded island about their

haunts.

No water-fowl have suffered more, nor been so completely driven

from their places of refuge by the drainage system as coots : these

birds used to breed by thousands in the fens and broads on the

eastern coast
;
and though there are still a great many bred annually

in this country, yet in no proportion to the numbers of years

gone by. Their nests, too, are now plundered ;
and their eggs, as

well as those of scores of other water-fowl, are sent to the market,
and all are called "

plovers' eggs !" Such is the innocent deception,

practised with impunity, upon those who are fond of, and can afford,

such luxuries, but who may not be familiar with the size and colour

of the genuine plovers' eggs.

Coots are sometimes so reluctant to leave a favourite haunt (such
as a decoy, where they are always a nuisance), that they may be

driven to and fro like sheep, and will put up with a good deal of

noise and threat rather than leave the pond.

The call-note of this bird represents the sound of the word
" krew !" or kreow !"



CHAPTER XLIX.

THE MOOR HEN.

[Qallinula chloropus.~\

" And far beneath, where slow they creep
From pool to eddy, dark and deep,
Where alders moist and willows weep."

SIR WALTER SCOTT.

THE moor-hen, or water-hen, very much resembles the coot in colour

and form; though in many respects of different habits, yet they

associate tog-ether during the breeding season, and their young are

reared in company with those of the latter. The moor-hen never

seeks the salt-water, but confines itself entirely to fresh
;
and is never

seen confertus. It is by no means shy, but when undisturbed is as tame

as a domestic fowl. The croak of the moor-hen can never be mis-

taken when once the sportsman has become acquainted with the

sound
j
and it is familiarly known to every rustic. Its flesh is not

generally much esteemed
;
but when dressed as a coot it is really a

very inviting dish.

Moor-hens offer good practice to the young sportsman ;* they may
sometimes be easily driven from their hiding places at the waterside

by a dog ;
and they generally present so fair a mark, that it would

seem impossible to miss them : but they will occasionally lie so close

when any one is near, that they require much pressing before taking

wing. The moor-hen makes but a sorry attempt at flying, its wings

being so far forward that its body and legs hang down in a most

awkward manner
;
but this deficiency is made up in its pedestrian

powers : it runs with great rapidity, flicking up its tail, and exposing
the white feathers beneath it, with apparently insulting' contempt.
This bird also swims fast and with graceful attitude, nodding its

head at every stroke of the leg.

L L
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The moor-hen is abundantly common on every moor and swamp
throughout the country ;

and is equally so in Ireland, Holland, and

various parts of the continent.

No water-fowl suffers so much from severe frost
;
a hard winter is

generally fatal to many of them. They creep into holes by the banks

of ponds and rivers during such trying occasions, or hide in the

thickest willow-beds in the neighbourhood.
When closely pursued they are very reluctant to fly ;

and the

sportsman is constantly disappointed of his shot by seeing his dog

emerge from the thicket with a live moor-hen in its mouth.

The moor-hen of Ionia is highly commended, and was formerly in

high estimation :
"
Attagen maxume lonius celeber et vocalis

alias."*

It is also said, by ancient writers, that so soon as this bird is taken

captive it loses its voice and becomes mute, but at other times is

noisy enough ;
of old it was reputed a rare and singular bird :

"
Captus vero obmutescens quondam existumatus inter raras avis."f

*
Pliny, lib. x. cap. 48.

t Lilian Hist. Anirn., lib. xv. cap. 27. Pliny, lib. x. cap. 48.



CHAPTER L.

SHOVELLER-SHOOTING.

" The shouler, which so shakes the air with saily wings,
That ever as he flies you still would think he sings."

SHOVELLERS (genus Spathulea) are sometimes very troublesome

birds to pursue with punt and gun ; they swim at an extraordinary

rate, and cause the punter's arms to ache ere they can be over-

taken. Directly they find the enemy pursuing them they make use

of the power with which nature has so liberally gifted them, and

shut the door upon their pursuer ;
and probably, when next rising to

the surface, they are either very wide of him, or so far ahead as to

be out of his sight altogether.

The punter who would be successful at this sport must carefully

observe the direction taken by these birds at the moment of diving,

and then keep his punt moving quickly ahead in the same track, or

as nearly as he can guess ; bearing in mind that the shoveller is a

bird which can swim nearly as fast under water as upon the surface.

When these birds find they are thus closely pursued they generally
cease diving, and swim away on the surface as fast as their legs can

propel them
; they seldom take to their wings, except as a dernier

resort.

If the punter is active and skilful in the management of his punt,
he may be pretty sure of a shot when he chances to meet with birds

of this species ;
and whether by daylight or moonlight : but it must

be on a very bright night, or he will assuredly lose sight of his birds,

which keep constantly diving when first pursued, but cease after being
chased some little distance.

Wounded shovellers are amongst the most difficult of water-fowl

to capture, and lead a long, determined, and cunning chase ere they
can be taken. Their powers of diving are so great, and their
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vigilant cunning
1

equally so, that unless their legs are broken or their

bodies severely wounded, they entirely elude their pursuers.

They are sometimes sought by the more undignified sportsman,
with shoulder gun, in a rowing-boat propelled by one or two rowers,

whilst the sportsman sits abaft : but in this case they generally fly ;

or diving, take a backward route when a fast boat pursues them.*

By looking out sharply, and firing the moment they come to the

surface, the young sportsman may sometimes have very fair sport.

Calm weather and a smooth surface are best for shoveller-shooting.

None of the species of shoveller can be recommended for culinary

purposes. In a work, which has been already alluded to as of great

rarity and antiquity, by an eminent physician, they are classed with

herons and bitterns, and are considered indigestible as an article of

food.f

THB BURROW DUCK.

[Tadorna vulpanser.']

The punter is often tempted to make a shot at the sheldrake or

burrow-duck (by the latter name it is better known), though for

domestic purposes it is of little value, the flesh being coarse, and re-

quiring great care and culinary skill in dressing before it can be made
a palatable dish.

They are called burrow-ducks from their habits of breeding in rab-

bit-burrows and holes by the waterside, in sandy cliffs and banks.

They are larger than most others of the species, swim very fast, and

dive with great dexterity ;
but a shot may generally be obtained at

them, with punt and gun, by following them up cunningly and expe-

ditiously. When pursued, they seldom take wing until closely pressed ;

and then they are generally within range of the shot of a punt-gun.
But in consequence of their having so many white feathers about

them, they cannot be seen on the water at night, and it is only by

daylight that they can be shot.

* " The great difficulty is always to keep in view the exact spot where the birds

come up ; once lose sight of it, your progress is stopped, and in recovering your
advantage the birds are almost certain to see you, and fly." Colquhoun's Moor and
Lock.

f
" These fowles be fishers, and be very rawe and flegmatike, like unto the meate

wherof thei are fedde
; the young are beste, and ought to be eaten with peper,

sinomon, and ginger, and to drinke wine after them, for good digestion ;
and this

doe for all water fowles." The Book of Simples, fol. Ixxij., by Dr. William Bullcyn :

London, 1562.
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They come to our coasts in small numbers every winter, and may
often be found near the shore or in shallows, but seldom in deep

water, unless wounded
;
and in that case, if pursued, they make for

the deepest places at hand.

THE VELVET DUCK.

[Anas

Most wild-fowl shooters have occasionally met with these birds.

They are of little use when killed
j
but very trying to the sportsman's

skill : if he pursues them they dive with remarkable facility ; and,

rather than
fly, will trust to their under-surface powers ;

never taking

wing- till very hard pressed.

They are almost exclusively a sea-bird, and are seldom seen inland,

except during the heaviest gales, when they come no farther from

the coast than possible, but accept the nearest refuge ;
and that only

as a temporary retreat.

The flesh of the velvet duck is of no estimation
;
but their black,

soft plumage is very beautiful.

THE SCAUP DUCK.

[Fuliguldb marila.']

This is a species which is always to be found, in hard winters, up
almost every river and arm of the sea on the coast. They are most

frequently in little doppings of six or eight ;
and are by no means

difficult of access, though very active divers. They give preference

to oozy rivers rather than sandy bottoms, but never travel far from

the sea. The sportsman will frequently be tempted to make shots

with his punt-gun at these birds.

Their food consists of Crustacea and mollusca
;
obtained by diving,

in which art they are very expert.

They arrive late in the season, and appear to prefer the eastern

coast, where in some seasons they are very numerous.

THE SCOTER OR BLACK-DUCK.

\_Anas nigra.~]

These are well known to every wild-fowl shooter on the coast,

from the smack's cabin-boy down to the practised gunner. They
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are the hardest birds to kill and capture of any of the species. The

oldest sportsmen are often astonished at the hard hitting they require

before falling to their shot
;
and when fallen, wounded,Jt is often im-

possible to recover them. I have fired the stanchion-gun at large

flights of these birds, scattering one-and-a-half-pound of shot amongst
them

;
and though within fair range, have seldom seen more than

ten or a dozen fall to the charge, and have never been able to recover

more than four or five of those which actually fell directly beneath

the shot. Colonel Hawker may well remark, that he never saw such

creatures " to swim, dive, and carry off shot." And the Colonel

adds,
"
They take as hard a blow as a swan ; and will even swim for

a short time after being shot in the head."

They are met with in large numbers on the coast in winter
;
and

are often mistaken at a distance for a more desirable class of wild-

fowl.

The flesh of the scoter is not palatable. They have a thick coating
of feathers and down, which seem to render them almost invulnera-

ble to the effects of gun-shot.



CHAPTER LI.

DIVER SHOOTING.

" Now up, now down again, that hard it is to prove
Whether under water most it liveth or above."

DRAYTON.

THE species of birds which fall under this denomination are many,
and sometimes afford the wild-fowl shooter excellent sport ;

but they
are altogether useless as an article of food, the flavour of the flesh

being
1

disagreeable to the palate, on account of their subsisting en-

tirely upon fish. And, totally different to other wild-fowl, such as

are fit for the table, they have bills peculiarly formed by Nature for

the purpose of assisting them in obtaining their food. The bill of

the diver species is, for the most part, serrated, sharp-pointed, thick

in substance, and strong ; possessing, in exquisite arrangement, five

rows of sharp, tiny teeth, thereby vesting in them the power of hold-

ing the most slippery of the finny tribe with the greatest ease. The

teeth are arranged in a position slightly inclining inwards
;
so that it

would seem impossible for any small fish to escape, when once within

the grasp of so powerful a mandible.

In pursuing divers as objects of sport, the only way to succeed in

killing them is, to follow them up closely, in the same manner as

that already stated in the previous chapter, under the head
" Shoveller Shooting*." The sportsman should fire the instant they
come to the surface

;
unless killed, they generally contrive to escape,

so cunning and expert are they in the art of diving : and they never

resign the chase whilst they have sufficient power left to hold them-

selves under water.

They are, for the most part, savage birds when taken alive (as
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they often are, accidentally, in fishing-nets*), striking their bills,

with fierce onslaught, at man or dog, and are capable of inflicting a

severe wound in the flesh.

They are seldom seen in doppings of above five or six, but more

frequently entirely by themselves.

The numbers which visit the southern shores, always depend on

the temperature of the season : they are only driven there by stress

of weather.

THE RED-BREASTED MERGANSER.

[_Mergus serrator.~]

"
Mergansers came many, with fish in their throat,

By gluttony prompted their bodies to bloat."

JENNINGS, Ornithologia.

Although this is a species wholly disregarded by the modern

apician, it is a bird of so beautiful a plumage, and so often crosses

the track of the wild-fowler, sometimes challenging him to a trial of

his best skill as a punter, that it would be wrong to pass it over

without some comment.

The species is rather abundant on the coasts of Scotland and the

north of England, but scarce in the south, seldom visiting the

southern counties except in hard winters.

They are among the most distrustful water-fowl I ever met with
j

and it is seldom that a shot within range can be had at them. They
are, besides, expert divers, and, when wounded, make determined

efforts to elude the shooter's grasp.

A few seasons ago, five of these birds puzzled me a long time, ere

I could obtain a shot at them. They were seen from day to day on the

waters
;
and I made several unsuccessful attempts to approach them

in my rowing-punt, but without success. One fine day, however,

during a steady breeze, I launched my sailing-punt, hoisted a small

* In reference to water-fowl being sometimes surprised by the fishing-net, Mr.
Daniel records the following remarkable story :

" An extraordinary occurrence took

place, March, 1810, near Drumburgh. A fisherman placed a flounder-net in the

river Eden, which is subject to the flux and reflux of the tide
; and, on his returning

to take up his net, instead of finding fish, he found it loaded with wild-ducks.

During his absence, a fleet of these birds had alighted below the net, and, on the

flowing of the tide, were carried, from the contraction of the channel, with great

impetuosity, into the net, and were drowned. He caught one hundred and seventy

golden-eyed wild-ducks, supposed to be from the Orkneys, as very rarely any of

that species frequent that part of the country." Supplement to Daniel's Rwal
Sports, p. 430.
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lateen-sail, and proceeded to look for these same five unapproachable

mergansers, which I discovered after a short search, and bore down

towards them. Having first cocked my punt-gun, which was

charged with one of Ely's patent cartridges, I placed myself flat

upon my chest on the floor of the punt, using the greatest pre-

caution not to move limb or feature above the gunnel ;
and so

well did my plan succeed, that in a short time I found myself within

range ;
the birds sitting well for a shot, I instantly sent the

charge after them, and stopped all five
;

three of which were killed

outright, and the other two so severely wounded that they made only
feeble efforts to dive, and were easily secured. They were two cocks

and three hens
;

the cock-birds in beautiful plumage, with their

graceful topples in perfect order. I have two pairs of these birds

the result of the shot above recorded stuffed, and preserved in glass

cases.*

In the summer season, the male bird loses his beautiful plumage,
and approaches in colour to that of the female.

The call-note of this bird is harsh, and sounds like
" Kerr ! kerr !

"

THE HOODED MERGANSER.

[Mergus cucullatus.~]

This is also a bird of beautiful plumage, not unfrequently met

with on the eastern coast. It is of similar habits to the last species,

and gifted with similar powers of catching and holding its slippery

prey. It is a most expert diver, and would seem almost to defy

capture when only winged, if there be weeds at the bottom of the

water, or any such temporary resort.

The hooded merganser prefers inland waters to the open coast
;

indeed, it is very seldom seen on the sea-coast, but frequently in both

salt and fresh-water rivers, ponds, and pools.

Its power of flight is very great ;
it can rise up from the water

in a perpendicular line, when suddenly alarmed, thus puzzling

young sportsmen to knock it down. When flying straight off, it

proceeds with astonishing rapidity.

* Lubbock mentions the circumstance of a red-breasted merganser being once
killed very near the city of Norwich, and adds :

" This was near Surlingham ;
and I

was present when it was shot by one of the sons of Parker, who kept the ferry-
house. Upon shaking the bird, five roach dropped from its throat, large enough to

be used as baits for pike. They seemed all to have been taken in the space of a few
minutes : all their brightness remained on the scales." Lubboctis Fauna, of
Norfolk.

M M
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The note of this bird may be expressed by the monosyllables
" Kroo ! kroow !

"

THE GOOSANDER.

" The gosander with them, my goodly fens do show,
His head as ebon black, the rest as white as snow."

DRAYTON.

This is also an exceedingly beautiful bird, and is the largest of the

British mergansers. It very rarely visits the southern counties of

England ; although in hard winters there are generally a few killed

by the punters.

The flesh of the goosander is not palatable ;
but the skins of these

birds are often sold at high prices, for the purpose of stuffing and

putting in glass cases.

Goosanders are generally pretty numerous in the Orkney Isles,

where they abide throughout the whole year, unless driven farther

southward by the severity of frost. In the outer Hebrides they are

also frequently to be met with, in doppings of fifty and upwards.

They are difficult birds to approach ;
and their powers of diving

are so great, that they puzzle the oldest sportsman with their tricks

and dexterity ;
when merely winged or slightly wounded, it is

almost impossible to capture them.

THE GREAT NORTHERN DIVER.

[Cofo/mbws glacialis.']

" The Divers were many, and various in hue ;

Of the Northern, the Imber, Black-throated a few.

By tribes hyperborean their pelts often sought,
Into robes warm and flexile are frequently wrought."

JENNINGS.

This is the largest of the genus Colymbus, and by far the most

beautiful in plumage of the diver species. They are sought after by
the wild-fowl shooter more as trophies of successful sport, wherewith

to grace his hall, than for any other purpose. The flesh is dark in

colour, and unpalatable.

They are so accomplished in the art of diving, that they do not

appear to make the least exertion on disappearing from the surface,
but sink gradually under water, without throwing themselves for-

ward, the head being the last part that disappears.
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They are bold, and tenacious of life, but extremely shy and diffi-

cult of approach ; and, from the facility with which they dive, and

the rate at which they swim, it is very difficult to follow them up in

such a manner as to secure them
j for, unless shot dead, the chances

of recovering- them are very small. When wounded, they manage
to remain below the surface several minutes, and can with ease go
under water one hundred yards at a time

; then, when rising again to

the surface, they are so cunning
1

,
and possess such extraordinary

powers, that they sometimes only show their heads above water
;

then, if their pursuers are near by, they again instantly dis-

appear.

The best chance of killing them is to follow them with a sailing-

vessel, when they dive, and despatch them with a charge from a

large shoulder-gun, the instant they rise to the surface.

It is seldom that they come far southward of the Orkney and

Shetland islands. They are said to breed on the Faroe Islands, as

well as in many other northern countries. They prefer cold and icy

regions ;
and in summer they visit Spitzbergen, Greenland, and other

coasts in those latitudes.

They are sometimes taken under water, by means of a baited

hook
;
and they are often caught alive by fishermen, in herring-nets.

They require cautious handling when taken alive, as they are very

savage, and make dangerous attacks upon man or beast, sometimes

inflicting serious wounds with their pointed beaks, which they are

capable of using with much power and injurious effect.

The skins of these birds are used freely, in hyperborean latitudes,

for articles of clothing-.*

THE BLACK-THROATED DIVER,

[Colynibus a/rcticus.']

This is also a large and handsome bird, though smaller than the

great northern diver. It is seldom seen on our southern coast, except

during very severe winters, and is equally shy and difficult of ap-

proach as others of the species. It dives with immense facility, and

always seems reluctant to take wing when pursued, preferring to

trust to its powers of evasion under water. Like others of its

species, its flesh is not fit for domestic purposes.

* Vide Latham's Nat. Hist., Pennant's Arctic Zoology, Gass's Journal, and other
books of northern travel.
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THE RED-THROATED DIVER.

[Colymbus septentrional is.
^\

"This bird, better known by the name of the "sprat-loon" or
"
speckled diver," is very common about the coasts of Kent and

Essex, particularly during the sprat-season, when it is sometimes

seen, in company with others of its species, following and diving

among shoals of sprats, on which it feeds voraciously.

The red-throated diver may often be shot from the deck of a

sailing-vessel, by watching for its appearance above water after

diving. When closely pursued, it takes wing, and flies some little

distance, but very low in the air sometimes only a few inches above

the surface of the water.

It is only in summer that it has a red hue about its neck : in

winter, the red is replaced by a dark brown.

These birds are also frequently taken alive in nets by fishermen.

They are so abundant, and of so little use when killed, that the wild-

fowl shooter is seldom tempted to waste powder and shot about

them.

The note of this bird is peculiar a loud and wailing cry, sounding
like

" Kakeerah ! kakeerah !

"



CHAPTER LIT.

WILD-FOWL SHOOTING ON THE COAST BY DAYLIGHT.

Was shoulder'd, and the blood-stain'd game-pouch slung
On this side, and the gleaming flask on that :

In sooth, we were a most accordant pair j

And thus accoutred, to the lone sea-shore

In fond and fierce precipitance we flew."

The Fowler : By DELTA.

WILD-FOWL shooting as practised ashore is a general and varied

diversion, with some of the branches of which, most men are more or

less familiar
;

but it is a distinct and totally different pursuit to

that of wild-fowl shooting at midnight or in boats. The " shore-

gunner
' '

has a variety of chances and advantages over the others, of

obtaining, by less cunning and less laborious means, shots from

the coast at wild-fowl
;
but the amount of success is generally very

far inferior to those of the punter and midnight sportsman. The

shore-gunner will frequently find, in his excursions along the coast,

that success depends mainly on his skill in stalking, and obtaining a

good ambuscade
;

for this purpose he must be prepared to incur

much disagreeable exposure, to act promptly, boldly, and in defiance

of trifling obstacles and obstructions.

I have on many occasions heard modern sportsmen, whose pursuits

have been confined exclusively to inland sport say, they would give

almost anything for a day's wild-fowl shooting, so transcendently

superior is the sport acknowledged to be, over the best partridge-

shooting in the country.

There is not a branch of the sport of wild-fowl shooting but is

fraught with occasional trying exposure to the severity of the

weather
;

and the man who exposes himself most, and energetically

pursues the diversion, is not only the least liable to suffer constitu-

tionally, but is invariably the most successful.
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The wild-fowl shooter will often find it necessary to crawl upon his

knees through snow or mud
; but, regardless of both, he must face

all such difficulties manfully without a murmur, and then success will

the more frequently crown his efforts.* Many a wild-swan and

goose is killed in this manner. The sportsman should always bear in

mind that, having stalked the birds, it is useless to fire at them in

their sitting posture if their breasts are turned towards him : the

shot in such a case strikes the feathers, and glides off with harmless

effect
;
the only chance of killing is, that a stray shot may hit the

bird in the head : such, however, must be very remote if they are

small birds. It is generally better to wait a few moments, or put
the birds up at once and fire under their wings, which is the

most vulnerable part of all the feathered tribe.

Wild-ducks and widgeon generally keep to lee-shores when feed-

ing : the wild-fowl shooter need not be disconcerted at finding

the birds to leeward, he will be able to stalk them, with skill and

precaution, if he has no strong scents about him, and allows not the

slightest noise to reach their ears. Wild-fowl detect the enemy

quickest in calm weather
;
but during a strong wind there is less

occasion for such extreme caution.

The best time for pursuing this sport is during windy weather, or

whilst snow and sleet are falling ;
when

" Earlier than wont along the sky,
Mixed with the rack the snow mists fly."

It is also a favourable opportunity during the prevalence of an

easterly wind with snow (especially on the eastern coast), or in foggy
or hazy weather. At such times wild-fowl do not fly half so high in

the air as when the atmosphere is clear. The first day or two, on

the breaking-up of a long-continued frost, when the ground has been

some time covered with snow, are exceedingly favourable opportu-
nities.

The wild-fowl shooter must at all times pay regard to the colour,

as well as the warmth, of his sporting costume
;
and in no branch of

* The ancient fowler was thoroughly awake to the necessity of caution and hard
toil in stalking wild-fowl. It is observed by Markham,

" If you have not sufficient

shelter by reason of the nakednesse of the baukes and want of trees, then you shall

creepe upon your hands and knees under the bankes, and lying even flat upon your
belly, put the nose of your piece over the banke, and so take your Icvell ;

for a fowle
is wonderfully fearefull of a man." Hunger's Prevention, or the Art of Fowling ; by
Gervase Markham : A.D. 1655.
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the pursuit is it more essential than in this. When the surface

of the earth is thickly covered with snow the wild-fowl shooter's

dress cannot be too white
;

at other times a light drab, or that nearest

resembling the colour of the coast where his diversions are pursued,
will be best. Jacket, waistcoat, cap, and trousers should all be of the

same colour, that no contrast may attract notice or create suspicion

among- the flights of wild-fowl which may be hovering in the air far

or near. It is always the business of the "
shore-gunner

"
to

stand still and motionless as a statue, or lie down on the ground,
when he sees birds on the wing, which, perchance, may approach

him; they would purposely avoid him if he were moving : they are

so very keen-sighted and vigilant when high in the air, that the

least movement of a human object on land is quickly detected, and

avoided.

When the surface of the country has long been buried in snow, it

is an excellent artifice on the part of the sportsman, while ranging
the coast, to envelope himself in a white sheet, or clothe himself from

head to foot in garments of spotless white
;
and immediately on ob-

serving wild-fowl on the wing, whether near or distant, to stand per-

fectly still and motionless as a snow-cliff; by which means the fowler

escapes detection, and the birds will probably come unsuspectingly
within range of his gun. The whiteness of the sportsman's attire

being in exact accordance with the tint of the country, they do not

detect him until they feel the effects of the shot.

This method of wild-fowl shooting seems also to be practised on

the banks of the Rhine.*

In stormy weather, accompanied by severe frost and snow, there is

no lack of sport for the wild-fowl shooter on the lee coast, if a spot

frequented by those birds. When any are seen hovering in the air

near by, the best plan is whether clad in white raiment or other-

wise to lie flat on the beach in a motionless position, until the birds

are within range ;
and then suddenly to rise and fire :

" Silent upon the chilly beach we lay
Prone, while the drifting snow-flakes o'er us fell,

Like Nature's frozen tears for our misdeeds."f

The services of a dog are indispensable for this sport, as most

* Vide " Rambles in Germany, France, Italy, and Kussia in search of Sport," by
the Hon. F. St. John : A.D. 1853.

f
" The Fowler," by Delta.
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of the sportsman's victims fall into the water. If into shallow

places, the dog retrieves every bird, whether dead, winged, or

otherwise wounded
;
but deep water is very trying, even to the best

of dog-s, because wounded wild-fowl, when closely pursued, very

frequently dive, and so lead a severe and difficult chase.

A pocket telescope will be found of great service for this sport,

particularly in the locality of lochs and inland waters, where it

becomes necessary to stalk the birds. Having" discovered a number

of wild-fowl on the water, through the aid of the telescope, the sports-

man should keep his eye upon them a few moments if doubtful as to

the species ; by so doing he will soon discover what they are,

through one or more of the party treading the water and flapping its

wings j
an irresistible habit of wild-fowl, especially widgeon, when

not suspecting danger.*

When the frost is so severe as to interfere with the navigation of

tidal rivers and ports which become blockaded with ice, the shore-

gunner will find no difficulty in obtaining good sport. It is then an

easy matter for a man with tolerable endurance to kill his two and

three pair of duck or widgeon daily, by looking out sharply along the

coast or boundaries of these blockaded waters. He has only to con-

ceal himself behind some large piece of ice which the tide may have

turned up edgeways a few feet above the surface of the ground, and

the probability is that he will not long remain concealed ere his

efforts are rewarded with a shot, for the colder it is the more restless

are the birds, and the more indifferent they are to danger.

At such times they are flying about in every direction
;

cold and

hungry, eagerly searching for food and water, resting here a minute

and there a minute on bits of floating ice, and flying to and fro, call-

ing to their companions with wailing and clamorous notes.

In the neighbourhood of high cliffs and rugged coasts the wild-

fowl shooter will find less difficulty in hiding himself from observa-

tion than when on an exposed and open coast.

*
Colquhoun says of the shore-gunner :

" His first object should be to see his

game without being seen himself, even if they are at too great a distance to show

signs of alarm. To effect this he must creep cautiously forward to the first point
that will command a view of the shore for some distance ; then, taking out his glass,
he must reconnoitre it by inches, noticing every tuft of grass or stone, to which
wild-fowl asleep often bear so close a resemblance, that, except to a very quick eye,
assisted by a glass, the difference is not perceptible. If the loch be well frequented,
he will most likely first discover a flock of divers ;

but he must not be in a hurry to

pocket his glass until he has thoroughly inspected the shore, in case some more
desirable fowl may be feeding or asleep upon it." Vide " The Moor and Loc/i."
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Inexperienced shots are apt to mistake distances and fire out of

range from high, cliffs, when viewing birds immediately beneath

them : distance is so deceptive, that I have known old sportsmen
from the flat countries make gross errors in estimating the range
of their shot-barrels, when pursuing the diversion from cliffs and ele-

vated positions on the seacoast and margins of lakes.

The sportsman should descend in a manner unobserved, and en-

deavour to find an ambuscade below, from which he can make more

certain of his shot. He will sometimes be astonished to find, on descend-

ing from a lofty prominence, that on his arrival at the bottom, the

birds are wholly out of range ; though when viewed from the exalted

position they appeared within easy access of shot : such are the de-

ceptions of space to the human eye.

There is one system of pursuing this sport which is by no means

an enviable one, though often highly successful : it is by digging
small deep pits or holes in the beach; or by sinking empty hogsheads,

tubs, or boxes, by the margin of waters or in flat marshes frequented

by wildfowl, where, otherwise, no shelter could be had. The top
and edges of these hiding places are carefully concealed with tufts

of grass ;
and from such unpleasant positions the wild-fowl shooter is

enabled to take deliberate aim, as he watches unobservedly, the ap-

proach of the birds
;
he can also frequently obtain a shot at birds on

the wing, his position in the pit being so peculiar that he may, on the

most open coast, screen himself from observation, and watch all the

movements of the unsuspecting fowl.

This artifice is frequently resorted to for the purposes of flight-

shooting, as stated in the chapter under that head (vide post, chapter

liii.) ;
it is also used on the banks of the Rhine with good success :

the sportsman having descended into the pit, draws a hurdle of brush-

wood over his head* to complete his concealment
; then, by merely

raising the hurdle a few inches at one end and resting it upon a stone,

he is enabled to observe the approach and position of such fowl as

venture within range of his gun, and to despatch them with unerring

certainty.

It is amusing to observe how very severe Colonel Hawker is upon
the poorer class of shore -gunners or such as were not, in his eyes, legi-

timate sportsmen j calling them
" armed vagabonds

" and "
vagrants."

He even goes so far as to say the sport is spoilt by
f ' the idle,

* " Rambles in Germany, France, Italy, and Eussia in Search of Sport." by the
Hon. F. St. John : A.D. 1853.

N N
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drunken, mischievous rabble that frequent the ale-houses about Christ-

mas for the nominal purpose of wild- fowl shooting." And then,

under the cloak of defence in behalf of the "
poor fishermen

"
in their

" honest calling," suggests the propriety of a wild-fowling licence.

There can be no doubt, from the severity of the colonel's tone, that

he himselfwas far more annoyed at the "
vagabonds

" and "
vagrants"

than the "
poor fishermen

"
for whom he professes to show so great a

sympathy.
The neighbourhood of Lymington is not alone in being visited

" about Christmas" by inexperienced gunners. It is the same in almost

every wild-fowling locality around the coast
; and, so far from agree-

ing with Colonel Hawker in his opinion as to their spoiling the sport,

we consider their invasions of the waters altogether harmless. They
kill nothing j because, as the colonel remarks, they

"
fire indiscrimi-

nately at all distances." And it is not the unskilful who injure the

sport, but the skilful. Generally speaking, these (so called)
"
vaga-

bonds and vagrants
"

are clerks, apprentices, drapers' assistants, and

others belonging to highly industrious classes, who obtain a holiday

only once a year ;
and it is the greatest possible enjoyment to such

young men (some of whom, I fear, are treated little better than

slaves) to borrow or hire a gun, and go out on the coast for the pur-

pose of shooting, or attempting to shoot, sea or wild-fowl
;
and those

who can afford it, hire a boat, and are generally accompanied by the

very punters (the "poor fishermen") whose lamentations the colonel

would fain lay at the foot of the Legislature. The "poor fishermen"

are liberally paid for their services and the use of their boats
j and,

so far from entertaining that spirit of sarcastic jealousy echoed by the

colonel towards these " vagabonds" and "
vagrants," the fishermen are,

in fact, glad of the opportunity it affords them of earning a few shillings

for Christmas cheer
; indeed, if the "

poor fishermen
" had spoken their

minds, they would, one and all, much rather have been rid of the

colonel himself than the "
vagabonds

" and '<

vagrants."

My own experiences of "
poor fishermen

"
induce me to speak

less favourably of many of them than the colonel has done.

These men look upon punting as their own rightful occupation j
and

they consider gentlemen sportsmen, one and all, intruders upon their

domain, who ought not to interfere with the pursuit. They are

always jealous of gentlemen punters, especially those who make
successful shots. I have frequently heard, from their own lips,

statements which fully bear out these conclusions.
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These men, whose " honest
"

calling
1 the colonel defends, are not

always so particular as to their honesty as may be supposed. I

have seen them lie in ambush an hour and upwards at the foot

of a game-preserve ;
when hares, rabbits, or pheasants, which

might chance to creep out upon the shore, were quickly despatched

with a charge from the punt-gun ;
sometimes four or five at a shot.

A few of the farmers' turnips also occasionally form part of the result

of their punting excursions, for they never approve of returning home

with an empty game bag.

Again, the colonel's jealousy knows no bounds. Speaking of a

season when the winter was very severe, and the birds abundant, he

remarks " Whenever there was a pretty breeze or a fine day there

was scarcely an acre of sea or land that was not infested by boat-

failing bullet-poppers and blue-jacket shore-snobs."

The laughable invectives of the colonel, too truly bespeak his un-

generous feelings towards those whom many other sportsmen would

have regarded in a more considerate light, or whose doings they pro-

bably would have thought too insignificant for notice.



CHAPTER LIIL

FLIGHT SHOOTING.

"Vainly the fowler's eye
Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong ;

As darkly painted on the crimson sky

Thy figure floats along,"
W. C. BKYANT,

THE term "
flight-shooting" signifies shooting- wild-fowl at evening'

twilight, as they fly overland from the sea, or from rivers, lakes, or

decoys which they use by day, to marshes, moors, or fens where they
feed by night ;

and again the sport may be resumed at morning- twi-

lig-ht, as the birds return from their feeding haunts to their places of

daily resort.*

The flight-shooter waits in ambush behind an embankment, a

hedge, sea-wall, or any temporary screen thrown up in the track of

flig'ht usually taken by the wild-fowl as they fly to and fro, morning
and night ;

or he may conceal himself in a boat, up a creek or rill in

some large river, and indeed anywhere in their track. Wild-fowl

generally follow the main current or channel of large rivers as far as

it goes, flying very low all the while until approaching land, when

they immediately rise higher in the air.

From some such place of concealment the flight-shooter keeps a sharp

look-out, about the space of an hour and a-half, or so long as twi-

light lasts. He must be very expert at handling his gun, and ever

watchful, or his attempts will be fruitless. Wild-fowl move very rapidly

through the air at flight time, but generally low enough to be

brought down by a dexterous sportsman, even with a small short

gun. The tyro will be sorely puzzled at first, as trip after trip passes
over his head in rapid succession : no shooting is more difficult than

this, and none requires a keener eye or greater dexterity. The sports-

* In some parts of America this sport is termed "
Slaking." Vide Krider's

Sporting Anecdotes ; by H. M. Klarpp. 1853.
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man should load again after a discharge, with as little delay as pos-

sible : another shot may offer within a minute.

The secret of success at this sport is, dexterity in handling- the gun,

and the amount of success depends on whether or no the sportsman

has been fortunate enough to place himself beneath the aerial track

of the fowl. Novices at the sport are very apt to miss fair shots, by
not making sufficient allowance for the rapid flight of the birds. The

young sportsman should remember to allow the birds to pass over

his head before firing, and then send his shot after them, under their

feathers
;
and he must fire well forward, at least a foot in front of

them, so as to make allowance for the rapidity of their flight, or he

might as well keep his charge in the barrel.

There is now a good deal of uncertainty attending this sport in

any but severe winters : but, before the destruction of the breeding
haunts of wild-fowl by the drainage of moors and fens, it was a very

popular diversion. I have known sportsmen drive ten miles, with

their guns, to a favoured locality, for the purpose of taking their

chance as to obtaining a shot or two at the wild-fowl on their evening

flight ;
and in those days, in the locality of which I am speaking,

every sportsman who stood his watch one hour at flight, was disap-

pointed unless he had at least one pair of fowl to carry home with

him : but of late years I have known men go out night after night
for several weeks without bringing home a bird.

Whenever the flight-shooter is fortunate enough to meet with a

shot at a good number of birds, he may bring down his four or five

at a charge with a small gun if he is expert at the sport, and fires

at the critical moment
;
which is the instant after they have passed

over his head.

The most propitious night that can be chosen for this sport is at

the first and last quarters of the moon, or at the half-moon, and

during a strong wind, as the birds then fly very low. A cloudy sky,

or rather a sky which presents a mixture of dark and white clouds

with only a little moonlight, is also highly favourable : neither bright

moonlight nor clear starlight evenings are adapted for flight-

shooting.

When the course of the birds is westward, and a lurid sky
illumines the scene, the fowler has an excellent chance of seeing his

birds clearly at the critical moment of shooting -just as they have

passed over his head.

They generally fly in small trips to their feeding haunts at night,
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but return in the morning in larger flights. They fly very low as

they proceed over water and mud, but rise higher in the air on

reaching the land.

In windy weather they keep more together, and go in larger flights;

but very swiftly, if their course be down wind. The sportsman must

be doubly quick in taking his shots, or the birds will have passed by
him before he can bring the gun to his shoulder. If, on the other hand,

the course of the birds be against a strong wind, their flight will be

so steady that the sportsman will have abundant time to make a

fair shot.

When the moon rises before twilight, the flight-shooter's sport is

often considerably prolonged, as many of the fowl frequently reserve

their flight an hour or two later on such occasions, more especially

ducks which have been constantly shot at on their flight : these birds

sometimes defer their flight to the feeding marshes until long after

the customary hour, during moonlight.
Wild-fowl generally fly much lower in the morning flight than in

the evening, sometimes only just topping the hedges, and they

appear less wary of danger ; probably this may be accounted for by
their crops being full and their appetites appeased.

As a general rule, the more the wild-fowl fly about during the day,
the less they do so at night. Open weather is far more favourable to

flight-shooting than sharp frosts
; indeed, the less frost there is the

better for this sport.

In some places flight-shooting is practised from boxes or tubs sunk

into the ground on open plains, often in the very heart of the best

feeding-grounds. From these positions the flight-shooter fires at the

birds both on the wing and as soon as they alight; whichever

appears to present the better chance. So indefatigably do some men

pursue this particular branch of sport that they remain throughout
the whole night in these sunk boxes.*

Generally speaking, wherever there happens to be a favoured

situation for flight-shooting, and a severe winter, with plenty of

birds, there is such an assemblage of "
village roughs" every evening,

with guns ofvery doubtful safety, ancient muskets, rusty barrels picked

*
Captain Lacy, in speaking of sunk boxes being used on the coast of Dur-

ham as places of concealment, says :

" The Greatham flight-shooters are, for

the most part, what the greyhound men call rare good stickers ; for they will sit in

those boxes till the icicles hang down from the hairs of their head, so long as there

remains but the hope even of a good shot to be made !" The Modern Shooter ; by
Captain Laoy. 1842.
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from collections of old iron and fastened to stocks of the most homely

construction, carbines, and blunderbusses, that it is positively dan-

gerous to be among them. They assemble early in the afternoon,

and place themselves in what they consider commanding positions ;

when, if a flight of fowl chances to come in that direction, every one

who happens to be within five hundred yards' range, lets fly his

charg'e at them : if a bird happens to fall, every one of the party

scrambles after and lays claim to it, no matter how far off he stood,

or whether he fired first or last : thus a flight-shooting frolic is fre-

quently followed by a wrangle ;
then a row

j and, finally, a fight.

I have been present at one or two such scenes, repetitions of which

I have no inclination to witness, although one in particular was most

laughable. A number of men had assembled on some well-known

marshes, early one afternoon, during a very sharp winter. They

placed themselves at distances of about fifty yards apart from each

other, behind embankments of snow and ice thrown up for the pur-

pose of screens. Presently three wild-swans were observed ap-

proaching through the air in a direct line with some of the hidden

gunners, and the flight of the swans was low enough to bring them

within fair gun-shot. As may be supposed every gun on the marsh

was discharged at them, regardless of distance. Either the last

charge, or last but one, from the guns winged one of the swans
j
when

each man who had fired his gun claimed it
; and, after an hour's

incessant wrangling, a fight ensued, which ended in a desperate

scramble for the swan, which was torn limb from limb. One carried

home the head, another part of the neck, others wings or legs ;
but

the strongest man present was the village blacksmith, who secured

the lion's share the carcass : and he, of all others, had least claim

to it, being too far distant when he shot to have so much as ruffled

the bird's feathers; the result was, therefore, alike unsatisfactory

to all parties concerned save the one strong blacksmith.

It is always best to avoid going among a number of guns, or with

a party, on a flight-shooting* excursion : the man who goes by him-

self brings home most birds. A retriever and a short double-barrelled

gun are the only requisite equipments : but there is a great decree

of uncertainty attending the sport in any but sharp winters, besides

the disagreeable necessity of standing shivering in the cold for one

full hour or more behind an ice-berg on a bitter cold night.



CHAPTER LIV.

WILD-FOWL SHOOTING ASHORE BY NIGHT.

" The air was dirkit with, the fowlis,
That cam with yammeris and with yowlis,
With shrykking, screeking, skrymming scowlis,

And meikle noyis and showtes."

DUNBAR.

IT will sometimes happen, during- long and severe winters, that there

are many days and nights when it would be imprudent to venture on

a punting excursion, and but little sport can be indulged in by the

wild-fowl shooter, except by ranging the shore at night with dog
and shoulder-gun, beside lakes and rivers, inland and near the sea.

This may arise from various causes : either the frost may be so severe

as to blockade the waters with ice, so that it is impossible to stir

with the punt ;
the wind may be too high ;

or the night unpropitious

for any other adventure than a stroll ashore with dog and gun.

There are some men who prefer this sport to any other, and who, by

long experience, become highly proficient in it
;

as it is one which

improves immensely with practice.

In the neighbourhood of inland rivers or lakes where the tide ebbs

and flows, the time chosen by the midnight sportsman for this

diversion should be an hour or two previous to high-water ;
when

wild-fowl, which may not have gone to the fens at flig*ht-time,

are busily feeding on the ooze and saltings ;
and if not disturbed

by the punters, they will gradually approach towards the shore

as the tide flows and brings them on. In some seasons, when

wild-fowl are abundant, an experienced shore-gunner is enabled to

kill more than a bad punter. Notwithstanding that it is the nature

of wild-ducks to seek fens and moors at evening-twilight, there are

many which remain in salt-water rivers all night ;
for they find

abundant feeding in such places.
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The sportsman should be ever watchful and ready for a chance-

shot, when ranging- the coast of a tidal bay or river at night, though
it may be many hours after high-water, because if any wild-ducks

have approached the shore with the flood-tide, and have come

upon good feeding among the grasses at the brink of the coast, or

what is still more enticing to them a fresh-water tributary, they
will not recede with the ebb-tide : but on the contrary, will most

assuredly remain there until daylight next morning, if undisturbed.

But, in the absence of white water to assist the fowler in making a

good shot, he will find a difficulty in discovering the precise position
of the birds

; and, in all probability, will have to shoot entirely by
guess, with nothing to direct him but their noises :

"
All's hush'd, except the sea-fowl's notes,

Hoarse-murm'ring from yon craggy brow."

It is advisable that the sportsman be very warmly clad for this

pursuit, as he will often find it necessary to lie in ambush an hour or

more at a time
;
and to retrieve his birds he will require the ser-

vices of a well-trained dog one that is obedient to the most silent

commands, obeys its master's signs and signals, and mute in all its

actions. A perfectly-trained wild-fowl shooter's dog' is seldom to be

met with at the present day, but is a most valuable animal to the

shore-gunner.

The fowler who would be successful in this pursuit, must be very
watchful as he walks by the margin of lakes and rivers, on his mid-

night excursions. It is in such localities that he may expect most

sport ;
and to those, therefore, his attention should be chiefly

directed. He will only be able to see birds when on the water, at

night, their figures then showing as dark objects upon a white and

glittering surface. When the birds are feeding on grass-lands or

elsewhere, ashore, they cannot be discerned with sufficiently dis-

tinctive accuracy to enable the sportsman to shoot with certainty of

success, unless there be bright moonlight.

In this diversion the fowler may sometimes succeed in obtaining

shots, though the night is dark, being directed to the position of

the fowl by the clamour of their notes. Having crept closely to the

spot, by watching carefully a few minutes, the fowler will be enabled

to discern their movements.

On moonlight nights he will have to observe the same rules, as to

placing himself in the loom, as have been previously prescribed with

o o
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regard to punting- and other aquatic shooting- (vide ante, page 167),

in order that he may not be discovered by the birds.

It will be almost a useless adventure to g-o in quest of sport on the

marshes by night, or, indeed, anywhere inland, unless there be a

pond, pool, or stream of water to assist the fowler in discovering the

exact spot where the birds are.

In some places, where there may be a particular haunt or favourite

spot frequented by wild-fowl night after night, though on open

grass-lands ;
if there is the smallest ambush, such as reeds, bushes,

sedges, or long grass within range, the midnight wild-fowl shooter

may be pretty certain of a shot, unless the night is very dark. He
should creep up to the ambuscade with all possible caution, and from

that position take aim.

He must carefully observe the direction of the wind, and always

approach from the leewardmost available position ;
unless the wind is

very high, in which case he may pay less regard to the position from

which he approaches ;
as sound does not travel so accurately in strong

winds as in steady breezes. On calm nights he must be very

guarded in his movements, when within hearing of the birds.

When wild-fowl are busily feeding, the fowler is enabled, on still

nights, distinctly to hear the clatter of their bills as they dabble in

the water
\
which noise, with that of the notes of the fowl, are suffi-

cient to guide him.

The midnight fowler should take careful observation, during day-

light, of all the rills, rivulets, and dykes which run into the main

lake or river, and note those in which feathers and other traces of

the resort of wild-ducks are found. Wherever wild-ducks discover

food and quietude they return again at their customary feeding-
hours. The sportsman should stalk cautiously up to such spots ;

and

in open marshes, in the absence of a screen, he should erect a tem-

porary one, during the day-time. There are more wild-fowl killed

in rills, rivulets, and dykes, by the midnight shore-gunners, than

on any other parts of the coast.

"
Now, wand'ring by the river's winding side,
Its mazy course we trace, explore each creek,

Islet, or shelter'd cove, the wild-fowl's haunt."*

It is the nature of wild-ducks, on arriving at their destination after

their evening flight from the sea-coast by night, to seek rills and dykes

* "
Fowling," a Poem, book v., p. 141.
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which, to them, are rich feeding-grounds, as are also shallow waters

and the margins of lakes and rivers. Although, on first alighting

they take up a position in the centre of inland pools and flooded

meadows, as soon as they gain confidence and feel assured of the

safety of their retreat, they swim to the brink of the water and

commence their dabblings in the shallowest places, where they can

obtain easy access to the bottom. Ducks in particular, in frosty

weather, feed close along the water's edge, as the mud there does not

freeze so readily.

On these excursions the shore-gunner must never forget, whilst

stalking wild-fowl, that their ears are ever open to suspicious sounds,

and that they invariably take wing on the slightest intimation of an

enemy's approach. The least rustle, noise, or crackle under-foot,

whether of crispy snow, briar, or shingle, will assuredly alarm them

if it reaches their ears
;
and then, perhaps the gunner's best or only

chance during the night is gone.
When frozen out of the river, and unable to use a punt because of

the complete blockade of ice, or when driven from my customary

pursuit of punting, my inclination has often led me to night-

excursions on the shore with dog and gun ; and, if I may be excused

for so frequently thrusting narratives of my own adventures upon my
readers, I would venture to place before them a somewhat stir-

ring incident, as the best means of giving a faithful descrip-

tion of the pleasures and hardships of this particular branch of the

sport.

It was past twelve o'clock on a cold snowy night, when, after

walking several miles along the shore by a river-side, I halted at the

foot of a large oak tree, whose hundred arms, when loaded with

green foliage, had sheltered me on many a summer's day from the

scorching rays of the sun. Whilst partaking of a sandwich and

draught of sack, I stood musing on the tales the old tree could tell

of merry-makings, pic-nic parties, and rural frolics which had taken

place in that retired locality, under the auspices of warm summer

weather
; when, suddenly, my faithful dog

" Sambo" aroused me from

my reverie by a low whining noise. I instantly forgot the summer

scenes, and listened to the signal. Would that all my friends were

faithful as that dog ! But human nature is too prone to err
;
too apt

to raise, by false professions, hope where hope is vain. I never knew
that dog deceive me. Nay ! I would not keep a dog that told a lie.

I listened ! but hearing nothing, attacked another sandwich, and took
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another cup of sack. Sambo softly whined again ! I offered him

part of the sandwich, but his attention was too riveted upon some-

thing I knew not what to heed the proffered food, and, though

hungry, he refused it. A few seconds more, and he whined again !

peering all the while in the direction of the river. At this moment

I distinctly heard the note of a wild-duck or mallard not very far

distant
; and, so patting the dog, took my gun and proceeded with

cautious steps to follow through the falling snow my unerring guide.

"
Silently, silently, on we trode and trode

As if a spell had frozen up our words :

White lay the wolds around us, ankle deep
In new-fallen snows, which champed beneath our feet."

I proceeded several yards along the shore, every step seeming to bring
me nearer to the birds, and I soon discovered there was more than

one noisy mallard of the party. The marshes were quite open and

unsheltered : there was but one screen a small bed of reeds on the

brink of the river a position behind which it was highly desirable

to obtain; but the difficulty of getting there unseen was great, it

being more than a hundred yards across open marshes, which were

covered with snow, and wet, cold, and muddy : but what of that

whilst my water-boots extended far above my knees? So down I

knelt, and proceeded to crawl along the marsh, through the snow, as

noiselessly as possible, Sambo following close in the rear; when,

having nearly gained the reeds, I was puzzled to know what the dog
meant by every now and then walking a few yards in front, and then

returning, whining and rubbing his nose against my arm. Having
never known him act so strangely, I could not divine his meaning.
A few moments solved the mystery ; for, on approaching the reeds,

to my great surprise, they were already occupied by a snow-

covered sportsman, who had not observed my stealthy approach,
and was so startled when I gently pinched his leg, that I feared

the birds would take alarm, but was glad to find they did not.

The already ensconced sportsman was a young farmer living- near by,
who had reached the spot as stealthily as myself, an hour or more in

advance of me
; consequently the falling snow had removed all trace

of his footsteps. He told me in a whisper he had long been watching
the movements of the ducks, which had hitherto been out of range,
but were now just approaching within shot. As he was first there,

by the rules of sporting, it was his shot; but, as there seemed to be
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from twenty to thirty birds together, it was at once arranged

that we should both shoot; and having so agreed, we waited a

few minutes until they afforded us both a fair chance, when, at a

given signal, we fired simultaneously the farmer at one side the

paddling, and I at the other and in less than five minutes

Sambo fetched us from the muddy ooze thirteen duck and

mallard, the result of our joint shot. How the farmer had thought

of recovering his birds without a dog I cannot tell
;

but I

imagine he must have been very glad of Sambo's assistance, the

ooze being too soft and rotten to bear human weight without

mud-pattens.
Punters have, generally, a great antipathy to shore-gunners,

who often spoil their best sport ; when, just as they are about

approaching large numbers of fowl, and almost within shot, the

report of a small gun ashore disturbs the whole lake, and every

bird rises in the air. Shore-gunners have a similar antipathy to

punters, and their best sport is sometimes spoilt by the roar of the

punter's artillery.

On one occasion I remember an event which gave rise to much

gossip at the time it occurred now many years ago. A fowler,

named " Ted Steele," who pursued his calling more by night than

day, was in the habit of skirting a certain bay in a river on the

eastern coast, famous for wild-fowl shooting. In the bay alluded to

he had bagged many a pair of wild-fowl
;
and on the occasion to

which our anecdote relates, he was in eager pursuit of his calling*.

But before proceeding farther with Ted Steele on his midnight
excursion with punt and gun, the reader must follow me ashore to a

sea-wall or mound thrown up close by the river side, behind which two

men lay concealed in motionless silence, with shoulder guns of long-

barrel pointed in the direction of a paddling of wild -ducks which

were unsuspectingly swimming in-shore towards the tumulus before

mentioned, the flowing tide assisting and encouraging them onwards.

Both the men had their guns primed and cocked, and their fingers

on the triggers : a dog was lying at their feet ready to obey instant

orders when required. In a few seconds they would have fired : the

signal had already passed between them to "stand by!" when,
"
bang !" roared an unexpected and startling gun from a punt, which

then instantly emerged from the shade, and which the ensconced

sportsmen had only that instant detected, though within fifty yards
of the mound.
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" 'Tis that fellow Ted Steele, again," said one of the men from

behind the mound
;

"
this is now the third time he has spoilt

our sport this moon! Let us see if we can't make him steer

another course, instead of poking- and groping about here directly

in our way every night. I say, Ted ! why don't you go lower

down the river with your punt, and leave this little bay to us

shore-gunners ? 'Tis the only place within two miles that we have

a chance of a shot. We were just going to shoot at those ducks

as you came up."

To these remarks Ted Steele replied :

" How could I tell you were lying behind the bank ? I could

not see you. I have a living to get at the sport, and follow

it up wherever I think there's the best chance. I don't know

why you should claim the exclusive right to the shooting in this

bay, and I don't intend to give it up to you," said Ted, as he

picked up four pairs and a-half of wild-ducks, the result of his

charge.

After some further jangling, and as soon as Ted Steele had re-

loaded his gun and bade the shore-gunners a good night, the men
behind the tumulus agreed among themselves to be prepared for Ted

on the following night, intending to endeavour to put him off his

course, and have some fun into the bargain.

Accordingly, the night following they placed themselves behind

the mound as usual, and patiently awaited the appearance of their

victim. It was a fine moonlight night ; and, as the tide gradually
flowed towards the bank, they distinctly heard the sound of wild-

fowl approaching j very shortly afterwards they caught sight of

a punter, apparently watching the wild-fowl and awaiting the flow

of tide.

" Here comes Ted, or I'm a sinner !" said one of the two shore-

gunners, with much glee. They directly drew the shot from their

gun-barrels, and then, each, placed a charge of hard peas a-top of

the powder, and silently awaited the flowing tide, keeping watch on

the movements of the unsuspecting punter. As the tide rose, the birds

came onwards towards a tiny stream of fresh-water which ran from

beneath the bank at the foot of the secreted shore-gunners. The

punter now laid himself down in the customary attitude, and

proceeded to paddle cautiously towards the birds. He had

arrived nearly within range, as he lay on his chest in the punt
about fifty or sixty yards from the mound, when "

bang !"
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"bang!" roared a couple of guns from the shore, plump at Ted

Steele, who, in most indescribable fright, and smarting with

pain, roared out lustily
" Oh ! God, you have killed me ! You

have done for me outright, you villains! I'm killed from head

to foot !"

" Good heavens, Ted, what's that you ? We thought it was the

wild-fowl we shot at!" said one of the men behind the mound.

Having somewhat recovered from his fright, Ted began to look

about him, and found he was not seriously hurt, though severely

stung; by the peas scattered about the punt he immediately sus-

pected the hoax, and, thirsting for vengeance, pulled ashore, and set

off in pursuit of one of the offenders, who, as pre-concerted, ran off

as hard as he could on being pursued by the punter. The other

man concealed himself; and, taking advantage of the opportunity
thus afforded him of inspecting Ted Steele's punt, jumped into

it, and rowed away from the shore
;

on Ted's return from the

pursuit, the saucy shore-gunner coolly wished him " a good night,

and pleasant walk home," adding, that he intended having a

night's punting at Ted's expense, by way of change from shore-

gunning.
It would not be correct to follow the highly-exasperated Ted Steele

through the catalogue of curses which he heaped upon the heads of

the shore-gunners, or to accompany him in his disconsolate walk

home a distance of no less than six miles
;

the scene of action

having taken place, unfortunately, on the opposite bank of the river

to that of Ted's cottage ;
so retired, too, was the locality, that no

boat could be had along the coast, in which to cross the river;

the nearest bridge was a long way distant, and the walk tedious and

rugged, particularly for one clad as Ted Steele was, with heavy
water-boots and thick double woollen clothing, which the inclemency
of the season rendered necessary. Poor Ted waited at the mound
some little time, thinking the man would return with the punt ; but,

finding there was no probability of his so doing, he set off to walk

home; and after many slips and slides in the snow, and other

obstacles, weary and tired, he reached his cottage home, when he

threw himself on his bed, and slept as soundly as his rage, disap-

pointment, and annoyance would admit. Next morning he shoved

off in a small boat to search for his punt and gun, which he

ultimately found carefully made fast to a stake on the shore,
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a long
1 distance down the river. The punt-gun had evidently

been fired two or three times, judging from appearances, and the

diminished state of the powder and shot; apparently, also, with

some effect, as there were blood-stains and feathers of wild-fowl in

the punt. Without making further ado, Ted took the punt in tow

and brought her home, endeavouring to forget and forgive the

offenders, though he ever afterwards, on passing the tumulus at

night, cast suspicious glances at its significant appearance, and

always gave the shore-gunners a wide berth on his future expe-
ditions.*

* This anecdote was originally published by the author in the "
Sporting Review,"

vol. 35, page 16.



CHAPTER LV.

WILD-FOWL SHOOTING IN THE FENS.

"
Sportsman ! lead on, where through the reedy bank
The insinuating waters, filter'd, stray
In many a winding maze. The wild-duck there

Gluts on the fattening ooze, or steals the spawn
Of teeming shoals her more delicious feast."

SOMERVILLE.

IT is much to be regretted that so few particulars of fowling- have

been handed down to us in histories of the fens. It is evident that

wild-fowl must have delighted in such regions ;
and before the drain-

age of the Great Bedford Level they were, doubtless, very abundant

among the swamps, lakes, and islands in that district. According
to Drayton, the wild-fowl which were taken in the Lincolnshire

fens (part of the Great Bedford Level) were considered of superior

flavour to those of the "
foggy fens

"
of Holland.

" These fowls, with other soils although they frequent be,
Yet are they found most sweet and delicate in me."

Most of the species of aquatic birds formerly bred in this country,
were without doubt, hatched and reared in the fens of the Great

Bedford Level, before it was drained and cultivated
; indeed, so long-

as a vestige of fen-land remained, considerable numbers were annually
bred in various parts throughout the level

;
and this long after partial

cultivation commenced
j although their numbers were greatly de-

creased by the progress of agriculture.

The Great Bedford Level contains a tract of sixty computed miles

in length, and forty in breadth. It was originally a wooded country :

the sea is supposed to have burst in upon it, and overwhelmed the

whole tract, leaving a thick deposit of silt, beneath which modern

excavators have discovered whole forests of firs and oaks
;
some of

p P
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the latter, fifteen feet in girth and sixteen yards in length ; many of

them burnt at the roots, thus indicating the ancient method of falling

timber which is adopted by uncivilized nations. Others appeared to

have been rooted up by the force of the current rushing upon
them.

Many years after these encroachments of the sea, and when a thick

alluvial deposit had been extensively spread over the level, the

Romans, with indefatigable perseverance which has never been

equalled by the people of any other nation (except those of the

Netherlands), raised an embankment, and thereby regained many
thousand acres of land which the inundations of the sea had converted

from forest into fen.

Pennant remarks that it was the complaint of Galgacus that the

Romans exhausted the strength of the Britons " in sylvis et paludibus
emunendis."*

There are abundant evidences of these facts
;
and among them

Roman tumuli, coins, and other relics, which were found in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of the level.

It appears that the laborious exertions of the Romans were not im-

mediately inherited by the Britons, for when that industrious people
deserted our island, the drains and embankments which they had

made were neglected ;
and in process of time the sea again burst

over them, when the level became a region of fens, lakes, and

swamps ;
and so continued through many centuries : offering by far

the most extensive and favoured haunts for wild-fowl of any in

the kingdom ;
so that thousands of water-fowl thronged the district

of the level at all seasons of the year.
After the inundations of the sea and embankment by the Romans,

the Great Bedford Level contained upwards of 300,000 acres of fen-

land,f In addition to which it was bounded by other extensive dis-

tricts of fens, extending into the respective counties of Lincoln, Nor-

folk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northampton, and the Isle

of Ely.

There were eight principal rivers formed by nature}: for conveying
to sea the waters of this extensive waste; these were the main
arteries of the fens, and most of them originally united by connecting
or tributary veins or streams

; forming themselves at different situa-

* Pennant's Arctic Zoology.
t Well's History of the Drainage of the Fens : 1830.

t rm, P . 6.
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tions into larg
%e estuaries, and thus making natural and excellent

resorts* for water-fowl.

Art has long since changed the current of these tributary streams

and estuaries, so that scarcely a trace can now be found of the

original works of nature.

These extensive tracts of land, in their wild and uncultivated state,

abounded with game, were studded with lakes, and afforded admira-

ble scope for the sports of the field.* Such a country, as might be

expected, was far better adapted to these pursuits than the regular

operations of husbandry. The opportunities it afforded for enjoying

the pleasures of hunting, fowling, and fishing were unrivalled.f

" Th' abundance then is seen, that my full fens do yield,
That almost through the isle, do pester every field."J

Whittlesea Meer and Ramsey Meer were two of the largest pools

in the fens
;
the former was especially celebrated for its great variety

of water-fowl and abundance of fish.

It was strongly urged at the time of the proposal for draining the

Lincolnshire fens, that the scheme, when carried out, would drive

away the feathered and finny occupants of the meers, and spoil

both the fowlers' and fishers' sport. A bold standing in behalf of

these two classes was made, in opposition to the promoters of the

undertaking- when the defence was, that there were many meers

and lakes which would be left in their original state
;
that the fish

and fowl preferred rivers and channels to wide-spreading waters,

and that the additional number of such receptacles would tend to the

greater preservation and increase of fish and fowl, rather than the

extermination of them.

Previous to the drainage and cultivation of the fens, Lincolnshire

was termed the aviary of England for wild-fowl
;||

and that county,

conjointly with Cambridgeshire, was the best of all for fen-bird shoot-

* Well's History of the Drainage of the Fens, p. 55.

f Ibid, p. 423.

J Drayton.
" As for the decoy of fish and fowl, which hath been no small objectn. agst. this

public work, there is not much likelihood thereof
; for, notwithstanding this general

draining, there are so many great meers and lakes still continuing, which be indeed
the principal harbours for them, that there will be no want of either

; for in the vast

spreading waters they seldom abide, the rivers, channels, and meers being their

principal receptacles ; which being now increased, will rather augment than
diminish their store." Dugdale on Embanking : A.D. 1772.

||
Fuller's Worthies of England, by Nuttall.
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ing, These were the falconer's and wild-fowler's first and favourite

places of resort. Their best sport was to be found in the wild and

impenetrable swamps and dykes of those counties. Thousands of

wild -fowl used annually to be bred among the bulrushes, sedges, and

reeds which abounded in those parts and formed the very strong-
holds and nurseries of the aquatic species ;

and whilst fens and moors

remained as nature left them, the numerous and beautiful varieties of

waterfowl revelled in the luxuriant feedings of such sequestered spots,

which seemed specially planned by nature as the habitations and

breeding haunts of birds, whose home, whose resting-place and sub-

sistence are on the waters and in the fens and moors. In those days
their greatest enemy was a species of rapacious bird, which is alluded

to by Pliny as haunting lakes, fens, and standing waters for the pur-

pose of preying upon water-fowl.* But now there is scarcely a moor
in the land, and only a few fens

;
but such as have been drained and

cultivated to such an extent as to have seriously injured, if not com-

pletely uprooted and destroyed the retreats of the aquatic species.f

Thus the sportsman learns with regret, that whilst the greedy

agriculturist has attained his ends, and converted many thousand

acres of swamps and fens into arable and meadow land
j
such conver-

sion has only been attained at a partial sacrifice of one of our most

healthful and interesting sports, and the driving from our shores of a

variety of the largest, rarest, and most beautiful and useful of the

wild feathered tribe. But notwithstanding the heavy blows which

have thus been struck at our sport, there are yet remaining in some

counties a few of the best and fairest retreats for wild-fowl that can

be imagined ; and though a good number are annually bred in those

places, yet in no proportion to the thousands which were reared in

days gone by4
The persecuted victims to the extension of agriculture are now

wary of their haunts, and hover suspiciously in the air over fens and

* "
Ilia quam tertiam fecimus aquaticas avis circa stagna adpetit mergentis se

subinde donee sopitas lassatasque rapiat." Lib. x., ca/p. iii. s. 9.

f After all this mischief, it is coolly remarked in Fuller's "Worthies of Eng-
land," that,

"
if the plenty of birds have since been drained with the fens in this

county, what Lincolnshire lacks in her former fowl is supplied in flesh (more mutton
and beef), and a large first makes amends for a less second course."

J The author of "
Sport and its Pleasures, Physical and Gastronomical," A.D.

1859, asserts, without fear of contradiction, that even at the present day, thousands
of wildfowl are hatched annually in this country : an assertion in which 1 unhesitat-

ingly concur.
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moors where, in former days, a glance sufficed to satisfy them of

food and rest serenely safe from interruption ;
and when decoys were

strictly kept up about the fens, the quiet and repose offered to wild-

fowl by those means, made the country for miles around, a complete

preserve.

Those days can only be looked back upon with regret : never, now,
can such extensive spaces of morass and moorland intersected as

some were by lakes, islands, swamps, and bogs be restored to what

they were. In many places, and more particularly the extensive

broads of Norfolk, there were innumerable and extensive shallow

pools, at the bottoms of which weeds and grasses flourished luxu-

riantly ; and, from the fleetness of the water, were more immediately
within reach of the fowl, for which they would seem by Providence

to have been specially intended.

But, although there is at the present day a great falling off in

numbers, to what there was in former times, there are yet many
places about the English coast where very excellent sport may be

had, though regulated in a measure by the mildness or severity of

the season.

A sportsman living in the country of moors and fens, near the sea-

coast, may even at the present day have sport without end, and wild-

fowl shooting, in severe winters, to his heart's content
; provided he

takes that delight in the sport which will incur the necessity of early

rising, with energy and indefatigable exertion :

" Ye fowlers ! manly strength, your toils require ;

Defiance of the summer's burning sun
And winter's keenest blast, of hail or storm,
Of ice or driving snow

;
nor must the marsh

That quivers to your step deter you."
*

One of the most useful accomplishments of a fen-shooter is, to be

able to mimic the notes of such birds as the curlew and plover, and

by such means entice them within gun-shot ;f and to acquire this,

is by no means an easy task. Much practice, and a good ear, may
assist the sportsman to become skilled in the peculiar art

;
and no in-

structors are so good as experience and familiarity with the notes of

the birds.

*
Fowling, a Poem, Book i., p. 7.

t Chaucer says,
" Lo the birde is begyled with the merry voice of the fowler's

whislel, when it is closed in your nette."
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There are such things as artificial bird-calls* to be had in some

places ;
but it is always difficult to obtain one to the true key : and,

unless a very faithful imitation of the natural note of the bird, they
are worse than useless.f

I knew an old sportsman who had all his life-time been accus-

tomed to fen-shooting j and, on occasionally accompanying him, I

have been highly amused at the clever manner in which he called

plovers and curlews within range of his gun, by imitating their notes.

Few men can do this skilfully. I have heard others make the

attempt, but never with that success which followed this man's

mimicry.
The movements of wild-fowl are always regulated by the severity

or mildness of the season
; accordingly, the severer the winter, the

further the birds travel southward, the larger their flights, and the

more numerous the variety. It is in the severest winters that we
meet with the rarest specimens from high northern latitudes. It is,

besides, during the most nipping frosts that the birds are tamest, but

more especially so on the first breath of a thaw, after long-continued
and severe frost

j
when they are so hungry and eager to feed, that

they may be approached with less difficulty than at other times
j but,

in general, they are not near so fat and full-flavoured whilst the

weather continues severe, as during a long continuance of mild or

open weather.

It is by no means to be inferred that it is only during severe

winters that good wild-fowl shooting may be had. Every winter,

whether severe or not, brings large numbers of the aquatic tribe to

our shores
;
but they are extremely wary, and are not to be ap-

proached on the open waters, by any but experienced hands : for

which purpose the gunning-punts recommended in former chapters in

these pages, are the best means to be employed for getting at them,
and afford by far the finest sport to the ardent sportsman. But to

* " But if you cannot attain to it by your industry, you must then buy a bird-

call, of which there are several sorts, and easy to be framed, some of wood, some of

horn, some of cane, and the like." Cox on Fowling : A.D. 1686.

t
" Now forasmuch as this art is a little hard and curious, and that no words in

writing can express the true sound thereof, or show the motions, ordering, or

sounds which must proceed from the lippes, tongue, and breaths, it is meet that he
which is studious and would be skilfull in this Art, do goe into the fields where
these birds do haunt, and there marking their notes, chirps, and whistles, practise
as near as he can to counterfeit the same, till he be growne to that exquisite perfect

-

nesse therein that lie may perceive the Birds to gather about him." M<'</,/<, ./'x

Whole Art of Fowling : A.U. 1655.
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those who object to punting-, or prefer the sport on terra firma, and

who reside near the locality of fens, or a moor skirting the sea, or any

large river
;

there is generally, during
1

winter, some good and certain

sport to be had by walking beside the largest of the dykes and delfs

which always abound in such localities
;
the sportsman, however, must

be an early riser, and on his ground before daylight, as the birds ge-

nerally begin to move off to the open waters at morning-twilight,

returning again to their feeding-haunts at eventide. Where there

is good feed and a quiet retreat, wild-fowl will sometimes re-

main during the greater part of the day, or until disturbed
; and,

having once discovered such a spot, they are almost certain to

return to it again.

Many and many are the pairs of duck, mallard, and teal that I

have brought down with the shoulder-gun before daylight, when

there was only just sufficient light to see an object clearly enough to

shoot it
;
and without knowing, until my dog brought it to my feet,

what species of fowl it was.

A dog is almost indispensable for this sport, not so much to find

the birds, but to fetch them when shot
;
because they as frequently

fall on the opposite side of a wide ditch as on that from which the

sportsman fires. If he has no dog, he loses half his time in going
a round-about to pick up his birds

j which, after all, he may en-

tirely lose, if only winged or wounded. A young dog, with a

good mouth, is apt to be outwitted by the cunning of an old duck

that is not very badly wrounded
;

as shown in the engraving
of f< Sambo's First Lesson in the Fens :" but, after Sambo had once

griped at the feathers of a wild-duck and found they were

not firm fixtures, I neve.r afterwards knew him allow a captive to

escape.

The secret of success in this branch of our pastime is to rise early,

and be at the most likely dykes just at dawn of day. The sportsman
should move on briskly from one dyke to another

;
and if there be

any wild-fowl among the sedges or reeds, and the dyke not very

extensive, they will rise without the assistance of a dog, or any extra

alarm from the sportsman ;
whose object should be to pass on quickly,

that he may get as near to his birds as possible, and be the more

certain of killing.

An old mallard requires a hard hit from the shot of a small

shoulder-gun ;
and to carry a very large gun on such excursions,

would seriously interfere with the pleasure attending the sport, and
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bring- no greater success than that of a well-made double-barrelled

gun of No. 8 or No. 10 gauge.
This kind of wild-fowling, when the birds are moderately abund-

ant, is an enviable sport ;
and they may be considered tolerably

plentiful when a sportsman is able to kill, on an average of two

hours' walk every morning, four or five pair a week. The sport is

unequalled by any with dog and gun ;
but success depends mainly on

the time chosen for the walk. The sportsman should be on the

moor, of a morning, as soon as he can see an object in the air with

sufficient distinctness to knock it down.

The beauty of this kind of sport is, that whilst walking the moor

there are also fen-birds of various species to be met with, to say

nothing of the numbers of snipes ;
and when the sportsman has tried

all the ditches for wild-fowl without success, and daylight has risen

upon him, he need not return home with empty pockets. He
has nothing- to do but draw the large shot from his gun, put in

smaller, and go in search of snipes and plovers.

There is no better practice for the young sportsman, nor a more

healthy recreation, than this. Speaking from individual experience,

I am well convinced that my early morning excursions at this and

other branches of the famous sport of wild-fowl shooting, did more

towards establishing my health, and giving me a sound constitution,

than any other pursuits of my younger days ;
and although I have

not now so frequent opportunities as formerly, of enjoying my
favourite recreations, I still occasionally delight in the invigorating

pleasures of an early morning stroll in the fens with dog and gun, or

an excursion with punt and gun down certain rivers on the eastern

coast, where I have, truly, passed some o the happiest hours of a

somewhat eventful life.



CHAPTER LVI.

PLOVER SHOOTING.

-" Beneath this hedge
Screen we ourselves and dogs close o'er our head
The birds will skim : they come, compact and close

;

When instant 'mid their ranks the whistling shot

Spreads dire destruction."

Fowling, a Poem, Book v.

THIS is a highly-exciting diversion, and affords much variety of

amusement to the sportsman during mild winters, or when there are

but few wild-fowl. England, of all other nations, has always been a

favourite resort of plovers : and, be the season mild or severe, these

beautiful and delicate fen-birds may be found in their favourite

localities. Previous to the inroads of drainage, they were specially

abundant in the Lincolnshire fens :

" For near this batning isle, in me is to be seen,
More than on any earth, the plover, gray and green."

*

And they still adhere with determined pertinacity to the soil of that

county, wherever a vestige of fen-land remains.

Plover shooting affords the sportsman good practice with his snipe-

gun j and, by loading with small shot, he may have an opportunity
of trying his punt-gun at the large congregations of plovers, in early

season, before the wild-fowl arrive. It appears by Latham, that they
were formerly objects of the falconer's diversion,! and came under

the denomination "green-fowl." And, according to Drayton, all

*
Drayton.

f
" Also the haggard doth prey upon green fowl where she espieth her advan-

tage the green plover, the bastard plover, and of divers other fowls that might be
named." Latham's Fcmlcowry^ A.D. 1658.

Q Q
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wild-fowl frequenting
1 inland waters, except the duck and mallard,

were so termed
;

for he sings

" The duck and mallard first, the falconer's only sport

(Of river-flights the chief, so that all other sort

They only green fowl term), in every mere abound,
That you would think they sate upon the very ground."

The golden plover ( Charadrius plumdlis) is esteemed a bird of

choice delicacy for the table, and is therefore well deserving the

sportsman's pains to bring it to bag\ The grey plover ( Squatarola

cinerea) is scarcely less inferior in flavour, and affords equal sport in

certain seasons of the year. The pewit, or lapwing ( Tringa vanel-

lus) is also a. species of plover, though far inferior, as a table-

delicacy, to the others.

Plovers are generally found in small congregations, by the river-

side, about marshes and salt-water plains. They are very distrustful,

but their flight is graceful and rapid. When plovers are observed on

the wing, the sportsman should remain perfectly still. They may
then very probably pass within shot

j
but they are at all times shy

and difficult of access. The best means of getting at them by land

is by lying in ambush behind a bank or mound, in the direction they

are known to take in their flights ;
and then, by sending a boy round

to put them up, a shot or two may be had as they pass over.

The instant plovers take alarm at any object on the land, when

flying over or when fired at, they dart down suddenly in their

flight, towards the ground ;
and then, rising in the air, scatter them-

selves in every possible direction, dodging and flitting about in such

a manner as to try the skill of the most practised sportsman.

They are fond of associating in small parties : a solitary plover

always shrieks and whistles as if the most unhappy bird on the moor.

At such a time, the sportsman who can mimic their call-note may
assuredly decoy the bird within gun-shot, if himself in a place of

concealment
;
but it can seldom be done otherwise, except in foggy

weather. Rather than remain by itself, a plover will seek the society

of other birds, as oxbirds, godwits, and sandpipers.

The punter who pursues his sport on inland waters, sometimes

meets with very inviting shots at these birds, more particularly if in

the locality of a tidal river and oozes.

I have killed large numbers of them at a shot, with my punt-gun ;

and I once saw two punters approach a mixed congregation com-
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prising several hundreds of grey and golden plovers and lapwings.
The two punters killed, in their joint-shot, upwards of a hundred.

They fired simultaneously at the birds, when huddled together on

their last legs, on a small space of uncovered ooze, which the flowing
tide was every moment creeping upon, and rendering smaller and

smaller
;

so that the birds sat closer and closer, presenting one of the

most favourable chances at plovers I ever saw. I afterwards under-

stood that these men had two guineas to share between them, the

result of their shot at the plovers.

I have had excellent sport with small numbers of plovers, in the

wild-fowling punt, by attending to their wailing notes, and thus find-

ing out their haunts. I have crept close upon them, by lying down
in the punt, and paddling towards the bank of the ooze on which

they were feeding ;
and then, when within gun-shot, on suddenly

rising to my knees, and raising a small double-barrelled gun to my
shoulder, have had abundant time and opportunity to knock down

two, three, or four pair at a double discharge. In absence of a punt,
the wild-fowling canoe described at page 229, will be found to an^

swer the same purpose.

Plovers are much in the habit of picking and feeding in the wash
of a flood-tide, as it gradually flows towards the shore. On watching
them narrowly, they appear to revel in the surf, as it washes their

slender and delicate little legs, causing* them to skip and jump with

interesting delight. They may then, with caution, be approached in

a punt ;
but it is useless to attempt getting at them by land, unless

some bank or screen be at hand. They sometimes run along the

ground with great velocity ; and, however painful the tone of their

call-note, they appear the happiest little creatures of the feathered

tribe, when running to and fro on the beach, flirting, and whistling,
with pleasing and happy-looking movements.

Another of their most interesting actions, when running about the

shore in unsuspecting* security, is that of opening their elegant little

wings, as if intending to fly off, but not actually doing so. It is

merely a playful movement, by which they expose the white feathers

beneath their wings, and thus put themselves for a few moments
in very graceful attitudes. I have observed godwits and oxbirds

performing the same antics.

There is no better time and opportunity for making successful

shots at grey and golden plovers, than early in the morning, just at
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day-break, and an hour or so later, when they are less wild, and

may be risen on the marshes within range of gunshot ;
whenever

plovers are observed on the wing, near by, they are very likely to

pass close to the sportsman, if he stands quite still. As they are

generally in a closely-packed flight at that time, a good number may
sometimes be killed at a single discharge.

Golden plovers are frequently found in fields and uplands during

the day : indeed, a great portion of their time is spent in ploughed
fields and inland meadows.

The punter should keep a sharp look-out for plovers, when rowing
near the shore : they are often passed by unobserved, when feeding

and running about in the surf, or by the brink of the water, on a

beach of small shingle.

It is said to be a sign of bad weather when plovers are very rest-

less : they fly to and fro, shrieking as if in dismay at some

incontrovertible danger.

They are to a certain extent migratory, usually arriving about our

coasts towards the end of October. They are much more abundant at

some seasons than at others, though not, apparently, in actual accord-

ance with the severity of winter
;
for they are sometimes as numerous

in mild winters as hard ones. Grey plovers are not generally so

abundant as others, though often found in great numbers. These

are more exclusively coast-birds, and seldom visit fields and up-
lands.

The lapwing, or pewit, is the bird so famous for its eggs,

which in some places are of more value, as a marketable com-

modity, than the birds themselves. The plundering of their nests

with so much avidity, has tended materially to diminish the numbers

of these beautiful birds, which used to breed in thousands about the

English fens and marshes. They have curious artifices for endea-

vouring to mislead intruders as to the whereabouts of their nests,

flying round and round with much clamour, and pretending to hover

over a particular spot ;
which is never known to be the place where

their nest actually is situated, but always many yards apart from it.

The call-note of the lapwing is very simple, expressing most distinctly

the word "
pee- wit!"

In some parts of Scotland, the lapwing is spoken of as a treacherous

bird, and is looked upon with detestation by the inhabitants, because of

having been the means of betraying the fugitive Presbyterians during
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the reigns of Charles II. and James II.* Chaucer also speaks of

this bird as

" The false lapwing, alle full of trechirie."

The flesh of the lapwing is not held in high estimation as a

cibarious commodity, though it may be rendered very palatable by
an experienced cook. The ideas of some ancient writers as to

this bird being a dirty feederf are erroneous, as are also other strange
delusions of the author of "

Glantvilla," who states that philosophers
assert of this bird, that when it becomes old and unable to see or fly,

its companions pull away the feeble feathers and anoint its eyes with

juice of herbs. They then brood the aged patient under their wings
till its feathers are grown again and its sight restored.!

But, notwithstanding these crude ideas, it appears that the lap-

wing was, during the fifteenth century, in higher (or at least quite

as high) estimation for its dietary excellence as other plovers, as we
find on reference to the Northumberland Household Book of that

period :

" Item : It is thought goode that wypes be hade for my Lordes own mees onely
and to be at jd. a pece."

" Item : It is thought good that no pluvers be bought at noo season bot onely in

Chrystynmas and princypall Feestes and my Lorde to be servyde therewith and
his Boordend and non other and to boght for jd. a pece or jd. ob. at moste."

And, in the Account-book of the Purser of the Priory of Durham,
A.D. 1530 to 1534, are entered :

" 3 plovers et 1 wype 5d." " 1 plover et 1 snype 2id."

When these birds were more abundant than now, and at an ae:e' O
when fattening fen-birds for the table was a regular trade, lapwings

* In the "
Glossary to the Complaynt of Scotland," v Thuesnek, we are

told that " in the south arid west of Scotland this bird is much detested,

though not reckoned ominous. As it frequents solitary places, its haunts were

frequently intruded upon by the fugitive Presbyterians, during the persecution
which they suffered in the disgraceful and tyrannical reigns of Charles the Second
and James the Second, when they were often discovered by the clamours of the

lapwing."
f "Avis enim est spurcissima et immunda." Glantvilla de rerum proprieta-

tibus. See also Aristotle Hist. Anim., Boole ix. cap. 15.

J
" De hec ave dicunt Physici, quod cum senuerit, eo quod nee videre nee volare

queat, pulli eius evellunt ei pennas invalidas, et liniunt ei oculos herbarum succis et

fovent sub alis, donee recrescant plumse eius, et sic renovata perfecte volet et videat
clare sicut et ipsi." Ibid. Vide also De proprietatibus Rerum : by Bartholomacs :

A.D. 1582.

Lapwings.
"
Wipa" is still the Swedish name for these birds.
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were taken from the nest just before being
1 able to fly ; they were

then shut up in coops and fed on curds a short time, upon which diet

their flesh much improved in flavour*
;
thus they brought a liberal

remuneration to the fen-fowler, who sold them at an advanced

price to such as could afford to invest in such delicacies.

Lapwing-s are still tolerably abundant in the fens and marshes of

the eastern coast
;

and they used to be especially so, in the parish

of Little Oakley, near Harwich
j
where there is an island consisting

1

of about two hundred acres, called " Pewit Island" from the

numbers of birds of that species which frequented it.f

CAPTURING PLOVERS WITH NETS AND SNARES.

Plovers are also taken by fen-fowlers in day nets : a practice as

old as any method of fowling extant, and one which is used in

France and the Netherlands, as well as England, Scotland, and

Ireland.

The proceedings connected with the day or clap net are already

described under the head " Ancient Fowling." The net is spread just

before twilight, and in the dusk of the evening the plovers are enticed

by call-birds to alight within its meshes, when the fowler imme-

diately secures them. Helme states that he has seen a dozen, and

sometimes two dozen taken at a pull : they come in such closely-

packed flights.!

They are easily captured in these nets during open weather, but

not so during the frost. A great many are caught with nets in fields

of green corn, in which they delight to turn up the ground for worms

and seeds. But the greater numbers are captured on grass lands in

the fens.

Plover-catching is by no means a difficult art : these birds always

roost on the ground : the fowler, therefore, with ordinary precaution

is also enabled to take them with a snipe or lark net, which is simply

a drag net with small meshes made of fine twine
j
but of large size,

* "
Being young, they consist only of bones, feathers, and lean flesh, which hath

a raw gust of the sea. But poulterers take them then, and feed them with gravel
and curds (that is physic and food) : the one to scour, the other to fat them in a

fortnight ; and their flesh, thus recruited, is most delicious." Fuller's Worthies of

Englcmd ; by NuttoM. Vol. i.

t Fuller's Worthies of England ; by Nultull, vol., i. p. 491.

Jewell for Geiitric : A.I). 1611.
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sometimes fifty or sixty yards in length by ten or twelve feet in

breadth. This net is quietly dragged by two men over meadows

and marshes, the nightly haunts of plovers. It is a very profitable

employment for the poor fowler in a district where these birds are

abundant, provided there is a market for them when captured ; and,
it may be added, provided the fowler abstains from poaching or

dragging his net for partridges, a temptation to fen-fowlers not at

all times irresistible.

Plovers are also freely taken with lime -strings pricked out in the

marshes, fens, and fields their customary haunts. They are fond of

resorting to ploughed fields, particularly when sown with corn. The

time of day for capturing them with lime-strings is the night, or just

after twilight : they are too wary to be taken by moonlight.



CHAPTER LVII.

THE CURLEW.

(Numenius a/rquata.}

" The corlew lyveth by kynde of the eyr
Most clennest flesh of birddes."

PIERS' Plouhman's Vision.

THESE birds sometimes afford the wild-fowl shooter good sport, but

they are extremely shy : he who would get within range of a

herd of curlews by daylight must be a cunning sportsman. They

are, besides, very watchful : other water-fowl seek their society

because they are such excellent sentinels. The smallest suspicion

will excite alarm in the curlew, and cause it to rise in the air with a

loud shrill whistle, encouraging all its companions to follow.

Curlews differ so much in size and length of beak, that it is sup-

posed age has a great deal to do with this discrepancy, and that the

older the bird the larger it is
;
but not being prepared to assert this

positively, I leave it to naturalists to determine : certain it is, that

as a distinct species the common curlew is found in a greater variety

of sizes than any other fen-bird. In further support of my humble

opinion, as to increasing in size according to age, it may be added

that the larger the birds the more wary they are, and the more

clamorous.

It is not very difficult for a good mimic to imitate the note of the

curlew with such good effect as to attract a straggler within gun-
shot : but the art is seldom successfully practised upon more than

one or two birds. I have seen the mimicry so exactly performed as

to induce a curlew to run many hundred yards on the mud and

marshes in search of its supposed call-mate, until a shot from behind

a bank or bush has cruelly settled the deluded victim. They some-

times take wing and fly round and round in the direction of the false
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call, until hovering at last within range of the deceiver, they are

greeted with a charge of shot.

The note of the curlew is harsh, and resembles a loud whistling,

sounding like
" kor-r-ev; !" or " whor-r-r-euh !" Jennings says the

common notes uttered hy the curlew are " hoe hoe hoe ;" but I

have never been able to recognize such a sound in the actual note of

the bird.

The punter will frequently be tempted to try his skill at curlews

when wild-fowl are scarce. He must not forget that they have long

legs, and stand high on the mud
;
and unless his g*un is elevated, as

for long shots, he must take a turn or two at the barrel-rest-screw,

slightly raising the muzzle, or the shot will probably fly among
their legs without touching any vulnerable part, and he will not

recover a bird.

Another mode of sport which often succeeds better than any other

with these birds, is by means of the wild-fowl canoe, described at

page 229. Two persons proceed in the canoe up creeks at low-

water, or grope about among islands and oozes frequented by these

birds
;
and having found a herd, await their time until the tide rises

high enough to lift the canoe so that the prow is upon a level with

the land on which the curlews are feeding* ;
the fowler then takes

deliberate aim with a large fowling-piece, too heavy to hold out to

the shoulder, except by resting the barrel upon the prow of the boat

or elsewhere
;
meanwhile the other occupant steadies the canoe with

one of the oars, which is thrust through a sculling hole in the stern-

piece. Numbers of curlews may sometimes be killed in this manner.

The fowler is frequently able to stalk them just after dusk in his

boat, if on the muddy flats of a river, or by creeping within range
from some screen on land.

There are various other tricks and means resorted to, for getting
within range of the wary curlew, some of which are beneath the

dignity of a sportsman ;
such as digging holes in open marshes,

burying casks on the beach, and lying in ambush in those unenviable

positions : thus taking the birds by surprise. Such proceedings may
answer once or twice, but curlews soon forsake a place of resort when
so assailed.

The plan recommended by Colonel Hawker, as to making an island

on the ooze by means of a few boat loads of rubbish, is far better.

Curlews always remain on the highest ground, nor do they leave it

until the tide reaches their legs j
so that by proceeding in a punt, and

R R
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using great caution, a good shot may sometimes be made. These

birds are among the very last of the water-fowl to leave the coast in

spring ;
therefore the sport of curlew-shooting lasts longer than that

of any other fen-fowl.

Curlews which feed chiefly on the oozes and marshes of salt-water

rivers are very good eating; but those which feed far inland in

ploughed fields and fresh-water meadows are not so palatable.

The curlew was anciently esteemed by the gourmet as the finest-

flavoured water-fowl in the land
; and, as it was supposed to feed

after the manner of woodcocks, which were erroneously imagined to

obtain their subsistence entirely by suction, it was pronounced by
Piers as the cleanest flesh of birds.

There are abundant records of the high estimation in which the

curlew was held during the fourteenth century, when the heron,

from its superior size, majestic proportions, and notoriety as the

falconer's most distinguished quarry, was first in order at all principal

feasts : still it would seem that the curlew was the greater luxury, as

the prices paid for it were equal to those of the heron,* and higher
than those of any other wild-fowl.

In the account-book of Robert JBenett, Bursar of the Priory of

Durham, from Whitsuntide, 1530, to Whitsuntide, 1534,f are

entered (inter alia), as purchased :
" 1 curlew, 3d. ;"

" 3 curlews et

1 whympernel, 13d." The prices of other fowl were less
j

but a

Barnacle goose was 3d.

A strange and erroneous notion once prevailed that the curlew fed

on poisonous seeds,! and that its flesh was, in consequence, not good
for food. But in opposition to the authority of Batman, the very

contrary appears from the extract already quoted from the Northum-

berland Household Book, which must have been compiled about the

same age as that in which Batman wrote.

The whimbrel, or little curlew, is less difficult to shoot than the

other, because not so wary.
The stone curlew, or great plover, is altogether an upland bird,

feeding in turnip and fallow fields, therefore not a subject for these

* " Item : Kyrlewes to be hadde for my Lordes own mees at pryncipall feestes

and to be at xij a pece. Northumberland Household Book. Tenvp., Hen. VIII.

t Printed for the Surtees Society, 1844.
" Cotnrnix is thought to feede on venemous seedes, and therefore not to be

very wholesome." Batman vppon Bartholome.



CHAPTER LVIII.

METHOD OF CAPTURING DOTTERELS.

" The dotterel, which we think a very dainty dish,
Whose taking makes such sport as man no more can wish j

For as you creep, or cowr, or lie, or stoop, or go,
So marking you (with care) the apish bird doth go ;

And acting everything, doth never mark the net

Till he be in the snare which men for him have set."

DRAYTON, Poly-olbion, Song xxv.

IN former days the dotterel (Charadrius morinellus) is said to have

afforded the fowler abundant diversion
j and, according to numerous

authorities, was not difficult to capture. Through centuries past it

has been highly esteemed as one of the rarest delicacies of the table,

consequently eagerly sought by the fowler. And it appears by the
" Northumberland Household Book" (temp. Hen. VIII.) that whilst

stints were purchased at twopence per dozen, dotterels were bought
at one penny each a high price for so small a bird in those days.

And when we consider that teal and widgeon were bought at the

same price (one penny each), the dotterel must have been held in

very high estimation as a table delicacy.

The dotterel is termed by Aristophanes a mirth-making bird
; and,

according to that authority, was easily caught by the ancient fowler :

or, as has been quaintly remarked, it catcheth itselfby its over-active

imitation.
" The dotterell that folyshe pek."*

The method of taking dotterels by lamp or candle-light on dark

nights is as follows : The fowler proceeds with a lanthorn to their

most frequented haunts in the fens, when, by disturbing them, they

* In Skelton's " Lament for Phyllyp Sparowe
"

the dotterel is thus introduced

as one of the mourners.
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run along the ground rather than attempt flying, and are thus easily

taken with nets, which are spread for them. They always run to-

wards the light ;
so that the fowler fairly entices them to his net.

History and tradition both speak of this bird as imitating the ges-

tures and movements of the fowler
j whereby it is asserted, that

when the fowler stretches out an arm or leg, the dotterel performs a

corresponding* movement with leg or wing. If the fowler runs, the

dotterel runs
;

if he crawls slowly along, the dotterel does likewise

" Most worthy man, with thee it is even thus

As men take dottrels, so hast thou ta'en us
;

Which as a man his arm or leg doth set,

So this fond bird will likewise counterfeit."*

Dr. Key, in his letter to Gesner, describes the movements of the

dotterel when pursued at night after the manner already explained ;

and expresses his belief in the actions of the bird as in imitation or

mockery of the fowler. Another author also inclines to the same

opinion,f

In reference to the practice mentioned in the note below, of cap-

turing apes by inciting them to mimicry, there is, in a curious work

already referred to in these pages "Venationes ferarum avium,"

&c. the following inscription at the foot of an engraving represent-

ing the capture of apes by the art of mimicry :

"
Quo Venatores oculos lavere catino,
Pro lymphis indunt viscum : mox Simia visco

Os oculosque lavat : capitur lento uncta liquore,
Incidit et caligata in idem quandoque periclum."

It would seem that Ray doubted the veracity of Dr. Key as

to the mimicry of the fowler by the dotterel
;
he subjoins a state-

ment communicated to him by his "
very good friend Mr. Peter

Dent, a person well skilled in the history of plants and animals,"

*
Drayton.

t
" There is a sort of apes in India caught by the natives thereof after this man-

ner : They dress a little boy, in his sight ;
undress him again, leave all the child's

apparel behind them in the place, and then depart a competent distance. The ape

presently attireth himself in the same garments till the child's clothes become his

chains, putting off his feet by putting on his shoes, not able to run to any purpose ;

and so is soon taken. The same humour, otherwise pursued, betrayeth the dotte-

rels. But, it is observed, the foolisher the fowl or fish (woodcocks, dotterels, cods-

heads, &c.), the fairer the flesh thereof." Fuller's Worthies of England, ly Nuttall :

vol. ii. p. 263.
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whereby it is stated, that it was thought the imitation was not re-

garded by the birds, nor did such conduce to the taking of them.*

Dotterels are naturally sluggish birds, more especially at night :

the time when the ancient fowler used to put his plans in operation

for taking them. And it is a habit of sluggish birds on being

aroused, when unsuspicious of danger, to stretch their legs and wings,

regardless of the fowler's movements, or seeking in the least to

imitate his actions. I have seen stints and red shanks, as well as

dotterels, perform these supposed acts of mimicry by broad daylight,

when I have been rowing leisurely along* the banks of the water in

a gunning punt ; having approached gradually upon them, and with-

out sudden appearance or noise, I have frequently found them in an

apparently lethargic state, when they stretched out their leg's and

wings singly before running off along the shore with their companions.
But beyond this I have never found them more mimical or easy of

capture than stints, redshanks, and others of the species. It is easy
to believe that the dotterel imitates the fowler to the extent only of

running after the lamp or lighted candle at night ;
but sparrows, and

many other birds, will do this. Wild beasts, on the contrary, always
shun a light, and purposely avoid it

;
so that the natives of countries

infested with such animals burn a fire all night outside their huts for

the express purpose of keeping wild animals away.
As a further proof of the tame and lethargic habits of the dotterel,

it was customary for six or seven persons to proceed together in

attempting to catch them with the candle and nets employed by the

ancient fowler
;
each of these persons was provided with two large

stones, and by holding one in each hand, and clapping them together,

after the net was cast, as much clatter was made as possible, so as to

rouse the dotterels, and drive them into the net.f

The dotterel has evidently obtained notoriety as being one of the

most foolish and ridiculous of birds, so that it has become proverbial

to speak of a foolish or dull person as a "
silly dotterel :" an ex-

pression often heard at the present day.

Willugliby's Ornithology, by Eay.



CHAPTER LIX.

THE RUFF AND REEVE.

(Machetes pugnaxj.

An epicure, of dainty whim,
Who lived in ages long since past,

Was asked one day,
In friendly way,

What best he loved for his repast ?

And among the list of choicest game
His greatest favourite to name.

The gourmet smiled, and stroked his chin ;

Then quaff'd his cup, and prompt replied :

" Of tid-bits rare,
Of princely fare,

Of flesh of birds roast, grilled, or fried ;

Of hare or rabbit, woodcock, snipe j

Of partridge, pheasant, plover, wipe ;*

" Of larks for breakfast, or for supper,

(On these I love to cram and stuff).

But, tho' such dishes

Are delicious,
There's nothing nicer than a fattened ruff;"
And little any taster leaves,

Except the feathers of the reeves.

THE AUTHOR.

THESE birds were formerly abundant in this country, but are now so

scarce as to be known only by name : they are exclusively fen birds,

and seldom found elsewhere. The male bird is the ruff, the female

the reeve. When in full plumage, during the breeding- season, the

ruff is eagerly sought by taxidermists as an object of great attraction

for the glass-case, and by the fowler as one of the rarest luxuries of

the table.

They are summer visitants to this country, arriving in the fens

* The ancient JKI mo of the lapwing.
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early in the month of April, and departing late in September ;
con-

sequently they breed and rear their young whilst residents here.

They are generally very shy ; and, from their present scarcity, it is

seldom the sportsman meets with them in the shooting season. Their

favourite haunts are fens and marshes : they feed in wet and swampy

grounds, but seldom, if ever, on salt oozes. During the breeding
season they frequent drier grounds, and assemble on small hillocks,

in numbers of about ten, twenty, and sometimes more. Seventy or

eighty have been seen together in the Norfolk fens, but not of late

years.*

When so assembled they are termed " hilled :" and just as if in

pitched battle, the ruffs engage in apparently desperate combat one

with another the object of their interesting fights being, the pos-

session of the reeves, about which they are extremely tenacious, and

contend with much fierceness and prolonged quarrel, in order to

gratify their amatory propensities :

The ruff is pugilistic, bold, and debonair ;

And in bloody battle wins his fair.

The fens of Lincolnshire were long celebrated as the favourite

resort of these birds. Wells, in his History of the Fens, mentions

that " those rare and delicate birds, called the ' ruff and ree,' are

found here, and are trained with considerable expense and difficulty."

There are two methods resorted to by the fowler for taking these

birds : one during spring, when the ruffs hill
;
the other in autumn,

when they have no longer occasion or desire for sexual intercourse.

The fowler having discovered the spot where the ruffs have held

their love battles, repairs thither in the morning before day-break :

an experienced fenman soon finds out their blood-stained hills, by
the trodden turf, which, in some places where much fighting has

been engaged in, is often quite bare, from the incessant trampling of

their little feet, as they run to and fro dashing at their antagonists

with a courage and determination quite astonishing. Arrived at the

spot, the fowler spreads a clap net about seventeen feet in length by
six in breadth ;f the net being furnished with a pole at each end, pre-

cisely similar to an ordinary clap net for catching other land-birds at

* Lubbock.

f Montague. Pennant speaks of the clap net used for this purpose as being four-

teen yards in length and four in breadth.
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twilight. This net is fixed to the ground by means of small stakes
;

and, being furnished with sheaves and lines, it is so placed that it

may be suddenly jerked and folded over, on drawing a cord at a

distance from the hill of about one hundred to four hundred yards,

according to the time of season : the later it is the more wary are

the birds
;

and thus the fowler stations himself in concealment.

Pennant says it is usual to spread the net over-night, in order that

the marsh may not be disturbed in the morning.
It is the habit of these birds to repair at dawn of day to their

battle fields
;

and the fowler who wisely chooses his ground and

judiciously places his net, is generally rewarded with success
;

frequently taking the whole hill at a single fold of the net. It is

usual after making the first pull, and taking those within scope of

the net, to place stuffed birds or stales to entice those which are con-

tinually traversing the fen ;* but it is seldom that more than two or

three are taken at a time by aid of the stales.

The other method of taking ruffs when not hilled is, by means of

decoy-birds and nooses. It is better that the decoy-birds be live

ones, though stuffed skins and other artificial resemblances are some-

times successfully employed. The stuffed skins are connected with

the fowler's hand by a long string ; which, by jerking, causes the

dummy to jump or leap from the ground, a space of a yard or more,
in representation of the habits of live ruffs

j by such enticements the

wanderers are induced to alight among the fowler's snares, and thus

become captives. f

The method of setting these snares is thus explained by Lub-

bock
j and, it would seem, is employed by the Norfolk fowler when

the ruffs are hilled
j
but never with that success which attends the

clap net employed by the Lincolnshire fenman :

" The Norfolk fowler prepares about a dozen pegs sharpened at one

end, and split at the other : into the split he introduces the middle of a

loosely twisted link of long horse-hair, so as to form two nooses, one

with each half of the link. The peg is then driven into the ground so

as to be perfectly level with the surface
j
and one noose is placed

horizontally, just raised by the herbage perhaps half-an-inch from

the soil, whilst the other is disposed perpendicularly, the lower part

resting on the ground. These snares are disposed on the outskirts of

the hill, rather than the middle, as the ruffs in their flutterings

* Pennant. Vol. ii. f Eennie.
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generally spring
1

from the centre towards the circumference of this

chosen spot."

The live decoy-birds are tied by the leg to small stakes placed

near the snares, and have a latitude allowed them of about two feet

of
string*, that they may be enabled to play and jump about, so as to

attract notice of the wild-birds.

The scarcity of ruffs and reeves at the present day is not entirely

attributable to fen drainages, but to the pernicious system long

pursued by fenmen, of taking them during the very time of nesting,

when they are unusually tame, and may be caught with nooses by

any country bumpkin ;
so that every ruff and reeve in some fens

has been known to have been captured.*

If ever these interesting and highly-prized birds again become

abundant in this country, it will be owing to the good judgment of

the fowler in carefully abstaining from taking them at any other than

the autumnal season a stipulation which ought to be regarded by
all fowlers and fenmen,

The flight of the ruff, when in perfect plumage, is slow and

laboured, resembling that of a newly-arrived woodcock ;f but having
thrown off the much-admired frill of staring feathers which encircles

its neck, the ruff then flies with the same buoyancy and velocity as

his partner, the reeve.

The high estimation in which the flesh of these birds is held,

cannot be more clearly explained than by simply referring to the

enormous prices they fetch in the market. At the present day the

price paid for fattened ruffs is often as much as four guineas per
dozen : almost as expensive as ortolans, and they are considered by
some gastronomes as equally delicious.

" As pretty a dish as can be seen ;

A fitting luxury for the Queen."

Yarrell mentions the regular price of fattened ruffs to be two

guineas per dozen
;
and states that they are never less than 30s.

when fit for the table.

Pennant speaks of the regular price of fattened ruffs being 2s. or

2s. 6d. a piece.

Lubbock states that the price of a ruff, fresh caught in the fens,

was formerly tenpence or a. shilling.

*
Montague. f Lubbock.

S S
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Fatting ruffs for the table was once a regular trade carried on in

the fens : the birds being taken alive, they were placed in aviaries

and fed with great care and attention, bringing considerable remu-

neration to the feeders. Montague states :

" Mr. Towns, the noted

feeder at Spalding, assured us his family had been a hundred years in

the trade, and boasted that they had served George the Second and

many noble families in the kingdom."

They are fattened for the table with bread-and-milk, hempseed,
and sometimes boiled wheat

;
but if expedition is required, sugar is

added. This latter method of feeding makes them perfectly fat in a

fortnight.

Their condition should be watched during the process of fatting,

and they must be killed at the juncture of extreme fatness, or they
soon fall away.
When killed with good judgment at the critical time, and dressed

after the manner of a woodcock, they are considered by epicures as

extremely delicious.*

Pennant speaks of forty-four birds having been taken by a fowler

at a single haul
;
and that the same man took in all six dozen in one

morning ! At four guineas per dozen this would be a pretty prize

for a poor fowler. He also says, that a fowler is sometimes able to

take forty or fifty dozen in a season.

* Pennant,
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GODWIT SHOOTING.

" Tlie puet, godwit, stint, the palate that allure

The miser, and doe make a wasteful epicure."
DRAYTON.

THERE are several different species of godwit (Scolopax limosa) which

annually visit our shores
;
and though they come with easterly winds,

they are more numerous in mild winters than severe ones. They are

abundantly scattered about our shores, and afford young sportsmen
excellent amusement. They are not very shy, nor are they at all diffi-

cult to kill. They frequent marshes and fens, as well as the seacoast,

where they run about with brisk and interesting- movements, and

will sometimes allow the sportsman to walk directly up to them on

the open marshes, within easy gun-shot. Godwits are in much esti-

mation with the sporting gastronome j they are preferred by some

people to snipes.

Sir Thomas Brown quaintly remarks of them,
"
Godwyts, taken

chiefly in marsh land, though other parts are not without them, are

accounted the daintiest dish in England ;
and I think for the bigness

of the biggest price.'
7

The female godwit is larger than the male
;
which is also the case

with sand-pipers.

Ben Jonson in his,
" Praises of a Countrie Life," says

" Th' Ionian godwit nor the ginny hen,
Could not goe downe my belly then

More sweet than olives that new gathered be
From the fattest branches of the tree."
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DUNLIN SHOOTING.

" Then every fowler who so cozens,
Sells you in markets strung by dozens."

Translation from Aristophanes.

The dunlin, oxbird, or stint (Tringa varicibilis), is well known as

an annual visitant to our coast, appearing in immense flights, and

moving through the air with wonderful velocity; performing the

most graceful evolutions, when on the wing, of any gregarious birds.

They seem to go through regular gradations and figures, keeping in

a body so compact, and flying so swiftly, that their antics are as in-

teresting as they are extraordinary ;
on sunny days, when they

turn and twist in the air, the whiteness of the feathers beneath their

wings glitters in the sky like bright white metal, and the whole fling

every now and then presents the identical appearance of a beautiful

silver cloud.

When the weather is mild and open they are more scattered, and

are seen only in small flings. It is in cold and frosty weather that

they perform their most beautiful and amusing evolutions. They are

the tamest birds on the coast when in small numbers, but are more

wary in large. Like other waders, they will not take wing until the

tide fairly washes them off their legs. They huddle together in

cold weather on the last bit of mud that is not covered with water,

and struggle to retain possession of it, until the tide touches their

feathers. When in such positions, they are frequently killed in large

numbers by punters, who use small punt-guns ; by loading with half-

a-pound of No. 7 shot, more than a hundred are sometimes killed at

once.

Directly the ebb tide leaves them a resting-place on the ooze, there

they alight and feed
; frequently in company with grey plovers ;

a

stray bird or two of which is sometimes seen among them when on

the wing, looking like the parent of the flight,
from its superior

size.

It is puerile sport to kill them, though affording excellent fun to

young sportsmen. They are very good eating*, and are frequently

palmed upon the inexperienced purchaser of game as snipes, especially

in London, where the poulterers and game dealers call them "
sea-
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snipes," because of their bills being long*, and of similar shape to a

snipe. The prices charged for these birds are far advanced of late

years, though they have always been esteemed as great delicacies.*

At the present day they sell for 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per dozen.

The dunlin belongs to the tribe of sandpipers, the various species

of which afford excellent diversion to young sportsmen.

* "
Item, it is thought good that styntes be hadde for my lordes owne mees, and

non other so they be after vj. a. jd." Northumberland Household Book : temp.
Henry VIII.

In the account-book of Eobert Bennett, bursar of the priory of Durham, they are

charged, in 1531-2 :
" 1 doz. dunlynggs 4d., et 3 doz. stynts 6d., 6 doz. stynts 12d.,

1 doz. dunlyngs 6d." And there is another entry in 1533-4 :

" 6 dunlyngs 2d."

Printedfor tlw Suttees Society, 1844.



CHAPTER LXI.

SNIPE SHOOTING.

# * * # * A lively sport

Affording to the fowler's varying hand,
As wheeling, oft returns, though often sprung,
The noisy bird

"
.

Fowling, a Poem, Book v.

THE subject of snipe shooting is one upon which so many authors

have written, that the reader will probably find less novelty in this

than in any other part of our treatise. There are, however, several

interesting discussions connected with the fowler's art of shooting
and capturing snipes, which have hitherto escaped notice by the nu-

merous writers upon the subject, and which it will be our purpose to

enter upon. Although many of our suggestions in reference to

the pursuit of snipe shooting may strike the reader as partaking of a

reiterated tone, upon a subject which some writers may have consi-

dered exhausted, these are, nevertheless, the results of individual

experience ;
and in a book devoted, as this is, exclusively to water-

fowl, our task would be deemed incomplete, unless the subjects of

shooting and capturing snipes had place within these pages. Bear-

ing in mind the lengthened dissertations of prior authors upon snipe

shooting, it will be our endeavour to condense these remarks into as

concise a form as possible, with a view of presenting our readers with

the winnowed grain, apart from superfluous matter which might wear

the aspect of hackneyism.
The drainage of fen-lands, though seriously detrimental to the

well-being of these birds, the increase of their numbers, and the en-

couragement of their immigrations, operates with less effect upon

snipes than upon wild-fowl. In every ditch with a moist bottom the

snipe finds food and sustenance
; and, though in a measure driven
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from its favourite fens, there is generally no lack of food and shelter

for it elsewhere within our island.

Ireland abounds with snipes ;
the moisture and richness of the soil,

and the extent of bog and marsh-land, rendering that country a

favourite resort of the species. The sportsman who has trod an Irish

bog in pursuit of snipes, has partaken of the sport in its true nature
;

and, though distasteful to some people, the best and finest snipe

shooting within many thousand miles of this country, may be had in

the emerald isle. It often happens, whilst wading up to the knees in

an Irish bog after snipes, that the sportsman meets with wild-duck

and teal
5

so that, whatever may be the disadvantages, there are

varieties attending it which repay the sportsman for his most inde-

fatigable exertions.

Snipes abound in every quarter of the globe. In North and South

America they are generally abundant,* though much more so in

some of the states than in others.f

During the rainy season, they are found in tropical climates
;
and

in winter, the rice-fields of Egypt swarm with them.}: In Mada-

gascar they are abundant. In the arctic regions of Siberia, in

Sweden, and many other countries, travellers allude to the excellent

snipe shooting they found. Mr. Lloyd speaks of having had ex-

cellent snipe shooting near Gothenburgh ;
also in the marshes and

bogs in the vicinity of Trollhattan. Though the marshes at the

latter place are not extensive, yet a good shot might bag without

difficulty fifteen or twenty couple in the course of a few hours, and

thirty couple in seven or eight hours; and these the common or

double snipe : sportsmen in that locality being careless of expend-

ing their ammunition on jack-snipes. Major Forbes, in his " Eleven

Years in Ceylon," says he found snipes more abundant in Ceylon
than any other game. Indeed, every travelling sportsman should be

* "
They are found in the middle and northern states only in the spring and fall,

when they are frequently shot in great numbers. In the winter they frequent the

rice-grounds of the south." Skinner's Dog and Sportsman : America, 1845.

f
' The great multitude breed far to the northward not only of the United

States, but of the British provinces, in the vast marshy tracts which extend inland

nearly to the Arctic Ocean. Many, however, make their nests and rear their young
in the secluded morasses of Maine, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, and a few

pairs here and there throughout the eastern and middle states, becoming less fre-

quent as they advance toward the south, so far, probably, as the north of Penn-
sylvania." Herbert's Field Sports in the United States : A.D. 1848.

J Krider's Sporting Anecdotes : A.D. 1853.

Vide " Field Sports of North Europe ;" by L. Lloyd, Esq. : A.D. 1830.
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prepared for snipes, in whatever quarter of the globe his steps may
take him. A port d'arme must be obtained before shooting- them in

France, the cost of which is fifteen francs. In no other country is a

certificate required for killing these birds.

A difference of opinion prevails among those who have written

upon this subject, as to the proper manner of taking a snipe-walk.

Some writers affirm that it is best to walk down-wind
; others, that

the sportsman should walk up-wind. Of the two opinions, I agree
with the former, as the easier and most successful method of killing

snipes, because these birds invariably fly up-wind : consequently,

they pass to the right or left of the sportsman, within easy range ;

whereas, if he walks up-wind, the snipe flies off straight ahead, with

such rapidity that it is out of range before the gun can be brought
to the shoulder.

There is another point in regard to snipe shooting in which there

is also great difference of opinion, which is, as to the services of a

pointer or setter; some advocating that the snipe shooter is best

without either, others that the services of one or the other are highly

desirable. In the latter opinion I entirely concur. But the dog
must be fast and stanch : a setter is as good as a pointer for this

sport ;
but a slow dog is worse than none at all.*

The effluvium of snipes is very powerful on the olfactory organs of

the dog ; which, if he be stanch to his point, the faster he ranges,

the better. It is very easy to train a dog for snipe shooting : he

should be taught to hunt at right-angles to the wind.

The great snipe (" Scolopax major) is very irregular in its visits

to this country. It is the easiest to kill of any of the species, not

simply on account of its larger size, but because it lies closer, is more

sluggish in its habits than the common snipe, flies steadier, and

seldom goes far on being flushed.

It may be instantly distinguished from the common snipe, on

rising from the ground, by its red-looking tail, which it spreads out

like a fan
;
the under part of its body showing very white.

These birds are so indolent in their nature, that they often lie as

close as a jack-snipe, or until nearly trodden upon; indeed, they very

much resemble jack-snipes in their habits.

* "
They know practically little of what they are writing about, who assert, in

these days, that a slow dog is to be preferred in this species of sport." Kinder*s

Sporting Anecdotes ; by H. M. Klapp : A.D. 1853.
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The great snipe often arrives early in August, and is generally
found in drier marshes than other snipes.

The common snipe (Scolopax gallinago), which is the most abund-

ant species in this country, arrives ahout the latter part of September ;

and by the first or second week in October, they are pretty freely

dispersed.

These birds, though apparently wild and distrustful, are by na-

ture very inactive. If undisturbed, they spend the whole day in

eating and sleeping, merely making a few evolutions morning and

evening.

They are very uncertain in their movements: the sportsman

should, therefore, make the most of his sport when he finds them
;

for, on going over the same ground every day during the week fol-

lowing, he may find them all absent.

They are generally abundant during the first few days of a gentle
frost

j
but if the weather becomes severe, they migrate to the up-

lands, and pitch in rivulets and ditches that are the most free from

frost.

During windy and cloudy weather, snipes lie closer and fly

straighter than on bright or frosty days.

The reason why young sportsmen so frequently miss these birds is,

that they do not allow for the rise and rapidity of their flight.

It should not be forgotten, that whilst darting off, they are gra-

dually rising higher in the air
;
and that, to kill them, aim should be

taken above as well as in advance of them, taking care to fire

at an elevation proportionate to the distance. The sportsman
should never use larger shot for snipes than Nos. 7 or 8, otherwise

he will often be disappointed with the result of fair chances.

When walking up-wind, the most experienced sportsmen find

snipes difficult to kill
j but, on going down-wind, they fly in a

semi-circular course, and afford plenty of time for a deliberate

shot.

From the inaccessible positions of some snipe-walks, it is difficult

to adhere at all times to the rules as to up and down-wind
j

so that

it sometimes becomes necessary to make snap-shots ;
in which case it

is generally found that he who is quickest in handling his gun, and

fires oftenest, kills the most birds, though it is impossible but the

best sportsmen frequently miss random shots.

Whenever a snipe rises within a few yards of the gun, the sports-

T T
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man need not be in a hurry : the fault with young hands is, that

they fire too soon.*

A good snipe-shot is generally a man of active spirit,
full of

energy, and indifferent to toil and hardship.
" Craven" f says :

" Taken in all its bearings, this sport is a very true general test of a

marksman's quality."

The spot where a snipe falls should be carefully noted, and the eye

kept upon it until the bird is bagged. On a snipe falling into the

water, it should be wiped before being put into the pocket, or it will

not keep so long as others.

Not a word should be spoken when going down a snipe-walk :

silence must prevail, or the birds will rise out of range darting off

like arrows, crying as they go,
" Shai'ch !

"
or "

Schayi'ch !

"

On passing beside dykes, and along the banks of rivulets and

snipe-walks, the sportsman should keep a look-out for snipe-trails,

the unerring index of their whereabouts.

The jack-snipe (Scolopax galUnula) generally arrives, in small

numbers, about the third week in September. They are the most

sluggish little birds to be met with, seldom stirring until within a

few inches of the sportsman's feet; when they rise in silence, and dart

off in a zigzag flight, which puzzles young sportsmen exceedingly, as

they discharge barrel after barrel without effect.

Late in the season, they sometimes emit a feeble sort of squeak on

rising.

The greater numbers of snipes which are vended in the London

and provincial markets are not killed with dog and gun, but are

caught in nets similar to plover and lark-nets (vide ante, page 302),

by drawing them over fens and marshes at night, after the manner

of poaching for partridges. Hampers-full of these delicate table-

luxuries are captured in this manner. Netted snipes always fetch a

better price than those killed with powder and shot; and so the

poacher (if such he may be called) has an advantage over the sports-

man who vends his game.

* " If you are naturally a sportsman, you will soon learn how to approach and to

kill them, albeit, on the first few trials, the eccentricities which they practise on
the wing, and the elfish ease with which they seem to evade the contents of both

barrels, will leave an impression on your mind, which, however annoying, then be-

comes a very pleasant and exciting reminiscence, after you have learned how to

knock them down right and left secundum artem" Krider's Spwting Anecdotes.

t Vide Craven's Recreations in Shooting.



CHAPTER LXII.

WOODCOCK SHOOTING.

* * * Hark ! that quest proclaims
The woodcock's haunt. Again ! now joining all,

They shake the echoing wood with tuneful notes.

I heard the sounding wing ;
but down the wood

He took his flight. I meet him there anon.
As fast I press to gain the wish' d for spot,
On either side my busy spaniels try :

At once they wheel at once they open loud,
And the next instant flush th' expected bird.

Right up he darts amongst the mingling boughs ;

But bare of leaves, they hide not from my view
His fated form

;
and ere he can attain

Th' attempted height, with rapid flight to cleave

The yielding air, arrested by the shot,
With shatter'd wing revers'd and plumage fair,

Wide scatt'ring in the wind, headlong he falls."

Fowling : a Poem. Book iv.

THOUGH scarcely within the category wild-fowl, the woodcock

(Scolopax rusticola) is generally classed with migratory water-birds,

and forms so attractive an object to the English sportsman ;
and so

frequently crosses the path of the aquatic fowler, that to exclude all

notice of it from a treatise of this kind would be a grave omission.

It is not, therefore, with the object of increasing the bulk of the

present volume that the subject of the woodcock is introduced, but

because our labours would be considered very imperfect unless the

various methods employed for capturing* this interesting* bird were

discussed in these pages : more especially as it is a bird of favourite

pursuit by all sportsmen, affording such unexpected opportunities,

and in so high esteem as a table luxury, that there is truly a peculiar

charm attached to the sport of woodcock-shooting. There is this

important resemblance to wild-fowl in the habits of the woodcock

it is to be found in every land,* and affords infinite variety of

amusement to the fowler and the sportsman.

* " Woodcocks are to be had all over the world, in the ancient as in the
new

;
in Siberia as in Senegal from the Land's-end to John o' Groat's house from
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The autumnal flight and arrival of woodcocks to this country, gene-

rally take place about the beginning- of October : the time of their

vernal flight is March or April. On first arrival they keep to the

open ground, taking temporary refuge in the grass, rushes, brush-

wood, heather, clumps of trees, or whatever offers in the locality

where they chance to alight. They do not long remain in these ex-

posed places, but as soon as they have partially recovered from the

effects of their tedious passage across the sea, they hie to the woods

as their favourite and natural places of resort.

Woodcocks generally arrive in falls of ten to fifty; always choosing

night for their migrations, or a mist. When they have arrived, and rested

sufficiently, they soon disperse ;
and though a few come in October,

the greater numbers arrive in November and December, generally

between the hours of sunset and sunrise. It is erroneous to suppose
that moonlight either hastens or determines the arrival of woodcocks ;

their movements are regulated by the wind rather than the moon.

It sometimes happens, after encountering adverse gales in their

passage across the sea, that they reach their destinations in a very
exhausted state. In allusion to this, I remember hearing of a very
remarkable circumstance which occurred in my own immediate

neighbourhood, on an estate abutting upon the sea-coast, part of

which comprised several hundred acres of woodland. It happened

during a hard winter, that early in the morning, one of the gardeners

employed on the estate flushed a number of woodcocks in the plea-

sure grounds around the house; they appeared to have scarcely

power to suspend themselves in the air. The gardener caught three

or four couple alive, in the space of a few minutes. With hands full

he ran to the house to deposit them, at the same time telling the

singular adventure to the servants, whom curiosity and the prospect

of sport led to the gardens to witness the unusual scene. Nearly all

the domestics, male and female, in the house then joined in the pur-

suit of capturing them
;
and upwards of a dozen couple were secured

alive without injury ;
but on examining their bodies they were found

to be almost skeletons, and totally unfit for culinary purposes. The

poor captives were taken to the squire, who immediately directed

them to be set at liberty in the woods near the richest swamp on the

estate.

the city of the Sultan to the city of the Czar. * * * * At Constantinople,
in Greece, in the Islands of the Archipelago, in all the Ionian Islands, in Sicily,

Sardinia, and Corsica they abound." Sport and its Pleasures : A.D. 1859.
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Wild-fowl are sometimes found in the same condition, and have

been taken in a similar manner during very severe weather
; but,

like my neighbour's woodcocks, they afford no sport to the wild-

fowl shooter, are useless for the table, and are therefore best set at

liberty.

A good marker is indispensable for woodcock shooting, because

the birds often pitch in such improbable places as many sportsmen
would not think of beating ;

and after being once flushed they some-

times lie so very close, that the most careful beating is necessary if

the sportsman expects to find them. It is desirable that the dogs
should not be hurried over the ground too quickly, or the probability

is that many a close-lying cock may be passed. And it should be

borne in mind that woodcocks, at the instant of alighting, some-

times run along the ground many yards from the spot at which

they pitch.

Whilst beating a wood, one or more markers should be placed on

the highest ground in the locality, or on a tree commanding the

best view of the surrounding country : if he attends to his busi-

ness he will be able to mark the flight of every cock which leaves

the wood.

On being flushed they make for the clearest openings, and soar as

high as the tops of the trees
;
over which they fly in a straight line,

and often pitch on the opposite side of the covert
; they not un-

frequently make a circuit of the whole cover, and then drop close to,

or in, the same spot from whence they were sprung. The sportsman
will generally find the cocks at which he has been unable to obtain a

shot, in the same places on the day following as those from which they
were sprung the day previously. The practical sportsman will, there-

fore, judiciously station himself in or near an opening where he may
obtain the best chance. When fairly sprung they take the same route

of flight, passing the same openings, and topping the same trees as

before. Any person who may take the trouble to watch their evolu-

tions will soon become familiar with the sameness and regularity of

their course. If the sportsman goes on the following day, in the oppo-
site direction to that taken the day before, he will probably find that

the woodcock has likewise an opposite course of retreat. Familiarity
with such habits, which are peculiar to the woodcock, invariably en-

sures success to the sportsman ;
after once or twice observing their

flight, a very fair idea may be formed as to the best position to take

on a future day. Sportsmen so instructed have a considerable
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advantage over their fellows when beating large coverts, the route of

the birds flushed seldom deviating from a once chosen passage

through the wood.

This propensity on the part of woodcocks for taking a regular line

of flight has been the subject of remark by Mr. Colquhoun.*

They always take care to be in a spot where there is either a clear

opening above, or an open glade through which to fly and clear the

wood.

The woodcock is generally considered an easy shot to an experi-

enced sportsman, but to a tyro very puzzling. Its flight is deceptive,

and varies considerably, according to time of day, season, and wind :

it is sometimes slow, and laboured
;

at others rapid and direct, as if

bent on a determined destination.

Notwithstanding these peculiarities, some of which would seem to

favour the sportsman's aim, there is no bird of equal proportions so

frequently missed, though flushed at the very feet of its pursuer ;

sometimes rising very awkwardly, and crossing through openings
within a few yards of his position, creating a temptation to fire often

too irresistible for an anxious man.

It often happens that when a woodcock is first flushed, it

offers the fairest shot that could be desired
;
when the sportsman

wishing to kill the bird cleanly, by taking time, loses the chance, as

the cock suddenly turns, and darts through a narrow opening among

trees, where it is impossible to obtain a view sufficiently clear to make

effective use of the gun.
More random shots are fired at these than at any other birds,

because of the uncertainty of their movements, and the eagerness to

get possession of so choice a prize. The remotest chance is instantly

embraced, and thus they are popped at through impenetrable brush-

wood, trees, and branches. The sportsman should closely watch

their flight in the openings, and shoot the instant a fair chance offers,

or he may lose it.

When cock-shooting in woods where the trees are lofty, it is

generally advisable to shoot before the bird rises so high as the

branches. The sooner aim can be taken the better
;
but when the

* " The extreme regularity of the woodcock's flight has been proved to me even
after putting him up a second time. We flushed one in the Kilmun coverts out of

reach. He flew straight for a bit of marshy ground : some woodcutters were at

work there, and prevented his settling. In a short time we noticed him come back,
and light close to the same spot where he was first put up." Rocks and Rivers,

p. 145.
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covert is low, more time may be given, and the bird allowed to rise

above the branches of the trees.

The sportsman will do well before leaving- the covert to take a

turn round the outside
;
more particularly if the dogs and beaters

have done their work properly. Many a woodcock on being flushed

injthick covert drops again just on the skirts of the grove.

Holly-bushes and evergreens should always be well beaten, they
are among* the most likely places in the wood to shelter a cock :

" Content he wanders, or beneath the shade
Of scatter'd hollies turns with curious bill

The faU'n leaves, to find his hidden food."

In very severe and long-continued frosts woodcocks forsake their

inland resorts, and depart to woods near the sea-coast, where they
remain during the day, and fly to the saltings at twilight ; instinct

teaching them that the frost has less effect on the sea-ground than

on fresh-water localities : but woodcocks never seek such places

except as a last resource during a trying season. The western coast

of Scotland is a favourite resort of woodcocks during severe weather
5

the frost drives them from northern and eastern parts to a coast on

which the snow never remains very long, the aspect being warmer,
and more favourable. Mr. Colquhoun makes special allusion to the

western coast of Scotland as an extremely favoured locality of wood-

cocks
; particularly such parts of it as afford an aspect of the morning

and mid-day sun.*

There is no doubt but they are fond of warmth, and endeavour to

choose a resort which faces the sun.f

The best kind of dogs for finding woodcocks are Clumber spaniels ;

but they should be carefully trained to the pursuit, and under the

perfect control of their masters: should be persevering in their

nature, of good courage, and enured to hard work -

}
for it sometimes

* " The snow never lying long on this coast, nor on the adjacent grounds, nor

those sides of the covers facing south-east ; and the coverts being filled with nume-
rous springs which are never frozen, may be the united causes of attracting cocks in

severe weather, their instinct apparently directing them to the most suitable locali-

ties." Rocks and Rivers.

The same author remarks "
During severe frost I have seen nine out of ten

cocks in those parts of the cover facing the south-east." He also adds that the
" north-west covers, though suitable in every respect, are not much frequented by
woodcocks in severe weather." Ibid.

t
" The woodcock doth usually lye on banks by hedges and ditches, against the

sun." Blame's Genius Rec.
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happens that woodcocks lie very close, and are most reluctant to rise

from their favourite haunts
;
and after being driven up, settle again,

like jack-snipes, within a few yards of the spot from which they
were flushed.

The sportsman sometimes meets with extraordinary good sport

with these hirds in the month of March, when they seek the coastfin

order to be ready for departure on the first favourable opportunity :

if the wind be fair they go at once, but if otherwise they remain in

the neighbouring woods, awaiting a more suitable chance. They

may be easily flushed on these occasions
;
and they sometimes afford

much sudden and unexpected diversion to the sportsman.

During the early season of their arrival, woodcocks may frequently

be found on the moors, where they quickly recruit their condition in

the rich and miry grounds which abound there. But be those spots

ever so rich, and the productions of the moors ever so dainty, the

first frost warns them that an open country is not suited to their

habits or their nature
;
and they then seek food and shelter in the

nearest woods, always preferring the thickest and most impenetrable

covers by day ; and, at twilight in the evening and early in the

morning, visiting swamps and fens such as are least affected by frost.

It is the nature of the woodcock to feed and fly by night ;
and when

undisturbed, to roost and shelter by day.

The time of their evening flight is rather earlier than that of wild-

fowl. It is just at the commencement of twilight that the woodcock

moves from its daily retreat to its nocturnal feeding-grounds. Col-

quhoun says, when the shrill chirp of the blackbird is heard in the

grove, it is a good warning bell that the woodcock is about leaving

its haunts.*

A careful observer of the route taken by woodcocks on leaving or

returning to the wood in their daily flights, may generally make

pretty certain of a shot by occupying a secluded position, so as to

intercept them either on leaving or returning to the wood. It is the

habit of woodcocks, when uninterrupted, to leave their retreats at

eve, and return in the morning with great regularity through the

very same glades, and frequently to the same spot as that in which

they rested on the day previously.

Everyone accustomed to the sport of woodcock-shooting is

familiarly acquainted with the signal "Mark, cock!" and the

* Vide " Rocks and Rivers," by John Colquhoun, Esq. : A.D. 1849.
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pleasurable excitement and anxious expectation which follows the

sound of those words as they echo through the wood.

The note of the woodcock is a guttural cry, sounding like

" Pa-a-ck!" or " Pa-a-ik /"

Excellent woodcock-shooting may be had in Ireland
;
and though

there may sometimes be a difficulty in finding dogs, there are plenty

of Irish peasants with their shillelaghs ready and willing, for a small

remuneration, to proceed in line through the woods and flush the

cocks for the sportsman.
As to the abundance of woodcocks in that country, it is recorded

of the late Duke of Richmond, that many years ago, when Lord-

Lieutenant of Ireland, he received as a present an immense pie,

which, when opened, was found to contain twenty score of wood-

cocks !*

* Vide Craven's Recreations in Shooting.

U U



CHAPTER LXIII.

METHODS OF CAPTURING WOODCOCKS WITH GLADE NETS, SNARES,
AND OTHER CURIOUS ARTIFICES.

" At morn and eve lie seeks the limpid streams

And springing thence, his stated flight he takes

By the dim light, through op'ning glades : there oft

The treach'rous net his rapid course cuts short,
And his fast flutt'ring pinions beat in vain.

But if with steep ascent he top the snare,
Or sidelong 'scape it, through the wither'd ferns

He picks his silent way
"

Fowling : a Poem. Book iv.

THE art of capturing woodcocks by means of glade nets is a very
ancient one. I found an engraving of it in the British Museum,
in a curious old work entitled " Venationes Piscationis et Avcvpii.

Typis Antonio Tempesta. Claes Janss Visscher excudit." The en-

graving alluded to represents fowlers in the act of capturing wood-

cocks and partridges with nets, snares, and nooses. The glade nets

are hung between trees, and are represented as being raised or

lowered by aid of ropes rove through sheaves affixed to the trees.

Some of the fowlers shown, are in active performance capturing the

birds in the nets
;
others are taking either snipes or woodcocks out of

nooses and snares : these appear to have been caught by their legs at

the water-side.

It is evident that the glade net was sometimes used for capturing

partridges as well as woodcocks : the former are mentioned in the

Latin inscription at the foot of the engraving :
" Rustica sic Perdix

laqueis vel retibus amplis, Falsitur umbrosis nemora intra frondea

ramis."

It appears from this inscription, that the glade nets were hung in

shady groves among boughs full of leaves. The object of which

seems to have been, that the birds might not see the net until they
found themselves entangled in it.

The proceedings connected with the use of glade nets appear to be

very simple. These nets are of lengths and breadths proportioned
to the glades in which they are suspended. They are simply square
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pieces of fine thread netting*, edged with cords adapted to the extent

of the lint. The glade net so formed is suspended between two

trees, directly in the track of the woodcocks' flight, or rather in the

" cock roads," as they are termed by Blome.* Both the upper and

lower corners have each a rope attached to them, which, as regards

the upper part of the net, is rove through sheaves, iron rings

or thimbles, fastened to the trees on either side, at the top of the

glade, at a moderate height, varying from ten to twelve or fifteen feet.

The falls of the two upper ropes are joined, or so adjusted, that

they form a bridle
;

to the central part of which a single rope is

attached, of several yards' length, which the fowler holds in his hand,

in a place of concealment
;
and thus commands full power over the

net, being able to drop it down suddenly and intercept the flight of

any birds which may attempt to escape through the glade j
or he

can draw it up as suddenly from the ground to a perpendicular

position.

A stone of about 5 Ibs. weight is attached to each of the lower

cords of the net
;
so that when the fowler lets go his controlling rope,

the weight of the stones forces the lower part of the net down in an

instant, with a strong fall
;
and at the same time they draw up the

upper part of the net.

The fowler having stationed himself in such a position as to com-

mand a full view of the glade in which his net is placed, beaters are

employed to flush the cocks from their retreats; immediately on

one or more flying in the direction of the fowler, a signal is given ;

and just as the bird approaches, the net is suddenly let down or

drawn up ;
when the woodcock flying forcibly against it, is imme-

diately ensnared.

The instant the birds have struck the net, the fowler lets go
another cord, which is generally looped to a stake within reach of his

arm
;
and the whole net, with the birds entangled, then drops to the

ground. In forcing themselves forward in their endeavours to escape,

they form the net into a sort of bag, which makes their capture more

certain.

Coveys of partridges, and occasionally hares, are taken in these

nets. Many game-keepers (as well as poachers) use them, and make

a good deal of money by the pursuit : the extravagant pi-ices and

constant sale for woodcocks, being frequently too great a temptation

for these men to withstand.

* Vide Blonae's Gent's. Recns.
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The method of capturing" woodcocks by means of glade nets is

almost universal
;
but is now more frequently resorted to on the

continent than in this country. Some of the French fowlers are

particularly skilful in this art of taking woodcocks (becassesj with

the glade net, which they term la puntiere.*

Daniel, in his " Rural Sports," speaks of great havoc being made

among woodcocks by the fowlers of Cornwall and Devon, through

the medium of glade nets
;
and he states that the Exeter stage

coach used to bring as many as thirty dozen in a week to the London

markets, where they sometimes fetched the exorbitant price of 10s. to

16s. per couple! But since the time when Daniel wrote, the prices

have advanced to almost incredible extravagance. In seasons when

they are very scarce, the game-dealers of the present day have the

conscience to ask one guinea per couple ! a demand which is fre-

quently submitted to by the wealthy and luxurious, who desire to vie

with their neighbours in gracing their dinner-tables with the most

costly delicacies that can be obtained, regardless of price.

In further assurance of the high market value which has always
been put upon these much-coveted birds, a fact is recorded by Daniel

of one person having been known to send woodcocks and snipes from

the neighbourhood of Torrington in Devonshire to the London

markets, to the amount of 1,900 in the course of one season
;
and

this upwards of twenty years ago !

The author of "
Sport and its Pleasures" speaks of having

frequently bought woodcocks in Newton market at 3s. 6d. per

couple or less, whilst at the same time, birds of inferior quality were

selling in London at 10s. a couple. Heigho ! for the economy of

country life !

Besides the system of taking woodcocks in glade nets, numbers

are captured with traps and snares, more especially in the western

and southern counties : those taken by such means and in glade

nets, form the chief supplies of the London and provincial markets.

Dealers are always ready to purchase cocks, and give preference

to birds caught by the fowler rather than to those shot by the sports-

man
j therefore, as the author of Stonehenge remarks :

" The

poacher commands the market."

The method of taking woodcocks by means of lime twigs was

freely resorted to by the ancient fowler, as was also the art of cap-

* Vide Aviceptologie Frai^aise, par C. Kresz Aine : A.D. 1854.
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turing them with horse-hair nooses. These nooses were generally
made of black horse-hair, with a running knot and spring-stick.*

For capturing woodcocks they should be laid flat upon the ground,
so as to snare them by their legs. In this manner poachers take

scores of partridges by placing the hair nooses in furrows
; parti-

cularly if a few grains of corn be scattered among them. Thus it

appears the woodcock is exposed to constant perils and incessant

persecutions by the fowler
;

" Yet not the perils of the aerial voyage,
Nor varied death, that hovers on the shore
From guns, and nets, and hairy springes, serve

The fruitful race t' extirpate.

Woodcocks are also taken by snares and nooses in various ways
in continental countries.! Mr. Bell, in his Travels in Asia, speaks of

a singular method of taking the coc-limoge, the heath cock, and

others, by the Osteacks. They erect a sort of paling of stakes about

four or five feet in height, so as to form a pathway from some wood,
and if possible along a sandy bank, leading to the brink of a river.

These stakes are placed sufficiently close that no cock can pass
between them. But at certain intervals there are openings or

passages for the purpose of inviting the birds to pass through ;
and

it is found, that rather than take wing the cock will seek a passage
from one end of the enclosed space to the other. In each of these

openings are set springes or snares connected with flexible rods, which

fly up and catch the bird either by the neck or legs the moment it

ventures to touch or approach the fowler's apparatus. The Osteacks

catch numbers of cocks in this manner.!
In the woods of Finland and Lapland, where woodcocks are very

abundant, numbers of them are captured in snares. The natives are

also very fond of their eggs : they take these in great quantities,

disposing of them as an article of food. They are very skilful in

their modes of capturing the woodcock
;
and by judiciously placing

stones on each side, the birds, in endeavouring to avoid the obstruc-

tions, pass directly into the snares.

Woodcocks are found throughout the United States and in Canada,

they pass towards the south as winter approaches. They are also

* Vide " Jewell for Gentrie :". and Blome's Gent's. Eecns.

f Vide Aviceptologie Fran9aise, before referred to.

J Bell's Travels in Asia.
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generally very abundant in New Jersey* (America), and in many
other parts of the western hemisphere.

It appears by some authorities that there are no woodcocks in

India
;
but Mr. Williamson asserts the contrary, though he states

they are very rarely met with in that country.f

In "Le Moyen Age et la Renaissance," tome 1., tit. "Chassee,"

p. xxiv., is an amusing description of a most incredible method of

capturing woodcocks, said to have been used in France during the

fourteenth century.

At that period the French hunted woodcocks after the fashion

d la foletouere. The fowler had a dress of the colour of dead

leaves (feuille-morte) ;
his face covered with a mask of the same

colour, having two holes in the place of eyes. As soon as he saw the

woodcock he went upon his knees, resting his arm on two sticks to

keep himself perfectly motionless. Whilst the woodcock did not

perceive him, he walked gently upon his knees to get near to the

bird. He had in his hand two small baguettes, the ends of which

were dressed with red cloth. When the woodcock was stationary

he gently knocked the "baguettes one against the other : this noise

amused or distracted the attention of the bird : the fowler approached

nearer, and ended by casting over its neck a noose, which he had at

the end of a stick.
" And know this," says the French writer,

" that woodcocks are the most silly birds in the worloVV

If they can be caught in this manner, that opinion cannot be

disputed.!

* The extensive wild and wet meadows of that state are favourite places of resort

for them during the drought so usual in America in July and August. They con-

gregate in such places at those seasons, in numbers truly astonishing, and incredible

to those who have not witnessed it." Skinner's Dog and Sportsman (America) :

A.D. 1845.

t Woodcocks are so extremely scarce that most of the best and oldest sportsmen
doubt whether one is to be found in India. However, two or three ha,ve to my
knowledge been shot ; indeed, I am greatly mistaken if I did not one day see

several brace, as I was following the course of a small spring through an extensive

jungle of underwood near Hazary Baug. They flitted before me for at least a mile,

suddenly dropping as they got out of my reach, and taking great care to dog in such

a manner through the bushes as to destroy every possibility of taking an effectual

aim. It was in the month of January, when we had as sharp a frost as ever I can

remember to have experienced in India." Williamson's Oriental Field Sports,
with drawings by Howett. Elephant quarto. Anno 1807.

J Not wishing to give so long a text in a foreign language, I have simply given a

translation of this extraordinary proceeding from the French work referred to above.



CHAPTER LXIV.

WOODCOCKS, AND SNIPES.

IN legal language wild-fowl were anciently termed fluminece

volucres ; and, although there is only a very slight prohibition

against their destruction, which can be put in force at the present

day ;
and that but a vestige of the several statutes which originally

subsisted, and threw around the wild-fowler a similar protection to

that which was given to the game-shooter, it may, nevertheless, be

worth while to introduce here a brief history of the laws, past and

present, which apply to this subject.

The author is not aware of any work, whether a legal treatise or

otherwise, which professes to trace, from the Statute-book or else-

where, a distinct record of the laws affecting the capture of wild-

fowl : therefore, in briefly epitomizing the subject, from its earliest

stages, the author will not be accused of plagiarism.

Wild-fowl were formerly considered game, and are distinctly

enumerated as such in the preamble .
to the statute 2nd Jac. I., cap.

27
j but, according to the present laws, they are not within the pre-

scribed definition of the term "
game :" they are, nevertheless,

recognized by law as creatures of value. There are no lack of prece-

dents, in the earliest volumes of the Statute-book, of laws specially

framed for the preservation of wild-fowl and the prevention of their

destruction. This recognition of the law in favour of the sport of

wild-fowling is confirmed by several subsequent acts of Parliament,

extending over three centuries. The strictest of those laws were

enacted in years long since past, when falconry was the prevailing

recreation in the country, and hawking by the brook-side the fa-

vourite diversion of every nobleman in the land.

The first trace which appears, in the nature of a law affecting

wild-fowl, relates as far back as the year 1209, when a proclamation
was issued by King John, forbidding the taking of wild-fowl, by any

means, in England. Holinshed assigns as a reason for this procla-
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mation, that the King
1

, going in progress about the tenth year of his

reign, and finding little or no game wherewith to solace himself or

exercise his falcons, and being at " Bristow" in the Christmas en-

suing, he restrained all manner of hawking or taking wild-fowl

throughout England for a season,
"
whereby the land within few

years was thoroughly replenished again."
*

By the 13th Richd. II., stat. 1, cap. 13, laymen who were not

possessed of 40s. a year freehold, and clergy of 10 a year, were

prohibited from keeping dogs, or using ferrets, hays, nets, cords, or

other engines, for taking deer, hares, conies, or other gentlemens
1

game, on pain of one year's imprisonment. It is conceived that

wild-fowl were at that period within the ancient definition of " other

gentlemens' game."
The first statute ever passed in England,f specially affecting the

sport ofwild-fowling, was that of 25th Hen. VIII., cap. 11 1 "An Act

against the Destruction of Wild-fowl." In the preamble of that

statute it is stated that, whereas before that time there had been

plenty of wild-fowl, as ducks, mallards, widgeons, teals, wild-geese,

and divers other kinds of wild-fowl, whereby not only the King's

most honourable household, but also the houses of noble men and

prelates of the realm, had been supplied with them at convenient

prices, and also the markets were sufficiently furnished with wild-

fowl : nevertheless divers persons next inhabiting in the countries

and places within the realm where the same wild-fowl had been

accustomed to breed, in the summer season, at such time as the old

fowl were moulted, and unable to fly, nor the young fowl fully

* Holinshed, vol. i., p. 374, quarto edition : 1807.

f In Scotland several statutes have been passed concerning wild-fowl inter

alia :

JAMES I., anno 1427. " Anent wylde foulis."

JAMES II., anno 1457.
" Anent the keping of wylde foulis that ganis to eit for the

sustentacione of man."

JAMES IV., anno 1493. " Anent the distroying of heron sewis."

MARY, anno 1551. " Anent thame that schutis with guns at deer and wylde
foulis."

" Anent the executione of the act maid vppon the prices of

all wylde foulis."

anno 1555. " Anent 'the slaying of poutis, pleuver, mure foule, duke,

draik, teil or goldeine."

,,

" Anent the execution of the actis maid for stanching of the

slaying of wylde foulis and wylde beistes with addi-

tioun."

J This statute was partially repealed by 3rd and 4th Ed. VI., cap. 7 ; was re-

vived by 21st Jac. I., cap. 28 ;
and farther continued by 3rd Car. I., cap. 4, and

16th Car. I., cap. 4.
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feathered, had, by certain nets and other engines and policies, yearly
taken great numbers of the same fowl, in such wise that the breed

of wild-fowl was thereby almost wasted and consumed, and was

likely daily to become more wasted and consumed if remedy was

not therefore provided. By section 2 it was enacted that it should

not be lawful for any person, at any time between the last day of

May and the last day of August, to take wild-fowl with nets or other

engines, upon pain of one year's imprisonment, and a forfeit for every
fowl so taken of the sum of four-pence. Section 3 gave power to

justices to hear and determine offences. Section 4 provided that it

should be lawful for any gentleman, or any other person who had

a 40s. freehold, to hunt and take wild-fowl with a spaniel, but

without using any net or other engine for the same, except a long-

bow. Section 5 prohibited the taking of the eggs of wild-fowl, by day
or night, between the 1st of March and the last day of June, under

pain of one year's imprisonment, and the penalties of twenty-pence

for every egg of any crane or bustard, eight-pence for every egg of

any bittern, heron, or shoveller, and one penny for every egg of any

mallard, teal, or other wild-fowl.

It appears, however, that this statute was found to be oppressive ;

and a part of it was repealed by the 3rd and 4th Ed. VI., cap. 7, in

the preamble of which it is stated (after briefly reciting the former

statute) that, forasmuch as the occasion for passing the previous

statute appeared to have arisen out of a private case, and that no

manner of common commodity was perceived to have grown of the

same, it being proved by daily experience that there had since been

less fowl brought into the markets than there was before the making
of the said act

;
which was taken to come of the punishment of God,

whose benefit was thereby taken away from the poor people, that

were wont to live by their skill in taking the said fowl, whereby

they were wont at that time to sustain themselves and their poor

households, to the great saving of other kinds of victual
;
of which

aid they were then destitute, to their great and extreme impoverish-

ing, especially of such as had their habitations near the fens
;
there-

fore the whole of the former statute was Repealed, except the sec-

tion which prohibited any person from destroying or taking away
the eggs of wild-fowl.

By 2nd Jas. I., cap. 27*, in the preamble, herons, mallards, and

*
Repealed by 1st and 2nd Wm. IT., cap. 32.

X X
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such-like, are distinctly recognized as game ;
and after stating that,

the game therein enumerated having been "more excessively and

outrageously spoiled and destroyed than hath been in former ages,

especially by the vulg'ar sort, and men of small worth making a trade

and living of the spoiling and destroying of the said game," who are

not of sufficient substance to pay the penalties imposed by the sta-

tutes, or to answer the costs and charges of a prosecution against

them
; by reason whereof, few suits had been attempted upon the

said laws, and thereby there was great scarcity of game throughout
the realm

;
it was therefore enacted, that no person should shoot at,

kill, take, or destroy any of the game therein enumerated, under

certain pains and penalties. A proviso follows, authorising qualified

persons to take pheasants and partridges at certain seasons of the

year with nets only ;
but there is no proviso regarding wild-fowl or

any other of the species enumerated as game.

By a very oppressive statute, 4th and 5th W. and M., cap. 23*,

any person having game, &c. (wild-fowl included), in his possession,

and not being able to give a satisfactory account of the manner in

which he obtained it, was liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding

20s., and not less than 5s., for every bird
; and, in default of pay-

ment or a sufficient distress, to be committed to prison for a term

not exceeding one month, and not less than ten days, and there to be

whipped and kept to hard labour.

By the same statute, unqualified persons having, keeping, or using

dogs, ferrets, bows, nets, or snares for taking game, fowl, <fec., were

liable to the like pains and penalties.

In a subsequent reign (9th Anne, cap. 25)*, it was considered

necessary to revive some of the provisions of the original statute, by
reason of the immense destruction of wild-fowl, by driving them
into hays, tunnels, and other nets, during the moulting season, and

at a time of year when the flesh of the fowl "
is unsavoury and un-

wholesome, to the prejudice of those that buy them, and to the great

damage and decay of the breed of wild-fowl." It was, therefore,

enacted that, if any person should, between the 1st of July and the

1st of September,
"
by hays, tunnels, or other nets, drive and take

any wild-duck, teal, widgeon, or any other fowl commonly reputed

water-fowl, in any of the fens, lakes, broad waters, or other places of

resort for wild-fowl in the moulting season," such person, on convic-

*
Repealed by 1st and 2nd Wm. IV., cap. 32.
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tion, should forfeit 5s. for each bird so taken
;
and the hays, tunnels,

and nets used in taking such wild-fowl were to be seized, and destroyed

in the presence of the justice before whom the party was convicted.

The 10th Geo. II., cap. 32,* recites that the said act of Queen

Anne had been found ineffectual, by reason of the wild-fowl be-

ginning- to moult before the 1st of July, and that they had not done

moulting by the 1st of September : the time was therefore extended

to between the 1st day of June and the 1st of October.

LAWS NOW IN FORCE.

Wild-fowl. As the law at present stands, no certificate is required

to kill wild-fowl, whether in a decoy or elsewhere
;
but no person is

allowed to shoot wild-fowl so near to an old-established decoy as to

disturb it, or prevent wild-fowl from resorting there (vide ante, page

76 The Law of Decoys") ;
nor may any person kill wild-fowl on

private property, without leave of the owner or the person legally

authorised to give permission.

Snipes and Woodcocks. By the 52nd Geo. III., cap. 93, any

person using a dog and gun for the purpose of shooting or killing

snipes or woodcocks, is liable to, and must obtain, a game-certificate.

This enactment is still in force. But snipes and woodcocks may be

taken with nets or springes by persons who have not obtained a

game-certificate, such methods of fowling being specially exempted
from game-duties by the same statute.

Wild-fowl, Snipes, and Woodcocks are not Game. Neither wild-

fowl, snipes, nor woodcocks are game. The statute 9th Geo. IV.,

cap. 69, sec. 13, defines the species of all birds that are, by law, con-

sidered game. The Game Act of 1st and 2nd Wm. IV., cap. 32,

specifies the same creatures to be game as the former statute of 9th

Geo. IV.

Killing Wild-fowl, &c., on a Sunday. Sec. 3 of this statute (1st

and 2nd Wm. IV., cap. 32) prohibits, under certain penalties, the

killing of game of all kinds, and bustards, on a Sunday or Christmas-

day ;
but it does not mention wild-fowl, woodcocks, or snipes : con-

sequently, persons shooting such birds on those days are not liable to

the penalties imposed by this section of the act.

Tenants' Rights. Where the landlord reserves to himself simply

the right to kill the game, the tenant may kill snipes and woodcocks,

*
Repealed by 1st and 2nd Win. IV., cap. 32.
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as well as quails, landrails, rabbits, &c. But if the tenant, not

having- the right to kill game on the occupation, gives leave to a

stranger to kill snipes, woodcocks, <&c., the stranger will do so at his

peril : if he acts on the tenant's leave, he will be liable to a penalty,

and, in default of payment, to imprisonment.* The tenant, however,

may bond fide employ his servants to kiH them.f

Trespassers. Persons (not having game-certificates) trespassing,

by day, in search of snipes or woodcocks, are liable to a fine not

exceeding 2
;
and if such persons trespass, together to the number

of five or more, they are liable to a penalty not exceeding 5 each

person. Wild-fowl are not within the pale of this law : but tres-

passers in pursuit of wild-fowl, by breaking and entering another's

land without lawful authority, would be liable for an ordinary tres-

pass j and, if no other damage could be assigned, the treading down

and bruising the herbage would be sufficient.}

Penalties and Exemptions. A person liable under sec. 30 to the

5 penalty for killing game without a certificate, is not liable for

killing woodcocks or snipes ;
but he is liable to the 20 penalty

under 52nd Geo. III., cap. 93, and also to the further duty charged

on a game-certificate. The latter penalty and duty are expressly

referred to in sec. 23 of the statute 1st and 2nd Wm. IV., cap. 32,

which enacts that the present statute is not to affect the existing

laws as to game-certificates.

Eggs of Wildfowl, Penalty for taking or destroying. By 1st

and 2nd Wm. IV., cap. 32, sec. 24, it is enacted,
" That if any per-

son not having the right of killing the game upon any land, nor

having permission from the person having such right, shall wilfully

take out of the nest or destroy in the nest upon such land, the eggs
of any swan, wild-duck, teal, or widgeon j

or shall knowingly have in

his house, shop, possession, or control any such eggs so taken, every

such person shall, on conviction thereof before two justices of the

peace, forfeit and pay for every egg so taken or destroyed, or so

found in his house, shop, possession, or control, such a sum of money,
not exceeding 5s., as to the said justices shall seem meet, together

with the costs of the conviction."

See also " The Law of Decoys," ante, page 76
;

"
Herons," page

196
;

" Swan Laws," page 208.

* Vide 1st and 2nd Wm. IV., cap. 32, sec. 30.

t Spicer and others v. Barnard, vol. vii. W. K,., p. 467.

j Blackstone's Com., vol. iii., p. 209
5
2 Selwyn's Nisi Prius, p. 1295, 12th ed.



CHAPTER LXV.

WILD-FOWLING IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

" From the frozen North, where Winter's hand,
With sway despotic and untam'd, locks up
The shrinking world

; o'er the wide ocean borne
On vig'rous wing, pour forth the feather'd tribes

Diverse and strange."

Fowling ; a Poem. Book iv.

THE present treatise has, thus far, been devoted to the subject of

wild-fowling as it is practised in our own country ;
the author will

now discourse of the various stratagems employed in this art by the

people of foreign nations.

Wild-fowl have always been more abundant in some foreign

countries than in England ;
and it is natural that migratory birds

should be more inclined to settle in wild and thinly-populated lands

than in such as are thickly-inhabited and avariciously cultivated, as

those of England.
One of the oldest and principal methods of fowling employed in

eastern nations, is that of falconry ;
and in this branch of the pursuit

the people of some countries exceed the best tactics of the English
falconer. Down to the present time the practice of hawking by the

brook is pursued in the East as ardently as ever,* and upon the most

modern and scientific principles ;
so that it is evident if we wish to

see falconry to perfection we must go to eastern lands, where there

is an extent of wild country and other advantages favourable to the

sport, which cannot be found in England.

Every one who is familiar with the history of foreign countries,

and who has read the works of voyagers and travellers, must have

* Vide "Falconry in the Valley of the Indus;" by R. F. Burton : A.i>. 1852.
Oriental and Western Siberia ;" by T. W. Atkinson : A.D. 1.858.
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marked the astonishment expressed by them at the numbers of wild-

fowl they encountered. This occurs in books of travel through every

quarter of the giobe.

The voyagers engaged in the various expeditions in search of the

late Sir John Franklin, also speak of the vast flights of wild-fowl

they met with in the Arctic regions.

An instance is recorded by a French writer, in which the whole

crew of a vessel would inevitably have perished with hunger had it

not been for the extraordinary abundance of wild-ducks.*

It also appears that wild-fowl are very numerous in parts of

Russia
; and, according to the experiences of a sportsman, they are

killed there in great numbers,f

Another author informs us that he found the rivers and lakes in

Lapland literally covered with wild-fowl.}

In Hudson's Bay thousands are annually shot by the inhabitants

of the surrounding country : their flesh is highly-esteemed by the

people of those parts as a valuable article of food.

On the coast of New Guinea they abound in every variety ;
so

that at certain seasons of the year the whole country seems covered

with wild-fowl.||

Adamson, in his voyage to Senegal, speaking of the morasses

between the villages of Nguiago and Torkrod, says they abound

with aquatic birds such us curlews, teal, and wild-ducks. The

latter species are sometimes so abundant in those parts, that they

cover a very large tract of ground or water. They appear in flights

comprising several thousands, and they are killed in great numbers
;

so that it is no uncommon circumstance to see thirty drop at one

shot, and often twice that number. Those lucky shots, however,

seem to be reserved to the negroes, some of whom are very good
marksmen. They use none but large fowling pieces, called " bucca-

neers" which are rather formidable pieces of artillery : they take

aim with these only upon level ground, and in large plains. The

natives are enabled to draw near to the birds unobservedly on the

* " Promenade autour du Monde ;" by Jacques Arago.

f
"
Pray, Sir, let us go and shoot at Lgoff," said Ermolai to me :

" there we
shall shoot ducks by hundreds and thousands." Russian Life in the Interior ; or,

the Experiences of a Sportsman; by Ivan Tourghenieff : A.D. 1855.

J Regiiard in his "
Voyage en Laponie"

Vide Pennant's Arctic Zoology. Vol. ii.

(I
Vide Bosnian's Description of the Coast of Guinea.
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savannas by reason of their bodies being of a colour which is

confounded with the verdure of the plain.* The white faces

of the Europeans are said to frighten the birds away ;
and it

is only the natives who can approach them successfully in this

manner.

Even among the burning- plains of India, where, of all other lands

in the world, one would least expect to find wild-fowl, they may be

met with in abundance during the monsoons, when the rivers are

swollen and the whole country drenched with tropical rains
;
but as

soon as the sun and heat have dried up the waters, wild-fowl are no

longer to be seen in that country.

Captain Williamson speaks of large flights of water-fowl arriving
in Bengal soon after the monsoons.f
As to the numbers of wild-ducks in Iceland, Sir G. S. Mackenzie,

in his travels through that island, speaks of the multitudes he saw

nestling on the ground through which he passed at Vidoe
; they were

so numerous that the author states, it required caution to avoid tread-

ing on their nests.

During the breeding season there, a fine of thirty dollars is inflicted

on any person who kills a duck.

The down, which is a valuable article of commerce, is removed at

two different periods from the nests, whilst the ducks are away

feeding.

Another author also alludes to the immense numbers of eider-

ducks he saw in his travels nestling on the ground ;
and in

such close proximity were their nests, that it required the

utmost care, when walking amongst them, to avoid treading upon
them .J

Wild-fowl may also be found in great abundance in all the lakes

and rivers of Scandinavia
; consequently excellent shooting may be

had in those parts. Mr. Lloyd states that he has killed fifteen ducks

and mallard, besides other birds, in the course of a day ;
all with a

* Adaxnson's Voyage to Senegal, the Isle of Goree, and Eiver Gambia : A.D.

1759. Translated from the French.

f
" The flights of water-fowl that arrive in Bengal immediately as the rains sub-

side are astonishing. The cyruses, and all the larger kinds, may be seen during
the early time of the rains in immense flights, each string forming an angle, led by
one bird, which at times is relieved by some other. They invariably fly to the same

quarter." Oriental Field Sports, by Captain T. Williamson.

J Vide " Travels through Sweden, Norway, and Finmark," by A. De Capell
Brooke, M.A. : A.D. 1823.
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common-sized shoulder-gun, and when the season for wild-fowl in

those parts was very far advanced.*

In the river, immediately near to Gothenburg, are extensive reed

beds, covering several hundred acres of bog-land. In these, great

numbers of wild-duck, teal, widgeon, and other aquatic fowl resort ;

but from being constantly pursued by shooters, they are very dis-

trustful, and difficult of approach to any other than an experienced

sportsman. The usual manner of shooting wild-fowl in the reed-beds

alluded to, is from a small flat-bottomed boat. The sportsman sits

at the prow, whilst a boatman at the stern propels the craft through
the reeds as quickly, but noiselessly as possible : for which purpose
the boatman uses a pole. In this manner the sportsman often steals

closely upon the birds
;
and on their topping the reeds, he is enabled

to take deliberate aim.

* Vide " Field Sports of North Europe," by L. Lloyd, Esq. : A.D. 1830.



CHAPTER LXVI.

ROCK-FOWLING IN NORWAY.

" The baron hath the landward park ;

The fisher hath the sea ;

But the rocky haunts of the sea-fowl

Belong alone to me.

The baron hunts the running deer
;

The fisher nets the brine
;

But every bird that builds its nest

On the ocean-cliffs is mine !"

Song of the Sea-foivler ; by MAEY HOWITT.

THE system of rock-fowling
1 as practised from the precipitous cliffs

of Norway, is extremely perilous ; though frequently attended with

considerable success and remuneration to those who have the hardi-

hood and daring- to pursue it. The Norwegian rock-fowlers, at im-

minent hazard of their lives, climb rocks of startling altitude, leap
over yawning chasms, and, with a rope attached to their waists,

throw themselves with grace and agility over the most fearful pre-

cipices ;
some of which present a perpendicular frontage of from four

to five hundred yards in height, and are washed at the base by a

turbulent sea.

The men who perform these feats of daring, are termed "
bird-

men ;'* many of whom are trained to the art from boyhood.
A long staff, called a '*

bird-pole
"

or "
fowling-staff," about five

or six ells in length, is used by the fowler in climbing the rocks
j
and

a rope, called a "
rock-line," several fathoms in length, is also used

for the purpose of descending from the upper part of the
cliffs, or for

pulling up a comrade from below.

The bird-pole is furnished at one end with an iron hook, which is

fastened to the waistband of the fowler when climbing from a boat

* Vide " Natural History of Norway ;" by Bishop Pontoppidan.
"

Fseroa
Reserata ;" by Lucas Debes. "

Description of Norway ;" by Herr Pader Clauson.

Y Y
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at the base of the cliff: it enables his comrades to hold him steadily, and

assist him up the rocks to the extent of the length of the bird-pole ;

or, if the cliff is very perpendicular, the flat head of the pole (which

is about six inches in diameter) is applied to the seat of honour

for the same purpose. In this manner the fowler is enabled to

climb to some helde or projection where he can obtain a footing
1

;
then

those below help another up to the same place : and when both have

climbed to the helde, bird-poles are handed to them. The two adven-

turers are then linked to each other by means of the rock-line, one

end of which is secured to the waist of one, and the other end to that

of his companion. One of them then climbs as high as he can
;

and where the climbing is difficult, the other, by applying his bird-

pole in the manner before mentioned, pushes his fellow-mate up
to a standing place. The uppermost of the two then draws up his

comrade with the rock-line
;
and so they get to apparently inaccessible

holes and clefts in the rocks, where the birds roost or build.

Whilst one of the fowlers is climbing, the other seeks a firm stand-

ing, and has to be prepared for the most sudden emergency, so as to

be able to hold his comrade fast, in case he slips or falls.

Accidents often happen ;
for if the one whose duty it is to be

watchful be not standing firmly, or is not strong* enough to support

the other when he slips, they are both precipitated to the bottom,

from whatever height : one dragging the other after him to certain

death
;
both are inevitably killed in the fall, by being dashed to

pieces against the rocks, or drowned in the waters beneath them
;
and

in this frightful manner several bird-men perish every year.

" '

Stay, ye fools !' he cried ;

'

ye madmen, stay !

Nor further prosecute your vent'rous way.'
"

On arriving at the bird-roosts in the rocks about twilight, or later,

the fowl are sometimes found very tame, and are easily taken with

the hand
;
but when wild, the fowler takes a small, light net from

his pocket (with one or two of which he is always provided), and

throws it over the holes and clefts in the rocks, and sometimes over

the birds that may be hovering within reach of his arms. The bird-

poles are sometimes used with the nets appended to them, so as to

entangle any bird that ventures within reach, or that the fowler may
chance by his skill to ensnare in that manner. If he contrives to

throw the net so as to touch either the head, feet, or tips of the wings
of any bird, it generally becomes his captive.
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During these operations a boat awaits the fowlers at the foot of

the rock; into this the fowl are taken, after being let down in

bundles by a cord, or thrown down singly into the water by the

birdmen, if not at so high an elevation as to injure them by the

concussion.

In fine weather, and during favourable seasons, when the fowlers

have climbed to difficult places, and found an abundant number of

birds, they sometimes remain on the rocks six or eight days at a time.

There are generally holes and clefts sufficiently large to admit the

body of a man; into these the fowlers creep; where, resting in

safety by day, they pursue their calling at night.

On such occasions provisions are supplied them from the top of the

precipice, by being let down with a small rope.

During the fowlers' sojourn in the rocks their companions in the

boats are regular in attendance once or twice at certain specified

hours generally at dawn of day to take away the birds or eggs
which are let down in the manner before mentioned, and to respond
to the signals and supply the requirements of their more adventurous

companions.
The fowling is performed chiefly by night ;

but the egging, which

is done at a different season of the year, is generally pursued

by day. There are stated periods of the year for this

perilous work : the first takes place in May, when they go after

the eggs of gulls, kittiwakes, and such like, which are of excellent

flavour : those of the razor-bill, puffin, and guillemot are rank and

unpalatable.

The other method of fowling resorted to by the Norwegian bird-

men is attended with equal, if not greater hazard, though sometimes

with astounding success. Some of the rocks are inaccessible to the

climber; the fowler is therefore let down to the bird-colonies by
means of a bird-rope : this proceeding is termed "to sie." The bird-

rope is generally from one hundred and sixty to two hundred yards
in length, and about the substance of three fingers in thickness. One

end is made fast to the back part of the bird's-man's belt
; or, as is

more frequently the case, there is a belt fitted to the end of the rope,

so as to fasten securely at the back. It is then drawn betwixt the

bird-man's legs, in such a manner that he sits upon it
;
and so is let

down with the bird-pole in his hand. Another plan is, by fastening

the end of the bird-rope to a small beam or pole, upon which the

fowler sits
;
but this is not considered a safe method unless a lashing
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is passed round the waist of the bird-man, so as to fasten him to

the rope.

Some fowlers are so expert in this art, that they pursue the perilous

calling- without the aid of assistants. Having fastened the rope to a

post, they let themselves down over the cliffs
;
and in the same

manner work themselves up again by simply climbing the rope. In

the absence of any stake or other hold-fast within reach of the cliff,

six men, at the top, stand by the rope, and hold it, letting the fowler

down by degrees. A semi-circular socket is sometimes stuck

into the ground at the brink of the precipice for the rope to

slide over, and in order to prevent its chafing on the sharp edges of

the stony rock.

A small signal line is also fastened to the fowler's waist, by means

of which he telegraphs to his assistants who have the command of

the bird-rope ;
and by certain pre-concerted arrangements the fowler

is enabled to make them understand his wishes as to being drawn

up higher, let down lower, held in the same place, or howsoever

otherwise he may desire.

In addition to the perils already alluded to, the bird-man has

many minor casualties to encounter, even under the most careful pre-

cautions : pieces of stone loosen by the friction of the rope, and fall

on his head. To guard against serious wounds from such occur-

rences, he wears a thick-furred cap, well stuffed with pliable sub-

stance.

The fowler, with the aid of the bird-pole, casts himself several

fathoms from the rock, and thus shoots himself to whatever part he

wishes to explore. He is able to sit on the rope in the air, and with

both hands at liberty, to use with ease the fowling-staff and net for

taking such birds as fly within his reach. He has also a parti-

cular method of plying his feet against the rock. In moving and

swinging to and fro, the bird-pole is of great service in skilful hands;
it is also sometimes used for preventing birds from leaving the holes in

the rocks until the fowler is enabled to capture them with his hand. It

will thus be seen that the bird-pole is a very necessary appendage to

the proper equipment of a Norwegian rock-fowler.

Some of the rocks, by reason of excavation at the base, the un-

ceasing fluctuations of the tide, or other natural causes, project over

the sea beyond a perpendicular, to a leaning position; and it is

generally found that these, of all others, from the apparently inac-

cessible security they offer, are the favourite roosts and resting-places
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of rock-fowl. The places under these projections are termed "
sie-

lings :" to obtain access to these, constitutes the very summit of the

rock-fowler's art : none but the most skilful can perform it. The bird-

man has to swing- himself as far as he can from the cliff, and then to

dart under the projecting rock
;
and all whilst suspended in the air

by the bird-rope. When he has succeeded in swinging himself

under the projection, it requires a good deal of experience and

skill to know how to hold on by the feet to a leaning rock, and

at the same time make use of the hands for the purpose of taking
1

the birds.

The most skilful bird-men delight in this perilous practice, and

swing themselves from rock to rock with great dexterity : an

accomplishment peculiar to the art, which requires much practice.

When the bird-man comes to a good standing and plenty of birds,

he sometimes unfastens the rope and secures it to a large stone,

whilst he pursues his art unfettered
; climbing and catching

1 the birds

with his hands, or by aid of the bird-pole. When he has taken a

reasonable number he ties them to the signal line
;

and on tele-

graphing to his companions above, the birds are drawn up, and the

line is immediately let down again.

On ordinary occasions, when suspended by the bird-rope from the

brow of a precipice, the fowler, having taken merely a belt full, is

drawn up, with the birds attached to his belt, on signalling such his

desire to his companions.
Some of the rocks scaled by these intrepid fowlers are fearful to

look upon ;
and so perilous, that, to a stranger, it appears almost

incredible how the fowlers dare venture to scale them. In the most

precipitous cliffs, however, there are but few if any clefts that are

not explored by these dauntless fellows. They sometimes venture

into places where they can but just pitch their toes, or lay their

fingers on some narrow ledge ;
and this where a gulph of two hundred

fathoms' descent lies yawning beneath them.

The occupation is often very lucrative : a great profit is some-

times derived from the feathers of the birds
;
and the flesh is dried

and salted in large quantities as food for themselves and families

during winter.

By the ancient laws of Norway, when a fowler on climbing the

rocks in that country happened to be killed by a fall, the nearest

male relative of the deceased was compelled to climb by the same
route as that from which the deceased fell. If he declined, or
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lacked the skill and courage necessary to incur the risk, the deceased

was adjudged to have been guilty of suicide, and was not allowed

a Christian burial, but treated as a criminal, who had, by means of

too hazardous fowling, been his own executioner.

But Peter Clauson, in his Description of Norway, says there is

nothing done under that law at the present day.*

* I once heard, from the pulpit, a beautiful allusion to this perilous system of

fowling, by a very learned divine, now one of her Majesty's Chaplains. He illus-

trated the subject of his text (taken from Pa. xc. 4, 5) by referring to an event

which had come to his knowledge, as to a fowler pursuing this hazardous occupation

suspended by a rope over a fearful precipice ; when, strand after strand of the rope

giving way, he at last hung between life and eternity by a single one. The

imagined feelings of the fowler at such a moment, and earnest preparation to meet
his God, were very impressively depicted by the worthy minister, in the subject of a
most eloquent discourse.



CHAPTER LXVII.

ROCK-FOWLING IN THE ORKNEY ISLANDS.

" The wild sea roars and heaveth
On the granite crags below

;

And round about the misty isles

The fierce wild tempests blow.

And let them blow ! roar wind and wave !

They shall not me dismay :

I've faced the eagle in her nest,
And snatched her young away."

Song of the Sea-fowler.

A SIMILAR system of fowling' to that practised in Norway is pur-
sued in the Orkneys. Many of the poor inhabitants subsist chiefly,

during the spring
1

season, on the egg's of birds which nestle in the

lofty cliffs and rocks of those islands, the height of some of which is

above fifty fathoms
;
and many of them are nearly perpendicular,

with here and there shelves or ledges, sufficient only for the birds to

roost and lay their eggs upon ; yet the venturous fowlers of those

islands ascend, pass intrepidly from one to the other, collect the

eggs and birds, and descend with the same indifference.

These excursions are generally attempted from the table-land or

top of the precipice. The fowler is let down by a rope, in the same

manner and under precautions precisely similar to those already de-

scribed in the preceding chapter.

The Orkney bird-men sometimes trust themselves to a post and a

single assistant, who lets his companion down, over stupendous pre-

cipices, with apparently careless incaution; and the rope is often

shifted from place to place along the cliff whilst the fowler, with his

game, is all the while suspended.

Pennant, in his " Arctic Zoology," asserts, without authority or
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discretion, that the bird-men of the Orkney Isles are sometimes let

down over the rocks by means of a rope made of straw, and not in-

frequently of hogs' bristles ! adding-, that the fowlers prefer the latter

even to ropes of hemp, because they are not liable to be cut. But

this is evidently one of those careless assertions of Mr. Pennant on

which no reliance can be placed, and which shake the authority of

that otherwise able and amusing- writer. So illogical a statement

should never have been put forth : it is utterly inconsistent with

common sense to suppose that a rope of some thirty or forty fathoms

in length, capable of enduring considerable strain, could be made out

of hogs' bristles; which, every one knows, do not grow to above three

inches in length, and the very nature of which, stiff and brittle as

they are, renders them totally unfit for the purposes of a rope;

besides, all the hogs in the Orkneys could not produce sufficient

bristles for such a purpose ; and, if they could, the ingenuity of man
would be most sorely taxed to make a forty-fathom rope of such ma-

terial : moveover, hogs' bristles are of too great a value for other

purposes, to be used so extravagantly.

Mr. Pennant must have mistaken horse-hair for hogs' bristles.

Horse-hair bird-ropes are used by the fowlers of the Island of St.

Kilda (vide post, chapter Ixix.).

Few men who practise these hazardous systems of fowling come to

a natural death. There is a common saying among- rock-fowlers,

that " such-a-one's gutcher went over the sneak."*

Similar systems of fowling to those already described as practised

in Norway and the Orkneys, are employed in the Faroe Islands; where

some of the cliffs are two hundred fathoms in height,f and are ex-

plored by the fowlers of those islands both by ascent and descent.

The sea surrounding many parts of the Faroe Islands, where the

rock-fowler ventures, is extremely turbulent, and the currents varied,

rapid, and whirling ; but, notwithstanding such threatening horrors,

the fowler climbs about rocks projecting over the sea, at considerable

altitude, with as little concern as if he were but a few feet from the

bottom, and had a feather-bed in readiness below to receive him, in

case he fell.

The birds which form the chief objects of attraction to the fowlers

* Pennant.

t
" It cannot be expressed with what pain and danger they take these birds in

those high and steep cliffs, whereof many are above two hundred fathoms high."
Fceroa Reserata.
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of the Faroe Islands are termed Lundes, which are simply described

as large birds, "black on the back, and white under the belly."*

The fowlers have a method of capturing these birds flying : they

provide themselves with a net similar to a cripple-net or a shrimp-

net, but with a longer staff and larger meshes. This net they term

a "
stang of staffe." Equipped with one of these, the fowler places

himself, at twilight, on a cliff near the bird-colonies, or in the ures

between the rocks (which he terms "
flight-places") most frequented

by the birds. On the lunde flying either to or from the cliffs, he

suddenly raises the net, so as to intercept its flight; and, if he is

expert in the art, he captures the bird. A skilful performer is some-

times enabled to take two hundred lundes in a few hours.

The proceedings connected with this method of fowling, are more

difficult and dangerous to behold than can be described. The

fowlers climb up from below, where the cliffs are steep as a wall
;
or

they are let down from above by a stout hemp rope.

A portion of the birds taken by the fowlers are eaten whilst fresh :

others are hung up, dried, and preserved as provisions for the

winter.

* Vide " Fseroa Reserata ;" translated from the Danish by Jno. Sterpin.

z z



CHAPTER LXVIII.

ROCK-FOWLING IN THE SHETLAND ISLES.

The billows burst in ceaseless flow

Deep on the precipice below
;

And steepy rock and frantic tide

Approach of human step defied."

SIR WALTER SCOTT.

A MOST remarkable and equally dangerous method of fowling- is

practised in one of the Shetland islands, at the Holme of Noss, a pre-

cipitous rock which stands severed from the Isle of Noss only sixty-

five feet distant, as if by some long-forgotten convulsion, or other
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unaccountable phenomenon. The Holm, which is little more than

five hundred feet in length by one hundred and seventy in breadth,
rises abruptly from the sea in the form of a perpendicular cliff, one

hundred and sixty feet in height. The chasm, which intervenes

between it and the no less precipitous banks of Noss cannot be looked

upon, or contemplated, without horror.

The wood cut is a small sketch of the Holm of Noss, with cradle

and rock-fowlers engaged in the pursuit of fowling
1

. The stupendous

height of the rocks renders it impossible to show the figures very

clearly ; the cut will therefore give the reader only a very indistinct

notion of the scene. From the cradle to the water the height is one

hundred and sixty-two feet, and the depth of the water is twenty-
seven feet eight inches, as measured by Dr. Scott, of Lerwick.

Dr. Hibbert* states that the original temptation to reach this

Holme was caused by the innumerable birds which visited it during
the season of incubation, when the grass became literally whitened

with their eggs. The writer also gives an interesting narrative of

the manner in which the perilous feat was accomplished, but whether

a traditional statement or otherwise it does not appear ; though it is

evidently well authenticated. It appears that upwards of two cen-

turies ago an adventurous fowler was induced, for the tempting re-

ward of a cow, to ascend the Holme from its base a hardy and

almost incredible undertaking, which lie accomplished; and having
reached the top, two stakes were thrown across to him from the

island, with tools for fixing them in the rock at the projection nearest

the opposite precipice. Having firmly fixed the stakes, the object of

the perilous adventure was accomplished ;
and the fowler was en-

treated to avail himself of the communication of ropes for the pur-

pose of returning across the gulf. This he refused to do, preferring

to descend by the way that he had climbed
;

and in the rash attempt
he fell, and perished. Strange to say, it does not appear that the

unfortunate man waited to complete the undertaking by twisting a

rope round the stakes
;
nor is it stated that such was thrown across

to him for that purpose.

The manner in which the islanders availed themselves of this ill-

fated hero's success, and completed the hempen tram-way across the

chasm, was by first conducting a small double cord across it, attach-

ing a stone at one end and throwing it over
; then, by means of a

* Vi<lc Hibbert's
"
Description of the Shetland Isles," page 285 : A.D. 1822.
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long- pole or fishing-rod, the cord was slightly elevated, so as to he

drawn round the stakes : a thicker rope was then attached to the

cord, and upon the latter being drawn in, the other was, in its turn,

brought round the post. This operation was repeated until a strong
and firm cordage formed the medium of transport from the island to

the rock. The tramway so far constructed, an oblong box or cradle

was contrived, at the extremities of which two holes were made,

through which the ropes of the tramway were drawn
;
and thus the

cradle was safely slung. The first passenger across the chasm then

seated himself in the cradle
; when, there being a slight descent towards

the Holme, he glided easily across, regulating the celerity of his con-

veyance by means of lateral cords. The return trip was not so easily

accomplished ;
it being on an ascent, assistance was required from

those on the island, who drew him up by means of a rope attached to

the cradle.*

At the time when Dr. Hibbert wrote (1822) the Holme was used

as a pasture for twelve sheep, which were conveyed across the chasm

one at a time, the cradle being just large enough to accommodate

a man and one sheep at each transit.

For the purposes of fowling, the cradle is slung twice in the year :

once in the egging season, and again in the fowling season. The pro-

ceedings of crossing the chasm are still conducted in the same man-

ner as that which has always been practised since the line of commu-
nication was first made.

In the Island of Foula, the bird-man makes fast his rope to a

small stake or a dagger, driven into the ground. He sometimes

incurs the rash folly of trusting his life to a fishing-cord, which is

twisted around the stake or dagger ; and, with no other assistance,

he descends from the top of the precipice, and collects his spoils. He
then ascends, by aid only of the fishing-cord.

* Vide Hibbert's < c

Description of the Shetland Isles j" also Gorton's "
Topo-

graphical Dictionary," vol. iii,



CHAPTER LXIX.

ROCK-FOWLING IN ST. KILDA.*

" Come on then, Jock and Alick,
On to the sea-rocks bold

;

I was trained to take the sea-fowl

Ere I was five years old !"

Come on then, Jock and Alick,
To the splintered sea-cliff's brow !

Where are the lads ? I wot ye,
On the topmost crags ere now !"

Song of the Sea'fowler.

THE island of St. Kilda has always been a favourite place of resort

for sea-fowl
;
the numbers frequenting" the cliffs and rocks of that

locality, at certain seasons, being truly astonishing
1

. During summer

the natives subsist chiefly on the birds captured by the rock-fowlers,

and on the eggs of the various species which build in the rocks. It

has been affirmed that during the fowling and egging seasons, out of

the abundance of fowl and eggs which are taken in the island, there

is a sufficient surplus, after amply supplying all the natives, to sup-

port two thousand persons besides !

The fowlers of St. Kilda are considered the most intrepid and

expert in the world : their feats of daring and alertness in climbing

rocks have often been the subject of discussion.

When the fowling season commences in St. Kilda, the native

fowlers have a merry-making, and feast together, as of one fraternity,

over the first productions of their adventures. At this meeting they

arrange themselves into distinct parties (generally each of four

* Vide "
History of St. Kilda ;" by the Kev. Kenneth Macauley : A.D. 1761.
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persons) for the pursose of fowling. Each party has at least one

fowling-rope, which should be about thirty fathoms in length.

A fowling-rope is an indispensable requisite for the operation ;
and

was formerly considered the most valuable implement a man of sub-

stance could be possessed of in the island. It was looked upon
almost in the character of an heir-loom, and descendable through the

family from generation to generation. It formed the first subject of

bequest in the will of a St. Kildian
; and, on intestacy, fell to the

share of the eldest son. In default of male issue, on falling to a

daughter's portion, it was reckoned equal in value to two of the best

cows in the island.

This fowling-rope, upon which so high a value is set, is not made

without considerable labour and expense the material employed

being raw cow-hide, salted and dressed for the purpose, and,

when so prepared, the hide is cut into thongs of equal length,

three of which on being closely woven or twisted together form a

three-fold rope of great strength, capable of sustaining considerable

weight, and sufficiently durable to last through two generations. In

this manner, with a succession of trios of the cow-hide thongs, the

fowling-rope is made of the length required. The whole is then

coated with sheep-skins (dressed in the same manner as the cow-

hides), in order to preserve it from injury, to which it is constantly

exposed on coming in contact with the sharp edges of the rocks.

Trusting to the strength of a rope of this kind, and the care and

skill of those who have the command of it, the practised fowlers of

St. Kilda stalk about from rock to rock, and over precipices terrifying

to behold, performing their feats of daring with grace as well as

intrepidity. They go down into the most impenetrable clefts and

shelves of the rocks with apparent ease and delight ;
and they signal

to their companions above, by means of a string tied to the rope

within reach of the fowler's hand.

The operations of rock-fowling are chiefly performed in the night

time
;
but the egging is done by daylight. The method in which

the fowler captures his birds by night is very ingenious : it is as

follows : He clothes himself in garments as nearly resembling the

colour of the rocks as possible ;
but upon his breast he wears a broad

piece of white linen
; when, having descended, by aid of the bird-

rope, to some shelf on the rock where he has obtained a footing, he

places himself in a position with his back to the rock near the

roosts of the birds, where he remains perfectly still
;
the birds, mis-
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taking the white on the fowler's breast for a resting-place in the rock,

fly directly towards it, and endeavour to cling to it
;
when the fowler

immediately takes them with his hand, and after wringing their

necks, suspends them to his girdle, or throws them in a heap at his

feet. The fowler generally continues these operations throughout the

whole night, and sometimes with astounding success as many as

four hundred fowl being* sometimes taken by an expert fowler in one

night.

When there is no room on the rock to lay the birds as they are

taken, the fowler, as soon as his belt or game-bag is full, ties the

signal line to it, and telegraphs to his companions to haul it up, which

they do
;
and having secured the birds, instantly haul back the line

to the fowler. But when there is space sufficient on the rock to

deposit the birds as they are captured, the fowler never signals,

except in case of emergency, until the morning.
The St. Kildians have used this art of fowling in connection with

the piece of white linen on the breast through many ages. It was

purely the invention of the ancient natives of that island.

Besides the more costly and valuable fowling-rope already de-

scribed, the fowlers of St. Kilda use another made of horse-hair,

termed a rock-line. But this is of far less value, and is only about

nine or ten fathoms in length .It is used in places less stupendous and

less difficult of access than those explored by means of the principal

rope.

St. Kilda is also a well-known resort of solan geese, and the St.

Kildian fowlers are particularly expert in capturing them
;
but to

such persecution are those birds subject, that it is almost astonishing-

there are any left in the island.* They are objects of the fowler's

attacks at all seasons of the year. In the month of March, just

before they begin to lay, the rock-fowlers seek them in the night

time
;
and creep upon them so stealthily that they snatch them from

their roosts without disturbing others which may be roosting beside

them. The fowler employs besides, the very cunning stratagem ofde-

positing the first captive goose as soon as killed among its living com-

* "In some localities, as on the island-rock of St. Kilda and others of the

Hebrides, the gannets congregate in vast numbers. Twenty-two thousand birds,

besides immense numbers of eggs, are annually consumed in St. Kilda alone, with-

out seriously injuring the colony. The birds are still so numerous there, that it is

supposed they destroy annually a hundred millions of herrings." The Sea-side

Book ; by W. H. Harvey, M.D. Fourth edition, page 294 : A.U. 1857.
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panions : the latter immediately begin to mourn over their departed
friend with much grief and groaning ;

when the fowler, taking advan-

tage of the mournful ceremony, secures many captives from among
the mourners. In these expeditions the fowlers climb over steep and

dangerous rocks, linked together in couples after the same manner as

that pursued by the fowlers in Norway ;* so that one, having climbed

to a shelf, draws up his comrade by the rope which unites them and

in case of one of the two slipping, or losing his hold, the other, by

standing firm or holding on, checks the fall and saves the life of his

companion.
In the month of May the fowlers climb and scale the rocks in the

same way in pursuit of the eggs of solan geese ;
and about August

and September they take the young ones (called goug), which are

then just ready to fly, and in prime condition for the table
; being so

redundantly fat from the constant feeding of the parent birds, that

they are, just at that particular age and season of the year, larger

and heavier than the old birds. Macauley asserts that the fat on

their breasts at that time is three inches in thickness. They are also

well covered with valuable down, of which they are stripped after

being killed, and they are then sent to market.

The young solan goose is "quite a favourite dish of the St. Kildians,

and at festive entertainments is the crowning delicacy of their humble

board.

The rock-fowlers of St. Kilda also use gins, made of horse-hair, for

the purpose of taking birds on the rocks
;
and they use nooses of the

same material, which they attach to the ends of light poles or fishing

rods, and reach over, at night, to opposite cliffs (otherwise inaccessi-

ble), and snatch birds off the ledges whilst at roost there, by quietly

slipping the noose over their heads, and drawing it round their necks

one at time : in this manner they sometimes capture dozens of fowl

in a few hours.f

The rocks of this island are allotted once in every three years, in

exact proportions, among the inhabitants, according to the extent of

land each person possesses : and this whether for the purposes of fish-

ing or fowling. At the expiration of every three years, which termi-

nates the tenancy, the allotments change hands ;
and any disputes

which arise are finally decided by drawing lots. Encroachments

* Vide ante page 346.

t This method of taking rock birds is also practised in Siberia by the Kamtscha-
dales. Vide post, chcvp. Ixxiii
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upon a neighbour's rock are treated as serious offences, and punished
with as much severity as a felony.

Some of the rocks which lie beyond the principal island are most

difficult to land upon : the adventurous fowlers who approach
them in boats incur very great risks : but nothing seems to daunt

them though they are in danger of staving their boat, and being

swept off the rocks the instant a footing is obtained : they manage
with extraordinary dexterity to effect a landing, which, though never

a dry one, they boldly attempt, clinging to the rock with hands and

feet, and often with their teeth besides, after leaping from the boat

when at the top of a wave.

A singular method of fowling is used in Hirta, which is chiefly

performed by females,* with the assistance of dogs specially trained

to the pursuit. The only birds they capture in the manner about to

be described are puffins, which burrow under ground with their beaks,

and there deposit and hatch their eggs.

The maids of Hirta make early morning excursions on the beach,

attended by a dog, which hunts the holes at the foot of the rocks

and about the shore : some of these dogs are so well trained, that

they never pass a hole containing a puffin's nest but they smell it out,

and capture the old bird without killing it or breaking the eggs. In

the cold weather, when these birds sit closely huddled together in

large numbers in the deep holes and clefts of the rocks, on one of the

little dogs being sent in, it seizes the first bird by its wing, and pro-

ceeds to drag it out; the bird, to save itself from persecution, lays hold

with its powerful beak of the wing of another, which, to save itself,

seizes the next
;

this in like manner clings to its nearest neighbour,
and so on, the dog continuing to drag them out steadily. In this

way a whole string of puffins falls into the hands of the fowler, as

every bird from first to last grasps the one nearest to it, and so all

are dragged out one after another as if linked together. Thus

the wife or daughter of a family in the short time of an hour, or less,

secures sufficient provision to supply for one day or more, all the

inmates of her household. The family subsisting on the eggs of

the birds during the egging season, and their flesh at others : the

dog faring sumptuously on the bones. Every family throughout the

island has one at least of these little fowling dogs. The breed of the

animal is simply a mixture of the terrier and water-spaniel, and is

* The maids of ancient Sparta were much employed in fowling.

3 A
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sometimes so regularly trained to its duties, that it is sent unattended

in search of puffins ;
when it goes about its business with the same

sagacity as if its young mistress accompanied it. On a dog being

sent on an errand of the kind, it generally returns in a few minutes

with a live puffin in its mouth
; then, if required, it is sent on a

second and third excursion, and so on until sufficient are caught for

the day's subsistence.* The feathers and down of these birds are

of great use and value both for domestic comforts and as an article of

commerce.

* This method of fowling is also practised in several other rock-fowling localties,

and is alluded to in the " Fseroa Reserata."

Vide also " Travels through Sweden, Norway, and Finmark," by A. De Capell

Brooke, M.A.



CHAPTER LXX.

WILD-FOWLING IN FRANCE.

" Or in a darksome night,
Fires on the margin of the river light :

Struck with the dazzling flame, ne'er seen before,

Surprised, they slow approach the shining shore."

THE fens of France, like those in England, have been drained

and cultivated of late years, with considerable skill and industry :

their appearance, when viewed at a distance, is wooded and pic-

turesque, most of them being planted with tastefully- arranged
avenues of willow-trees; and whole districts being intersected

with dykes and canals, varying in width from six to thirty yards,

thus forming hundreds of little islands of rich and fertile soil,

many of which are cultivated as market-gardens, and the products

conveyed to neighbouring towns in warms-boats.

Some of the interior islands of these fens, which have not been

reached by the arm of husbandry, are still in a swampy and unculti-

vated state, covered with sedges and rushes; thus presenting an

extremely wild appearance, and affording excellent haunts for water-

fowl.*

In some of the wildest districts of the French fens, numbers of

wild-fowl are killed in winter by the marais-fowlers, who of late years

have resorted almost exclusively to their guns, rather than the more

captivating system of decoy, which in Picardy was formerly much in

vogue.
At the present day, there are only a few decoys in France em-

ployed upon the English system, though there are huttier's decoys

innumerable, which will be treated of presently.

* Vide " Introduction to the Field Sports of France ;" by R. O'Connor, Esq. :

A.D. 1846.
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Previously to the invention of guns, and improvements in the art

of gunnery, the means employed by the ancient French fowler were

similar in many respects to those of the English. He used nets,

snares, springes, nooses, bird-lime, and such-like devices ;* and we

learn, from a high authority upon French fowling,! that decoys, as

practised in England and Holland, were employed in various parts of

France.

The most attractive method of wild-fowl shooting in France is

that in which a little dog is used for the purpose of enticing the birds

within range of the sportsman's gun j
for this art the dog per-

forms a similar part to that of an English decoy-piper, I being taught

to obey its master's signs in silence, and to skip round reed-screens,

erected for the purpose on the banks of lakes or other resorts of wild-

fowl.

The French sportsman, however, does not entice the birds up a

decoy-pipe, and capture them alive
; but, having allured them within

range of his gun, he thrusts the latter through a loop-hole in the

screen, and fires into the midst of the paddling, just as they turn tail

to swim away. Sometimes two or three gunners are stationed behind

the same screens
;
and when the birds are numerous, they all fire at

once.

This practice is attended with far inferior success to that of the

quieter operations of the English decoyer. After the discharge of a

gun, every bird leaves the lake
;
and those which have once been en-

ticed by the dog to approach the shore, are afterwards extremely

wary and distrustful. The practice is only moderately successful in

the best fowling districts throughout the whole country.

Mr. O'Connor recommends those who may wish to see a French

decoy, admirably arranged for wild-fowl shooting, with a reed-fence

surrounding it, to pay a visit to a pond in the marais of Soubruie,

occupied by M. Pierre Dewert, who lives upon an island, and sup-

ports himself by his exertions as a wild-fowl shooter.

In many parts of France little skiffs, somewhat resembling Eng-
lish gunning-punts, are used for wild-fowl shooting, the occupants

lying flat down in the boat, and pushing it ahead with a pole fur-

* Olina on Fowling. See also
" Traitte de toute Sorte de Chasse et de Peche,"

before referred to.

t Seliiicourt. And vide ante, page 31.

Vide ante, page 56.

O'Connor's " Introduction to the Field Sports of France."
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nished at the upper end with a ring* or grommet, and at the other

end with a forked iron. Some of these boats are fitted with guns as

large as English punt -guns : with these the French fowlers often

make highly successful shots.

A method of shooting wild-fowl which has gained great credit in

France, is that of enticing the birds within range of a gun by means

of a reflector (reverbdre).
This deception is made to represent, as well as it can, the rising

sun
j
at the appearance of which, the birds assemble together, and

swim towards the shore from which the rays of light are emitted.

The reflector is neither more nor less than a copper dish, well po-

lished, which, when the sport is pursued on the banks of a river, is

suspended from the neck of one person, who also carries in his hand

a caldron or pan containing oil and four or five lighted wicks. The

caldron being held immediately below the reflector, bright rays of

light are cast upon the water, which, if seen from afar by the wild-

fowl, are so announced by their cries and quackings.

Immediately on hearing from the feathered tribe these indications

of attraction, the sportsman, together with the bearer of the reflector

and caldron, accept them as a signal to observe strict silence and

precaution. They walk very slowly and lightly in the direction of

the birds, which at the same time are probably advancing towards

the attraction. The sportsman stands in obscurity, behind the

bearer of the reflector
;
and as soon as he finds the birds are within

range, and are sitting close together, he takes deliberate aim, and

fires his gun at them. The killed and wounded are then captured by
the fowlers, who get into a boat, and pursue them.

When this attraction is used on the banks of a pond or small

space of water, it may be performed by one person alone
;

in which

case, the reflector is suspended from a post or staff
;
and the caldron

is placed upon the ground in front, at the necessary distance to throw

the reflection at the required range on the water. Everything should

be in readiness before lighting the wicks in the caldron
j
and the

fowler should be cautious not to show himself between the light and

the water
;
but immediately on lighting the wicks, he should retire

behind the reflector.

After shooting once, it is useless to attempt it again, on that night,
in the same place : the fowler must, therefore, change his position to

another spot, beyond the sound of his former discharge, where he

may probably be again successful.
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This method of wild-fowl shooting is much practised at Burgoyne
and many other places on the continent of France.*

Another very general method of shooting wild-fowl, in France, is

by firing from small huts, temporarily erected for the purpose in the

fens, and on the margins of lakes, rivers, ponds, and such-like places,

the resort of water-fowl. The sport is called ' la chasse d la hutte"

These huts are built in the form of a bee-hive,f and generally among
trees or brushwood, or in a bed of reeds. The little building is

rudely constructed of turf, and covered with a light roof of dried

reeds
;
or it is sometimes formed with branches of trees, and not

infrequently entirely with reeds, or, indeed, of the roughest, though

readiest, materials at hand. Two or three small apertures are left in

front of the hut, immediately facing the water, and commanding a

full view of the lake. Through these apertures the French fowler

thrusts his gun, and slaughters his victims. The entrance to the

hut is in the rear.

These huts are sometimes constructed in such a manner that the

level of the gun bears in a line, only one foot higher than the surface

of the water. This is done by simply digging a hole for the founda-

tion of the hut
j
and from these, very effective shots are sometimes

made. The guns generally used for the purpose are as large as can

be fired from the shoulder without injury that is to say, guns carry-

ing from two to five ounces of shot at a charge.
In front of the hut, and parallel with the sides, or a little wide of

them, small posts are driven into the ground, to which strings are

attached, drawn tight and secured to similar posts, also placed in

parallel position, about a hundred yards distant. To each of these

strings, live tame ducks are secured. These are the "
call-birds," in-

tended, by their incessant quacking, to entice the wild ones to alight

among them; when, if they do, the huttier, from his place of conceal-

ment, scatters a charge of shot straight up the water, between the

two strings of call-birds
;

the effect of which is, to kill numbers of

the wild ones, without injury to the call-birds on either side, beyond

seriously alarming them, and causing them to chafe their legs and

bodies with the strings, in their endeavours to free themselves from

their fetters.

The time of day for this murderous sport is twilight, moonlight

* Vide "
Aviceptologie Fraiujaisc ;" par C. Krcsz Aine : Paris, 1854.

t O'Connor.
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and day-dawn, on any or either of which the huttier may anticipate

sport ;
but it is seldom that he will be able to make a shot by daylight.

When the water chosen by the huttier is shallow, instead of securing

the call-ducks to a string drawn from post to post, each call-bird is

tethered to a separate post or stake. These are carefully placed so as

to leave a clear centre, about twice the width ofa cart-way, for reception

of the wild-fowl, and in order that such may be shot without injury

to the tame ones. Duck-weed is cultivated and permitted to grow
in profusion about the water, in the central track where the wild-

fowl are enticed to resort.

The number of call-birds generally employed to each hut are five

two mallards and three ducks. A few skins of ducks, stuffed with

straw, are often interspersed with the live fowl, when the huttier's

decoy-ducks are few in number.

As soon as daylight appears, the huttier leaves the decoy, takes

up the call-birds from the strings ; and, having placed them in a

basket, which he slings across his shoulder, he walks off to his

cottage, returning to the shooting-hut again in the afternoon, in time

to fix his call-birds to their stations before the hour of evening-

flight. The poor captives are frequently in their fetters all night

long.

In shallow water, instead of performing his operations in a boat,

the huttier provides himself with a pair of water-boots, and wades

about the decoy ;
the spot chosen for which is generally shallow, so

that the huttier may wade at pleasure knee-deep in the water, to

pick up his birds after shooting.

The French markets depend chiefly upon the supplies furnished

them by the huttiers : in some seasons, the supply is very abundant.

A number of fowling-huts are scattered over the marais districts
;

and when the birds are plentiful, the huttiers keep them constantly

flying from one decoy to another during the night ;
the quacking of

the decoy-ducks enticing the wild ones to alight. A huttier some-

times makes three, four, or five shots in one night. A more simple
method of shooting wild-fowl cannot be imagined. No skill is re-

quired : the veriest nigaud might kill his dozen birds with the first

trigger of his life
;
and the old huttier could kill a score with his eyes

blindfolded.

The fens and waters of favourite or extensive resorts of water-fowl

are let to the huttiers in convenient portions. Many of these men
obtain their chief means of subsistence from the pursuit.
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Wild-duck and teal are the only birds they kill in great numbers :

widgeon do not often drop to the enticements of the call-birds.

When the huttier has made a good shot during the night, and has

reason to believe that some winged or wounded birds have escaped

him, he proceeds, with a dog, on the next morning, to hunt the

reeds and rushes about his aquatic domain
j
and thus secures them

without difficulty.

On some of the French lakes wild-fowl are particularly numerous,
more especially in Picardy, and the lakes of Gattemare and Peronne :

the latter is peculiarly well adapted for the sport, being very shallow,

and intersected by numerous small islands and beds of reeds and

rushes, where hundreds of wild-fowl annually breed in summer
;
the

huttiers taking care to preserve the broods of ducklings* with as

much care and concern as are used by the English decoyman.
In many parts of France, large coverts of coots frequent the open

waters : and, from the habit which these birds have of taking up a

central position in large ponds or lakes, they are (at least to the

French sportsman) quite unapproachable ;
but few are killed, and

those only on such occasions as grand battues, when, according to

preconcerted arrangements, at a precise time of day, parties embark

in boats from different banks of the lake, each advancing gradually
towards the centre of the water occupied by the coots

;
and so these

unfortunate victims ultimately find themselves surrounded on all

sides by the enemy ; when, escape being impossible, they rise in the

air, the boats having closed upon them
;
and they are then imme-

diately assailed in every direction with murderous artillery. The

attack generally ends in a dispute, it being almost impossible to

divide the spoils of such a chasse satisfactorily.

Professor Yarrellf gives an account of scoters and other ducks

being attacked en grand battue, in a similar manner, according to

arrangements directed by the mayor of the commune.

FRENCH GAME LAWS AFFECTING THE SPORT OF WILD-FOWLING.

Before hunting or shooting game in France, it is necessary to pro-

cure a permis de chasse, or porte d'arme, which is analagous to an

* In France, half-grown wild-ducks are called halbrans a word derived from

rerman tongue,
Vide "

History

the German tongue, and used to designate the young of the wild-duck.
" History of British Birds." vol. iii.

'
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English game certificate. It may be obtained on application at the

office of the mayor in any town; whose duty, though he cannot grant
it himself, is to transmit the application to the prefet of the departe-

ment ; and that official, if all is satisfactory, will immediately issue the

permis to the bureau des contributions directes in the town where

the application was first made
;

it will then be delivered to the appli-

cant on payment of twenty-Jive francs.

Private individuals have no right to demand from a sportsman the

production of his permis de chasse ; the only persons invested with

that authority are the mayor, his assistant or deputy, the garde-

champetre or forestier, and the gendarmes.
In the event of a sportsman being found by either of these officials

shooting without a permis de chasse he will be taken before the

mayor of the commune in which the offence was committed. This

dignitaire is generally a village farmer, who exercises a sort of sum-

mary jurisdiction.

The permis de chasse confers the personal privilege of hunting and

shooting throughout the entire kingdom of France for one year, com-

puted from the day of its date.

By the game laws of France* it is provided that the prefets of the

several departments shall determine by formal decrees, duly promul-

gated at least ten days previously, the precise day on which the

chasse shall be. opened, and also that on which it shall be closed.

Shooting and hunting are strictly prohibited at any other time than

whilst the chasse is open.

The prefets also determine,
"

1. The proper time for shooting birds

of passage (except quails) and water-fowl. 2. The time during which

water-fowl may be shot in the marais districts, and upon ponds and

rivers."

It is also provided that the prefets shall make proper regulations
" to prevent hunting and shooting while the ground is covered with

snow."

The punishment inflicted upon persons infringing these laws is

fine and imprisonment, and the confiscation of the gun, nets, en-

gines, or implements employed.

* Articles of 3rd May, 1844.

3 B



CHAPTER LXXI.

WILD-FOWLING IN AMERICA.

"A weary waste !

We passed through pools, where muscle, clam, and wilk,
Clove to their gravelly beds

;
o'er slimy rocks,

Ridgy and dark, with dank fresh fuci green,
Where the prawn wriggled, and the tiny crab

Slid sideway from our path, until we gain'd
The land's extremest point, a sandy jut,

Narrow, and by the weltering waves begirt
Around ; and there we laid us down, and watch'd,
While from the west the pale moon disappear'd,

Pronely, the sea-fowl and the coming dawn."
The Fowler ; by DELTA.

WILD-FOWL are, probably, as numerous in America as in any

quarter of the globe. Some of the States of that country are most

favourably adapted to their reception ; though the modern system of

draining- is vigorously progressing in many parts, with the same

gigantic strides it has made in England; and thus some of the

favourite haunts of the aquatic species have been considerably en-

croached upon.
The drowned lands of Orange County, the meadows of Chatham

and Pine Brook, the Passaic and its tributaries, before the modern

system of draining and embanking, offered the fairest possible retreats

for wild-fowl. In those parts thousands of acres of luxuriant soil

were annually covered with shallow water ;
and those inundated flats

were sometimes literally blackened with all the varieties of wild-fowl

known throughout the land.*

But it is not in those parts of America only, that wild-fowl are so

numerous. They abound in all the States of the country, wherever

* Vide Herbert's Field Sports in the United States :" A.D. 1848.
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there are lakes or moist feeding grounds to which they can resort for

food and shelter.*

In Canada there are myriads of wild-fowl in favourable seasons
;

more particularly in the neighbourhood of the Champlain Lake, which

is frequented by wonderful numbers of water-fowl of every species.

The fowlers there make huts, on and near the water, with branches

of trees
j placing- stuffed decoy birds about the spot they wish the

wild ones to resort to. When the latter alight, the fowlers shoot

them ; and sometimes they shoot at them as they fly, if they approach
within range : after which the natives get into their canoes and

gather them up.

Excellent sport may sometimes be had by proceeding on moon-

light nights in a small canoe
; when, by gliding noiselessly among the

islets of the lake, the birds may be suddenly surprised within

easy range of a shoulder-piece. The fowlers have also a method of

catching them in nets, which they spread upon the surface of the

water at the entrance to some of the rivers. Wild fowl have been

found so abundant in the vicinity of the Champlain lake that one

traveller states,
" In a word, we ate nothing but water-fowl for

fifteen days."f

They also breed in large numbers on the small uninhabited islands

of the Gulf of Mexico
; though their nests are often plundered by

persons who go in quest of their eggs in boats
;
and who frequently

return with two or thiee bushels the result of a few hours'

work.

Wild ducks, canvas-backs and others, arrive in the Susquehanna
about the first week in October, and they remain somewhere in the

neighbourhood of the Chesapeake until the middle of the following

March.

TOLINO WILD-FOWL.

There is one system of fowling practised in America which is as

curious in performance as it is interesting : it is, probably, one of

* "In every region of the United States, from the rock-girdled, pine-embosomed
lakelets of Maine and the Eastern States, to the limestone pools of the Pennsylva-
nian Alleghanies, to the limpid basins set in the oak-openings of Michigan and

Illinois, to the gleaming waters that lie unsheltered from the sun's brightest beams
in the centre of boundless prairies, all of which, in their proper seasons, are absolutely
alive with wild-fowl of every description." Herbert's Field Sports.

f Vide " Travels in Canada ;" by the Baron Lahontan.
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the most remarkable methods ever invented; and approaches the

nearest to the system of decoy as practised in England, of any of the

arts employed by the people of a foreign country for the capture of

wild fowl. The method alluded to is termed "
toling." I am unable

to trace the origin of the term, unless it simply implies a death knell,

for such it assuredly assumes to those birds which approach within

range of the secreted sportsman. This singular proceeding is said to

have been first introduced upwards of fifty years ago, near Havre de

Grace, in Maryland ;
and according to traditional testimony, the art

was accidentally discovered by a sportsman whilst patiently lying in

ambush, watching a paddling of wild ducks, which were a little beyond
the range of his gun. Whilst in a state of doubt and anxiety as to

whether they would approach near enough to be shot, he suddenly

observed them raise their heads and swim towards the shore, apart from

his ambuscade
;
and whilst wondering at the cause of so strange a

proceeding, his attention was directed to a fox, which was skipping
about on the shore, and evidently enticing the ducks to approach.
This accidental discovery of so weak a point in the nature of the

feathered tribe, led the sportsman to turn it to his own advantage ;

and thence arose the curious art of toling. To practise it successfully

the sportsman requires simply the services of a dog, which he uses in

a similar manner to that of a piper, as employed at an English decoy.

For the purposes of toling, the American sportsman erects blinds

or screens on the margin of some lake, the resort of wild fowl. When

any birds are in sight upon the water, he, with his dog, takes up a

position behind the screens
; and, by throwing chips of wood or small

pebbles up and down the shore, he keeps the dog in active motion, so

as to attract the attention of the birds, and induce them to swim to-

wards the shore within a few yards of the screens
; which, if they do,

the sportsman immediately discharges his fowling-piece at them, and

sometimes kills large numbers at a shot. The principal things to be

observed are, a strict silence, and to keep the dog constantly in motion,

and all the time in sight of the ducks. The little animal should be

encouraged to skip and bound over the rocks or stones in front of the

screens, and to flourish his tail about with playful vivacity. He must

never bark, for that would alarm the fowl, and cause them to fly away

immediately.
Red or chesnut-coloured dogs, with long bushy tails, are best for

the purpose of toling : the nearer they approach in colour and

appearance to a fox the better.
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Generally, as soon as the birds see the dog skipping about on the

shore, they stretch out their necks as if struck by an irresistible

power; which, either through fear, curiosity, or revenge, attracts them

towards him
; and, by an apparently unconscious and inconsiderate

movement, they approach nearer and nearer, as if they were spell-

bound. In this respect toling is very similar to the arts of the

decoyer, described ante in chapters xi. and xii.

The least interruption, as the movement of a boat or human form,

within sight or sound of the eyes and ears of the birds, spoils the

toler's sport by inducing the birds to swim or fly away. Their whole

curiosity must be riveted to the one attractive object the dog. If

their attention is diverted, the charm becomes broken, and the dog
ceases to have any influence upon them : as if a curtain suddenly fell

from their eyes, they become awake to the surrounding dangers which

threaten them, and then they no longer yield to canine enticement.

One dog only at a time can be used successfully : if two are started

at once, the birds take alarm and fly.

A dog perfectly trained to this sport is seldom to be met with,

though such an animal is a most valuable creature, and to a fowler, is

truly worth its weight in gold. When the dog is thoroughly awake to

its master's signs and wishes, the proceeding of toling wild ducks is a

highly interesting one alike to the sportsman, the amateur, and the

naturalist. As the ducks approach, the well-trained dog gradually
lessens the height of his jumps and bounds

;
and when they advance

within range, he almost crawls upon the ground.

Herbert, in his "Field Sports of America," states that he has

seen thousands of wild fowl under the influence of the toler, swim-

ming in a solid mass direct for the object; "and, by removing the

dog farther into the grass, they have been brought within fifteen feet

of the bank."

An imperfectly trained dog causes the fowler much anxiety. When
first started in pursuit of the chips, the dog pays no attention to the

ducks, because they are then perhaps four or five hundred yards

off; but as they approach nearer, the toler cares less and less about

the chips, and casts whining and longing looks at the ducks, as if

eager to bound into the water and attempt to seize them. It some-

times happens, after the ducks have been enticed within sixty or

seventy yards of the blinds, that the dog refuses to run after the

chips, preferring rather to stop and gaze at the birds
; exhibiting all

the while a whining anxiety, as he expects every moment that his
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master will fire.* This impatience on the part of the dog frequently

spoils the sport, and induces the fowler to fire before the birds are

near enough, when he probably kills only two or three
; whereas, had

the dog toled them a few yards nearer, he might have slaughtered a

dozen or more.

It would seem, that a dog could never be trained to perform his

part at toling so steadily and accurately as an English decoy-piper,

because of the discharge of the gun which is used in toling, and which

so excites a dog, that the animal is always expecting it when birds

are near. But, as no gun is fired at the English decoy, the fowler

there has his dog under perfect control, free from that anxious excite-

ment, though the ducks approach within a few yards.

A dog trained to the practice of toling should never be suffered

to retrieve the birds from the water, or it will always be anxious to

rush in after live ones, and spoil the toler's sport. A Newfoundland

dog, or a retriever, should be kept within hail, or trained to lie

perfectly still behind the blinds during the operations of toling ; and,

as soon as the fowler has discharged his gun, the toling dog should

be kept back whilst the other retrieves the birds.

The spot usually selected for toling is one where the birds have

not been much disturbed, where the fowler can command a suffi-

ciently extended space to preserve it from the interruption of all

intruders, and where there is water enough for the birds to swim

freely, and approach close to the shore. They cannot be toled into

shallow water.

The best time to shoot is, when the birds have satisfied their

curiosity, have turned tail, and are in the act of swimming away.
The sportsman should never shoot as they approach with their breasts

towards him, though they be ever so close : he will be enabled to

kill twice the number by waiting until they swim or fly from him,

with their tails towards the gun.
There are generally two or more fowlers behind the same blind

during the process of toling : the one who manoeuvres the dog gives

the signal for firing. If the fowl are numerous, the sportsmen dis-

tribute themselves widely apart, so that neither of them should shoot

at the same birds. When the fowler is alone behind the screens, and

* " There are few dogs gain celebrity in this practice ; they generally become too

fond of the ducks, and either stop to look at them as they approach the shore, or

lie down ;
in either case your sport is spoiled." The Dog and the Sportsman;

by J. S. Skinner, Pliiladel^Ua : A.D. 1845.
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has succeeded in toling the birds within range, he is sometimes

enabled to start the dog in such a manner as to huddle them

together : he then fires into the most crowded part of the flight or

paddling, and makes a very effective shot.

Young ducks are very easily toled. It is of great advantage to

the fowler when there are such among others in the paddling : the

old ones generally follow them. Sometimes a few only, as a dozen

or more, part of a much larger number, may be toled
;
but more

frequently the whole paddling, be it ever so extensive, swims in at

once, and they have been seen to exhibit uncontrollable curiosity by

rushing ahead in such an eager manner that those in the rear fly over

the heads of the leading birds, as if anxiously endeavouring to get
ashore first. Although this is not a usual scene, it is a well

authenticated fact.

In the absence of a dog they may sometimes be toled by simply

waving a small red flag or handkerchief, but they seldom approach
so near the shore by this stratagem as by that of the dog.*

It is stated by those who are familiar with this sport, that the

canvas-back ducks and pochards are among the easiest captives to

the toler
;
but the two species appear to have distinct peculiarities : the

canvas-back responds to the enticements of the dog with head erect,

a wild look, and body sitting buoyantly on the surface. The pochard,

on the contrary, appears unconscious of danger, keeps its head low,

and body much sunk in the water,f

Great numbers of wild-fowl are killed in America by this singular

stratagem of toling. The time of day best adapted to the sport is,

from sun-rise till nine o'clock in the morning, though they may
generally be toled at any hour of the day ;

and they are sometimes

toled on bright moonlight nights : but then a white dog must be

used instead of a red one
; or, in absence of a white one, a dog of

* Mr. Skinner says, of the art of toling,
" Ducks act very strangely sometimes.

I have seen a dog play without effect at one spot, when, by moving a short distance

to another blind, the same ducks would run in to him as fast as they could swim.
At other times I have seen them take no notice of a dog, when they would run

immediately in to a red silk handkerchief tied to the end of a ramrod, and kept in

constant motion on the outside, and in front of your blind." The Dog and Sports-
man ; by J. 8. Skinner.

f It will be remembered that, although the pochard defies the English fowler to

capture it in the decoy-pipe, it may be easily enticed along with other fowl to the

mouth of the pipe, but it always Jbeats a retreat under water. (Vide ante, chapter

14.) The American toler gives it no chance of returning, but greets it with a

charge of shot.
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another colour may be employed, by covering it with a white coating.

Wild-fowl may also be toled with a white flag- by moonlight.
In America every experienced wild-fowl shooter is supposed to be

familiar with the art of toling wild-fowl.

THE AMERICAN SCOW.

The scow, or American shooting-yacht, is a vessel of peculiar form

and construction. Although answering in some respects the purposes

of an English shooting-yacht, it is not used for chasing wild-fowl

with a stanchion-gun ; indeed, it appears to be totally unfit for such a

purpose. The most approved dimensions of a scow are forty feet in

length by nine feet beam. In form, the scow is flat-bottomed, with

wall-sides
;

in fact, very similar in external appearances to some of

the Thames river-barges, and rigged in the same manner, with sprit-

sail and fore-sail. The scow is also fitted with lee-boards, which, in

deep water, enable it to be sailed very close to the wind
;
but in

shallow water it makes much lee-way. Setting poles and large

sweeps also form part of the equipment of a scow, in order that the

occupants aboard may not be left on the mud, or become becalmed in

light winds.

The scow carries no ballast beyond her necessary equipment, which

is somewhat extensive, the whole of the space abaft the mast being

occupied with the battery or sunk-box, to be used for the purposes
of shooting wild-fowl apart from the scow, as will be explained

presently. Piled in heaps abaft the battery, and on each side of the

decks, are numbers of decoys or wooden ducks, each fitted with a

cord and weight at the end, which serves as anchor and cable to the

wooden imitation. The cords are carefully wound about the decoys,

and fastened with a slip knot, so as not to become entangled with

others, but to be ready for instant service. In addition to this

cumbrous armament, the scow tows at her stem two large flat-

bottomed boats, termed te

yawls:" these are useful for towing,

anchoring, and arranging the battery, when launched from the

scow.

Bulkheads divide the forepart of the vessel from the aft
;
the in-

terior of the space before the mast being furnished as a cabin, with

stove, sleeping-berths, ammunition lockers, and other fittings neces-

sary to the comfort of the hardy sportsmen, who are frequently
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absent on wild-fowling" excursions in the scow several days, and some-

times weeks.*

The fowlers having arrived at their destination, and anchored

the scow in some quiet bay or remote space of water where the wild-

fowl resort, the battery is lowered down over the sides of the vessel

with very great caution, or it gets filled with water in the perform-
ance. On being safely launched, the floating wings which are

attached to the side of the machine are unfolded, and the guards or

wash-streaks turned up. Several pigs of iron-ballast are then placed

in the bottom, in order to sink the frame of the battery upon a level

with the surface of the water, the floating wings preventing its being

swamped in ordinary weather : a platform is then placed over the

ballast in the bottom of the battery, and a blanket, rug, or a little

straw being spread over the platform, the machine is ready for re-

ception of its solitary occupant ; who, after taking his guns aboard,

with ammunition and other requisites, casts off the rope by which it

is held to the scow, and the battery is then taken in tow by the flat-

bottomed yawls, to the spot chosen for the sport, where it is anchored

fore and aft. The stools and dummy decoy-ducks are then placed in

a judicious manner around the battery by those in the yawls. Some

fowlers are very fastidious as to the disposal and adjustment of the

decoys ; they should ride freely, so as not to come in contact with

each other. These dummies, to the number of one hundred and fifty

or two hundred, cover a large space of water
; they are placed prin-

cipally at the stern of the battery, and a few of the lightest on each of

the wings. Several wooden heads of decoys are permanently fixed on

pins on the deck of the battery : these are painted in imitation of

red-heads, black-heads, and a few bald pates. The outermost

dummy, or that anchored in the rear of the others farthest from the

group, is generally in imitation of an old canvas back, and is face-

tiously termed " the toler." Some of the dummies are made to

imitate the living fowl so admirably, that they appear like verita-

ble ducks, as they are kept in constant motion by the ripples of the

water. When the decoys are all anchored and the battery is fixed,

* Mr. Klapp, speaking of the cabin of an American scow, says,
" It was well

pitched, so as to be water-tight, and was entered by a small scuttle with a slide
;

here the fowler cooked, eat, slept, kept tally of his game, manufactured the heads
and necks of decoys, cut his gun-wads, spun his yarns, drank his grog or coffee, and

kept care outside from October until April during the severest season of the year."
Krider's Sporting Anecdotes ; by Kla/pp.

3c
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the men in the yawls pull back to the scow, which remains at anchor

some distance apart from the battery, and the fowler is left alone in

his operations. The box or interior of the battery is not more than

eighteen or twenty inches in depth : but is sufficiently commodious to

receive the fowler, and enable him to lie down at full length on the plat-

form. In such a position he is almost invisible to every object on the

surface of the water : he shoots at the fowl with a large shoulder-

piece when they approach and offer a fair chance.

Sometimes he allows the fowl to alight and swim in among the

decoys before shooting ;
at others he fires at them on the wing as they

fly overhead. The fowler is enabled to load his guns in safety

aboard the battery j
but immediately after shooting, the men who

watch his actions from the deck of the scow, proceed in the

yawls to gather up the slain and chase the cripples.* The battery is

generally fixed in the evening, and the fowler's sport is sometimes

continued throughout the night ;
but his best chance is at dawn of

day. It is only when the water is smooth that the guards or wash-

streaks are turned down level with the surface of the water. On a

sudden breeze springing up, or rough water flowing around, the bat-

tery is in peril of being sunk
;

in which case, in the event of the

yawls not being at hand, it becomes necessary for the fowler to throw

the iron ballast overboard to lighten his perilous machine and enable

it to ride more buoyantly until assistance arrives.

Taking up the stools and towing the battery, with its ponderous
frame and accompaniments, is a work requiring some time in per-

formance. Each of the two hundred decoys, with its leaden weight,
has to be taken up separately, the cord carefully wound about it, and

the whole stowed away in the yawl. There are two occupants to

each yawl, one to manage the boat during the process of collecting

the decoys, and the other to take them up. The fowler in the bat-

tery collects the few dummies which may be near the wings of the

machine
;
he also turns up the guards, and assists as far as he can

in the somewhat tedious operations.

* " In 1838 a law was passed in this State prohibiting the use of batteries. "For

a short time it was respected, but the gunners who depend on water-fowl shooting
for a great part of their living considered it such an invasion of their rights, that they
defied it : at first shooting with masks, at the same time threatening to shoot the in-

former, should one be found. They finally laid aside their masks, and the law be-
came a dead letter, and has since been repealed." Field Sports in the United States ;

by Frank Forester : 1848.
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Such are the proceedings connected with the American method

of fowling- with the scow and sunken battery.*

The manner of punting, as practised on the Delaware and some

other parts of America, has already been alluded to, in a note, at

pages 149 and 150. The American punt is loaded with stones, in

order to bring the gunwales down, nearly upon a level with the sur-

face of the water; and, with a projecting frame-work, on which

several painted wooden ducks are fixed, the laden craft is sculled

ahead by the Yankee punter, with a small oar. When employed by

daylight, this system of punting is not objected to
;
but when pur-

sued by night, it is considered so destructive, that strong attempts
have been made to put it down. On the Chesapeake, the use of the

swivel-gun became so unpopular, a few years ago, that it was neces-

sarily abandoned ;f but, notwithstanding, there are some parts where

the punter enjoys uninterruptedly his sport, and, invariably with very

great success.

Excellent flight-shooting (slaking) may be had in many parts of

America, more especially in Susquehanna and in the rivers and

creeks which flow into the Chesapeake. Spesutia Island is also a

noted spot for wild-fowl shooting, as indeed are many other parts of

both Americas.

Pochards, and such other fowl as obtain their food at night by

diving, are captured, in some parts of America, by means of gilling-

nets
j

these are placed under water, in the evening, in the feeding-

haunts of the birds
;

so that, when they dive for their food, their

heads, feet, or wings become entangled in the net, and they are

drowned. The fowler, having judiciously placed his nets over-night,

on taking them up next morning, frequently finds several pairs of

pochards entangled in his snare.

* The amateur fowler who wishes to pursue the subject farther, may consult
" Krider's Sporting Anecdotes, by H. M. Klapp," 1853, and " Field Sports of the

United States," by Frank Forester," 2 vols. : 1848.

f
"
Paddling upon them, by night or day, drives the birds from their places of

resort, and, although practised to some extent on Bush River, is highly disapproved
of by persons shooting from points. For the last three years, a man has been occu-

pied on this stream, with a gun of great size, fixed on a swivel in a boat
;
and the

destruction of game on their feeding flats has been immense : but so unpopular is

the plan, that many schemes have been privately proposed of destroying his boat

and gun ;
and he has been fired at with balls so often, that his expeditions are at

present confined to the night." Field Sports in the United States; by Frank
Forester: 1848.



CHAPTER LXXII.

PERSIAN METHODS OF CAPTURING WILD-FOWL.

" Fowls by winter forced forsake the floods,

And wing their hasty flight to happier lands."

DRAYTON.

WILD-FOWL are particularly abundant in some parts of Persia;

especially in the extensive tracts of wild and uncultivated swamps
which skirt the shores of the Caspian Sea. Thousands of coots and

other water-fowl are annually bred in those places ;
in addition to

which, innumerable flights of migratory fowl visit those parts in the

winter season.

The Persian fowlers have several methods of capturing wild-fowl,

some of which are peculiar, and different to those generally employed
in European nations.

In the neighbourhood of the lakes and swamps they use long nets

made of very fine thread, which are suspended in the air at an eleva-

tion of several feet above the surface of the water, by aid of long poles

thrust into the mud, and standing in perpendicular positions about the

lake. The nets are not placed in line, but in various directions, so as to

form a sort of labyrinth, and intercept the flight of the birds in every
direction. A number of live decoy-ducks are stationed about the

water, below the nets
;
and secured by their legs to stakes or a sunken

weight. Wild-fowl flying over these at night, are attracted by the

callings and quackings of the decoy ducks, and induced to alight on

the water in the hopes of joining their companions ; when, on swoop-

ing in their flight, they are caught by the neck in the meshes of the

net ;* or, on striking suddenly against it, they fall fluttering into the

purse, or lower folds of the net, from which they cannot escape.

* Holmes's " Sketches on the Shores of the Caspian." See also "Travels in

Persia."
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These proceedings succeed best on dark and stormy nights : they
are impracticable by daylight, moonlight, or at any other time than

when the darkness is sufficient to obscure the nets from observation.

The Persian fowler, by this means, is sometimes enabled to take ten

or fifteen wild-ducks during the night, unaided by any other assis-

tants than his decoy-birds. Numbers of wild-fowl are thus captured

during the season, in the lakes and swamps abounding along the

coasts both of Gheelaun and Mauzunderoon.*

Another of the fowlers' schemes employed in the Persian fens, is

that of spreading a large net at the brink of a small pool, or on a

marais
; and, by means of a cord and flexible staff, raising* it to a per-

pendicular position, so that on a slight pull it falls, and covers a large

space of ground. The fowler, having pitched his net, conceals him-

self in reeds, rushes, or other ambuscade
; taking care to keep the

leading cord in connection with his net tight, and looped to a stake

by his side. A few decoy-fowl are stationed outside the immediate

scope of the net
;
and the fowler, on discovering that a number of wild

ones are within reach of the meshes of his snare, by casting off the cord

by which it is held in its upright position, it suddenly falls, or is

drawn over such birds as are within range ; which, on attempting
to escape, thrust their heads through the meshes, and are thus com-

pletely ensnared.f This method is practised by twilight or moon-

light, rather than by darkness.

There is yet another device of the Persian fowler, and which may
be considered the most ingenious of the three, though it can only be

performed on dark nights. Three persons embark in a small canoe,

one of whom sits astern and devotes his whole attention to the man-

agement and steering of the boat
j another, generally a boy, occupies

a position in the waist of the canoe, holding in his hands a circular

plate of bell-metal, upon which he keeps up a rapid succession of

strokes with a small staff; the third occupant of the canoe stands at

the prow, close beside a curiously constructed apparatus formed of

felt and wool
;
but having a firm and fire-proof hearth, on which a

small fire is kept burning during fowling operations, the fuel con-

sisting of cotton stuff, or tow, steeped in naphtha.
The apparatus thus fitted is placed in the bows of the canoe, when

a reflector is fixed to a socket at the back of the machine, in such a

position that the light from the burning naphtha is cast directly in

* Travels in Persia. f Holme?.
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front of the boat, the sides and back regions being" kept in obscurity

by the same means.

The boat manned and equipped in this manner, the fowlers proceed
on their midnight excursion to waters frequented by wild-fowl. The

foremost occupant of the boat who stands at the prow has by far the

most exciting and interesting part to perform. He is provided with a

hand-net of special construction, attached or suspended to two canes

of stolid substance and about twelve or fourteen feet in length.

The effect of the glare of light from the fowler's apparatus, com-

bined with the noise of the gong, appears to have such a remarkable

influence upon the birds that they remain motionless upon the surface,

as if rendered powerless by the commotion and apparition. The man
at the stern, meanwhile, propels the boat stealthily along, whilst the

fowler at the prow stands, with net in hand, keeping a keen look-out

for the wild-fowl, and skilfully pops the net over them as they sit

upon the water
;
then by suddenly twisting it and holding up the

canes the instant he finds the bird struggling, it falls into the bag of

the net, from which it cannot escape : the fowler then takes the captive

into the boat. Two or three are sometimes taken in the net at once.

The splashing noise occasioned by their struggles generally disturbs

other wild-fowl which may be near, causing them to take wing ; they

then fly round about the fowlers, in an apparently bewildered

manner, making first towards the light, and sometimes dashing

themselves, in their fright, both against the men and the boat
;

such as approach so near are frequently knocked down with a staff,

or taken with the hand.* Those which are taken in the net the

fowler removes
;
these he does not kill at once, but simply twists

their wings one in the other
;
and after turning their legs over their

backs, throws them into a basket or upon the floor of the canoe, the

whole proceeding occupying but a few seconds. Killing the fowl so

captured is quite another operation, and has to be performed by

cutting their throats in a very orthodox manner, with their heads

towards Mecca, or they would not be proper food for a strict Mussul-

man,f

Coots, as well as widgeon, and some other species of wild-fowl, are

* A somewhat similar method of capturing wild-fowl appears to have been

employed by the ancient Egyptians ;
but the precise method of operation is not

clearly defined. Vide Champollion-le-Jeune, Monuments de 1'Egypte, vol. iv.,

planciie CCCCX.
}
Holmes.
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caught in this manner; and on favourable nights as many as fifty

head of fowl are sometimes taken by one boat's crew on a single

nig'ht's excursion. Holmes mentions one locality where there are

twelve or thirteen boats constantly employed during the season in

this particular branch of wild-fowling. The neighbourhood not

offering very promising advantages to cultivation of the land, and

the inhabitants not possessing much spirit for such advancement,

they depend, chiefly, for their subsistence, at certain seasons, upon
the result of their midnight operations ;

and the fowl so captured
furnish an important article of food for the inhabitants.

The general average price of wild-ducks in those parts is 3Jd. per

pair, and of coots 2jd. per pair.*

* Holmes's Sketches on the Shores of the Caspian.



CHAPTER LXXIII.

METHODS OF CAPTURING WILD-FOWL IN RUSSIA.

Who can recount what transmigrations there

Are annual made ? what nations come and go ?

And how the living clouds on clouds arise ?

Infinite wings ! till all the plume-dark air

And rude resounding shore are one wild cry."
THOMSON.

THERE is a species of wild-goose, which Pennant recognizes as the

white brant, or snow-goose, which annually visits the north of Asia,

in gaggles consisting of several thousands.

The method of taking these birds, as described by Pennant, in his

" Arctic Zoology," seems extraordinary, and yet so simple as almost

to excite a feeling of incredulity as to the authenticity of that

author's statement. It is, however, confirmed by other writers.*

The art is practised with considerable success in Jakut and other

parts of Siberia.

A large net is placed on the bank of a river, near the nightly

haunts of the wild-geese, in such a position that, on the fowler sud-

denly jerking a line communicating at a distance of several yards
from the net, it falls, and ensnares any birds which may be within

its compass. On the net being spread, the singular proceedings con-

nected with it are put in force. One of the fowlers (generally

a man of diminutive stature) covers himself with the skin of a white

rein-deer, or wraps a white sheet about him, and in that disguise, at

twilight or later, crawls along the ground towards the geese, not near

enough to allow of detection, nor so as to alarm them. The distance

he advances must be regulated according to the humour of the birds.

* Vide "
History of Kamtschatka ;" translated from the Russian of Krasheninicoff,

by James Grieve, M.D. : 1764.
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If they are unsuspecting- and indifferent to his movements, he ap-

proaches within a few yards of their whereabouts
;
but if they show

symptoms of distrust, he is very wary in his advances. His actions

have, therefore, always to be regulated by the caprices of the

birds
;
and the more judgment he displays in this part of the pro-

ceeding, the g'reater are the chances of success.

Having approached, in the disguise aforesaid, as near the geese as

he considers prudent, he suddenly turns round, and proceeds in a

contrary direction, crawling away from the birds. His companions,
who station themselves at a distance, on the opposite side of the geese

to that taken by the fowler, narrowly watch his movements
;
the

instant he turns round to retreat, they show themselves, and, by

making a noise, drive the geese forward; the fowler, meanwhile,

waddling along on hands and knees, as if frightened at the noise of

the men, and anxious to avoid them, but, in reality, all the while

acting the part of a decoyer.

The geese, apparently mistaking the fowler for one of their own

species, and afraid to approach the water, because of the presence of

the men on the opposite side, are deluded in their attempts to escape,

by obeying the dictates of their own nature, which is, to follow a

leader
; and, fancying they see such in the disguised figure before

them, they follow it, when, of course, they are led directly to the net
;

and as soon as they have arrived within scope of its meshes, they find

themselves irretrievably ensnared.

In absence of a net, the fowlers of those parts construct a hovel of

the skins of animals, sewed together, which they place in a convenient

position, near the brink of the water, or where the geese most com-

monly sit at night. The hovel has an inlet and outlet
;
and the

fowler, in the disguise of a rein-deer's skin or white sheet, leads the

way, in a manner precisely similar to that described in regard to the

net
;
and having waddled along under the hovel, and enticed the geese

to follow in his track, he does not remain inside, but emerges at the

outlet
; and, closing the door after him, awaits the arrival of his fol-

lowers. As soon as he finds them all, or a good number, within the

hovel, he runs round, or pulls a string communicating with a trap-

door, which, on falling', instantly closes the entrance
;
and thus his

deluded followers are confined in the hovel.*

The numbers of geese taken in this singular manner by the fowlers

* Vide Pennant's Arctic Zoology, vol. ii., p. 549 et seq. ; ride also History of

Kamtschatka, by Grieve.

3 D
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of Northern Asia appears almost incredible. A family of five or six

persons sometimes captures several hundred in a season, which afford

them their chief means of subsistence. Of the feathers they make a

good price; and the flesh of the geese is preserved by being simply

thrown in heaps, into holes dug for the purpose. These, when filled,

are covered with earth, which quickly freezes, and forms a crust over

the heap. The larder so formed and filled is only opened in the

severest weather, when food is scarce
;
and the flesh is then found

sweet and good as if preserved in hermetically- sealed cases. Whole

families are sometimes kept from starving through the stores of a

larder of this simple contrivance.*

Another of the most ingenious and successful methods employed in

Siberia for taking wild-fowl is as follows. A spot is chosen for the

purpose where a wood happens to stand between two lakes, or

between a lake and a river. A straight opening is then made through

the wood, from one lake to the other, by felling and clearing away
the trees. Wild-fowl soon acquire a habit of passing through a

vacuum of this description ;
the fowler then provides himself

with two, three, or four glade-nets of sufficient breadth and extent to

reach across the vacuum : and at night he suspends them on poles as

high in the air as the fowl are in the habit of flying as they pass from

one lake to the other. As soon as all is ready, the fowler's assistants

disturb the ducks on one of the lakes, and cause them to take wing ;

when, in passing through the vacuum they fly against the nets and

fall captives to his ingenuity. Connected with the nets are small

ropes, of sufficient length to reach the arm of the fowler in a place of

concealment, where he awaits the arrival of the birds
; and, as soon

as he finds they have struck one of the snares in their flight, he pulls

a rope which brails up the net, and completely secures the fowl

within it. Sometimes, however, the birds are in such a body, and fly

with such velocity, that on striking the net it breaks away : the birds

then dash through it as if it were a mere cobweb
; though, on such

occasions, a few of the leading birds are generally killed on the spot

by the severity of the concussion.

The Siberians, it appears, are not awake to the scientific principles

upon which wild-fowl are captured at the English Flight Pond,f or

by planting their nets nearer the water, so as to intercept the birds as

they leave it, and rise in the air, before any great power of flight is

*
Pennant, p. 551. t !'/</. ,/,//,>, r-haptors 15 and 10.
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attained, they might often spare their nets from being* broken away :

and by providing
1

pen-falls or pits, they would be enabled to take

some of the species of wild-fowl in those parts by thousands.

Wild-fowl are also taken in the lesser rivers of Siberia, by means of

small nets stretched across the streams; when, during* night, the

birds are disturbed, and in swooping over the waters, fall into the nets

and are captured.

The Kamtschadales are awake to many devices for taking- water-

fowl. Necessity and deprivation having
1 forced the spirit of invention

among; that people, and taught them that Providence has ordained

such birds for man's subsistence in a season when food is extremely
scarce

;

" In those cold regions where no summers cheer,
Where brooding darkness covers half the year ;"*

so he has gifted man with the power to devise means for capturing
them

; though he has wisely ordered that they are not to be taken

without industry and ingenuity.

During the moulting season, when there are thousands of wild-fowl

of every variety in those parts, they are sometimes pursued in boats,

or hunted with dogs, in the same manner as swans are hunted and

killed in Iceland.f

The Kamtschadales also catch numbers of wild-geese during the

moulting season. These they take in pits dug near the brink of such

lakes and rivers as the birds are in the habit of resorting to. The

pits resemble those employed in some countries for taking wild-beasts,

and are lightly covered with grass in the same manner
;
when the

geese, on stepping ashore, and walking about the land in search of

food, fall into them and become easy prey to the fowler. It would

seem that a similar method of taking wild-ducks was known to

the ancients. Pliny says,
"
Itaque in foveas quibus fera.s venamur

delapsce solce evadunt."

They also take large numbers of wild-fowl in the moulting season,

by surrounding them with a fleet of small boats, and driving them

into a shallow river or bay with the flood tide
;
then by watching

them and waiting many hours in their boats at the mouth of the

river, the birds are prevented from returning ;
and so are compelled to

*
Diyden. t Vide a.nte, page 206.

J Pliny, lib. x., cap. xxxviii. sec. 112.
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remain then- until the ebb tide }i-.\< run out ;m<l left them upon the

land, when the boatmen and inluibitaiits fall upon tin-in and Lrenerallv

kill or capture every bird. These droves of foul arc -ometimes so

large, that twenty or thirty birds fall to the share of each person who

partakes in the scramble.

At the entrance to the river Ochotska this practice of wild-fowling

is very frequent, and often abundantly successful.*

The Kamtschadales also freely use fish-hooks for the purpose of

fowling : they bait them with small fish, and take many of the crane

and heron species in that manner. This is one of their few mode- of

fowling at other than the moulting* season.

They are also particularly expert in taking rock-birds with nooses

attached to long poles. They climb the highest and most preci-

pitous rocks in search of birds; and, at the hazard of their lives,

sometimes crawl to the brink offearful-looking precipices, where they

cautiously slip the noose over the heads of their victims, and snatch

them from their roost one at a time as they sit on the ledges of the

rock. When skilfully performed, a whole roost of fowl may some-

times be taken one after another, with so little noise as not to av, ake

or disturb their next companions on the same ledge.

Pennant mentions that the Greenlanders, in their little canoes,

pursue wild-ducks, and kill them with darts. They watch the coui>e

taken by the bird on diving ; and, following in the track of the air-

bubbles, strike the moment it rises to the surface. But this pursuit

must, obviously, be limited to the duration of the moulting season,

when wild-ducks are unable to fly. It is unreasonable to suppose
that a bird gifted with the power of flight would fail to make use of

such power to save its life when closely pursued by a Greenlander,

any more than it would if pursued in this country under similar cir-

cumstances by an Englishman.

Large numbers of wild-geese are also caught in Russia with day nets.

These birds are so abundant in some parts of that country that much

more value is put upon their down and feathers than their hYsh,

though numbers of them when captured and stripped of their

valuable coatings are smoked and hung for winter food.f

The manner in which the Russian fowler conducts these operations

* KraslioninicufTs History of Kamtsrlialka.
t Vi'lc Bell's Travels in Asia. Description of a Journey from Surgute lo

Moscow.
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is as follows : He spreads his net on an open plain encompassed with

wood and water
; and having- leading

1

string's attached to the net,

after the same manner as the English day net, he conceals himself

in a small hut formed of branches of trees, placed at some

di>tance apart from the net. He is also provided with a number of

dummies or stulfed skins of geese, which he judiciously arranges in

various attitudes on the grass round about the nets
; and, having so far

completed his arrangements, he watches, from his place of conceal-

ment, the approach of his prey. By an ingenious whistle, made
of birchen bark, which he applies to his lips, he so accurately mimics

the gaggle of wild-geese that they seldom approach within sound of

the false-call without being induced to alight among the dummies.

On hearing
1 the call they wheel round in the air, as if surveying from

aloft the position of their supposed companions ; and, after making a

few evolutions, come down among- the nets in gaggles of hundreds

at a time, when numbers of them are immediately captured in the

of the day nets; in addition to this, many others are taken on

rising to windward, in large nets fixed to lofty poles, probably re-

sembling the ingenious contrivances of the Siberians referred to in

an early part of this chapter.



CHAPTER LXXIV.

METHOD OF CAPTURING WILD-GEESE IN INDIA.

" There is a Power, whose care

Teaches thy way along the pathless coast,
The desert and illimitable air,

Lone wandering, but not lost."

W. C. BRYANT.

ON the Ganges, and in some other parts of India, wild-geese :in>

taken by a simple, though very remarkable artifice. The fowler

covers his head with a calabash,* hollowed out in such a manner as

to admit the whole of his cranium
;
and pierced with small eyelet and

respiration holes. The rind of the gourd is also slightly cut away in

places, and the fruity part exposed so as to make it as enticing a bait

as possible. In this disguise the fowlers of India wade up to tin Mi-

ears in the water, among wild-geese, as they sit upon the surface :

and, as no part of the head, limbs, or body of the fowler is seen above

the water, if he acts cautiously he may snatch the birds down one

after another without awakening suspicion, or alarming others which

may be sitting among them.

A fowler, so disguised, is careful to keep himself deeply iinrm>r>c<l

in order that the gourd only may be visible upon the surface : and,

as gourds are constantly floating about the Ganges, and afford excel-

lent food for wild-geese, those birds become thoroughly familiarised

with the sight of them
; and, in that peculiar disguise, suffer the am-

phibious fowler to intrude among them, not in the least aware of his

presence, or suspecting his design : on the contrary, the geese

approach, and peck at the gourds with their bills. The fowler then

* "
Calabash, a gourd or pompion, the fruit of the Adansonia or Baobab tree, the

shells of which are employed by the Caribbee Islanders for drinking-cups, K

measures, musical instruments, and various other purposes." V< >.

" Calabash tree. It hath a flower consisting of one leaf, divided at the brim into

several part.-; ;
iVom \\h..M- eii[> flMI the poiutal in the hinder part of the llo\\ er :

uh it'll afterwards becomes a fleshy fruit, having a hard shell." Jl/<7/-r.
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quietly seizes the birds one at a time by their legs, draws them under

water, and dislocates their necks : he then tucks their heads beneath

his girdle, from which they remain securely suspended ;
until he has

captured two or three, or as many as are within reach, when he walks

or swims towards the shore, and emerges from the water with his

captives. The cut at the head of this page will give the reader

a notion of this singular mode of fowling.

In a work of extreme curiosity,* which I discovered in my re-

searches in the library of the British Museum, and have already

referred to more than once in these pages, this remarkable method

of capturing wild-geese is very clearly depicted in a beautifully exe-

cuted engraving : beneath which is the following inscription :

" Anserum agreste genus stagnante in aqua capit Indus.

Ipse cucurbita habet tectum caput illecebris

Allicit : esuriens anser visse involat escae.

Indus pascentem facile capit arte volucrem."

None of the aquatic fowlers, emerging from the water, are repre-

sented by the original engraving as having captured more than three

* Venationes Ferarum, Avium, &c., depictse a Joanne Stradano : editse a

Philippe Gallaeo : Carmine illustrate a C. Kiliano Dufflseo. No date.
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birds, the result of one wading ; though several figures are shewn in

different attitudes, with the manner of approaching the fowl and

drawing them under water.*

Strachanf mentions that in Ceylon, wild-ducks and geese are caught
in a similar manner in shallow loughs and waters ; but, instead of

using a gourd as a decoy, the fowler is said to cover his head with

an earthern pot pierced with eyelet holes: so that when he wades

nothing is seen above the surface but the earthern pot which covers

his head. In this disguise he enters among the wild-fowl
;
and

they, mistaking the deception for a block of wood, or the like, regard
it with indifference, and unsuspectingly admit the fowler to move

amongst them, when he almost imperceptibly draws them under

water by their legs, and secures them in the manner before described.

If Mr. Strachan's statement stood unconfirmed, we should be dis-

posed to doubt his veracity as to earthen pots being used for this

purpose in the place of gourds ; but, as it is alluded to by other

writers, who speak of earthen pots being employed in this peculiar

method of wild-fowling, we are bound to believe it. At the same

time the disguise of the gourd must be by far the more enticing ;

and, indeed, the very fact of the gourd, as offering food to the wild-

fowl, would seem to form one of the principal attractions by which

the ancient fowler was enabled to practise his artifices successfully,

for the Latin inscription expressly states,
" Esuriens anser visas

involat escse." It is not improbable, however, that Mr. Strachnn,

and others who have written upon the subject, may have overlooked

the fact that the earthern pot, when used instead of the gourd, is

made similarly enticing, by having a few grains or ears of corn, or

some other food, sprinkled upon or stuck about it. This assertion is

further confirmed by engravings of the art in works by different

authors of travel, where the fowl are represented as actually pecking

at, and in some instances perched upon, the head of the amphibious

fowler.!

* There is a work bearing the same title as that from which the Latin text is taken,

published at Amsterdam, anno 1627 : said to be " Delineates ab Antonio Tempesta :"

but many of the engravings appear to be ill-executed piracies from the valuable works
of art of Stradano.

f Vide Philosophical Transactions Abridged, vol. v. : A.D. 1701.

J Captain Thomas Williamson, in his " Oriental Field Sports," states, with refer-

ence to this mode of fowling
" In jeels the natives often catch wild-fowl by means

of large pots ; at first left to float about among the birds, which soon become recon-

ciled, and approach them without fear. When this effect is produced, a shecarry
wades among the birds with his head in a similar pot, and pulls them under water,
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The modern Egyptians also use this mode offowling,* and employ
similar means to those of the Indian fowler for capturing some of

the thousands of wild-fowl which resort to the banks of the Nile

during the annual inundations of the lowlands.

The same artifices are also employed in China
;
and it is by no

means improbable that the people of that nation were the first to

discover the singular deception. The art is very clearly explained

and illustrated by Du Halde.f

There is this exclusiveness attached to the artifice it can only be

employed where the water is shallow
; or, at all events, not beyond

a certain depth ;
for no man could swim in such a manner as to keep

his whole body under water with three or four wild-geese suspended
from his girdle. It is a pursuit peculiarly adapted to eastern

countries. No one could remain under water, up to his ears, for any

length of time in cold countries, though the natives of warm countries

may do so with impunity.

Niebulir, in his Travels in Arabia, mentions, that Pococke and

some other travellers were not credited when they spoke of this mode

of taking wild-fowl as practised in China; "but," he adds, "no fact

can be more certain."

A precisely similar method of capturing wild-geese is practised on

the lake Cienega de Tescas, near Carthagena. The water of this lake

is salt, and is frequently visited by large g'aggles of wild-geese. To

capture some of which, the fowlers in that locality throw into the

water, at such times as the wild-geese are in the lake, fifteen or

twenty large calabashes, which they call totumos. These are merely

decoys, with which the fowl soon become familiar; and, having

repeated the proceeding of setting the totumos adrift three or four

fastening them to a girdle prepared for the purpose. The braming, or red-and-white

goose, is however very wary, and is seldom taken by any device. A pair of them,
with a flock of grey geese, will commonly keep up such an alarm as to defy the

powers of small shot."
* Vide "Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians," by Sir J. G. Wilkinson,

vol. iii. cap. 8.

f
" La maniere dont ils les prennent, merite d'etre rapportee : ils se mettent la

te"te dans des grosses citroiiilles seches, oil il y a quelques trous pour voir et pour
respirer, puis ils marchent nuds dans 1'eau, ou bien ils nagent sans rien faire paroitre
au dehors, que la tete couverte de la citrouille. Les canards accoutumez a voir

de ces citroiiilles flottantes, autour desquelles ils se jouent, s'en approchent sans

crainte, et le chasseur les tirant par les pieds dans 1'eau pour les empecher de

crier, leur tord le col, et les attache a sa ceinture. II ne quitte point cet exercice,

qu'il n'eu ait prix un grand nombre." Description Gcographique, Historique,

Chronologique, fyc. ; par Du Halde. Vol. ii. page 138. Folio edition.

See also Nieuliof's China. And Navarette's ditto. Also Pococke's Travels.

3 E
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days successively, the fowler goes to the lake in early morn, with

his head disguised in one of the totumos
; and, observing all

possible stillness and precaution, he contrives to swim or creep among
the birds

;
when he pulls them down under water, and secures them

to his girdle,* after the same manner as that pursued by the Indians

and Chinese.

Bewick speaks of this peculiar art of capturing wild-fowl as

attended with much watching, toil, and fatigue ;
and comparatively

trifling in point of success.

The Arabs are also awake to a similar mode of disguising the

head, and wading neck-deep in pursuit of wild-fowl
;
but instead of

a gourd or calabash, the Arabian fowler simply piles a few handfuls

of sea-weed upon his head; and in that excellent disguise, approaches
wild-fowl by wading up to his ears, when he snatches them under

water one after another; whilst their companions are quite unconscious

of the presence of the fowler, much less of the destruction he deals

among them.t

* Ulloa's Voyage to South America.

f Travels in Arabia
; by Carsten Niebuhr.
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American system of wild-fowling, 370

Scow, or shooting yacht, 376

Amphibious fowlers, 390
Ancient methods of capturing wild-fowl,

7,14,15,18
Anecdote of the young farmer, 283

of Ted Steele, 285
of punting parson, 172
of punting shoemaker, 175

Arabian mode of fowling, 393

Archery anciently used for fowling, 9
Arctic regions, 342

Argumentum, 7
Aunt Sally, 27.

Batteryfor wild-fowl shooting (American) ,

377
Battue grand (in France), 368

Bean-goose, 189
Beaumont decoy, 42
Bernicle goose, 185
Bird calls, 294

(Russian), 384

Bird-lime, 17
Birdmen of Norway, 345
Bird pole, 345
Black duck, 261
Black goose, 178
Black-throated diver, 267

Boat, the shooting, 226
Boats of Egyptian fowlers, 28
Brantham flight pond, 83
Brent geese, 178
Brent goose shooting, 213, 215

Brightlingsea, lamentable fate of two

youths, 168
Burrow duck, 260.

Calabash used for fowling,, 390
Canoe for wild-duck shooting (English),

229

(American), 371
Canvas-back duck, 375

Ceylon, mode of fowling in, 392

Champlain lake, shooting on, 371
Chasse de la Hutte, 366
Chinese mode of fowling, 393

Cienega de Tescas, fowling on the lake

of, 393
Clench-built gunning-punts, 118

Coast, shooting on, 269
Conical hoods for fowling, 15
Coot shooting (England), 252

(France), 368

Coots, mode of capturing in Persia, 380
Costume of wild-fowler, 101, 271

Cranes, mode of capturing, 15, 200

Cripple chase, 232

Curbaculum, 8
Curlew shooting, 304.

Decoys, history of, 30, 37

Decoy profits, 41

pond, 44

pipe, 48

ducks, 53

piper, 56
mode of capturing wild-fowl at, 61,
67

plunderers, 73
laws affecting, 76

French, 368
hovels (Siberian), 384

Delaware, punting on the river (note),
149
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Devonshire fowlers, 332
Diver shooting, 263

Great Northern, 266

black-throated, 267

red-throated, 268

Dog, wild-fowl shooter's, 104
for decoy, 56

Dotterels, mode of capturing, 307
Dress of wild-fowl shooter, 101, 271
Drift ice, wild-fowling in, 152

Driving wild-fowl, 21

Droppers, 216

Drugging wild-fowl, 20
Duck shooting, 236

Dunbirds, 79
mode of capturing, 89

Dunlin shooting, 316.

Earthen pots used for fowling,

Egyptian fowling, 25, 393

Elevation, art of (punt guna), 123

Erskine, Lord Chancellor (note), 234
Essex decoys, 41

gunning punts, 123.

Falconry, 10, 195, 341
Faroe Islands, fowling in, 352

Fens, wild-fowl shooting in, 289
of Persia, 381

Ferret used at the decoy, 60

Firing punt guns, 133

Flapper shooting, 243

Flight pond, 82

Flight of wild-fowl, 112

Flight shooting, 276

(America), 378
Flue nets, 13

Foreign countries, fowling in (generally) ,

341

Foula, Isle of, fowling in, 356

Fowling, 1 .

ancient terms, 5
modern ditto, 6
in Norway, 345
the Orkneys, 351
St. Kilda, 357
Shetland Isles, 354

rope, 358

France, wild-fowling in, 363
French mode of capturing woodcock, 334

game laws affecting wild-fowl

shooting, 368.

Gale at sea (wild-fowling), 218

Garganey, 251

Geese, mode of capturing in Eussia, 385
in India, 390

Glade nets, 330

Glade nets of Siberian fowlers, 386
Godwit shooting, 315

Goldhanger flight pond, 93
Golden plover, 298

Goosander, 266
Goose shooting, 178

Grasshopper spring, 138
Great Northern diver, 266
Great Bedford level, 289
Greenland fowler's mode of spearim*

wild-fowl, 388

Grey plover, 298

Grey-lag geese, 182
Guns (punt), 122

Gunning punts, 116.

Halbran shooting, 244

Hampshire gunning punts, 120

Hawking v. Falconry, 10, 195, 341

Heron, 194
Hirta fowling, 361
Holme of Nosa, fowlers of, 354
Hudson's bay, 342
Huttiers (French), 366.

Ice, punting amongst, 152
recWess adventure in, ] 56

Indian mode of capturing wild-fowl,
Irish decoys, 43
Itchen Ferry gunning punts, 117.

Jakut, mode of fowling at, 384.

Kamtschatka modes of fowling, 387

geese pits, 387
Kilda St., Isle of, mode of fowling, 357.

Language of wild-fowl, 107

Lapwing, 298, 300

Laughing goose, 189
Laws affecting wild-fowl, woodcocks, and

snipes, 334
Lime strings and twigs, 17
Lincolnshire fens and fenmen, 38, 291

Loading punt guns, 130

Lymington sledgers, 176.

Maldon gunning punts, 120

Manningtree coots, 253
Marais boats (French), 363

Merganser, red-breasted, 264

hooded, 265
Mersea decoy, 72

flight pond, 83
Moor hen, 257
Muzzle to muzzle, 175.

Neck-breaking, art of, 91
,
92
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Nets of ancient fowlers, 13
of Persian fowler, 380
of Siberian, 384
of Russian, 384

(glade) for capturing woodcocks,
330

New Guinea, 342

Night punting, 164, 173
Norfolk broads, 39, 293

Norway rock-fowling, 345
Norwich swan fatting, 206

Noss, Holme of, 354.

Oakley Hall decoy, 42
Ochotska (river), mode of fowling on, 388

Ooze, fall on, 150

Orkney Isles rock-fowling, 351
Oxbird shooting, 316.

Panthera net for fowling, 8
Permis de Chasse, 368
Persian fowling, 380
Pink-footed goose, 190
Pintail duck, 248

Piper, decoy, 56
Plover shooting, 297

catching, 302

golden, 298

grey, 298

Pochard, 79
mode of capturing, 89

American, 375
Poole canoe, 230
Powder and shot for punt guns, 128

Puffins, mode of capturing, 361

Punts, gunning, 116, 121

Punting by daylight, 140

by night, 164, 173

parson, 172

shoemaker, 175
Punt sailing, 158
Punt guns, 122

elevation of, 123

management of, ] 28

loading, 130

firing, 133

tipping, 133

double-barrelled, 134
Purdies Hall decoy, 42.

Ramsey Meer, 291
Recoil springs, 125
Red-breasted Merganser, 264
Red-throated diver, 268
Retriever dog, 105
Retriever cat, 27
Reverbere for fowling in France, 365

Rhine, mode of shooting on banks of, 271

Rock-fowling in Norway, 345
the Orkneys, 351
Faroe Islands, 352
Shetland Isles, 354
St. Kilda, 357

Ruff and Reeve, mode of capturing, &c.,
310

Russian fowler's mode of capturing wild-

geese, 384

Sambo, 105
on the shore at night, 288
his first lesson in the fens, 295

Sailing punt, 158

Scandinavia, 343

Scaup duck, 261
Scoter ditto, 261
Scow (American), 376

Senegal, 342

Setting pole, 141
Shetland Isles, fowling at, 354

Shooting wild-fowl (generally), 95

yacht, 221

boat, 226
wild-fowl under sail, 211
on coast by daylight, 269

by night, 280
in the fens, 289

Shoveller shooting, 259
Siberian modes of fowling, 384

Slaking (America), 379

Sledging for wild-fowl, 176

Snaring woodcocks, 333

rock-fowl, 360

Snipe shooting, 318

netting, 322
laws affecting, 334

Snow goose (Siberia)
Solan geese, 191

Spearing wild-fowl in Greenland, 388

Springes, 9, 330, 360

Stalking horse (natural and artificial), 99

Stanchion-gun, 137
Stint shooting, 316
Stone curlew, 306
Stour river, 252
Sunk tubs and boxes, 273, 278'
Swan shooting, 201

laws, 208.

Teal shooting, 250

capturing (see Decoy)
Ted Steele, anecdote of, 285

Tell-tales, 118
Throw stick of Egyptian fowlers, 26

Tipping the punt-gun, 133

Toling wild-fowl (America), 371
Tunnel nets, 21, 65.
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Velvet duck, 261.

Wandering decoy-duck, 54
Watton decoy, 39

Whimbrel, 306
White-fronted goose, 189
Whittlesea meer, 291

Widgeon shooting, 245
Wild-duck shooting, 236
Wild-fowl canoe, 229
Wild-fowler in a gale, 218
Wild-fowl shooting generally, 95

under sail, 211

Wild-fowl shooting on coast by daylight,
269

by night, 280
in the fens, 289

laws affecting, 334

Wild-goose shooting, 178
Wild-swan shooting, 201
Woodcock shooting, 323

netting, snaring, &c., 330
laws affecting, 334.

Yacht for wild-fowl shooting, 221.

THE END.

Printed by Rogerson and Tuxford, 246, Strand.
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